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	Twitter was wrong to suspend Guy Adams' account

	

	Publié: juillet 31, 2012, 4:36am CEST par Joe Wilcox
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If you missed the controversy, read colleague Ed Oswald's "NBC pressures Twitter to shutter account of journalist critical of Olympics coverage", then come back for my reasons why Twitter cocked up. Royally. His headline says it all, if you'd like to keep reading here. For a service often praised for supporting free speech, Twitter suppresses Guy Adams', presumably to protect a media giant and business partner. The suspension should matter to anyone using cloud services or supporting online free speech.

Here's what we know: Adams was highly critical of NBC's Olympics TV coverage. Among the tweets he posted the email address of the president of NBC Olympics. The network complained, citing Twitter's privacy policy. The service suspended the account. As I write, the account remains suspended. 

Adams explains what happened in a The Independent story posted earlier today. He got just about as much response why from Twitter as we did. Ed and I both sought comment and got zilch. He emailed, and I called the corporate office. Twitter really doesn't want reporters talking to the media folks. Phone options are enter extension, customer service or communications. I chose comm and was instructed to email the press office. Hitting "0" did nothing, either.

NBC does better, acknowledging in a statement obtained by BetaNews: "We filed a complaint with Twitter because a user tweeted the personal information of one of our executives". The offending Adams' tweet: "The man responsible for NBC pretending the Olympics haven't started yet is Gary Zenkel. Tell him what u think! Email: Gary.zenkel@nbcuni.com".

Public or Private?

The question then: Did Adams' violate Twitter terms of service? Since the service refused to directly speak for itself, let's turn to what's already online, starting with this:

Posting another person’s private and confidential information is a violation of the Twitter Rules.

Some examples of private and confidential information are:

	credit card information
	social security or other national identity numbers
	addresses or locations that are considered and treated as private
	non-public, personal phone numbers
	non-public, personal email addresses




Jumping to a linked page, Twitter states: "If the account is violating our policy, then you can file a report and we will investigate the account. If the account is in violation, we will suspend the account". Going back to the first page again: "If information was previously posted or displayed elsewhere on the Internet prior to being put on Twitter, it is not a violation of this policy".

S-o-o-o-o, if Zenkel's email was posted somewhere else on the Internet, then by Twitter's own policy, Adams violated nothing. 

Finding out isn't easy, now that news of Adams' suspension is everywhere. I spent more than an hour this evening trying to find Zenkel's corporate email address, but because it's now everywhere in news stories, the search literally is for a needle in a hay field. I finally came up with an obscure page that  I had seen earlier in an LA Times story. That's from organic search, and only after thousands of entries. Over at SearchEngineLand, Danny Sullivan found a few more -- and the same polluted search results.

The irony: The account suspension did much more to publicize Zenkel's email address than Adams' solitary tweet, exponentially. 

By a strict interpretation of Twitter's "If information was previously posted or displayed elsewhere on the Internet prior to being put on Twitter, it is not a violation of this policy", what did Adams violate here? 

Broken Trust

The real question: Why did Twitter act so quickly to squash Adams' NBC London 2012 coverage criticisms -- and granted there were many? Consider this: Just last week, NBC and Twitter announced a partnership for the games. Zenkel says in a statement:

With the eyes of the world focused on London, there is no doubt that the conversation on Twitter will rage around the competition, the athletes and the incredible stories from the Games. This partnership with Twitter will enable NBC Olympics to make an enormous contribution to this conversation, bringing the swarm of attention surrounding the London Games our expertise, depth of content from our years of preparation, and the unique access to the Games only NBC Olympics has in London.


There's an official NBC-supported Olympics Twitter page, with more than 1.3 million followers -- and 938 tweets as I write. 

So let me get this straight. Twitter supports free speech in far-fling countries like Egypt or Iran but not from UK journalists who criticize the cloud service's business partners? Is Twitter really protecting privacy or its NBC partnership? You can guess my answer. Twitter executed piss-poor judgment here, and despite the media storm -- around this, ah, event -- continues to do so. 

This morning, in response to a writer presenting a third-party source for a story, I wrote in group chat: 

In human relationships there is a misconception that love conquers all, that it's more important than anything. Actually, trust matters much more. Trust is the foundation of all relationships and framework for all cultural moral and ethical systems. In news, trust is a paramount. People need to trust that we report as accurately as possible. Even when I write snarky stories, there's still a relationship of trust.


Trust is vitally important with cloud services like Twitter. You trust them with your information and, here, to be soapbox and hub for online relationships.

As a journalist seeing one of my peer's free speech being suppressed, I lost trust in Twitter. Adams' account suspension was too quick and convenient. Twitter was wrong to suspend Adams' account. 

Photo Credit:  AR Images/Shutterstock
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	U.S. reaches smartphone market peak, while the rest of the world keeps on going

	

	Publié: juillet 31, 2012, 12:33am CEST par Mihaita Bamburic
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Who would have guessed that it was time for the smartphone market to take a breath and slow down before the second half of 2012? Strategy Analytics released a report analyzing the U.S. smartphone market and shipments for Q2 2012, focusing on the two biggest smartphone operating systems, Android and iOS. The results make for an unexpected scenario: has the smartphone market reached its peak and if so, who’s the winning platform?

The Strategy Analytics report posts a decrease on smartphone shipment growth year-over-year with a 70.1 percent increase in 2011 and a 5.4 percent decrease for 2012, calling for a comparison with the report made available by IDC, which focuses on worldwide sales and market share. The differences between global results and those in the U.S. only suggest the U.S. market might have reached its peak, while worldwide smartphones are enjoying better sales.

According to Strategy Analytics, 23.8 million smartphones have shipped in Q2 2012, which is a 1.4 million decrease from the 25.2 million units sold in Q2 2011. As expected, RIM is the constant loser, with BlackBerry devices selling just 1.6 million compared to the 2.7 million sold last year. It lost operating system market share as well, down to 6.5 percent in 2012 compared to a better 10.5 percent last year in Q2 2011. RIM is expected by industry analysts and the public to fare worse both quarterly and annually, but Android isn't, and that’s the most surprising part of the report.

The Google-owned operating system has lost both in terms of shipments and operating system market share. Android has shipped 13.4 million units in Q2 2012, a 12.41 percent decrease from the 15.3 million units sold in Q2 2011 and its market share has followed the trend. Android had a 60.6 percent operating system market share in Q2 2011 and has lost 4.3 percentage points over the course of a year, now down to 56.3 percent share.

The surprise comes from iOS which benefitted from Android’s loss. iOS shipments have grown by 2 million units, from 5.9 million units in Q2 2011 to 7.9 million sold in Q2 2012, a 33.89 percent increase over the course of a year. iOS market share has increased as well, from 23.2 percent in Q2 2011 to 33.2 percent in Q2 2012, a 10 percentage point increase.

Two weeks ago, I wrote about Android and iOS market share according to Nielsen’s report, and those numbers are close to the ones posted by Strategy Analytics today. In June 2012, 51.8 percent of US smartphones were running Android, while 34.3 percent were powered by iOS. Comparing it to the 56.3 percent for Android and 33.2 percent for iOS from the Strategy Analytics report, a 4.5 percentage point variance can be seen. But there is only a 1.1 percentage point variance between the different iOS numbers.

Both reports end their measurements in June 2012, so the comparison between the two sets of numbers is completely valid, allowing for a conclusion to be drawn: reports are not always indicative of actual market state and there will be differences between them based on measurements. Comparing two sets of data should yield closer results, but it points out that’s not the case. There is always something else that’s overlooked: individual manufacturer shipments are not indicative of actual operating system's market share.

Apple sold 26 million iPhones in Q2 2012 compared to 20.4 million in Q2 2011, 5.6 million units more, but its operating system market share dropped from 18.8 percent in Q2 2011 by 1.9 percentage points to 16.9 percent in Q2 2012. That is indicative of worldwide decreasing market share, but back home the Cupertino, Calif.-based corporation is getting stronger. It simply doesn’t mean that a lower market share can be translated to select markets, especially the U.S. which is one of the mature ones.

Samsung has sold 50.2 million smartphones in Q2 2012, but Apple has only managed 26 million. Samsung has a 32.6 percent market share and Apple just 16.9 percent market share. The biggest Android smartphone manufacturer is increasing its market share, while the only iOS device manufacturer is seeing a decrease in Q2 2012. That’s in worldwide shipments and market share, so when compared to U.S. shipments and market share the numbers don’t translate.

54.2 percent of smartphone to smartphone buyers are favoring Android, while 33.5 percent buy an iOS device (iPhone). The numbers posted by comScore are showing that more people buy an Android smartphone when coming from a smartphone, while less smartphone owners are going for an iPhone. According to comScore Android is rising and iOS is decreasing. Furthermore, 61.5 percent of feature phone to smartphone buys are Android devices, with just 25.2 percent for iOS. That’s indicative of increasing smartphone share for Android from feature phone to smartphone upgrades and when compared to the numbers posted for iOS it can only account to an increase in market share for Android, but Strategy Analytics doesn’t agree with this assessment.

Is there reason for concern to Android and iOS smartphone manufacturers? The U.S. market has reached its peak if we’re to judge by Strategy Analytics numbers, while worldwide even more smartphones are sold. The problem comes from the fact that comScore and Strategy Analytics suggest two different things. comScore’s data reveals better Android and worse iOS numbers, but it’s not reflected by U.S. sales from Strategy Analytics report, so both give reason to doubt each other’s numbers and statistics.

If the U.S. smartphone market has reached its peak, it clearly doesn't show it.
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	NBC pressures Twitter to shutter account of journalist critical of Olympics coverage

	

	Publié: juillet 30, 2012, 10:28pm CEST par Ed Oswald
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As criticism over NBC's coverage of the 2012 Olympics in London grows, the network now finds itself at the center of a controversy surrounding its apparent involvement in the suspension of the Twitter account of an American journalist.

Guy Adams, the Independent's Los Angeles bureau chief, has been extremely critical of NBC's coverage of the games. In a series of tweets, Adams takes on NBC's decision to run almost no major event live, and Matt Lauer's sometimes inane banter during the Opening Ceremony coverage. Adams even went so far as to criticize NBC Olympics president Gary Zenkel.

But there's one tweet that apparently ticked off executives at Comcast-NBC enough for them to seek out Twitter to silence Adams, and here it is:

guyadams Guy Adams

The man responsible for NBC pretending the Olympics haven't started yet is Gary Zenkel. Tell him what u think! Email: Gary.zenkel@nbcuni.com


Adams' decision to publish Zenkel's e-mail is apparently what caused NBC to complain directly to Twitter, and successfully have Adams muzzled. "We filed a complaint with Twitter because a user tweeted the personal information of one of our executives", a spokesperson for NBC Sports says in a statement.

So far, Twitter has not responded to BetaNews' requests to confirm that the network's complaint is behind their decision. That said, in a Monday piece for The Independent, Adams reports that Twitter support representatives told him that the aforementioned tweet is why his account is suspended.

"Since I’m still trying to get to bottom of the hows and whys of my suspension, which conceivably raises various ethical issues relevant to journalism in the online era, it seems premature to comment further", Adams writes. "Except, perhaps to say that I do not wish Mr Zenkel any harm, and to share a transcript of my most recent email to Rachel Bremer, Twitter's head of European PR".

In that e-mail, Adams tells Bremer that no rule was broken as Zenkel's e-mail is not private. Adams is right: a simple search for the executive's e-mail address will turn that information up (even after you take out all the results from the dozens of news outlets now covering this story, which are also republishing Zenkel's address).

There's another problem: Twitter really isn't following its own rules. The policy against the sharing of certain information on Twitter only covers "non-public, personal e-mail addresses". Zenkel's address is already public, and it is a corporate e-mail for a public company.

Under a strict reading of this policy, Adams has violated none of Twitter's rules, and his suspension sounds more like a move to appease an advertiser. As a story last week in the Wall Street Journal indicated, the two companies are working together to "tweet" the Olympics, with a full-on Olympics Hub to centralize coverage of the games.
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	Google+ Hangouts come to Gmail, joins group video chats with your inbox

	

	Publié: juillet 30, 2012, 10:01pm CEST par Tim Conneally

	
	
	
		

Google on Monday announced it had expanded its almost four-year old Gmail Video Chat service to include Hangouts, the popular new Google+ group video chat service.  Beginning today, users will be able to connect to Google+ Hangouts directly from their Gmail interface.

In 2008, Google's Gmail team rolled Google Talk with video chat into Gmail via a relatively small browser plug-in.  That plug-in was actually a peer-to-peer client which enabled users to connect to their list of contacts via their respective messaging clients.   

Hangouts, however, are not delivered in a P2P fashion, and instead utilize Google’s own network to carry the traffic. So in this way, users who are chatting do not necessarily even have to have a chat client open, and they can go directly through their desktop or mobile browsers.

Hangouts is one of the big draws of the Google+ social network, as it offers groups of users the ability to watch YouTube videos together, or hold "on air" forums on certain topics with limited participants, but open public viewership.   There is no comparable feature built into the other popular social networks, but services like Stickam and Tinychat provide the group chat experience as their central offering.

Facebook, for example, unveiled video calling last year, which utilizes the Skype API, but there is no browser-based group chat element yet.
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	Google resumes 16GB Nexus 7 sales

	

	Publié: juillet 30, 2012, 8:27pm CEST par Wayne Williams
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When the larger model of the Nexus 7 vanished from the Play store a week ago, it was generally assumed that demand outstripped supply. After all, the tablet has been insanely popular since its launch, and pretty much sold out everywhere. The fact that the 8GB model was still available in the store just suggested that people were more interested in physical memory than cloud storage.

But then the conspiracy theories began to kick in. There had been a lot of complaints about the 16GB model prior to its disappearance, with most focusing on screen issues, which led my colleague Joe Wilcox to question whether the model had been withdrawn for reasons other than just overwhelming popularity. His article certainly struck a nerve and generated some interesting comments, including further complaints about the device. Could he be right? Was there more to the story than Google was telling us?

Apparently not. From today the 16GB version is back on sale at Google Play, available to purchase in both the US and UK, and delivered as before in 3-5 business days. Those who preordered should start receiving their tablets very soon.

Quite how long the 16GB model will remain in stock is anyone’s guess, so if you’re thinking of getting one direct from Google, I suggest you hit the Add to Cart button sharpish.
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	Have you looked at your .htacess file recently? Your Apache server may not be secure

	

	Publié: juillet 30, 2012, 8:13pm CEST par Cameron Camp
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If your organization’s website runs on Apache, and many do, you might wonder if the webserver’s .htaccess controls are securely configured. If you believe the demo we saw on July 27 at Black Hat by Matias Katz and Maximiliano Soler, the answer is a resounding ‘NO!’ What Katz and Soler describe in their session is not some rare “corner case” hack that could only possibly occur in a lab with billions of automated attempts, this is easily testable in the real world, and the tools to exploit it are freely available.

It turns out that Apache, the most commonly-used web server in the world, has an arrangement where it hands off PHP-based requests within .htaccess to PHP itself, which has worked fine on millions and millions of websites for years. But with .htaccess, you can specify what requests get sent to PHP to try to interpret. The usual methods are GET and POST, but if you feed the .htaccess process some non-standard input, PHP automatically (unless otherwise instructed) treats it as a GET request, and allows the utility to start saving the PHP files on a webserver to your local filesystem.

Then it gets worse. Once the process has identified links buried in the files it just saved, it goes hunting down those links, requesting to save them all. It also checks to see if it already saved the file that the link points to, and in this way, won’t download duplicates, keeping the fileset fresh.

But wait, there’s more. After it saves all those linked files, it scours them as well, searching for files located wherever they link to, and so the process goes. With so many pages linking to other resources, it’s easy to see how a bad actor can pull down all the PHP files that run the site. These may well contain references to login credentials for databases, passwords, personally identifiable information and a host of other goodies that can be sold on the black market or used to enable further exploits.

Want to protect yourself? Turns out you can get very specific in your .htaccess file about what types of requests get handed to PHP by using the “LimitExcept” directive instead of the more commonly used “Limit”. You can also fix the issue within your PHP code as well.

So, now might be a good time to check your website configuration to make sure you’re protected, before the bad guys go scouring around trying to use this type of exploit. And if you’re not the person in charge of your website, you might want to point out this problem to the person who is, they may thank you, a lot.

Reprinted with permission 

Photo Credit: Sergej Khakimullin/Shutterstock

[image: ]Cameron Camp is a researcher for global security provider ESET and has played a critical role in building the ESET North America Research Lab. Cameron has been building critical technology infrastructures for more than 20 years, beginning as an assembly language programmer in 1987 and eventually becoming an evangelist for Linux and open-source technologies with an emphasis on the security sector.  Prior to joining ESET, he founded Logical Web Host in 1998, a data-driven web services company.
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	Virtual network architecture is hot: Oracle acquires Xsigo for undisclosed sum

	

	Publié: juillet 30, 2012, 5:58pm CEST par Tim Conneally
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Leading IT systems and technology company Oracle on Monday announced it will be acquiring privately-held company Xsigo Systems.  Oracle targeted Xsigo for acquisition because of its network virtualization solutions, a hot zone in IT right now. Just one week ago, VMware announced the billion dollar acquisition of Nicira, a company that specializes in software-defined networking technology similar to Xsigo's.

"The proliferation of virtualized servers in the last few years has made the virtualization of the supporting network connections essential," said John Fowler, Oracle Executive Vice President of Systems in a prepared remark on Monday. "With Xsigo, customers can reduce the complexity and simplify management of their clouds by delivering compute, storage and network resources that can be dynamically reallocated on-demand."

Xsigo's network virtualization technology, broadly falling under the brand name of "Fabric," will be combined with Oracle VM for server virtualization, and the resulting product will be a simpler, lower cost cloud solution.  Xsigo's Fabric Directors dynamically connect servers to cloud resources to reduce the number of switches in place; the Fabric Accelerator connects virtual machines to various resources (servers, networks, other VMs) through a software-defined private virtual link; and Fabric Manager is the network management interface for monitoring and maintaining all of these virtual connections.

Neither Oracle nor Xsigo announced any financial details of the transaction, but the deal is expected to close in Fall 2012, with Xsigo working independently of Oracle until then.
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	If YouTube isn't the best place to watch the Olympic games, it should be

	

	Publié: juillet 30, 2012, 5:08pm CEST par Robert X. Cringely
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If you are living in Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Brunei, Bhutan, Cambodia, East Timor, India, Indonesia, Iran, Laos, Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritius, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, or Vietnam and want to watch the London Olympics today I’m told your only choice is YouTube.  Ten events are available at any time through the International Olympic Committee (IOC) YouTube channel.

Of course 60 live channels are available in the USA through youtube.com/nbcolympics, but I think the international story is more compelling by far because it brings live competition to places where it was never available before.

YouTube seems to have really thrown itself into this Olympics thing, raising its live video game in the process and many of the advances they are rolling-out will be available broadly on the service going forward, not just for the Olympics.

On Friday, I visited YouTube in San Bruno to learn all this. My son Channing, who is 10 and addicted to YouTube fishing videos, was astounded to learn YouTube had a physical existence at all. How quickly our kids have embraced the cloud.

It will be interesting to see what breaks. Jason Gaedtke, YouTube’s director of software engineering, says they do not expect a flawless performance.

According to Gaedtke all video processing is being done in the Google Cloud and no custom hardware (or even additional hardware) is required.

With NBC, YouTube offers 60 simultaneous live events and hundreds of recorded ones, all transcoded into seven different video streams for various devices starting at 1080p and going all the way down to feature phones. There’s a new DVR interface, too, that allows viewers to pause live action or even start at the beginning of an event already in progress.  On completion all live events go into the library and remain accessible.

NBC editors are even adding metadata hints to the video thumbnails so lazy viewers can go straight to the most exciting moments -- scores, finishes, etc.

It’s free (there are commercials), happening in real time (not tape delayed for primetime), and covers even the most obscure events. What’s not to like? Well, I had to identify myself as a Comcast subscriber, so I wonder what off-the-air TV viewers will get? Please let us all know.

To me this feels like Internet video really coming into its own, providing a live service that simply couldn’t be done any other way. I can imagine an Olympics or two from now when the Internet may be the dominant (possible only) way to watch the games.

My Real World Experience

July 29, 3:30 pm: We’re trying to watch the Olympics on YouTube and it, in a word, sucks. Maybe this is Comcast, though Netflix and Hulu are running just fine. More likely it is YouTube having capacity problems. Of course the commercials seem to load okay. I’ve sent a message to YouTube and will update this post as I learn more. Hopefully they’ll be able to grab a bigger chunk of cloud and fix the problems.

July 29, 7 pm: It’s the speed of the PC. A dual-core 2-GHz iMac is jerky while a 2 GHz four-core I7 Mac Mini runs fine. A 2.4 GHz AMD four-core PC running Windows 7 Professional runs fine, too.  But I can’t watch the Olympics on a 2 GHz iMac, a 2 GHz Mac Mini, or my mid-2010 MacBook Pro (also 2-GHz). All three computers have two cores and are at their max RAM. Yes, I can slow down the connection, but anything above 360p clearly has problems (240p is best) and this on a 25 Mbps Internet connection. Understand that in each case I’m starting with the resolution setting on “auto”, so YouTube clearly expects my machines to run faster than they actually do.

Did YouTube test with any real world computers regularly used by small boys?
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	Mountain Lion downloaded 3 million times in 4 days: what it means for market share

	

	Publié: juillet 30, 2012, 4:57pm CEST par Mihaita Bamburic
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Apple released OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion on July 25, and based on that small sliver of time, data analysis company Chitika released a statistic forecasting Mountain Lion's adoption rate, claiming a 3.21 percent OS X market share in just 48 hours. Five days after the release, Apple has announced Mountain Lion downloads exceeded 3 million in just four days.  What does all of this mean?

Apple responded rather quickly last year after OS X Lion’s release, claiming 1 million downloads in the first 24 hours. Yet, with Mountain Lion, 3 million downloads in the first four days averages out to 750,000 downloads per day. Granted that's an estimate, but it would actually place Mountain Lion behind Lion based on first day downloads.

There's further evidence to support this theory, as the Chitika study points out that the Mountain Lion adoption rate considerably increased after the first day, accounting for a very slow first day start. So why is Apple calling it "the most successful OS X release in Apple’s history," according to the press release?

Philip Schiller, Apple’s senior vice president of Worldwide Marketing is quoted: "Just a year after the incredibly successful introduction of Lion, customers have downloaded Mountain Lion over three million times in just four days, making it our most successful release ever,” but if it is as popular as they say wouldn’t it have made sense for Apple to deliver a press release claiming more than 1 million downloads in the first 24 hours?

Judging by the average, last year’s press release, and this year’s lack of a first day download tally, Mountain Lion likely started slow, with downloads increasing the following days. But there's more to it than first day downloads. During the WWDC keynote, Apple claimed that they have shipped 26 million OS X Lion copies; that placed it at 40 percent market share two months ago, so how does the statistic from Chitika fare against official Apple numbers?

The numbers posted by Chitika are in direct contradiction to the numbers posted by Apple at WWDC, but also to the numbers posted by Net Applications which for June 2012 paint a completely different picture. Not only is OS X 10.7 at a 46.49 percent adoption rate, but it’s also higher than OS X 10.6 which only has a 38.24 percent market share; this hierarchy is inverted on Chitika’s statistics with OS X 10.7 having a 34.97 percent share and OS X 10.6 dominating it with a 45.51 market share.

If Net Applications claims that OS X 10.7 has a higher market share than OS X 10.6 in June, it doesn’t make sense for Chitika to invert that ranking and place OS X 10.6 at the top, in July. By comparing the two sets of numbers it would appear that Mac users have massively downgraded from Lion to Snow Leopard in just a month; an extremely implausible scenario.

The most realistic estimate of Lion market share is given by Apple, which is the only one that can actually count the number of units sold.  Actual market share for Apple’s latest OS version is somewhat difficult to determine at this point.

Chitika's numbers on Mountain Lion adoption rate are just an estimate and don't tell the whole story, but 3.21 percent seems like a fair estimate for the first two days; or 1.6 percent per day. 

However, we can make an estimate of our own.

Apple claimed at WWDC that there are 66 million Mac users worldwide, and combined with the 3 million downloads Mountain Lion has that we know of, it would make for a rough estimate of a 4.5 percent market share in four days.

Chitika claims that OS X Lion had a 14 percent market share in the first three months and by the current estimates it seems that even though Mountain Lion didn’t start as well as Lion, it’s going to fare even better than its older brother in three months.
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	Olympics fans asked not to tweet during events

	

	Publié: juillet 30, 2012, 4:41pm CEST par Wayne Williams
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London 2012 has been described as the first true “social media games”, with sports fans tweeting, texting and sending photos and videos live from events. But on Sunday it became clear that all this activity placed a strain on the networks when a deluge of messages sent by fans lining the streets to watch the men’s cycling road race prevented TV commentators from telling how far ahead the leaders were.

The problem, apparently with one so-far unidentified provider, stopped data from the cyclists’ GPS satellite navigation system getting through to the studios, leading to confusion. The International Olympic Committee (IOC) was forced to ask enthusiastic tweeters to limit the sending of non-vital messages -- at least until more network capacity could be arranged.

“Of course, if you want to send something, we are not going to say 'Don't, you can't do it', and we would certainly never prevent people" a spokesman says. "It's just -- if it's not an urgent, urgent one, please kind of take it easy."

Although there are more events set to take place on London’s roads, including the marathon, it’s unlikely the problem will be repeated. British Telecom, the official Olympic communications services provider, is reportedly offering four times as much network capacity as was available during the 2008 Beijing Games, and although no figures are available for other services, such as Vodafone, O2, or Orange, the IOC says it is working with all parties to ensure greater capacity across the networks to prevent this from becoming an issue again.

Photo Credit: London 2012 Olympic Games
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Microsoft's Surface tablet has received praise and only light criticism since its introduction a month ago. The innovative tablet addresses one of the biggest issues that computer professionals have when it comes to touch-based devices: the lack of a physical keyboard.

But Surface is not the only product that Microsoft will be making available to accommodate the launch of much-anticipated Windows 8. The company just announced the availability of four hardware peripherals that have been specifically designed for the next version of Windows.

Wedge Series

The Wedge Touch Mouse and Wedge Mobile Keyboard are top-of-the-line products designed for use with tablets and mobile devices.

Probably the most interesting product of the series is the Wedge Mobile Keyboard, a full-sized compact keyboard that uses Bluetooth to communicate with laptop or tablet. And just like Microsoft's Surface, the peripheral introduces an interesting feature that makes it stand out from the bulk of wireless keyboards, literally. The cover of the keyboard converts into a tablet stand that allows you to position the tablet in an upright position when you work with it on a desk or another flat surface.

When you look at the keyboard layout, you will notice that Microsoft has mapped hotkeys that activate Windows 8's Charms menu to the F5 to F8 keys of the keyboard. The four keys make available the search, share, devices and settings Charm menu items, with the Metro startpage Charm still mapped to the Windows key.

The Wedge Touch Mouse looks different than any other mouse that you may have worked with in the last couple of years. It is a small lightweight device that only offers enough space to rest two of your fingers. It has no physical scroll wheel, and scrolling is handled using gestures on the surface of the mouse.

The mouse features Microsoft's BlueTrack technology, which makes it usable on nearly every surface you place it on. And just like the keyboard, the mouse uses Bluetooth to communicate with the computer.

[image: ]

Another interesting feature that Microsoft has integrated into both products: Backpack Mode, which syncs with the computer's sleep mode. When the computer is put into sleep mode, the mouse and keyboard power down as well, to extend the battery life.

The Sculpt Series

The Sculpt Mobile Keyboard features a Comfort Curve design that helps position the wrists and hands in a natural resting position. It too establishes connections via Bluetooth and features hotkeys for the Windows 8 Charms menu, just like the Wedge Mobile Keyboard does.

Microsoft makes no mention of a cover in the press release, but likely it will ship without one.

The Sculpt Touch Mouse finally uses a regular design that is complemented by a four-way touch scroll strip. It connects via Bluetooth and ships with the same power-saving technologies that the other products ship with.

Microsoft Touch Mouse

Microsoft's existing Touch Mouse will receive an update that supporting new Windows 8 specific gestures:

	One-finger swipes to move up or down, or from side to side
	Two-finger gestures to switch between apps, show app commands or manage apps
	Three finger zooming
	Thumb gestures to navigate backward and forward in apps


[image: ]

Pricing

The Wedge Touch Mouse and Wedge Mobile Keyboard will have an estimated retail price of $69.95 and $79.95, respectively, while the Sculpt Touch Mouse and Sculpt Mobile Keyboard an estimated retail price of $49.95 each.

Closing Words

The Wedge Mobile Keyboard is the product that I'd personally be most interested in as it combines a physical keyboard with a tablet stand. If I would not have my eyes fixed on the Surface tablet, I'd definitely consider getting a Wedge keyboard for a Windows 8 tablet, if it would ship without a physical keyboard of its own.

The Wedge Mobile Mouse, on the other hand looks, completely alien at first glance, and while it certainly may have its appeal, I can't really convince myself to give the mouse a try.

Are you interested in any of the products personally? Feel free to share your opinion in the comments below.

Photo Credits: Microsoft
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Whether you love or hate Metro (and BetaNews readers certainly seem to be divided on the topic), it’s an integral part of Windows 8 and something we’re all going to have to learn to get along with. Although I personally find using the interface with a keyboard and mouse a rather clumsy experience, I do appreciate Metro’s aesthetics and think it's a bit annoying (not to mention odd) that Microsoft hasn’t extended its design to Windows Explorer.

Unsurprisingly, I’m not alone in this viewpoint but while I’m happy to just complain about it Julien Manici decided to do something and has come up with a very early, but brilliant application called Immersive Explorer.

Although not a Metro app, it has the look of the tiled interface and offers desktop features like scroll-to-zoom and keyboard navigation (in time it will also fully support touch). It’s based on Win32/.NET/WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation) and makes use of graphical hardware acceleration to deliver fluid animations and transitions.

The application doesn’t replace Windows Explorer, but rather runs alongside it and so doesn’t need admin rights to install.

The interface displays common folders, profiles and drives and offers most of the Explorer features you’d expect, allowing you to open files, cut, copy, paste, and rename items, view properties and create new folders. It also includes a built-in photo viewer so you can view images without needing to open a separate application. Arrows on either side let you scroll through other photos in the folder.

Because it’s such an early version, certain features such as network discovery and Control Panel links are missing, but Manici plans to update the application regularly, and release new builds on a weekly basis.
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		[image: ]Launch the average painting tool and you’re generally confronted with a stack of options covering brushes and color, outlines, fills and more. Which is fine, sometimes, but if you just want to be creative then all this functionality can get in your way.

Freehand Painter is, well, simpler. Much simpler. Launch the program and you can start drawing right away, with your finger if you like (you can use a mouse as well, but it’s designed for a touch-sensitive screen). And any other tweaks you might want to make will only take a moment.

Want to change colors, say? Just tap on the on-screen palette. Need a new brush size? Hold and drag on the size selector until you’re happy. Made a mistake? Tap Undo; use the Eraser tools to remove individual pixels or an entire stroke; or select individual objects with the Lasso tool and move them elsewhere in the picture.

When your masterpiece is complete you can save it as an ISF file, or export it as a bitmap in GIF, PNG, BMP or JPG formats.

And while there’s not exactly much more to know, a straightforward local Help file does contain a few extra scraps of useful information (like the keyboard shortcuts you need to select individual tools or vary brush size, for example).

If you’re looking for any kind of advanced functionality then Freehand Painter probably won’t be for you. There’s no Fill tool, for instance, no Text option, no clever selection tools, no colour picker: you get basic vector drawing, and that’s about it.

If you just need a simple painting app to keep your kids entertained, though, the program works very well. Installation is easy (no toolbars, adware or other junk), the interface is clean and simple and just about anyone should be happily using it within seconds.

And while Freehand Painter is rather basic, it’s also very new (the program is still only at version 0.7), so we’ve no doubt that more features will be added in the near future. It’ll be interesting to see how the project develops.
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		[image: ]There are no operating systems that are free from irritations and, despite its largely warm receptions, Apple’s latest OS X release, Mountain Lion is no exception. When Lion released Lion Tweaks was on hand to allow users to tweak and customize the OS and there is now an updated version available in the form of Mountain Tweaks. This is a free tool that enables you to change numerous settings to tailor OS X to suite your needs.

Tweaking tools have always been incredibly popular, but it is usually Windows users that reap the benefits of utilities designed to allow for easy changes to regular and hidden changes to the operating system. Lion Tweaks was an impressive tweaker made available for OS X Lion, and this latest release sees the app updates to add support for Mountain Lion. Mountain Tweaks can in fact be used under both Lion and Mountain Lion, but there are some settings specific to the latter.

Of course, OS X is customizable to a certain degree out of the box, but Mountain Tweaks opens up a number of new options. Using the tool you can unlock OS X’s hidden FTP server, ensure that hidden files are main visible and choose whether the Library folder should be displayed or not. If unnecessary animations irk you, you can disable the animations that are used on windows and mail and change the look of Contacts and Calendar.

You can customize the appearance of the dock as Launchpad and decided whether or not permanent scrollbars should really be permanent on display. Other options include the ability to enable TRIM support., enable Airdrop on older hardware and disable Gatekeeper. Some tweaks are practical, others visual, but you’re sure to find plenty that you’ll want to implement.

You can find out more about the app and download yourself a free copy by paying a visit to theMountain Tweaks review page.
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Another day, another tech product launch, and all those numbers that go with it. We just love numbers, don’t we? And generally the bigger the better. (Except in cases where they’re supposed to be small, obviously.)

The numbers in hardware and software specs are useful tools, and it’s true that bigger numbers are often better. But those same numbers carry hidden dangers, too, and, like a burger that’s too big to be good for you,  that extra dollop of cream on your cake -- or the Italian town of San Gimignano, where each family just had to build a tower taller than all the others -  we can become addicted to the figures without thinking about what they all really means.  So let’s not blindly give every latest marketing prophet his profit, but consider our own health first.

Look Before You Leap

Not all changes for the bigger and the faster do what you think. Sometimes you need to look hard at what you really want. What am I on about? Let me start with a few examples from the field I know best, video and audio technology.

I’ve recently written a couple of articles about the Samsung Galaxy S III, which packs an enormous amount of power and capability into a small package -- and I’m still very pleased with mine, a month on. It’s an amazingly capable device. Considering what it is.

For example, it has an 8-megapixel camera. My nearly 7-year-old Nikon D70s only has a 6 megapixel sensor. Yet for serious use, the Galaxy, good though it is, doesn’t begin to rival the Nikon in terms of real sharpness and general image quality. Because the megapixel number is only part of the story. Much more important are the quality of sensor chip and lens. (Also, in this case, the compression used to store the images.)

Another story to show the importance of lenses: a few years ago I made a number of television programmes using a Sony DSR570 camcorder, which then cost around $12,000 with a lens. The budget made it worthwhile buying the camera, but rather than use the lens that came with it, we threw it away and bought a better one for around $20,000. All the electronic bits of the camera were amazing, but there’s nothing to beat old-fashioned physical engineering for a good lens. That doesn’t come cheap, and, unlike most things to do with electronics, isn’t really getting any cheaper.

The Galaxy SIII records very useful full HD video, at 1920x1080. But, although the numbers are there, as I’ve mentioned before, it would be foolish to say that picture quality compares with dedicated devices with larger sensors and, again, better lenses.

Sound Thinking

Something that affects almost everyone: sound quality.

Nearly everything that has to do with audio seems to have incredible specs nowadays -- that is going by the numbers alone. Flat frequency response from 20Hz to 20KHz, often silly amounts of output power available. Lots of surround channels. And yet, and yet -- sound from your average computer or mobile device is not really hi-fi. Let’s be honest, often it’s rubbish.

There are two main influences here. First, and possibly most important: no matter how good your digital devices are, you still have analogue ears, and with analogue devices and transducers (such as loudspeakers, headphones and microphones) we’re back in the realm of physical engineering again. The biggest crunch point is in the conversion from analogue to digital (if you’re recording) or the other way (if you’re listening).

I was disappointed with the sound from my brand spanking new brand-name standalone CD player. All CD players are the same, right? They play digital CDs. Well obviously not. So I took the feed from the player’s digital output, which gives me the best the player was capable of -- straight from the disk with no mucking about -- and I fed this into an old DAT machine for digital to analogue conversion (DAC) and then to my hi-fi  amp. The difference, playing the same disk, was like lifting a thick woollen curtain. It was like coming into the same room as the music where previously you’d been listening from the bathroom next door.

But all the numbers were exactly the same. The difference was in how well they were being manipulated.

You can now buy downloaded files of music at studio master quality -- 24Bit, 192 KHz, which is way better than CD. But what are you going to listen on? Is your hardware capable of playing them properly? You might find that your software plays the music, but dithers the recording down to something much more like CD quality (16 Bit, 44.1 KHz) in order to be able to output on your soundcard or AV receiver. The only bigger numbers that have made a difference to you here are the negative ones in your bank account once you’ve paid for these high-quality tracks.

Before Your Eyes

A lot of number-escalation goes on in everyday hardware, too, to keep us buying new stuff we don’t really need. Yes, good stuff is getting less expensive, but I’m not sure of the real benefit of a full HD 1920 x 1080 display on a 15-inch laptop screen (I have one). Pictures and HD movies look great, of course. And program icons are pin-sharp, even through a microscope you’ll need to identify them. And lower-resolution pictures can look worse on such a display, because you have to blow them up to get them full screen.

Superstore

It’s great to have cheap, high-capacity hard drives, but do we need them? Although I fill up terabytes with video, my personal data (and I’ve kept pretty much everything for over 20 years) still fits easily on a 500MB portable drive. And if you do fill up a spanking new 3TB disk with important stuff -- well, it’s an awful lot of data to lose in one hit. Safer to use several smaller drives, I’d say.

Soaking It Up

Finally, although we seem to have given up on race to ever higher-processor clock speeds, we’ve replaced it with core competition. Again, this is all terrific to an extent; but far more influential than the number of cores, is the efficiency or otherwise of the software, which might need four cores only because it’s sloppily designed.

But that’s another story: we have increasingly faster hardware, but we still find ourselves waiting while some programs to do their thing. There’s the other meaning of SaaS -- Software as a Sponge.

You might think that the increasing use of mobile devices will encourage developers to think more efficiently, but a device with a quad-core processor and a 1280 x 720 screen (Galaxy S III, HTC One X etc) is more powerful than some current desktops, so it's more likely that the habits of efficiency that have so far been forced on mobile developers will begin to relax, and net gains for users will be much smaller and slower than you’d expect.

It’s all magic. We can do so much more stuff now, that in many ways our world really has changed completely in the last 20 years. But it’s not as simple as “newer and bigger is better”. Don’t be suckered. Think about what’s best for you. Let the corporations look after themselves. That’s all.

Photo Credit:  l i g h t p o e t/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Have you considered the HTC One X but found the price to be too high? The phone now is a whole lot cheaper. AT&T slashed the price in half -- by $100 from $199.99 to $99.99 on a two-year contract.

The One X comes with Android 4.0.3 Ice Cream Sandwich out of the box, but the Taiwanese company is working on delivering the latest, Jelly Bean, and confirms to BetaNews that they will upgrade the One X (One XL internationally) as well as other devices such as the One S to Android 4.1. It's great news for HTC owners as well as future buyers. Jelly Bean is a very attractive offering with welcomed improvements and nice new features. The catch: HTC offers no upgrade timeline for when the phones will receive the newest Android version.

What do you get for your $99.99 on a two-year contract: Dual-core Qualcomm 1.5GHz Krait processor (the dual-core version of the Krait CPU in the Qualcomm Mobile Development Platform tablet); Adreno 225 video card, 1GB of RAM, 8-megapixel back-facing camera with 1080p video recording; 1.3MP front-facing camera with 720p video recording; 16GB of internal storage; Beats Audio technology; and LTE connectivity -- as the most important features. You can watch the show on a 4.7-inch Super IPS LCD2 display with a 720p, 1280x720, resolution, making it the smartphone with the largest display available in the AT&T $0-$99 price range and one of the largest overall.

Would you buy the One X for this price?
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		[image: ]It’s the end of another month and the end of another busy week of software releases. If you’ve been too caught up with other things to keep an eye on the titles that have been hitting the download servers over the past seven days, this roundup will bring you up to speed.

Tomahawk 0.5.5 is a social media player that enables you to play your local music collection as well as tracks from the web, and also enables you to browse through the collections of your friends. If you’re keen to share your musical taste with your friends, look no further than ON AIR 4.0.0.834, which will automatically update your Skype status with the track you are currently listening to. 

If you’re on the lookout for new music, RipTunes 1.0 can be used to rips YouTube videos into MP3 tracks and you can stream this to all of your home computers using Serviio 1.0. This advanced DLNA server can also be used to stream video and photos across your network.

Everyone wants to ensure that their computer runs at peak performance and without problems and this is something for IObit Advanced SystemCare 5.4.0.257. This suite of tools can be used to secure, optimize and maintain your computer, while Webroot System Analyzer 8.0.1.194 is a program that can be used to quickly and easily analyze problems with your computer. Keep things running smoothly is important, but privacy and space-saving are also concern for many people. CCleaner 3.21 and CCleaner Portable 3.21 can be used to help in both of these areas but also assists in boosting the performance of your computer by cleaning up after a huge number of programs that you may have installed. SmartPower 1.4.2 is another interesting tool which can be used to control exactly when your computer powers on and off, helping you to save electricity and ensure that your machines are available when you need them most.

For anyone who doesn’t mind getting a little hands-on with their system maintenance, FreeFixer 0.63 is a useful tool to help identify and remove unwanted and unnecessary software. This is a helpful utility in the fight against malware and a great addition to your security arsenal.

Paragon Partition Manager 12 Free and Paragon Partition Manager 12 Home are updated versions of Paragon’s powerful partitioning tools. The free version is great for day-to-day partition formatting, creating and resizing partition, while the Home edition gives you access to more advanced options such as backing up and data moving. Sticking with the hardware side of things, MultiMonitorTool 1.0 32-bit and MultiMonitorTool 1.0 64-bit superbly supplement Windows display Control Panel and makes it easy to move program from one screen to another and much more.

Moving to life online, Comodo IceDragon 13.0.3.0 is a newly release browser built on a Firefox core and designed with security in mind. The release of Mountain Lion also saw the release of Apple Safari for Lion 6, which includes a new unified search and address bar and a new offline reading feature. Users of Windows looking to emulate some of the features of OS X should take a look at Mission Control / Expose Clone W7 4.00 Beta, which does exactly what the name suggests.

This has been quite a hectic week for Android releases, starting off with G Cloud 1.0.3. This is a cloud based backup solution for your mobile device that includes 1GB of free storage, with more available for a price. If you’re looking for an easy way to manage your Android phone or tablet from your computer, look no further than AirDroid 1.0.8, which enables you to connect to and control your device through a web browser.

For anyone keen on getting more from their Android device and computer working in tandem, DeskNotifier 1.1.1 and DeskNotifier for Android 1.1.0 can be used together to receive notification from your phone or tablet within Windows. We’ve already mentioned a few media related tools in this roundup, but VLC (NEON version) 0.0.2 is an early version of the famous media player made available for Android. One final Android tool this week is Hideman 1.0 for Android which can be used to spoof your IP address and overcome country specific restrictions on web site access; there is also a Windows version of the tool available in the form of Hideman 1.8.

That’s it for another week -- join us in another seven days for the next roundup, and keep checking Downloadcrew for all the latest releases.

Photo Credit: Rafaël Croonen/Shutterstock
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Apple recently made its first ever presentation at the Black Hat security conference, and despite being one of the most expected and highly anticipated moments of the event, the Cupertino, Calif.-based corporation hasn’t made the best possible initial impression. The audience was left somewhat disappointed, only to have Apple follow up a major security acquisition.

The keynote was presented by the manager of Apple’s platform security team, Dallas De Atley, who reiterated the iOS security paper that Apple released two months ago. The problem stems from the fact there were higher expectations for Apple's debut: updated information on steps the Cuppertino, Calif.-based corporation is taking to resolve their security issues and concerns would have been of far greater interest, and it would have shown how seriously Apple takes security.

Moritz Jaeger, an attendee of the event, said: “This was one of the worst talks i have ever seen at Black Hat. Nothing new, no informations and no questions. It was a vendor pitch. Too bad for all the other talks that got rejected because of this.” on Black Hat’s Facebook page.

Jaeger's comment that Apple's presentation was a vendor pitch likely referred to some of De Atley's language.  For example, De Atley said, "Security is architecture. You have to build it in from the very beginning. It's not something you can sprinkle over the code at the end."  This is clearly reiteration of Apple's new security marketing language, and not an embrace of iOS security issues.

To top the bad news with more bad news, Dallas De Atley left attendees waiting for the usual question and answer session following the keynote speech, but simply left the room after the presentation instead of offering the mic to the audience. This left a bad impression with the audience.

Accuvant security research consultant, Dr. Charlie Miller, tweeted after the presentation: "Disappointing that the Apple security [team] didn't take questions at the end of the talk." He then went on to add: "Also he never mentioned the app store review process. Does this imply it does not have a role in the security process?"

The next day, the story broke that Apple was acquiring security vendor AuthenTec, but it's not clear how that acquisition will play into the Apple security strategy.  What is clear is that Apple must be more careful in future security community events, because millions of people pay attention to its every move, and its security is in the spotlight.

Photo Credit: Jirsak/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Google has posted Jelly Bean 4.1.1 factory images for the Nexus lineup on their developers website. It's reason for modders needing to restore the factory default image to rejoice. Unlike other Android devices, the Nexus lineup benefits from Google's direct support and timely updates as well -- Galaxy Nexus received Jelly Bean 4.1 about two weeks ago.

Jelly Bean factory images are available for all Nexus devices, starting with the Nexus S up to the latest released, the Nexus 7. It just shows that Google is committed to updating its lineup of branded smartphones, even after almost two years since the release of the Samsung-made Google Nexus S.

The catch: in order to restore you have to unlock the bootloader before installing the factory image; Google recommends to lock it again afterwards for security reasons.

Google states that if you have used the AOSP project, the Android Open Source Project and you had a custom build installed on your device these factory images will be the key to returning to the way Google wanted the software to be aka default; the Jelly Bean binaries have been available since three weeks ago on the Android Open Source Project.

It’s not all good news for everyone, as Google has yet to release an update to the Verizon Wireless CDMA/LTE Galaxy Nexus smartphone, leaving Verizon owners in the dust. As a reference point, the Verizon Android 4.0.4 update was pushed via OTA roughly two months ago; that was two months after Google announced the rollout of the Android 4.0.4 on GSM Nexus devices and Motorola XOOM. Verizon was two months late to the party and together with the lack of a Jelly Bean update, more delays can be expected. Hopefully Verizon will release an update soon, because any delays only adds to the fragmentation issues pointed out at Android.

Google hasn’t yet posted a changelog for Android 4.1.1, but the first iteration of Jelly Bean brought a number of important changes, among which Project Butter, Google Chrome and Google voice search are the most notable. 
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		[image: ]In July of 2011, Bryan Halfpap waited for his return flight home to Maryland. A network systems security professional working for a natural resource refiner and energy provider, he had just finished up the near week-long events of the security conference DefCon, in Las Vegas. 

Slumped in his waiting chair, tired and bored, with time to kill he popped open his laptop. The sound and visual confirmations of open wireless networks sounded on his computer. McCarran International Airport, the gateway to the neon colored Pleasure Island that is Las Vegas, had free Wi-Fi. And for whatever reason, Halfpap wanted to kill the time by getting to know the airport he was sitting in.

He opened his web browser and pointed it to McCarran.com. With a quick click of a menu Halfpap had popped up the HTML code page of McCarran's website. Like any HTML-powered website, the code of the site is open to the public. It is how all web browsers can read the formatting of individual websites. So nothing digitally fiendish was done when Halfpap started searching through the lines of hypertext markup language and basic web scripting code in the webpage source.

With a quick look over of the code on several of the McCarran.com webpages Halfpap found that the files were being hosted by a Xerox Docushare Content management system (CMS) backend that had its own subdomain. Usually when you visit a subdomain CMS (Content Managment system) you will be greeted with an error display page in your browser. Only the sites and users given access to certain folders should be able to see any files. But that's not always the case. Automated search engines can sometimes see things that secure CMS are suppose to block.

Googling McCarran

Modern search engines index websites; in order for, say, Google to be able to find keywords on sites to load it uses an automated robot process to comb content as well as other links to other websites. If a website links to another site, Google follows that link and reads whatever it can for indexing. The search will keep doing this until all links have been followed and all pages have been indexed. The number of links to other websites gives you a ranking while the context is cached in text form by Google for keyword searches. So multiple sites that link to each other will usually have tons of data to cross reference from sub-pages of a main site. It's how you can find the contact page for McCarran without actually having to go to Mccarren.com first.

But you would think simply Googling "site:McCarran.com" would not turn up anything major from a web-facing hosting server. No one would be that foolish. There is no way a file with sensitive secure information could be found on a major international airport's public website. But being a network security professional Halfpap knew something basic, not everyone remembers to do what they are supposed to do all the time.

In what can only be called the mother of all inept network deployments, guest access was left on this Internet-facing content management system and a file marked PUBLIC that was supposed to be only for the staff of the airport had a sub folder called /security which had the airport's network documentation, security procedures documents, airport terminal hardware manuals and internal financial documents. All of this was found within the first 30 minutes of only basic Googling from his airplane waiting seat, says Halfpap.

In 2010, Las Vegas's McCarran International Airport ranked 22nd in the world for passenger traffic, with 39,757,359 passengers traveling though its terminal. It ranks ninth in the world for "Aircraft movements" with 505,591 takeoffs and landings. McCarran and Clark County Department of Aviation are completely self-sufficient enterprises, requiring no money from the Clark County, Nevada General Fund. With an airport that in the money, with slot machines and top-tier boutique stores inside, you would think it would have network security topping that of any Vegas casino.

Unexpected Find

But when Halfpap got home he was able to recover over 300,000 documents from this content management system made open to the public. While not all files had full guest access, document snippets were still cached and viewable from the guest account. Halfpap estimates that this only makes up about 10 percent of the files hosted on the CMS. The The full list of fields included that he could find without any security breaches and just simple Googling included:

	600 user profiles and usernames
	157 email messages
	employee directory
	organizational charts
	manuals for the servers
	deployment procedures for their servers
	deployment procedures for their desktops
	security policies
	network documentation
	network diagrams
	IP addresses
	specifics on their baggage setup
	specifics on how they use the common use terminals for flight check in


There was so much information Halfpap could never search it all. But then he thought, this was open to the web and was being indexed. He then went to Google and typed in "CMS.Mccarren.com PASSWORD" and there is was. Documents upon documents with usernames and passwords for a plethora of internal systems. Nothing he could access without breaking the security of the site but more than enough to do it without ever getting detected.

One thing though peeked Halfpap's interest: a simple manual -- for McCarran's custom-made Unix C airline feed architecture FID Systems (Flight Information Display system). It is the system that used to run the spinning clacking flip card screens telling passengers when and where flights leave. It is the system that controls the new digital screen systems and interfaces with airlines to update flight information online. It uses proprietary protocols that the manual fully explains. Not only that, it has the entire names of all the people who worked on the project inside the manual. The manual, from a purely open, non-hack intelligence level gathering standpoint, is a golden goose of information.

Not only did Halfpap now know the internal workings of the flight system for McCarran Airport, he also learned who wrote the code that ran it. He knew who edited what and where. With Google and job history social profile site Linkedin, he also could see where all the FIDS software developers worked now.

As a network security professional, Halfpap knew this was serious. He gathered a lot of information during a short period of time. Using online Internet tool The Wayback Machine, part of InternetArchive.org, he learned that this guest account access could have been left on with this public folder facing the Internet from as far back as 2003.

Slow Response

Armed with this information he contacted the airport in January 2012 to talk with the CIO or someone in charge of information security. But Halfpap got no response. No voice mails were ever returned. Halfpap tried contacting McCarran Airport via email as well and via its public Twitter account; he got no response.

It was now May of 2012, after several more failed attempts to get the attention of McCarran Airport Halfpap finally contacted a friend of his who worked for a government contractor that had close ties to the FBI. From there an FBI agent contacted an officer in the US Department of Transportation, and from there someone contacted someone in the Federal Aviation Administration, which then finally contacted the Clark County Department of Aviation to fix the problem. By May 17th 2012 the guest access had been revoked, and the public folder partialy removed.

But even still the airline had a serious problem. No one on the staff actually followed the Internet security policy of the airport. In my interview with Halfpap, he states:

Their security policy states 8 characters alphanumeric with symbols, don't write it down, change default passwords, and don't share passwords. Well they broke each one of those. Didn't change default passwords, shared them, and wrote them down as the shared files showed and has such gems as as "lasvegas1", the number "1", and "blank" as in nothing it's a blank password. And one of those might or might not been the password for a smaller domain of the network.


Halfpap says this with an uneasy laugh of frustration. Other passwords that could be found via Google besides the baggage system included email test admin passwords and passwords for McCarran's Stoneware account, a location deployment environment. Halfpap says they didn't give him the keys to the kingdom. But with this much information he could have easily spear fished or socially engineered his way in. He had the full employee directory with their titles, phone numbers, and offices. Everything that would ever be needed with his technical knowledge of the platform deployments to get in.

The root cause of this major security hole at McCarran was because the team that deployed the system forgot to turn the guest account off, and worse, a policy of keeping secure documents in a public folder was set.

Halfpap says if he had been in charge of this network and in charge of the deployment, he should have been fired. Today, Halfpap discussed his finding at this year's Defcon in a talk called "Grepping The Gropers: Airport Security".

At press time, BetaNews had not received response to several requests for comment, including the Clark County aviation administrator responsible for maintaining the airport's network.
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	Google admits breaching UK data privacy agreement

	

	Publié: juillet 28, 2012, 2:49am CEST par Wayne Williams

	
	
	
		[image: ]In May 2010, Google hit the headlines when it was revealed that street mapping cars had accidentally collected around 600GB of payload data from unsecured wireless networks around the globe.

The news caused a privacy storm and led to legal actions in numerous countries. In the United Kingdom, the Information Commissioner's Office (ICO) took a lenient approach, saying that while the activity “constituted a significant breach of the first principle of the Data Protection Act” it accepted Google’s explanation as to how collection had occurred. The agency was willing to take no action, provided the search giant deleted the data it had captured.

Google, facing detailed (and still ongoing) investigations elsewhere, was of course more than happy to comply. In December 2010, the company confirmed that all of the UK data had been wiped, and its deletion independently certified, bringing the matter to a close.

Or so we thought.

This morning, however, a letter from Google to the ICO revealed that the company was still in possession of a small portion of the payload data supposedly thought destroyed. An embarrassing admission not only for Google, but also for the ICO which received a ton of criticism from all directions for failing to properly investigate the matter in the first place.

While the obvious next step would be for Google to just delete the remaining data, the ICO has requested it be handed over to them for forensic analysis first, and hinted that some form of stricter action would come this time around. "We are in touch with other data protection authorities in the EU and elsewhere through the Article 29 Working Party and the GPEN network to coordinate the response to this development,” the agency says in a statement issued today.

“The ICO is clear that this information should never have been collected in the first place and the company’s failure to secure its deletion as promised is cause for concern,” it adds.

Quite what this latest development means for Google remains to be seen, but the ICO does have the power to fine the company up to £500,000 should it decide this clear breach of the agreement warrants it.

Photo Credit: Elias Gayles
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	Face to face meetings keep getting better, despite long-distance communications tech

	

	Publié: juillet 27, 2012, 9:50pm CEST par Tim Conneally

	
	
	
		Even though communication and information technologies have made constant communication

between clients, coworkers, and supervisors even easier, the Bureau of Labor Statistics last month said remote work and telecommuting has actually remained flat since the mid 1990's, and that only around 24 percent of employed Americans said they work from home even just a few hours a week.

The U.S. Department of Education, meanwhile, found comparable statistics for students engaged in distance learning and Web-based education. In 2009, twenty percent of undergrad students took an online or distance learning course of some sort.

Though we've got hangouts and video chats, asynchronous and live document collaboration, online classrooms with video feeds and lecture repositories, and metrics regarding every type of relationship and communication you could think of, working and learning are still mostly done face to face.

In fact, while all the technologies mentioned above let us communicate better from afar, there are just as many that seek to help us better communicate up close, and some of them are frankly thrilling. I've had the fortune to witness a couple of these technologies first hand, and the future of meetings is definitely bright.

In the conference room

[image: ]

Powerpoint, a common illness among face-to-face meetings, is a good tool when one person has to present an idea to many viewers. But it is absolutely lousy when it comes to facilitating an interactive discussion. If the presenter highlights a point in his slide deck that one of the participants could elaborate upon with data or slides of his own, there's really nothing the participant could do short of disrupting the presentation and starting his own.

This is something that Oblong Industries has worked to remedy. Oblong, it should be noted, is so far ahead of the curve that we are only just now beginning to see some technology Oblong's lead scientist John Underkoffler devised nearly twenty years ago. Underkoffler's ideas are so futuristic that he acts as a consultant to Hollywood's sci-fi directors. As a result of this scientific vision, Oblong has created a "surfaceless" 3D interface that unifies tons of data and makes every consumer operating system on the market feel like Bronze Age technology.

But a more current solution the company has created is a meeting room technology called Mezzanine that shatters the Powerpoint interactivity barrier. With the Mezzanine platform, the content on presentation screens can be controlled, manipulated, or improved with practically any PC, smartphone, or tablet that has come into the meeting room. It's as flexible as it is powerful.

[image: ]

In a meeting to discuss a new piece of machinery, for example, the presenter can show off traditional slides, connect to live data sources, and patch in remote conference participants. An engineer with a CAD file of the machine on his PC can sit down and add his rendering to the presentation live without having to upload or convert any files. Meanwhile, the attendee who might not be able to see the screen very well can connect his iPad to the presentation and see the images live and up-close.

It's a simple enough concept, but its execution, like Oblong's other futuristic technology, is staggering.

"We have these company goals that animate us and make us excited to come to work every morning, and have a strong set of ideas about the future of technology," Oblong CEO Kwin Kramer told BetaNews. "But Mezzanine is targeted at immediate pain points and use cases. We're equally excited about drawing a slice through the big picture of multi-user, multi-device, multi-stream computing and showing how you can use it today, and how you can change the way you work."

"To be able to just point at a screen, and to interact with a bunch of data, to pull up a new communications channel, or a new screen, or a new program; that's where we imagine all of us will be in ten years," Kramer continued. "Mezzanine provides a pretty big chunk of that at an affordable price point today, it's a bunch of screens in a room, a bunch of devices you bring into a room, and a flexible set of communications channels and data accessors and an open-ended workflow where anything you can grab on the screen, you can move around, resize, manipulate, and send to a colleague. It's a really big stepping stone toward what we're fully imagining."

In the Classroom

The educational experience is evolving with technology, and traditional learning theories are adapting to find the best usage scenarios for e-learning, m-learning, and the other forms of tech-assisted learning.

Yet, similar to the way Oblong improves the Powerpoint presentation by pulling in participant devices and divergent data streams, the learning experience in the classroom can also benefit from interactivity with student devices. A company called Top Hat Monocle provides a Web-based platform for that.

[image: ]

"When I was in school, you'd have a professor teaching, and to make sure everybody was participating, or awake…students would have to put up their hands, or the particularly mean ones would call a student out cold and say 'Hey, what's the answer to this question?'" Top Hat Monocle's Chief Revenue Officer Andrew D'Souza told us. "That was the depth of the lecture engagement you could get."

This scenario is common, especially for big seminars and lectures at large schools. Essentially, even though it is a classroom full of people, participation was still one-to-one. But many years ago, the concept of RF "clickers" started to gain traction in the classroom. These standalone devices let the lecturer ask questions of the class, and students could participate by punching in the answer on their device. (Pictured below is one of these devices that I've had sitting in my desk drawer for just about six years.)

[image: ]

Clickers like this could cost anywhere from $50-$100, and only serve one purpose. Top Hat Monocle took that clicker concept, and turned it into an HTML5 Web app accessible on any device with a browser.

"Because people have devices with them, teachers are now able to ask questions in a more structured way to EVERYBODY in the class, and that almost forces everybody to participate," D'Souza told BetaNews. "What that does is make the participant feel like there's value in being there, rather than just watching the lecture or meeting, or seeing that content asynchronously. It also gives the speaker or lecturer some real-time feedback as to how their message is being received by the audience."

"Clickers did this to some extent, but in a very limited way: true or false, multiple choice. But there was a high upfront infrastructure cost to add them versus some pretty minimal benefits, so they were largely overlooked. But now that everybody's connected and has their own devices with them, the overhead is a lot lower, and the amount of flexibility you're given with a full graphical user interface, keyboard and mouse or touchscreen, it becomes much more compelling."

The important gap that Top Hat Monocle bridges is the one between the in-class content and the school's learning management system. In this way, it can measure participation and information retention, and use that as a component in Blackboard, Moodle, Sakai, Desire2Learn, or other LMS systems.

In the end, technologies like Mezzanine and Top Hat Monocle do more than just take disparate devices and connect them together, they are connecting different information streams together on devices we are already using to enrich and improve the experience of bringing a bunch of humans together in the same room. 
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	Google+ and 'ghost town' are a contradiction

	

	Publié: juillet 27, 2012, 9:47pm CEST par Mihaita Bamburic

	
	
	
		After the release of the most recent comScore Media Metrix data, any assertion that Google+ is a "ghost town" can be promptly dismissed. Not only is Google's new social network more popular than ever, its number of unique visitors topped more than 110 million each month, and the data doesn’t even take into account tablet or mobile phone usage.

[image: ]

The comScore data reveals that the number of monthly U.S. Google+ unique visitors increased from 15.229 million in November 2011 to 27.732 million in June 2012. Over a seven-month period, the social network has seen an increase of 82 percent on the number of unique visitors. To put it into perspective, 27.732 million is 12.53 percent of the total U.S. unique visitors.

The increase isn't only in the United States, either, as worldwide comScore data shows that Google+ popularity is growing as well, up from 66.756 million in November 2011 to 110.720 million in June 2012. There is a 66 percent increase over the same seven month period. Ghost Town? I think not.

Google Senior Vice President of Engineering Vic Gundotra said at Google I/O that there are 250 million Google+ users with 150 million of them active each month. Furthermore, he added, half of the monthly active users are indeed active every single day and that "We have more people using Google+ from mobile than desktops." A not-so-subtle jab at principal social competitor Facebook, who is still regarded as unable to properly monetize its mobile presence.

comScore data shows that the 110.720 million unique visitors in June 2012 is indeed lower compared to the 150 million users that Vic Gundotra mentioned at Google I/O, but there is no real comparison between the two as the number of unique visitors don’t take into account mobile phone and tablet access, which can’t be ignored especially considering the claim of more mobile than desktop users using Google+.

A different set of data comes from Compete which posts an ever higher number of Google+ unique visitors than comScore; Compete claims that the social network had 31.886 million unique visitors in June 2012, a 9.6 million growth in just a month translating into a 43.08 percent increase from May to June. 13.355 million unique visitors accessed Google+ in November 2011; the number is surprisingly 2 million unique visitors lower than the numbers provided by comScore over the same month. The numbers don’t always reflect the real facts and we have to take them with a grain of salt and consider them as a reference point. The variation can be attributed to the way both companies count the number of unique monthly visitors, making it the most plausible scenario.

78 percent of Google+ users are satisfied with the social network and I have to say that I am among that percentage. Furthermore, the sheer volume of visitors worldwide would disagree with the assumption that Google+ is a ghost town. One hundred and ten million is close in number to the population of Mexico, which ranks 11th in size worldwide. If it's a ghost town, it's the most densely populated ghost town I've ever heard of.
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	Samsung takes a bite out of Apple smartphone share

	

	Publié: juillet 27, 2012, 9:08pm CEST par Joe Wilcox

	
	
	
		[image: ]Like I wrote two days ago, "iPhone sales are slowing", all while Samsung's increase. Today, IDC released calendar second-quarter smartphone shipments, and Samsung and ZTE took share from every other major manufacturer, including Apple. Let's be clear: iPhone doesn't typically lose share. It's a persistent gainer. Well, that is, until now.

Apple shipments into the channel increased by 27.5 percent year over year to 26 million units from 20.4 million. But global market share fell to 16.9 percent from 18.8 percent a year earlier. Meanwhile, Samsung smartphone shipments surged 172.8 percent to 50 million units from 18.4 million. Market share rose to 32.6 percent from 17 percent a year earlier. Quarter on quarter, Apple share fell from 24.2 percent, erasing most of the gains following the iPhone 4S launch last autumn. Meanwhile, Samsung rose from 29.1 percent.

As I reported two months ago, the "Smartphone market consolidates around Apple and Samsung". Their dominance further solidified during second quarter. Combined, Apple and Samsung shipped nearly half of all smartphones -- 76.2 million out of 153.9 million. 

"Samsung and Apple have quickly become the global smartphone heavyweights though both employ somewhat different approaches to the market", Kevin Restivo, IDC senior research analyst, says. 

"Samsung employs a 'shotgun' strategy wherein many models are created that cover a wide range of market segments. Apple, in contrast, offers a small number of high-profile models", he continues. "While both companies have expanded their geographic presence in pursuit of market share, the two companies will inevitably come into greater conflict as both try to generate additional gains".

Right now the gains favor Samsung's strategy. But the South Korean electronics giant also benefits from a big launch, flagship phone Galaxy S III. Meanwhile, the market waits for iPhone 5, or whatever Apple calls it. Apple could easily reverse course if sales surge following the new phone's release.

Make no mistake, iPhone falls from great to good, which isn't necessarily bad. Samsung's success is especially good for Android, if for no other reason than sheer numbers of users. Developers typically follow the money. Historically, they support platforms that generate the most revenue, with Windows vs Mac OS being one of the most visible examples. That said, iOS isn't confined to smartphones. There's iPad, and Apple shipped 17 million in calendar second quarter, when cumulative iOS device sales reached 410 million, according to Apple.

[image: ]

More broadly, Apple did gain share in overall phone shipments -- 6.4 percent from 5.1 percent -- putting it in third place. Samsung share rose to 24.1 percent from 18 percent. Smartphones accounted for 51 percent of all Samsung handset sales. 

Manufacturers shipped 406 million mobiles, up 1 percent year over year, 38 percent of them smartphones.

What About China?

But another player rises, and Apple had better watch its back. ZTE shipments rose a stunning 300 percent year over year -- 2 million to 8 million units -- with market share up to 5.2 percent from 1.8 percent. The gains thrust ZTE into the top five. While the Chinese handset market sells beyond its home market, ZTE sold the majority of its phones to China, IDC says. Something else: ZTE's rising share offers one more credible explanation for Apple's quarter-on-quarter setback in China.

[image: ]

iPhone's introduction in China helped lift calendar first-quarter iPhone shipments but fell off dramatically during Q2. Apple generated a stunning $7.9 billion revenue in China during calendar Q1 but only $5.7 billion three months later. "Virtually all of the $2.2 billion sequential revenue decline was due to the iPhone sales in Greater China", Apple CEO Tim Cook told financial analysts on Tuesday.

By dividing units shipped (26 million) by revenue generated ($16.245 billion), you get an average selling price of about $624 per iPhone. Analysts expected between 29 million and 30 million iPhones shipped during the quarter. If you multiply $624 by 3.5 million, you get around $2.18 billion -- or by how much Apple missed Wall Street consensus for fiscal third quarter earnings (which is synonymous with second calendar quarter). Notice also, that's about the same amount as the quarter-on-quarter decline in China. Hey, just saying.

[image: ]

Cook brushes off iPhone sales declines:

As a reminder in the previous quarter in our fiscal Q2, we launched the iPhone 4S in China, in January, we added China Telecom as the second carrier in March, and as we proceed across the quarter we increased the channel inventory to accommodate sales, and to reach our target inventory of four weeks to six weeks. The remainder of the sequential revenue decline is mainly attributable to the normal seasonality after the very successful iPhone 4S launch.


Based on other geographies, iPhone sales tend to grow following a new product launch, at least for another quarter, or after opening up new channels of distribution. ZTE is another plausible factor that shouldn't be ignored by anyone evaluating iPhone's future performance. Same is true for Samsung. Combined the two are poised to squeeze Apple in its second most important market -- that's how Cook describes it. 

Much depends on third quarter shipments and what Apple delivers in the next iPhone and the broader marketing strategy against more diversified Samsung and ZTE product portfolios.
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	LinkedIn and Facebook join forces with Microsoft Office in the cloud

	

	Publié: juillet 27, 2012, 6:41pm CEST par Chris Wright

	
	
	
		[image: ]One of the new features of Office 2010 (yep that’s 2010) was the Outlook Social Connector. This addon brought with it the ability to display social network information within Outlook itself. It took a little while for developers to get on board but last time I checked you could download "providers" to integrate Facebook, LinkedIn, Windows Live and Xing data. 

Well, Office 2013 is now with us, and the social connector has been improved further. You no longer need to download a specific "provider" for Facebook or LinkedIn. Simply sign in with your existing credentials and Outlook 2013 will pull through the relevant data. 

David Breger, one of the LinkedIn team, has this to say:

This means you just have to sign-in once with your LinkedIn credentials and immediately you’ll start seeing rich profile information, like photos and LinkedIn network activity for any connection that emails you. You’ll also see LinkedIn profile data surface when you view a People Card throughout the new Office experience.


This might seem like just a small thing, and to be honest this type of feature didn’t radically change how I used the last version of Outlook. But it is part of much bigger changes in Office 2013. Microsoft has made a real effort to hook up its flagship productivity app to the cloud. Built-in support for LinkedIn and Facebook is one component, Office 365 integration another much bigger one. The result though is a good one.

Once upon a time there was desktop software. Then the Internet arrived. Once the web really took off people like Google brought us web apps. This was where we thought Microsoft would pick its battle. And indeed they do have their own Office web apps. But it seems to me they have taken a slightly different direction. 

Office 2013 is a good old-fashioned desktop application, but one tightly bound to the cloud that feels like the best bits of a good web app. Things like "Click to Run", Office 365, Skydrive, and, yes, the social connectors, all play a part. Files sync online, pages open where they were left, profile information persists across devices. Office feels permanently connected to the outside world, in a good way.

It is hard to quantify, because it's more of a feeling than one single feature. But I like it. Office 2013 just feels right, in a better way than either a pure desktop or web application. Now if only they would get rid of those stupid capitalized ribbon headers. Oh, and Word scrolls differently. Can’t win them all, I guess.

Photo Credit:  Minerva Studio/Shutterstock
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	Basic Hardware Inventory gets the system info you need

	

	Publié: juillet 27, 2012, 5:58pm CEST par Mike Williams

	
	
	
		[image: ]Every PC owner will occasionally need to find out more about their system hardware, and Basic Hardware Inventory is a simple tool that will quickly display just about everything you might want.

This starts with the core ingredients that are essential to any system information tool: CPU model and speed, total RAM, hard drives and capacities, graphics card, monitor, network interfaces, motherboard model, BIOS type and date, and more.

But if you need more details on, say, your RAM, then clicking the “Details” button to the right of the “Memory” statistics and a window will open to display even more information (DIMM type, manufacturer, model name and more).

And you can also copy the report to the clipboard, save them as a file, or print them for reference later.

None of this is particularly special, of course. There are many system information tools that deliver far more information and options in a considerably more attractive interface. But what makes Basic Hardware Inventory stand out is that it comes in the form of an HTML application (an HTA file).

The first benefit of this is its portability. The core Hardware.hta file is a tiny 132KB which you should be able to run on any PC which has a copy of IE5 or later installed.

But the second is that, if you’ve even just a little programming knowledge or experience, you can open Hardware.hta in Notepad, see how it works, then tweak or customise the program to suit your needs.

Okay, it’s true, this isn’t a project for the nervous. Hardware.hta contains almost 4,000 lines of code, including some quite technical functions which are probably best left alone, unless you know precisely what you’re doing.

The program has plenty of comments and sensibly-named variables to keep you on track, though, so if you’re interested in a simple system information tool which you might be able to extend and customise yourself then Basic Hardware Inventory could be worth a try.

Photo Credit: olly/Shutterstock
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	Apple scoops up security firm AuthenTec for $356 million

	

	Publié: juillet 27, 2012, 5:47pm CEST par Ed Oswald

	
	
	
		[image: ]Apple has agreed to purchase security firm AuthenTec for $356 million, a Thursday SEC filing from the Melbourne, Fla.-based company indicates. Apple is likely looking to bolster the security credentials of its products, and with the recent focus by hackers on Apple's products, that might be a good idea.

AuthenTec produces a variety of software and hardware-based security solutions, including fingerprint sensors. Its VPN security software is already included in smartphones and tablets from Samsung, and its DRM platform is used to protect streaming content within the HBO GO application.

It is not immediately clear whether Apple would continue to honor AuthenTec's prior agreements, although the filing indicates that Apple paid $20 million for "non-exclusive licenses and rights" to the company's patented technologies. That may provide some wiggle room for companies like Samsung, who just signed an agreement with AuthenTec earlier this month.

AuthenTec had not responded to requests for comment on the future of its deals with these companies as of press time.

That said, the deal also stipulates that Apple is under no requirement to license any future development work on a non-exclusive basis. Any future intellectual property would be fully owned by Apple thanks to a $6.5 million payment for "development work".

While we're talking about the iPhone here, the deal may have more to do with Apple's future strategy than just mobile. In an earnings call earlier this week, CEO Tim Cook made several references to the Cupertino, Calif. company's slow yet steady march into the enterprise -- led by its market-leading iPad tablet.

Enterprise computing is a market that is largely untapped by Apple. At the same time, security is also a major concern of IT administrators. Cook and others may see the AuthenTec acquisition as a way to bolster their enterprise chops and gain a foothold in this market.

In any case, the deal will not make much of a dent in Apple's overall finances. As of last quarter, the company is sitting on some $117.2 billion in cash -- meaning the Authentic acquisition represented just .3 percent of this massive reserve.

Photo Credit: Jirsak/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Ah! Life in paradise. As the literal incarnation of the mythical "guy who ran away to a tropical island", I've had the joy of returning to my once primary (and now mostly vacation) home in the United States only to discover all of the things that can go wrong with an empty house in the Florida heat (this time, it was a failed A/C compressor -- ugh!).

However, I've also had the opportunity to revisit many of my core IT beliefs from the perspective of a relative outsider living in the slower-paced world of coconuts, litches and 2Mbps ADSL connections. Basically, my geographic isolation has forced me to take the long view on new technology trends. Which is why I'm so excited about the potential of BYOD: I see the emergence of the Post-PC phenomenon as a truly disruptive force that will forever change how people view "computers".

My Blue Collar Saviors

I found myself pondering such things while sitting mesmerized by the the burly HVAC guys servicing my dilapidated Carrier 5-ton unit. It wasn't their "body-by-budweiser" physiques or vicious "carpenter cleavage" that held my attention. Rather, it was the well-worn iPad case that the "big boss" toted with him everywhere. And when my blue collar saviors had finally, restored the cooling to my swanky Wellington abode (Polo, anyone?), I had to smile as the big man whipped out his somewhat sticky/sweaty tablet and had me chicken-scratch my signature before firing-off an email bill via Invoices to Go (it was in my Playbook's inbox before his van left the driveway - gotta love 3G).

I mention this story because it illustrates how BYOD in general, and tablet technology in particular, is acting as a kind of technology equalizer, one that transcends socioeconomic boundaries. I can't imagine my HVAC friend toting a laptop around all day. Not only would it fail to survive the rigors of his work environment (in this case, a well-protected iPad is the more durable option), it would likely run out of battery long before he was in a position to recharge it (assuming he could even spare a few hours to do so -- it's Florida, and these guys are always busy). However, for less than $1,000.00, he can equip himself with a 3G iPad and take his entire customer billing system with him in a neat little 1-2 pound package that lasts all day long.

It's stories like these that prompt me to take a step back and try to see the bigger picture -- in this case, the combination of convenient form factor and battery life eliminating the cost and tedium of after-hours manual data entry. And it's also why I find articles, like the one recently penned by my colleague, Mihaita Bamburic, to be decidedly short-sighted.

Positively Jurassic

Mr. Bamburic, you sir are a dinosaur (from your photo, I'm guessing Stegosaurus, but I digress). Not only did you miss the bigger picture perspective I mentioned above, your arguments against tablets and for PCs are positively Jurassic.

For example, the notion that you can't multitask on a tablet is pure rubbish. I bounced between a half-dozen different applications as I assembled this piece on my RIM Playbook, and I frequently mix concurrent tasks -- researching in a browser/newsreader app, generating content in Docs to Go, downloading supporting materials (in the background) while exchanging messages/email -- all in a very fluid, "PC-like" fashion.

I do carry a portable Bluetooth keyboard and mouse during longer outings, however, it's more a matter of convenience (I'm a practiced touch-typist) than necessity. In other words, I can continue to function just fine without them, which is more than I can say for any run-of-the-mill laptop computer.

I also take issue with your definition of "real work". For the less than 5 percent of us who have ever fired-up a copy of Photoshop or AutoCAD, I will concede that a traditional PC is a prerequisite. However, for the remaining 95 percent or more of us who primarily interact with browser based line-of-business applications, along with supporting email and occasional light document editing or presentation functions, any one of the leading tablet platforms is more than adequate.

End users are beginning to understand this. From field sales reps needing quick access to catalog data while (literally) on the move, to insurance adjusters filling out electronic forms with integrated media (photos/videos), to my man Julio and his sticky iPad invoicing system, those who do "real work" for a living have fully embraced the BYOD wave. And, more to the point, they're voting with their wallets.

So watch out, PC-era dinosaurs. That Extinction Level Event (E.L.E.) you've all been dreading is just around the corner.

Catch Randall C. Kennedy's smart analysis of tech trends every Tuesday and Friday here at BetaNews.

Photo Credit:  Christian Baloga/Shutterstock
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Depending on who you are talking to there were several very different reasons why the Internet was created, whether it was military command and control (Curtis LeMay told me that), to create a new communication and commerce infrastructure (Al Gore), or simply to advance the science of digital communications (lots of people). But Bob Taylor says the Internet was created to  money. And since Bob Taylor was, more than anyone, the guy who caused the Internet to be created, well, I’ll believe him.

Taylor, probably best known for building and managing the Computer Systems Laboratory at XEROX PARC from which emerged advances including Ethernet, laser printing, and SmallTalk, was before that the DARPA program manager who commissioned the ARPANet, predecessor to the Internet. Taylor was followed in that DARPA position by Larry Roberts, Bob Kahn, and Vint Cerf -- all huge names in Internet lore -- but someone had to pull the trigger and that someone was Bob Taylor, who was tired of buying mainframes for universities.

Brief History

This was all covered in my PBS series Nerds 2.01: A Brief History of the Internet, by the way, which appears to be illegally available on YouTube if you bother to look a bit.

As DARPA’s point man for digital technology, Taylor supported research at many universities, all of which asked for expensive mainframe computers as part of the deal. With money running short one budget cycle Taylor wondered why universities couldn’t share computing resources? And so the ARPANet was born as a digital network to support remote login. And that was it -- no command and control, no eCommerce, no advancing science, just sharing expensive resources.

The people who built the ARPANet, including the boys and girls of BB&N in Boston and Len Kleinrock at UCLA, loved the experience and turned it into a great technical adventure. But the people who mainly used the ARPANet, which is to say all those universities that didn’t get shiny new mainframes, hated it for exactly that reason.

In fact I’d hazard a guess that thwarting the remote login intent of DARPA may have been the inspiration for many of the non-rlogin uses we have for the Internet today.

ALASA

But this column is not about the ARPANet, it is about DARPA itself, because I have a bone to pick with those people, who could learn a thing or two still from Bob Taylor.

Last fall DARPA issued an RFP for a program called Airborne Launch Assist Space Access (ALASA), which was literally launching small satellites into orbit from aircraft.  I have a keen interest in space and have been quietly working on a Moon shot of my own since 2007 -- a project that features airborne launches.  For adult supervision I’ve been working all that time with Tomas Svitek, a well-known and perfectly legitimate rocket scientist who tolerates my wackiness.

Since DARPA seemed to be aiming right for what we considered to be our technical sweet spot (airborne satellite launches) Svitek and I decided to bid for one of the three ALASA Phase One contracts to be awarded.

We didn’t win the contract. And this column is about why we didn’t win it, which we just learned, months after the fact, in a DARPA briefing.

We didn’t get one of the three contracts because, silly us, our proposal would have actually accomplished the stated objective of the program, which was launching a 100 lb satellite into Low Earth Orbit from an aircraft on 24 hours notice from a launch base anywhere on Earth (location to be specified by DARPA when the clock starts ticking) for a launch cost of under $1 million.

Here is the tactical scenario as explained to all the bidders by DARPA.  An incident happens somewhere in the world potentially requiring a US military response. Viewers of The West Wing can imagine a spy satellite operated by the National Reconnaissance Office moving into position over the hotspot so people in the Situation Room can watch what’s happening. This satellite move may or may not happen in reality, but even if it does happen the intel isn’t shared with troops on the ground in any usable form. That’s what ALASA is supposed to be all about -- providing satellite surveillance to commanders on the ground. At present such a launch costs $6 million and takes weeks to prepare, so $1 million on 24 hours notice would be quite an advance.

DARPA projected the Department of Defense would need as many as 30 such launches per year.

The Phase One winners were Boeing with a proposal to launch from an F-15, Lockheed-Martin with a proposal to launch from an F-22, and Virgin Galactic with a proposal to launch from White Knight 2.

None of these solutions will work.  The F-15 and F-22 are both constrained by the size of payload that can be carried. The F-15 is too low to the ground (I’ve measured this myself during a scouting mission to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base) and the F-22, being a stealth fighter, carries its ordinance internally in bomb bays. Both are limited to carrying under 5,000 lbs.

White Knight 2 could probably carry enough weight, but couldn’t get it halfway around the world on 24 hours notice.

Our solution, based on five years of work including scrounging in Ukrainian corn fields, was entirely practical. The only aircraft capable of fulfilling this mission with anything less than heroic measures is the reconnaissance version of the MiG-25, which is 50 percent larger than an F-15 and carries a 5300-liter external fuel tank weighing 10,450 lbs. Using the same perchlorate solid rocket fuel used to launch the Space Shuttle (raw material cost $2 per pound) we could do the job safely and reliably for a launch price easily under $600K. Capable of Mach 2.83 the MiG could meet the 24 hour global deployment deadline, too.

The DARPA Way

So why didn’t we at least get the safety position among the three winners?

That, my friends, comes back to the question why was the Internet invented?  The DARPA of today, which by the way trumpets at every opportunity their singular involvement in starting the Internet, has evidently forgotten that the Internet was invented to save money, because DARPA  in the case of ALASA doesn’t really want a practical solution. They want heroic measures.

We’re told we were rejected because our proposal used solid fuel rockets. Our solution wasn’t (and this is a direct quote) “the DARPA way”.

Yes, our proposal was practical and, yes, it would probably work, but DARPA wants to push the technical envelope toward higher-impulse liquid-fueled rockets that can be small enough to fit under an F-15 or inside an F-22. White Knight 2, it turns out, won the safety position even though it can’t fulfill the entire mission.

There’s nothing wrong with DARPA wanting to advance the science of space propulsion. But if that was their intent, why didn’t they say so?

It is very doubtful that ALASA will result in any tactical satellites actually being deployed to support commanders in the field. Not even a liquid-fueled rocket under 5,000 lbs can put 100 lbs into orbit. Dilithium crystals are required.

Fortunately by the time DARPA figures this out Tomas and I will have made the entire program unnecessary.  You see we have this great new idea.
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		[image: ]A quick tweak of the power options and you can soon have your PC set up to shut down automatically if it’s left unattended for a while. But Windows isn’t exactly smart about how this happens, and you may sometimes find your system is closed even if it’s busy downloading something, or running some lengthy CPU-intensive task.

Install SmartPower, however, and it’s a different story. The program allows you to create far more flexible rules about when your PC should sleep, and when it needs to wake up, which can be a great way to save you time, energy and money.

Click the SmartPower “Networks” tab, for instance, and you’ll see that the program will by default keep your PC awake if network traffic on the selected interface is above a given threshold (15kbps initially, though you can set this to whatever you like).

It’s probably a good idea to enable CPU checking, too. Click the CPU tab, check “Stay on when CPU usage is above a threshold”, and set that threshold to a suitable figure (if you’re unsure, the default 10% is probably a good place to start).

Click the Devices tab and you can also instruct SmartPower to stay on when other network devices are working. Which could be ideal if, say, you’ve a NAS device which you’ll normally turn off last thing at night: SmartPower can recognise its presence (or absence) and react accordingly.

There are several other useful options. SmartPower can be told to keep your PC on when another program is requesting display or system power, for instance, handy for spotting applications playing videos (for instance). While the Processes tab allows you to specify particular processes which mustn’t be interrupted by a system shutdown.

And if your system passes all these rules and is able to shut down, then SmartPower’s schedules can also automatically wake it up again at the time you specify (as long as your hardware is up to it, anyway, which should be the case with most modern PCs).

Put it all together, then, and SmartPower is an excellent free-for-personal-use solution to the usual Windows shutdown inflexibilities. If you’d like to take more control over your PC’s energy use then it’s a great way to get started.

Photo Credit: Aubord Dulac/Shutterstock
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	Samsung charges up Galaxy smartphone marketing

	

	Publié: juillet 27, 2012, 12:50am CEST par Joe Wilcox

	
	
	
		[image: ]I'm out of the office today attending Freshman orientation with my daughter. We were at San Diego State University for day-long lectures a month ago, but I saw something today either missed before or that is new (I'm convinced it's the latter). The East Commons has two Samsung charging stations that promote Galaxy S II and S3. It's simply brilliant marketing.

Think about it. Education is considered to be an Apple stronghold; some of that is reality, some perception. Two days ago, Apple CFO Peter Oppenheimer said about fiscal Q3: "We achieved all time record Mac sales to US education institutions during the quarter. We sold more than twice as many iPads as Macs to US education institutions. We are extremely pleased with these results".

You would certainly have to agree seeing the Apple gear for sale at the SDSU Bookstore. This morning, students checked in incoming Freshman on iPads. Plenty of summer school students walking around today have iPhones. 

The Samsung charging stations establish an important marketing foothold in enemy territory. Placement is ideal, because the Commons is where students and faculty go to eat. 

Often the best marketing is subliminal branding. People see the brand regularly. Apple effectively does this with its logo's visibility on laptops and smartphones. Samsung won't get anywhere as much exposure, but anything is better than nothing -- and this is pretty good.

Have you seen Samsung or other branded charging stations at educational institutions?

Photo Credit: Joe Wilcox
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	Publié: juillet 26, 2012, 11:59pm CEST par Wayne Williams

	
	
	
		[image: ]Now here’s an interesting thing. A couple of days ago Samsung disabled the Google local search function from the international version of its Galaxy S3 handset, preventing users from being able to search their phone’s apps and contacts. It was believed to have been done as a result of a patent dispute with Apple, and followed the search-on-device disabling update that hit Galaxy Nexuses in the US.

Users were understandably up in arms because they weren’t told that installing the new stability update would remove the universal search feature, and probably a fair few of them felt compelled to join the boycott Apple movement as a result. (Fortunately I didn’t update my S3 so my opinion didn’t change. Not that it would have.)

But today, Samsung admitted that the removal of the search function from the international versions of the smartphone was completely accidental.

"The most recent software upgrade for the Galaxy S3 in the UK included the inadvertent removal of the universal search function", Samsung says in a fairly unapologetic statement. "Samsung will provide the correct software upgrade within the next few days".

Good news for British S3 owners, but really this is a pretty massive cock-up and one that might cause users to have second thoughts about installing any new updates in the future.
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Popular social network Facebook posted its second quarter financial results on Thursday afternoon, revealing a net loss of income for the site at the end of its first quarter as a publicly traded company, but also revealed the huge amount of cash earned from its initial public offering.

Facebook showed a net loss of $157 million, a significant decline against its total income last year, which was $240 million, but this came after a hugely improved revenue flow.

The company's overall revenue was significantly higher at $1.18 billion against last year's $895 million, representing a 32% gain.  Advertising revenue, the critical element in Facebook's profitability, was $992 million, showing an increase of 28% over last year.

Facebook's filing notes that 70% of advertising campaigns resulted in triple returns on ad spend or better, and 49% of campaigns showed a quintuple or better return.

The choice to highlight these ROI figures was certainly made in light of Zynga's recently declining revenue, and the pre-IPO complaints from General Motors that Facebook's ads do not yield strong enough returns to be worthwhile.

Facebook's Chief Operating Officer Sheryl Sandberg said Facebook will keep focusing on its mobile products to convince the buying market that it has a viable advertising model, and that Facebook ads work for both big corporations and small businesses.

The declining income was a result of vastly increased expenses, which totaled $1.93 billion.  This was actually an increase of 295% from the same quarter last year, which was driven primarily by share-based compensation expense. 

"As previously noted in the company's initial public offering prospectus, share-based compensation expense related to pre-2011 restricted stock units (RSUs) was not recognized in advance of the initial public offering, and as a result of the initial public offering during the second quarter, the company recognized $1.3 billion of share-based compensation and related payroll tax expenses," the company's filing said.

All told, the company ended the quarter with $10.2 billion in cash and securities, of which $6.8 billion came from the IPO.
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If you’re running Windows 8, but like the look of Apple’s new Mountain Lion OS, you can use a skin pack to assuage some of your UI envy, without dumping Metro in the process (which may be a good or bad thing, depending on how you feel about the new tiled interface).

The Mountain Lion Skin Pack for Windows 8 Consumer Preview was obviously designed for the earlier trial version of Windows 8 (the clue is in the name), but it works just as well in the release candidate. It won’t actually transform Windows into Mountain Lion, so you won’t get cool features like apps that match their iOS counterparts, cloud-based sync features or AirPlay mirroring, but it will at least give you a reasonable flavor of Mountain Lion’s aesthetics.

Setting it up is very straightforward. Just download the offline installer (there are X64 and X86 builds) and run it. Hit Next, accept the terms of the license agreement, and then uncheck every mention of Babylon, because no one in their right mind would want any of that junk on their system.

If there are any components you don’t want, you can remove them. For the best experience, though, you’ll want to include them all. Hit Install and it will go to work, installing the various components which make up the skin pack. These include Start8, RocketDock, and Winroll.

The setup process will take a little while to complete and when it does you’ll be prompted to reboot your computer. Log in and go to the desktop and the setup process will continue. Finderbar probably won’t load, or will look a bit odd, but you can download and install a fresh version or just remove it. You’ll also be prompted to update XWidget and it’s worth doing this although you’ll need to decline all the Babylon junk again. You’ll probably want to download the latest Mountain Lion wallpapers too.

Removing the skin pack is just a matter of selecting the uninstall option from the Skin Pack Menu that appears when you restart Windows. Alternatively, you can uninstall it through the Control Panel.
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Residents of the Kansas City metropolitan area are close to having access to super-fast Internet as Google unveiled its fiber-to-the-home service on Thursday. For as little as $70 per month, Google will provide 1 Gigabit Internet service to customers in both Kansas City, Mo. and Kansas City, Kan.

The service will also include a television component for an additional $50 per month. Deployment depends on the number of consumers that pre-register in a specific area: Google will only complete runs of fiber-optic cable to where the demand is highest.

Pre-registration is now available from the Google Fiber website. Registrations are due September 9, after which Google will make an announcement informing which neighborhoods will qualify for the initial rollout.

The Mountain View, Calif. company has spent an undisclosed amount of money running cables through the two-state metropolitan region. Kansas City "won" the service last year, beating out several other cities after Google announced its intent to build a project fiber optic network. Hundreds of other cities across the U.S. attempted to lure the search giant to build its experimental fiber optic network there.

Google hopes that Fiber will show what's possible with the Internet, and spur innovation. There could be a side benefit to this high-speed fiber optic network too: tech companies may now see the area as an attractive (and low-cost) alternative to Silicon Valley and the emerging tech scene in New York City.

"No more buffering. No more loading. No more waiting. Gigabit speeds will get rid of these pesky, archaic problems and open up new opportunities for the web", Google vice president of access services Milo Medin wrote in a blog post. "Imagine: instantaneous sharing; truly global education; medical appointments with 3D imaging; even new industries that we haven’t even dreamed of, powered by a gig".

In addition to the Gigabit service, Google is also offering a "free" option which will run fiber to the home, but cap speeds at 5Mbps download and 1Mbps upload. Customers will be responsible for a $300 construction fee, and service will be guaranteed at no cost for at least seven years.

With all this speed, will there really be a noticeable difference? That's unlikely. Webpages and videos will instantaneously load, but unless the user's watching the progress bar they're not going to notice a difference. Where they may is the speed of online backups, or sharing files -- where essentially the speed it uploads is going to be limited by how fast your computer can send it.

"Access speeds have simply not kept pace with the phenomenal increases in computing power and storage capacity that’s spurred innovation over the last decade, and that’s a challenge we’re excited to work on", Medin continued.
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		[image: ]Black Hat keynote speaker Shawn Henry, the former executive assistant director of the FBI’s Criminal, Cyber, Response and Service Branch, started off the day after opening remarks from Jeff Moss, founder of Blackhat. Moss wondered if now was the time for the cyber-security sector to take a more aggressive/offensive approach. Moss mentioned working for a former employer years back, a firewall manufacturer that had a product that would launch specially crafted code in response to an attacker, sort of an early offensive DoS attack. This was an early attempt by security professionals to cause pain by going on the offensive.

But since DoS attacks aren’t exactly a legal offensive tactic nowadays, what to do? He recommends civil action, a la recent Facebook actions where attackers were sued in civil court. But what happens when attackers are overseas? Mr. Moss is hopeful that responding in a civil manner would “encourage” other countries to implement legal protections to stop current and future attack attempts abroad.

What can we do besides sue? Mr. Henry proposes advancing technologies like deception, network decoys and other trickery, along with heavy network segmentation as a possibility to turn the tide. He also pushes for more legislation that would make tactics more effective at nabbing bad actors. But this sort of legislative pressure is famous for riling up privacy pundits, who are sure to respond with counterpoints to perceived privacy erosion. Still, he argues current laws are archaic and do not allow adequate response to the current threatscape.

Most Attacks Undisclosed

In the meantime, Mr. Henry says today’s headlines reflect only a tiny sliver of what is actually happening, attack-wise. Companies, he said, vastly under-report hacks, and in fact the FBI frequently has the dubious honor of notifying companies that they have been breached after their private data has been found in the public domain during other investigations.

To give an idea of the total size of attacks, Mr. Henry estimates close to 90 percent of the real attack activity is happening in the classified environment, sort of “below the water line” to use an iceberg analogy. This means we are only seeing a tiny slice of an even tinier slice of the real threat, to use his characterization.

He calls the Internet a great attack equalizer, allowing any of the billions of Internet users to plan and possibly launch an attack, and paints this threat theater as one of the top threats faced in the world today, aside from WMD. And Internet threats are far easier to carry out than deploying Weapons of Mass Destruction.

But all attacks aren’t created equal, the motivations vary. If, for example, a company you plan to do business with has conducted network exploits against you, they may already know what kind of financial position you are in, what intellectual property you really have, and would therefore be in a much stronger negotiation position, possibly tilting the tables heavily in their favor. Mr. Henry compares this to taking a test where you already know all the answers, and therefore are heavily favored to win.

What does He Recommend?

First he tries to glean wisdom from more tradition physical attacks and adapt them to the attacker.

These include:

1. Denial and deception. Keeping the attackers out of your core network by sending them on wild goose chases using network tricks.

2. Decoys. Serve up fake information, designed to foil attempts to gain intelligence, sort of poisoning their intel, and helping them along with same wild goose chase.

3. Raise the network defense bar. Cause them considerable pain (and the cost of buying more advanced tools), make them spend months of effort trying to get in.

4. Heavy use of defense-in-depth tactics. Don’t put all the “crown jewels” one level deep from the perimeter, but make attackers have to penetrate multiple levels.

5. Log everything you can. This will help greatly when trying to find a “smoking gun” during an investigation. This means both inbound and outbound traffic, and especially watch for abnormal outbound traffic, a telltale sign something bad is happening.

Will it be Enough? 

These steps will certainly raise the bar of difficulty for people attacking companies, and therefore raise the cost to the attacker, which is a major factors when an attacker picks a target. If the costs become too high, they may go elsewhere or give up. They may also pick an easier target to exploit, and your company would be out of harm’s way.

But tactics change, and so does the threatscape. And if the last several years are any indication of what’s yet to come, hang on for a wild ride. Also, the old boxing admonition to “protect yourself at all times” certainly still applies.

Reprinted with permission 

Photo Credit:  NinaMalyna/Shutterstock

[image: ]Cameron Camp is a researcher for global security provider ESET and has played a critical role in building the ESET North America Research Lab. Cameron has been building critical technology infrastructures for more than 20 years, beginning as an assembly language programmer in 1987 and eventually becoming an evangelist for Linux and open-source technologies with an emphasis on the security sector.  Prior to joining ESET, he founded Logical Web Host in 1998, a data-driven web services company.
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It has not been a good day for messaging services.

Both Twitter and Google Talk experienced service problems Thursday, with Google Talk down for much of the morning and Twitter until early this afternoon. As of press time, neither Twitter nor Google had given specific reasons for the downtime.

Google Talk went down for a majority of users around 6:40am ET, and the company informed users of the disruption. The outage affected chat functionality through Google+, Gmail, and standalone applications. Those affected saw service start to return about four hours later.

The same cannot be said for Twitter, however. The site appeared down for much of the planet on Thursday afternoon, and it was not immediately clear as to why. The company acknowledged the issue and said that its engineers were "working to resolve the issue". They may have: Twitter appeared to have returned for many as of 1pm ET.

While Google Talk's issue is a bit more difficult to figure out, Twitter's may be more easily explainable. The 2012 Olympic Games in London are now ramping up, and so is the amount of traffic flowing through the social network's servers. The company is expecting an unprecedented surge in the amount of tweets, which could bring the service to its knees.

Not too long ago, those surges in demand caused Twitter to crash, and the "Fail Whale" became a large part of the tech lexicon. We could be seeing the return of those days in the not too distant future if Thursday is any indication.
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	Ahead of quarterly reports, rumors of another Facebook phone rise
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		[image: ]Today marks the day when Facebook lets everyone know of their financial state, with the company announcing their second quarter 2012 results this evening when the market closes. Perhaps not so coincidentally, a rumor of a new Facebook branded phone from HTC has surfaced right before the company's financial announcements.

HTC and Facebook have collaborated before, and the result was the HTC Status. The device is no longer available from AT&T, and let's just say it's not due to high demand. HTC is currently in a weak financial state, and their smartphones make up about 14 percent of the market in the United States. So, from the start there is a limited reach.

In the two months they've been available, Facebook's shares have dropped significantly from their $38 opening bid, down to 27.76 at 12:16PM EDT today. The company is currently valued at $59.25 billion, which is far off the initial $104 billion valuation when the company first went public. Facebook lost more than $44 billion in a little over two months, so they’re looking to bring share prices up. Maybe a branded Facebook phone could help...maybe.

Advertising is the main source of revenue for the social network, and the problem comes from the fact that Facebook users mostly visit the website from their mobile devices. ComScore reports that 80 percent of Facebook traffic comes from apps rather than browsers, which means that only 20 percent of the traffic can be used to deliver advertisements. 

The revenue from mobile traffic is zero and that is why a branded phone could help.

General Motors was the first to raise a warning flag after backing off from advertising on Facebook. The company decided that the paid Facebook ads didn’t influence the sales of new car purchases. The U.S. car manufacturer invested $10 million in ads last year, with another $30 million spent in creating content for the website. So according to Facebook's numbers, that money was almost entirely lost on mobile users, who couldn't see the ads because they were using the Facebook app.

The only logical argument would be to deliver ads through their branded phone...but it's a catch 22. Who would buy a Facebook device knowing that it was created just to deliver ads more effectively? Furthermore, how relevant would it be considering that Android and iOS devices already have Facebook apps available?

The only way a Facebook smartphone would succeed would be if it brought more value to the market than competing products offering the Facebook experience. Besides delivering ads and increasing revenues for the social network, it would need useful features for users to justify buying it. Maybe ads could be given a prominent position in the phone in exchange for a subsidized upfront cost, like Amazon did with its Kindle With Offers last year, or maybe it could improve the mobile experience that is often criticized for being awkward, sluggish, and generally poor.

If today's financial announcements show a slump in advertising revenue, a second generation Facebook phone might certainly be a necessary addition.
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Hot on the heels of its official launch of OS X Mountain Lion, Apple has also updated its own web browser for Lion users. Safari 6 for Lion includes some of the improvements found in the browser shipped with Mountain Lion, while missing out on others.

Key improvements found in Safari 6 for Lion include a unified search and Address bar, bringing Safari into line with rival browsers. It also sees the introduction of an Offline Reading List, Do Not Track privacy feature and new password pane.

Safari 6 for Lion’s major new feature is the removal of the separate Address bar and Search fields. In their place is a single bar that can be used either to enter web addresses directly or to perform searches using the default search engine – this brings the browser in line with rivals such as Firefox and Chrome.

Safari 6 also adds an Offline Reading List option, which means any web pages stored here are automatically downloaded to the computer for reading while not connected to the internet. The app also implements the Do Not Track privacy feature, which allows users to request websites do not track them online. This feature is another that has already been implemented in Firefox.

A brand new password pane makes it easier for users to manage existing saved logins, while Chinese users get access to the leading Baidu search engine.

Safari 6 for Lion also includes a number of fixes and stability improvements, most notably the ability to use the swipe-to-navigate gesture with PDF files, plus restoration of both the Reading List when Safari s launched, and the user’s previous cookies after Private Browsing.

Finally, the browser update also promises to deliver performance enhancements through use of multi-core processors and a new approach to CSS rendering.

Not all of the features found in the Mountain Lion build of Safari 6 have made their way across to Lion users, however -- notable absentees include the new pinch-based Tab View feature, iCloud tabs for switching between iOS devices and Mac, and built-in sharing options.

Apple Safari 6 for Lion is a free download for Mac OS X users running Lion. Version 6 is included as standard in the new Mountain Lion release.
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Patent settlement talks between Apple and Samsung have been planned for a while, and despite the major importance they have to both companies, it wasn't until last week that executives met to discuss whether they can agree on ending the quarrel between them. So what happened? They couldn't set their differences aside as the settlement talks have hit a bump in the road, not agreeing on each other’s value when it comes to patents.

After numerous meetings in court it's clear that settlement is the best option, but the companies haven't yet arrived at a compromise, and the two companies' other legal disputes haven’t been put on hold, as Apple is still trying to resolve an issue it has with Samsung in a San Jose federal court on July 30.

Apple makes interesting claims, suggesting that Google may have warned Samsung about copying Apple's products, but both companies have made claims that were shot down in court or were generally unverifiable. As is often the case, this could just be a groundless accusation.

The latest issue comes from Samsung-owned FRAND patents, which, according to Apple, Samsung wants to sell at a higher cost,  many times higher than what the Cupertino, Calif.-based corporation paid for licenses to other patentees. Samsung, on the other hand, claims that their price is fair and consistent with financial demands from other companies. Judging by statements from the two companies, Apple is used to paying too little for what Samsung believes it deserves.

According to Apple, Samsung is asking for 2.4 percent of the selling price of each Apple product to cover patent licenses. Unfortunately, neither company is willing to come forward and provide comparable pricing rates of competitors.  

FRAND stands for "fair, reasonable and nondiscriminatory" terms to license a patent, and despite previous outrageous demands regarding FRAND patents, there is too much at stake here. Samsung

owns the patents and they have the upper hand, but if they don’t agree to reasonable terms they gain nothing valuable, which at most will be a temporary injunction until they agree with Apple on pricing. 

From my perspective, it looks more like a delay tactic, but it gives Samsung a bargaining chip. According to Apple’s financial results from Q1, Q2 and Q3 2012, the total revenue generated by iPhone sales alone is $63.57 billion and at the 2.4 percent asking rate Samsung would have to receive $1.52 billion from the last three quarters alone. And this applies just to the iPhone. 

The iPad hasn’t even been taken into account due to the two variants it sells in, (with and without cellular connectivity). Total iPhone revenue is estimated to be $150 billion and if we’re to do the math on just $104.17 billion it would equate to a little over $2.5 billion, which is what Apple claims in damages for the patents used in the iPhone and the iPad; it was announced before the trial scheduled on July 30, which U.S. District Judge Lucy Koh will oversee.

Both companies are clearly trying to establish that they have the high ground, with both posting a higher net income than the $2.5 billion at stake here. Apple posted $8.8 billion net profit, while Samsung was a little bit behind with roughly $5.9 billion. If Apple wins the trial, Samsung can pay the price and still have money left. If Samsung wins the trial, let’s just say that there’s plenty left out of Apple's $100 billion cash reserve disclosed earlier this year.

Apple is a Samsung client, and Samsung is the second biggest player in the electronics supply chain. Both are relevant enough in today’s market to not ignore each other and the Apple-Samsung relationship is only underlining the inter-dependence between the two.

So what does it mean in the greater scheme of things? Apple and Samsung may be committed to settlement talks, but there are always issues that pop up, and it seems like neither company wants to budge so they can meet in the middle. The real matter at stake is  consumer choice which has been negatively affected in past clashes, the Samsung Galaxy Tab 7.7 tablet being the latest victim. 

Realistically, Samsung and Apple could take turns at winning different trials and injunctions, but a realistic estimation of their value to each other could settle them before they happen.
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Users love Netflix, it's something of a cultural phenomenon in America. But slow subscriber growth in the United States, high content acquisition costs, and the high overall cost of rapid global expansion have kept the company from net profitability in the most recent quarters.   

Tuesday evening, the company released its second quarter earnings, which triggered a massive 25 percent drop in stock value based upon the appearance that Netflix wasn't performing up to expectations. At the closing bell Wednesday, Netflix stock hovered at $60.28

The drop was triggered by the announcement that Netflix earnings fell by a shocking 91 percent this year, and that the continued slowdown in its DVD/Blu-ray by mail business has resulted in a net loss of subscribers. 

In the course of one year, earnings went from $68.2 million all the way down to just $6.2 million in the most recent quarter. Granted, this is still an improvement over the first quarter, but only marginally.  The first quarter ended with earnings of $4.6 million.

Approximately 850,000 DVD subscribers cancelled during the quarter, and Netflix's lower cost streaming-only service added 530,000 users, resulting in a net loss of 320,000 subscribers.

Netflix's strategy is to move into new markets, build back up to profitability, and then move into more new markets.  This is, quite literally, what Netflix CEO Reed Hastings said in a question and answer session following the release of the earnings report.

"Our model, as we've explained, is to get back to profitability, and then open a new market, get back to profitability, open a new market…That's based on the view that there's an extraordinary, once in a lifetime, or once in a generation opportunity to build a franchise in many markets as we've been building.  As long as there are good markets to enter, we will be taking our US, or global profits and putting them toward faster international expansion," Hastings said.

The problem right now is that the DVD business in the US is declining so rapidly that the company could conceivably not meet its needs to fuel this ambitious expansion plan.

"We've made the decision to raise our 'content spend' in the UK as we have in Canada, because we've been encouraged by the early results we've seen," Hastings said. "So I think it's the ability for us to demonstrate the growth in those markets quickly and in the engagement in those markets that gives us the confidence to break even and show profitability."

Netflix expects to add between 1 and 1.8 million US streaming subscribers in the upcoming quarter, but reaching its annual goal will require that number to be on the high end.
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Apple shares closed down 4.32 percent today, keeping with a trend started during after-hours trading yesterday. The real question: Could matters have been much worse, if not for the big carrot that came with the little stick? Apple missed fiscal Q3 Wall Street analyst consensus for revenue and income, but announced a big dividend and promise of more to follow. Performance was by no means bad, just not as good as forecast and the dividend, $2.65 per share, is something for shareholders to smile about.

But behind the magic, I have to ask: Is Apple distracting shareholders and Wall Street analysts, making them look over there so they miss the trick going on over here? It's a question I can't answer but can only speculate about. Another quarter of results will reveal much. One thing is certain now: iPhone sales are slowing. There's no if about it, but why. Are people waiting for the new model or are Android rivals like Samsung pulling away more buyers?

The Big Miss

Analyst consensus for the quarter was around 29 million iPhones. Apple shipped 26 million, up 28 percent year over year but down 26 percent sequentially. Revenue declined 28 percent quarter-on-quarter. This is by no means the first sequential decline, but it's unusually severe, and the Street already expected as much as 19 percent Q2 to Q3.

During yesterday's earnings conference call, Apple CFO Peter Oppenheimer gave a simple explanation: "Our weekly iPhone sales continue to be impacted by rumors and speculation regarding new products", adding later: "Regarding iPhone, we’re reading the same rumors and speculation that you are about the new iPhone, and we think this has caused some pause in customers purchasing". 

There you have it, iPhone 5 rumors. But if that's true now, why not a year ago? Fiscal third quarter 2011 led into release of iPhone 4S -- and lots of rumors about it -- and there was longer time between new models, meaning more pent-up demand. Yet iPhone shipments grew 183 percent year over year and 9 percent sequentially then.

Distilling Distribution

Something else: As distribution increases so should sales. At the end of the fiscal third quarter, Apple distributed iPhone through 250 carriers in 100 countries, up from 230 carriers in 100 countries the previous quarter and 186 carriers in 90 countries a year earlier (Q2 2011). Looked at differently, in Q3 2011, Apple shipped 20 million iPhones through 228 carriers and 26 million through 250 carriers a year later. But sequentially sales fell from 35 million, even as Apple added 20 carriers quarter on quarter.

iPhone's introduction in China helped lift second-quarter iPhone shipments but fell off dramatically during Q3. Apple generated a stunning $7.9 billion revenue in China during Q2 but only $5.7 billion three months later. "Virtually all of the $2.2 billion sequential revenue decline was due to the iPhone sales in Greater China and about half of that $2.2 billion is attributable to changes in the channel inventory", Apple CEO Tim Cook told financial analysts yesterday. 

He then makes what strike me as contradictory statements:

As a reminder in the previous quarter in our fiscal Q2, we launched the iPhone 4S in China, in January, we added China Telecom as the second carrier in March, and as we proceed across the quarter we increased the channel inventory to accommodate sales, and to reach our target inventory of four weeks to six weeks. The remainder of the sequential revenue decline is mainly attributable to the normal seasonality after the very successful iPhone 4S launch.


Shouldn't sales continue to grow with addition of a new carrier and sustain or even increase three months or more later? If you look at other geographies, the pattern is more like this: Sales grow for at least several quarters after opening up new markets or channels of distribution. What's really going on in China? Is the top line of potential buyers who can afford iPhone already tapped out? I don't have an answer today.

Those Damn Americans

Some people will argue that smartphone adoption is slowing, at least in mature markets, as reason for iPhone's sequential declines. Using the United States as sample, that's not the case. 

[image: ]Sequential iPhone activations dropped by 14 percent at AT&T. Verizon reports actual sales -- 2.7 million, down 15.6 percent quarter on quarter. AT&T's number isn't as reliable since activations don't necessarily mean new sales. It's common for people to sell or hand down an existing iPhone when replacing it. Last I checked, these count as activations, too. This in some ways explains the gulf between the carriers -- iPhone accounts for about 73 percent of AT&T smartphone activations and 45 percent of Verizon smartphone sales. 

So looking solely at Verizon, iPhone sales surged following release of iPhone 4S last year, but the overall number compared to all smartphones has consistently dropped since: 55 percent in Q1, 50 percent in Q2 and 45 percent in Q3 -- all while overall smartphone sales increased and Verizon added new 4G LTE models running Android.

The broader market is more revealing. Today, comScore released a fresh take on smartphone subscriber data for the three months ending in April. For starters, the smartphone market continues to grow gangbusters in the United States, with more feature phone owners moving up than ever. A year earlier, 38 percent of feature phone buyers bought a smartphone as their next handset; 47.5 percent in April 2012. More telling: Which smartphone platform they choose.

There's popular folklore spread by the Apple Fan Club of bloggers and journalists that Android users largely switch to iPhone. comScore's data disputes this: 54.2 percent of smartphone to smartphone buyers choose Android versus 33.5 percent for iPhone/iOS. The percentage going from feature phone to smartphone is greater: 61.5 percent Android compared to 25.2 percent for iPhone/iOS. The analyst firm doesn't reveal percentage based on starting platform, meaning how many Android smartphone owners go to iPhone or visa versa, just the destination. That's revealing enough.

The smartphone market is fast-changing and volatile. Much can change in three months or six. But, today, iPhone sales are slowing. Year-on-year growth is down compared to previous quarters and years, while sequential growth is way down in Apple's fiscal Q3. Perhaps some people hold out for iPhone 5. Perhaps many others don't see iPhone 3GS, 4 or 4S as compelling, with their 3.5-inch screens and no 4G LTE.

Consider this: The majority of new Androids sold right now run an older version of the operating system, while iPhones the newest iOS -- and still the Googles sell better. That says much about consumer priories, which is probably best for another post.
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Apple is one of the most important companies in the world of consumer technology and one that has changed the destiny of the smartphone and the tablet. It came as a big surprise when the Cupertino, California-based company announced the iPad more than two years ago. In 2010, Apple made waves with its first tablet generating $9.566 billion in revenue from the iPad alone, and in 2012 it's making headlines again with a smaller, seven inch tablet it hasn’t even announced yet.

In 2010 Apple had the market all to itself, with the iPad dominating 83 percent of the tablet market. Why? The iPad wasn't designed to have the most cutting edge software or hardware in terms of features or speed, but it was conceived to offer easy-to-use software with hardware to match it, wrapped in a good looking package. It sold 14.789 million units in 2010 alone, so it's clear the idea caught on. The original iPad was released in a time when tablets weren't as popular as they are today, and despite previous efforts by Microsoft with the TabletPC, they never caught up. So what's changed?

Now Apple doesn’t have the market all to itself like it did two years ago, and it faces fierce competition from all angles. Considering that the climate has changed significantly in just two years, and today popular tablets are available at a mere $199 compared to a new iPad, which is priced starting at $499.  If Apple enters the 7" tablet market, it won't have the same type of first mover advantage it had in the 10" market.

Developing a new product doesn’t happen overnight, and Apple has already had ample opportunity to look at its competition before developing a new product. Being in a privileged market position shouldn’t really cause any concern especially when you’re valued at more than $530 billion, and it doesn't give any reason to go after competing products to make room for their future ones. I believe the saying "pick on someone your own size" is applicable here.

Apple always has a reason as to why it’s asking for injunctions and filing for trials every time it deems it necessary, but this behavior is dangerous and comes as oppressive when the company initiating the dispute has the market advantage as its playing card. Apple sold more than 84 million iPads and that’s a very good number to be ignored. Being in such a position, is it warranted to go after competitors? Despite not being among us anymore, Steve Jobs declared a “thermonuclear war” against Android long before Apple released the sales numbers on the iPad. Is it the right move for the manufacturer that sells so many units to chase smaller players?

Despite claiming that Android is the source of all evil, they can only go after manufacturers. They are focusing their "thermonuclear war" on two Android device manufacturers at the moment: HTC and Samsung, and no combination of those two companies ends up spelling "Google." In the most recent trial of Apple v. Samsung, the Cupertino, Calif.-based corporation managed to obtain an Europe-wide ban for the Galaxy Tab 7.7. The Duesseldorf Higher Court (Germany) ruled that the Samsung-made tablet infringes upon Apple’s design rights while its appearance is too similar to the iPad. The ruling prevents the distribution of the Galaxy Tab 7.7 in the European Union, except in Germany. The decision excludes Germany because there has already been a ban on the tablet since October 2011.

That is going after the direct competition for a 7” iPad.  But is the Samsung–made product all that important? Apple went for a Google-endorsed device in the past and failed, as the Galaxy Nexus is still on sale today despite original injunction.  But they had to sue Samsung, who manufactures the device, and not Google. 

So what does Google have now that is of interest to Apple?

You’ve guessed it: the most important product that’s able to make a dent in Apple sales numbers comes from Google. The Google Nexus 7 is a $199 tablet with a 7” 1280x800 display, 8 or 16GB of storage that’s running Android 4.1 Jelly Bean and what’s very important is that it has almost exactly the same quoted battery life as the new iPad. The quad-core Tegra 3 chipset powering the ASUS-made Nexus 7 is very fast and because of the speed no one can complain about being underpowered. It’s a very popular product, which because of high demand even sold out last week. This is the true opponent for a 7” iPad, not the early-to-market Samsung tablet.  The low-priced, but nicely specced Nexus 7 could force Apple's design and marketing choices.

Back when the iPad was released, Apple didn’t have direct opposition, and that was one of the key elements to their success.  Now, the 7" tablet market is a race between Google and Amazon, and Apple has no momentum in the space.

Based on Apple's litigative track record, with a favorable ruling in Germany that prevents Samsung from selling their tablet in the European Union, the question becomes what Apple's next move will be.  

Is suing Asus the next step?

Photo Credit: EmiliaUngur/Shutterstock
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As it has been widely reported today, Apple released its latest desktop operating system, OS X 10.8 (Mountain Lion) to the public. The operating system costs just $20 to download through the Mac app store, and is available to all current Mac users running OS X 10.6 or higher.

But you are a Windows user with no intention of switching over to Mac OS. If you bought a Mac you'd, probably boot Windows on it. You really have no place for Mountain Lion in your heart or mind, so what could anyone possibly say about it that would make you nod your head in agreement that a feature is cool or signifies one trend or another?

Let's see if I can at least raise your eyebrows or make you scratch your head. I tend to think of myself as a "general computer user" rather than an OS-specific entity, and there are a couple of things about Mountain Lion that fall into my "noteworthy" bin about OS evolution.

Convergence is a bit more gradual in OS X

The difference between "mobile" and "desktop" operating systems grows even smaller as Apple incrementally adds iOS features to OS X.

Apple's Marketing SVP Phil Schiller openly proclaimed the iPad was inspiring Mac OS development last year when OS X Lion debuted, including, most notably the "Launchpad" app menu.

In Mountain Lion, there's now a mobile-inspired notification center along the top of the screen, where calendar invites, app updates, and general alerts appear as they roll in. It is executed in a fashion not unlike Ubuntu's pop-up notification system.

Additionally, Apple has included Game Center in Mountain Lion, which is a social gaming hub where users can check leaderboards, achievements, and invite other users to play games. Game Center debuted in iOS 4 around two years ago.

Apple's convergence path is actually much more conservative than Microsoft's has been. In Windows 8, Microsoft will take a huge plunge into the touch-based "Metro" interface and gamble on a new style of tablet/notebook computing with Surface. Meanwhile, in OS X 10.8, it's still mostly the same interface, just with more mobile-style features thrown in.

Sharing everything with everything [Apple] is the future

This is a different type of convergence. This is the convergence of content which will eventually make everything available everywhere. Mountain Lion includes a "share to" feature in a number of its system apps, such as Preview and Safari. By clicking the share button, users will be able to send content (photos, videos, links, or documents) to their email client, to the new message center, to AirDrop file sharing, to Twitter, Vimeo, Facebook, and other social networks.

But when it comes to sharing content with other devices, Apple continues to act like a protective gatekeeper.

Mountain Lion includes AirPlay mirroring which allows users to share their Mac screen with their HDTV. Of course, to do that, they have to puchase a $99 Apple TV. But when they have one, they can essentially use any size HDTV as a wireless monitor. If you're like me, you've entertained the idea of hanging a 52" HDTV in front of your desk to use it as a giant, theater quality monitor for your daily computing tasks. Heck, maybe you've even done it. Mac users now have that option packed into their OS, and wireless detection of Apple TVs is automatic. 

Pardon the pun, but not everything is strictly Apples-to-Apples. The new desktop iMessage application lets users communicate in an encrypted BlackBerry Messenger-like fashion with iPhones, iPads, and iPod touches with iOS 5 or later, as well as with other Mountain Lion-equipped Macs. It includes group messaging, video chat, support for various instant messaging clients between Apple devices, but it includes the ability to send messages to phone numbers and email addresses not associated with an Apple ID.

China is a strong PC growth market 

With this OS update, Apple has included a whole set of upgrades geared specifically toward the Chinese market. Much of this is based upon language, including an improved handwriting recognition engine that recognizes nearly 30,000 characters, new Chinese fonts, fuzzy Pinyin text input that can better recognize regional spellings and pronunciations, and multi-language typing that recognizes Pinyin and English words in a single keyboard. 

But language isn't all, China's Mountain Lion package is integrated with the most popular Chinese web services like Baidu for search, Sina Weibo for microblogging, Youku and Tudou for video sharing and uploading, and QQ Mail and 126 for e-mail.

Early in 2012, it was shown that Apple's total sales were increasing globally, but sales were disproportionately faster in China. In North America, Mac sales increased by 25 percent, while in China they grew a whopping 76 percent.

Catering to the Chinese market is, while growth rates remain high, a major priority.
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		[image: ]Most people are keen to share their unquestionably excellent musical taste with everyone they know, and what better way to go about it than through a chat client. ON AIR is a plugin for Skype that enables you to share details of the music you are currently listening to by having your Skype status message automatically changed whenever a new track plays.

As well as track information, your Skype status can also be customized through the use of text, links and emotions. The plugin includes an extensive history section that keeps a record of all of the tracks you have been listening to.

There is currently support for 33 different media players, so unless you are using something fairly obscure, you should find that you are able to make use of ON AIR. If you are concerned about broadcasting details of everything you play in your media players, it is possible to choose to have the plugin ignore those of your choice. In this way it is possible to have ON AIR monitor what you’re playing in, say, VLC, but ignore the more embarrassing music you may choose to play in Windows Media Player.

In addition to changing your Skype status, ON AIR also proves to be useful at a more local level. Whenever the currently playing track changes, a pop up will appear with details of exactly what it is. You can then click this pop up to view more details about the artists, such as lyrics to songs, discography details and more.

You can find out more and download a copy of the free plugin by paying a visit to the ON AIR review page.

Photo Credit:  CREATISTA/Shutterstock
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File this story in the "Who do you trust with your money?" category.

Eighteen of the top 24 banks in the world have malware problems, security firm Lookingglass says on Wednesday. Even three-year old worms that have long had patches and fixes to address them continue to infect the PCs of banks, including Conficker, found (gasp) in the IT deployments of 10 of the top 24.

Other virus and malware of note found on these computers included DNS Changer, Gameover Zeus, BlackHole Exploit Kit, and Fake AV among others, the security firm says.

It is not clear what the extent of infection is, or how it may be affecting bank customers. "We don't have evidence that the infected systems are actively infecting other systems, but most of the types of malware involved are designed to infect as many other hosts as possible", chief scientist Jason Lewis tells BetaNews.

"There is a strong likelihood that the computers in question have infected other hosts", he continues. Lewis would not identify the banks in question, saying Lookingglass wanted to give these institutions time to address the problem.

Reinfection is also an issue. While these banking institutions apparently attempt to address their virus problems, the issues continue to come back due to unclean portions of their networks affecting cleaned areas. This could be due to large companies by nature being slow to apply updates and important patches that would otherwise close the holes malware exploits in order to spread itself, Lewis tells us.

"If hosts are cleaned, but not patched and nothing further is done to prevent reinfection, an endless loop occurs. Just cleaning a malware infection is not enough -- steps to prevent further exploits have to occur", he explains. "In some cases, the operating systems involved no longer have support from Microsoft, which means they will never be protected".

The latter is an obvious reference to the enterprise's insistence on hanging on to aging platforms. Take, for example, Windows XP: while Microsoft still issues security updates for the platform and will do so through 2014, it's likely many of these companies will continue to use it well past that date, or have not update to SP3, which is necessary to receive those updates.

Or even Windows Server 2003, which is no longer supported. Again, if the customer is not on the newer R2 version, they're unprotected too.

"The biggest take away from this research is that no one is safe", Lewis concludes.

So here's the big question: if the banks have such a serious malware problem, is our financial data really that safe? Enterprising attackers likely already know this, and may have already exploited these holes to their advantage. 

Photo Credit: Oxlock/Shutterstock
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How do you monetize a technology that is hard to monetize? BitTorrent, the company behind all things torrent and the uTorrent client has several answers for that. Not long ago it began to offer the uTorrent Plus client that added features like antivirus protection, a build-in media player or a media converter for a price to the uTorrent program.

But that did not really solve the question that artists and other members of the entertainment industry were asking: how are they going to monetize their content using BitTorrent?

The Present

Today BitTorrent answers the question, by adding RealPlayer. You may ask what BitTorrent, artists and RealPlayer have in common? Well, BitTorrent's idea is simple: provide users with free media bundles that include an optional offer to download and install software. If you now think that this resembles how some companies and software developers distribute their free programs, then you are not entirely mistaken.

Adware may not be the appropriate term for the BitTorrent Bundle that is currently offered by the company, but it uses the same mechanics to monetize contents offered for free.

If you visit the website where the bundle is offered you land on a page that offers information about the bundle's contents.

You get 3 tracks from DJ Shadow's "Hidden Transmissions" album, photos and related items, which is a pretty good offering provided you like this kind of music. The page also lists RealPlayer software -- for PC users -- as an optional download and this is where it gets interesting.

Once you click on the download link you get another window that explains the concept and gives you the option to either include RealPlayer in the download or not.

[image: ]

Interestingly enough, all you get either way is a link to a torrent that you need to load into a torrent client on your system. Once you do that you will notice that RealPlayer is among the files that you download.

[image: ]

You'd still have to run the RealPlayer download on the system to install the software. If you ignore the download, you still get all the benefits without installing the media player on the system. According to the announcement on the official BitTorrent website, the company gets paid every time a user "downloads the free software offer packaged with the DJ Shadow Bundle". It is not clear if the initial web client download is meant by that, or the download of the full application after the user has launched the installer on the system. It is, however, very likely that the latter is the case.

The future

When you look at the idea from a top-down perspective you have to wonder if this is really a model that could work on a larger scale. The biggest issue here is that paid-to-install software offers are limited, and only work once for each user PC. What happens when the media offerings reach hundreds or even thousands? Will all include the same offer to install RealPlayer or another software program on the system, or will they all offer different applications that users would have to install to support artists?

Eric Klinker on behalf of BitTorrent notes that this is just one of a "number of new advertising experiments" the company will be testing in the near future.

Do you think that this is a substantial business idea, or something that may work with select bundles but not on a larger scale?
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Virgin Media has already introduced free Wi-Fi to selected Underground stations -- with more to be added by the end of the year -- and now O2 is doing its bit to transform London into Europe’s largest free Wi-Fi zone with a roll out of hotspots at numerous landmarks across the city.

Free to access and use, irrespective of what network you’re on, the hotspots are already available at Oxford Street, Regent Street, Trafalgar Square, Leicester Square, Piccadilly Circus and Parliament Square, with Covent Garden to be added soon. The first time you connect you’ll need to register your details, but after that you’ll be automatically connected whenever you get within range of a signal. Assuming, of course, that O2 doesn't suffer another network disruption like the one it experienced recently.

Speaking of the O2 initiative, which will remain free even after the Olympics have finished, Boris Johnson, the Mayor of London, comments: "With millions of extra people coming to town for the Games, we want to ensure we showcase the capital as the best city in the world to work and visit, and the addition of free Wi-Fi to some of our most popular landmarks is crucial in helping to maintaining that reputation.”

But while free Wi-Fi is spreading throughout London -- Sky also offers hotspots at Overground stations -- the International Olympics Committee (IOC) has banned personal and private wireless access points from the games, going so far as to include them and 3G hubs on the list of items that will get you barred from any venue, alongside guns, knives, explosives, CS sprays, and toxic materials.

People will still be able to take smart devices like Android phones and iPads in with them though, and with the events drawing very large crowds it will be interesting to see how they intend to identify and stop people setting up their own hotspots should they choose to.

Photo Credit: London 2012 Olympic Games
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NVidia, Samsung, you can keep your Tegra 3 and Exynos. There’s a new champion in the Android world of tablets. 

There are people that only settle for the best products, so if you’re after the fastest tablet running Android you’re in luck: Qualcomm has the answer for you with the Snapdragon S4 Pro Mobile Development Platform (MDP) tablet. So how fast it is? Let’s just say that there is no Exynos or Tegra 3 that can keep up with this "evil" creation from Qualcomm.

A quad-core 1.5Ghz Krait CPU powers the tablet, together with 2GB of RAM and the Adreno 320 GPU, making for an incredibly fast system. A 13 megapixel camera with 1080p video recording, meanwhile, runs the show on the back. The tablet comes with Android 4.0.4 out of the box, but a Jelly Bean upgrade is not out of the question.

Currently, the tablet is being labeled as an "MDP," which means that it only targets developers. That should come as no surprise to anyone if we’re going to be seeing the Snapdragon S4 Pro chipset in future smartphones and tablets from known manufacturers.

So what should we expect from the Qualcomm chipset? The Snapdragon S4 Pro is targeted at smartphones and tablets, being available as both dual- and quad-core Krait CPUs with an Adreno 320 GPU. 1080p video recording and an up to a 20 megapixel camera is supported. The biggest news comes from 4G LTE support: quad core CPU and LTE wasn’t a popular combination due to the lack of support from chipset manufacturers.

So what’s the damage? BSQUARE has the tablet on offer for $1,299, which is a rather shocking price for consumers, but Qualcomm is aiming at developers and vendors to buy this tablet, which is only logical considering that it’s an MDP tablet.

The dual-core Snapdragon S4 that’s available today in the very popular Samsung Galaxy SIII and HTC One X (One XL internationally) when not paired with a battery-hogging LTE radio is an excellent performer in terms of endurance, with the quad-core Snapdragon S4 Pro likely to offer similar performance when it comes to battery life. 

Is it the cheapest tablet around? No, but it’s the fastest, and its point today is to show manufacturers and platform developers what it’s capable of. 
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The conjured term "death spiral" has been so overused in discussions about Blackberry-maker Research in Motion that one must ask: Are the tech pundits crying wolf too often, too soon? Do a targeted search for "Research in Motion death" on Google and you will easily see that this rush to judgement started all the way back in early 2010. Like the doomsday naysayers of yesteryear, RIM's date of decease has anything but solidified (to some pundits' shock.)

The short-term future for RIM is a rocky road indeed. With its face-saving Blackberry 10 OS release being pushed back another quarter into early 2013, the smartphone giant has little glitz to match the other big boys temporarily. Samsung's instant-hit -- aka the Galaxy S3 -- has already touched down. Google's got its latest iteration of Android, Jelly Bean, cooking for its flagship devices including the Nexus and the S3. And the iPhone 5 rumor mill just can't take a week off as of late.

Let's also not overlook the fact that RIM has announced upwards of 5,000 layoffs of its core staff to help trim costs and restructure internally. But does all of this add up to a near term death notice for the BlackBerry goliath? I doubt it - unless things get much worse, much faster, that is.

Perfection First, Market Release Second for Upcoming BB 10 OS

There's no denying that RIM's overzealous approach towards the development cycle of its most profound OS update to date is hurting its PR game. But even so, let's face it: RIM's never been a marketing genius and likely never will be. Their products fill gaps that Android and Apple devices have yet to fully figure out, and it's why RIM has a big shot here with their OS 10 reboot.

So far, they seem to be hitting the mark. Even the most hesitant analysts give BB 10 some high marks for first impressions of the new platform. BB 10 ditches the Java backbone of most BlackBerry OS versions to date and opts for the stable and steady Unix spine that comes with the new QNX-powered ecosystem that RIM purchased a short time ago. This upheaval in the underlying architecture will bring numerous functionality changes, like an arguably best-in-class modern touch keyboard.

Multi-tasking is also being taken to a new level with what RIM calls "Flow view" integration that tears down the walls when it comes to using different apps at the same time. From everything RIM has shown off thus far, BB 10 will hopefully meet our hefty expectations. It's good to see that their recent BB 10 preview at BlackBerry World in May lifted more than a few brows.

In RIM's defense, however, this begs the question: what's so wrong with getting their new BB 10 devices in perfect order before rushing to market? The Apple legions won't admit it, but by all realistic means, Siri has been a fluttering mess since release. Apple's own cofounder didn't hesitate to provide his own thoughtful lip service as to the sub-par effectiveness of Siri.

And the company has started defending itself against what is likely the first of many lawsuits surrounding misleading claims on what Siri can truly do. And should we even get into specifics about the sour taste left in everyone's mouths from the short-lived MobileMe? Being first to market is great - as long as you have a quality product to back up the fanfare.

All Doom and Gloom? The Numbers State Otherwise

No, I'm not delusional. I'm fully aware that RIM's current financial situation isn't anything to brag about, nor is their now stagnant BlackBerry 7.1 device offering. But outside of the circle of raw marketshare numbers for all the smartphone brands, RIM's outlook isn't as bleak as some make it out to be. For example, BlackBerry has continued its strong hold on the British market and actually topped two years in a row as the leading seller of smartphones in the United Kingdom.

[image: ]

RIM likewise recently announced that it hit 78 million subscribers globally (up from 70 million in September 2011.) And a recent interview by CNET with RIM's managing director for the USA, Richard Piasentin, brought to light the fact that RIM is still in clear control of smartphone sales to 90 percent of Fortune 1000 companies. Companies which, according to Piasentin, are very loyal to RIM.

The US Government is also hesitant on Android- and iOS-based devices due to the stringent security needs that only BlackBerry has been able to provide thus far. The DOD a short time ago approved many BlackBerry 7 devices for official usage, and the governments of Australia and New Zealand followed in similar fashion. If BlackBerry is safe enough for the leader of the free world, RIM still has some decent hope left for the ride into BB 10 next year. While government purchases don't see the kind of consistent sales upswings that smartphone makers need to stay viable, this relatively secure source of solid income for RIM should help keep the company's coffers afloat until BB 10 reignites the brand.

And while the US market may be a tough region for BlackBerry as of late, other parts of the world still admittedly flock to RIM's devices. Just over a week ago a report came out from SRG that placed BlackBerry Playbook tablet in second place only to "weakening" iPad in Canada. The Middle East is giving RIM a nice push as well, with a reported 140-percent increase in subscribers compared to a year ago. One of the primary reasons for RIM's continued success in the Middle East is consumers' love of BBM, the integral messaging service that was only recently replicated by Apple in the form of iChat.

RIM believes in the BlackBerry brand so heavily in its AMEA markets that it recently announced opening its own BlackBerry stores across the regions. Dubai will get a store, as well as Kenya, Nigeria and roughly 4,000 locations in Indonesia alone. Apple already has a budding presence in these territories, but if RIM holds to its word, it could outpace Apple's own mastered retail strategy.

BlackBerry Still Capitalizes on Core Strengths: Battery Life, QWERTY Keyboard, Messaging Heaven

People call me crazy when they find out what kind of smartphone I use. "Are you stuck in the dark ages?" That's probably one of the best responses as of late when I mention that I proudly carry around a BlackBerry Torch 9810. Am I really alone in the characteristics I adore in a smartphone? A physical keyboard, excellent battery life, best-in-class messaging, and portability that doesn't kill the pocket in my pants?

Outside of the Verizon-specific Motorola Pro+ Android phone, no one has realized that there is still a class of users that don't care much for horizontal sliding keyboard phones or pure touchscreens. Nor do I have much appetite for what is on the top-10 free apps list of Apple's iTunes Store. I live in my email, Evernote, mobile web browser, and the occasional Pandora. The rest is all a nicety, and BlackBerry handles my core needs without issue.

[image: ]

It's quite entertaining to place the question back on friends who flash their iPhones or big-screen Androids, but are endlessly stuck on power cords recharging when my BlackBerry's battery is just ticking down to about 50-percent empty. My computer repair company FireLogic depends on my ability to be 100-percent mobile & available when on the go, and I can't worry about when I'll be next to a power outlet.

And to those who think I've never given the other side a try, I actually did. I spent about a month on an iPhone 3GS a bit over a year ago and was not heavily impressed. Everything I relied upon for my daily work needs was slower or felt clunky. I guess in the end I still had access to oodles of free games from the App Store, something which Blackberry's App World can't touch in terms of raw numbers. And seeing how even Apple's flagship 4S still lacks 4G access of any sort, my HSPA+ capable BlackBerry Torch 9810 is still leagues faster when it comes to data rates. To top it off, no US version of the iPhone can even offer me WiFi-Calling like all the BlackBerries I've owned in the past 3 years. Apple's iPhone offering in my eyes is nothing but 'old hat.'

Numbers Don't Paint the Whole Picture

Research in Motion still has plenty of game left in it. It's sailing on a ship gone slightly astray for the past few years, but with BB 10, I think they've got what it takes to get back on the right course. Let's not make the RIM survival discussion merely about numbers alone. Apple has been in this same position as RIM before, lest we forget.

Its own unsavory little anniversary is coming up on August 6 - the day in 1997 that Microsoft helped keep Apple afloat with a generous $150 million investment. And look how far Apple has come since those dark days, when everyone thought they were otherwise done for in the wake of a Windows-powered world. If history has anything to say about this mess, I'm not counting RIM out just yet.

[image: ]Derrick Wlodarz is an IT professional who owns Park Ridge, IL (USA) based computer repair company FireLogic. He has over 7+ years of experience in the private and public technology sectors, holds numerous credentials from CompTIA and Microsoft, and is one of a handful of Google Apps Certified Trainers & Deployment Specialists in the States. He is an active member of CompTIA's Subject Matter Expert Technical Advisory Council that shapes the future of CompTIA examinations across the globe. You can reach out to him at info@firelogic.net.
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		[image: ]If you’re not comfortable with math then most scientific calculators will seem a little intimidating, packed as they are with complex functions which you’ll rarely, if ever use.

But it doesn’t have to be that way. OpalCalc is a very powerful calculator with some near spreadsheet-like functionality, yet it’s also presented in a way that makes it very accessible to even the most math-phobic of potential users.

The program opens with a simple, plain text interface, for instance. Type an equation in the left hand pane -- 2 + 50 * 12 / 8, say -- and the answer appears on the right: easy. The multiline interface also means it’s straightforward to edit and reuse some previous equation, which alone could justify your using the program over a conventional desktop calculator.

You don’t have to worry particularly about how you enter a calculation, either, as OpalCalc will do its best to figure out what you mean. Consider these lines, for example.

$80 + $400 for food and hotel 

$350 for travel costs

$100 + 15% tax for room hire

$75 as £

total

It’s all very natural to read and write, yet OpenCalc has no problem with this. The program will add the figures together in the first line, work out the percentage in line three, even access current exchange rates to convert $75 to British pounds, before adding all four values together to give a total.

If you remember one or two OpalCalc keywords then you can take the program further still. “As”, for instance, is ideal when you need to convert a mixed set of units into a single measurement system, like “4inches + 75cm + 2metres as cm”.

Or if you place an @ sign at the start of a line then you can take advantage of OpalCalc’s date and time-related math: @11:00 to 13:51 as minutes, @today – 7 days, @17th August 2012 + 35 days + 8 hours, and so on.

And if you’re comfortable with math anyway then you’ll be pleased to see that OpalCalc has a lot of functions you can use here, covering trigonometry, statistics and more (click the Pi icon to the right of the toolbar to view the full list), which you can extend further with your own variables, functions and more.

One potentially significant problem here is that the free demo version of OpalCalc won’t perform calculations on more than five lines. Which means you’re not going to be able to create lengthy spreadsheet-like lists.

With a little thought, though, there’s still a considerable scope here for getting a lot of work done. And if you do want to upgrade, it need not be as expensive as you might think, because the author is currently allowing users to pay whatever they think OpalCalc is worth (the suggested range for home users is $5-$25, but the actual payment is up to you). Click “Upgrade OpalCalc” from the main menu to find out more.

Photo Credit: Joachim Wendler/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]YouTube is a great source of music videos and with the large number of privately filmed videos it is a great resource for tracking down live performances by your favorite band or artist. When you are at your computer, there is nothing to stop you from visiting YouTube whenever you want so you can listen to your favorite songs whenever you want, but RipTunes is a free utility that enables you to convert videos into MP3 files that you can add to your offline music library. It's legit software, too, unlike scammers' video-to-mp3 converter security researcher Cameron Camp wrote about earlier today.

In many regards this is not out of the ordinary, but the way things have been implemented here make RipTunes more than worthy of mentioning. The app itself can be used to search YouTube without the need to visit the site itself, and as you search for artists and bands, you can start a musically tour of discovery as related or similar artists are suggested to you.

RipTunes features a built in player so you can check that particular tracks are what they say they are, and then simply double click to download. There are no complex settings to concerns yourself with as downloads are automatically converted into MP3 ready to be copied to the music player of your choice or just left on your hard drive. There is also the ability to create ringtones thanks to the inclusion of a simple audio editor.

Any of the files you have downloaded can be converted into a ringtone -- MP3 for Android users and M4R for iPhone owners -- and all you need to do is to select the portion of a track you would like to use. You can then choose the volume at which you would like the ringtone to be played and you’re done. At its heart RipTunes is a simple tools built on a simple idea, but it is a well-polished tool that gets the job done with panache.

You can find out more and download a free copy of the program by paying a visit to the RipTunes review page.

Photo Credit: olly/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]If you’ve tried setting up parental controls before, you’ll know this can often involve a lot of work. You may need to create accounts for each one of your children, for instance, before defining in very precise detail exactly what sort of content they can access, and what they really shouldn’t.

And so we were very surprised to see how straightforward the free Kurupira Web Filter was, by comparison. No “per user” settings, no lists of content types, no real need to set up any web filtering options at all: the program automatically blocks “inappropriate” websites just as soon as it’s installed, without you having to take any additional actions.

Obviously this presents some challenges in terms of flexibility. If your kids are 14 and 15, for instance, you may want to allow far more content than if they were 4 and 5, yet there’s no option within Kurupira Web Filter to take account of this: the one setting somehow has to suit everyone (although you can turn it off temporarily for yourself, if you enter the program password).

This approach does ensure the program is very easy to set up, though. And if you decide the default web filter doesn’t suit your needs, then you can always try a different setting. There are options to block only sites you’ve specifically blacklisted, for instance, or grant access only to websites you’ve flagged as acceptable. Or you can even turn this aspect of the program off entirely.

Of course there’s more to Kurupira than web filtering. Browse its menus and you’ll find options to set time-based limits for your child’s use of the internet, for example.

And if you explore the Applications menus then you’ll find tools to define which programs your kids can run (and when), and which are out of bounds.

But if all this is sounding just a little too strict then you can always leave them to access the system as normal, then simply use Kurupira’s report tools to keep an occasional eye on their activities. Click the History tab, for example, and you’ll see the programs they’re using, the websites they’re visiting, the internet searches they’ve entered, and more.

And if you decide a program has been abused then it’s easy to take action. Just right-click the process name, select “Add title to blocked list”, and they won’t be able to run that application again in future.

Kurupira Web Filter is still a very blunt instrument, and its “one size fits all” protection strategy could be a problem. It’s extremely easy to set up, though, has a good feature set, and you can’t beat the price: if you’re looking for simplicity above all else then Kurupira merits half an hour of your time.
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		[image: ]Want to access the music tracks of YouTube.com videos on your iPod but don’t want to pay? You’re not alone. Recently, a crop of websites have popped up offering to convert the audio from videos to .mp3 files that you can then download at no charge. Sounds great, right? The catch: scammers are trying to capture the popular click traffic and redirect users to scam websites, where you might get more than you bargained for, in the form of free malware and other unpleasantness as a bonus.

Recently, we hosted a “cyber boot camp”, teaching high school students to attack and defend networks. One of our presenters, John Moffat, who often delivers security awareness seminars to teenagers and stresses the dangers of the “free” Internet, referenced this scam in his presentation. While Mr. Moffat doesn’t claim to be a malware expert, he knows a scam when he sees one, and does his best to help others avoid falling prey.

So what happens if you fall for one of these types of scams? Below we follow the trail of one example, with screenshots of what you might see.

In this example, I clicked on a highly ranked Google search results link, which pointed to a YouTube video itself, purporting to give instructions on how to convert their videos to .mp3’s. 

When I did, it showed a non-video screenshot inside their video player, which directed me to visit a website directly. The video description came completely stuffed with keywords in the description to inflate rankings. Here’s a screenshot of what I was presented with:

[image: ]

When I typed the URL into a browser that the “video” recommended, I was taken to a site heavily laden with javascript (which my browser blocked with a plugin), third party content providers and Google Analytics, that said I had to complete a survey to get my “$500 Best Buy gift card”, which would also unlock the download of the free video-to-mp3 converter. Since I’d like a $500 gift card as much as the next guy, I clicked on that link.

[image: ]

I chose the Best Buy gift card offer. When I clicked on it, it took me to a page that shows that I could get a $1,000 gift card, even better!

[image: ]

I also noticed that the page wanted to use extensive javascript and third party content, triggering an ESET Smart Security warning that a website was blocked that was trying to send me tracking cookies. I also notice the site used significant bandwidth trying to load all its goodies, presumably to enable the successful completion of my 3 questions to get the $1,000 gift card right? 

But surprise, after I completed the last question, I then had to enter my email, presumably to get the gift card. When I entered a fake email, I was then taken to a screen where I had to enter much more personal information, including my physical address, age, sex, and phone number. I also had to consent to being called by third parties about magazine subscriptions, etc:

[image: ]

Once you click ‘continue’ you get the next screen:

[image: ]

At this point, I notice that the original password that was promised to unlock my video converter download never materialized. It seemed clear that this rabbit trail I was following would not likely end any time soon, so I exited the websites, and finished up this article, hoping this accounting of what happens if you take the bait would dissuade others from falling for similar scams.

What’s the payoff for scammers? For some time now they have continually adapted their scam platforms to match new potential streams of traffic, and this is no exception. By gaining high search rankings through BlackHat SEO (BHSEO), every time a user clicks, their search popularity rankings, and associated ad revenue, goes up. Even if the user doesn’t fall for installing a “free premium .mp3 player” (laden with malware) or some such because they’re the “lucky one thousandth viewer” of the website, the scam website still makes money by cashing in on the traffic.

And many users might be convinced to download a premium, java-based player, with free malware as a bonus.

But to recount, this scam (so far) has attempted to send things that were blocked by ESET Smart Security, wanted to silently run questionable javascript on multiple pages, harvest my email address, along with physical address, age, sex, phone number, and get me to signify that I was over 18 years of age, and consent to the whole process. That doesn’t sound very close to free, it sounds like the beginning of a long string of nastiness. 

At that point, I went to my favorite reputable .mp3 vendor and purchased a great blues track from yesteryear for 99 cents, and decided to forego the personal information harvest “for free”.

Photo Credit:  Lasse Kristensen/Shutterstock

Reprinted with permission; screen captures courtesy ESET. 

[image: ]Cameron Camp is a researcher for global security provider ESET and has played a critical role in building the ESET North America Research Lab. Cameron has been building critical technology infrastructures for more than 20 years, beginning as an assembly language programmer in 1987 and eventually becoming an evangelist for Linux and open-source technologies with an emphasis on the security sector.  Prior to joining ESET, he founded Logical Web Host in 1998, a data-driven web services company.
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International Data Corporation (IDC), in partnership with mobile platform company Appcelerator, announced results of a global survey of Appcelerator developers on Tuesday, The survey created a detailed profile of developers' outlook on the market, with a particular focus on development for enterprise. 

At a high level, the survey showed that developers believe Apple is leading the charge in the enterprise mobile deployment; see Android only as a consumer opportunity; are excited about remote cloud service integration; and are cautiously optimistic about Windows 8 and Windows RT tablets; but see Windows Phone as disappointing.

iOS in Enterprise

A significant 53.2 percent of developers believe Apple iOS will "win" in the enterprise market, versus 37.3 percent of developers who believe Google's Android platform will. The most common reason for this belief is the already regular adoption of the iPad as a tool by both executives and workers. Also noted are the IT challenges of dealing with Android fragmentation and potential malware. Lastly, the survey found that enterprise developers question the value of Android deployment outside of traditional business verticals, such as in machine to machine communications.

They want Windows 8 to be good, but...

Most developers are polled as being cautiously optimistic about Windows 8, and find Microsoft's Metro UI to be especially compelling. An impressive one-third of all developers say that they are very interested in Windows 8 tablets. Yet devs have voiced concerns about the move to ARM platforms with Windows RT tablets. Developers, the IDC report notes, have distinct needs when porting ARM-based mobile apps to x86-based devices like Windows 8 tablets, which include the ability to support consistent user experiences and the ability to reuse as much code as possible, with tools to assist porting between architectures. If Microsoft can not provide this, Windows on ARM might be a bad venture for them. 

Windows Phone *yawn*

Another hard fact from this report is that developer interest in Windows Phone has dropped sharply. The amount of developers "very interested" in Windows Phone has dropped from 37.0 percent in first quarter of 2012 to 25.0 percent in the second quarter of 2012. This was not unexpected, given disappointing WP7 handset sales to date and Nokia's recently reported competitive challenges. But they might have wiggle room to turn it around based upon the loss of developer favor for Android. In any case, turning around that sharp drop will take massive efforts on Microsoft's part.

The cloud is crystal clear

Mobile developers are committed to the cloud, and 83 percent of all developers in the survey plan to use cloud services in some capacity for their applications. For back end deployment, 50.4 percent of developers say they will use Apple's iCloud, and 49.1 percent say they will use Amazon's cloud platform. Microsoft's Azure trails with somewhat colder interest; yet another sign of Microsoft's weak mobile presence.

Tools of the trade

The survey reveals that two thirds of mobile application developers use multiple platform development tools to build apps now. This is mostly due to the sheer number of mobile operating systems in use. Most developers do not have the resources to develop a different version of their application for multiple platforms, so finding an all-purpose development toolset is paramount. 

Therefore, significant momentum has been made for mobile HTML5-based apps that can be used on any platform. Using HTML5 allows for easy development of cross-platform apps that still support native push notifications, social integration, and authentication for cloud services.

Photo Credit:  kentoh/Shutterstock
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Uncertainty hung over Apple's fiscal third quarter coming into today's earnings announcement. Gulfs widened among analysts for overall revenue estimates and about how many iPads or iPhones were sold. No one expected poor performance, there was just more uncertainty about what and where than more recent quarters. Fiscal Q3 will be remembered as sea change coming, as Apple missed Street consensus for the first time in years and iPad sales surged against iPhone.

For fiscal third quarter, Apple reported $35 billion revenue and net profits of $8.8 billion, or $9.32 a share. A year earlier, the company reported revenue of $28.57 billion and $7.31 billion net quarterly profit, or $7.79 per share. Apple announced fiscal Q3 results after the market closed today.

Three months ago, Apple forecasted $34 billion in revenue with earnings per share of $8.68. Analyst average estimates were higher than Apple guidance: $37.18 billion revenue and $10.36 earnings per share. Revenue estimate range: $34.54 billion to $41.73 billion. This breaks an ongoing trend of the Street expecting more than guidance and Apple still beating consensus.

Shareholders responded rapidly to the earnings miss, with shares down more than 5 percent in after-hours trading.

Looking ahead, Apple forecasts $34 billion in revenue for fiscal 2012 fourth quarter, with earnings per share of $7.65.

As expected, Apple will issue a dividend, $2.65 per share, on August 16 to shareholders of record on August 13.

Apple shipped 17 million iPads and 26 million iPhones during fiscal Q3. Analyst consensus was around 15.6 million tablets and 29 million smartphones.

"We’re thrilled with record sales of 17 million iPads in the June quarter", Apple CEO Tim Cook says. "We’ve also just updated the entire MacBook line, will release Mountain Lion tomorrow and will be launching iOS 6 this Fall. We are also really looking forward to the amazing new products we’ve got in the pipeline".

Cumulative iOS device sales reached 410 million at the end of March -- 45 million during fiscal third quarter. Apple has paid $5.5 billion to developers. There are 150 million iCloud subscribers.

Gross margins rose to 42.8 percent from 41.7 percent a year ago. Sales in international markets accounted for 62 percent of revenue.

Q3 2012 Revenue by Product

	Desktops: $1.287 billion, down 19 percent from $1.58 billion a year earlier.
	Portables: $3.646 billion, up 3 percent from $3.525 billion a year earlier.
	iPod: $1.06 billion, down 20 percent from $1.325 billion a year earlier.
	Music: $1.571 billion, up 29 percent from $1.571 billion a year earlier.
	iPhone: $16.425 billion, up 22 percent from $13.31 billion a year earlier.
	iPad: $9.17 billion, up 52 percent from $6.046 billion a year earlier.
	Peripherals: $663 million, up 28 percent from $517 million a year earlier.
	Software & Services: $891 million, up 28 percent from $696 million a year earlier.


Macs. I usually begin my segment breakdown with iPhone and iPad, but Mac shipments cast context onto the other discussions.

During fiscal third quarter, Apple released new Mac Book Pros, which unsurprisingly lifted portable shipments (or what the company calls sales). Apple shipped 4 million Macs during the quarter, up from 3.947 million units a year earlier; growth was 2 percent year over year. Wall Street consensus was about 4.3 million units worldwide -- or 300,000 more than their year-ago estimate, which Apple missed. So Apple missed the Street. Again.

During today's earnings conference call, Apple CFO Peter Oppenheimer says Mac sales to education were record.

Apple ended the quarter with three to five weeks inventory, which is below normal levels.

Mac shipments outpaced the broader market, which performance can only be called disastrous. Gartner and IDC released preliminary calendar second-quarter PC shipment estimates two weeks ago -- flat globally, but down 5.7 percent or 10.6 percent in the United States, depending on whether Gartner or IDC counts the numbers. IDC put Mac shipments down for the first time in years, while Gartner disagreed. Today, Apple answered both.

IDC puts Apple US PC market share at 11.1 percent, down nearly 1 point year over year, while Gartner sees share rising -- from 10.8 percent to 12 percent. US performance foreshadows much, because it is the geography most affected by so-called post-PC devices, particularly smartphones and tablets.

"Consumers are less interested in spending on PCs as [they] are other technology product and services, such as the latest smartphones and media tablets that they are purchasing", Mikako Kitagawa, Gartner principal analyst, says. "This is more of a trend in the mature market as PCs are highly saturated in these markets". Something else the numbers reveal: iPad is cannibalizing Mac sales, even as it dents Windows PCs (see iPad, next, for more on that).

In response to a question about iPad cannibalizing Mac sales, Cook deflected. "It's clear the PC market is weak", but he focused on a slowdown before introduction of the new MacBook Pro as major factor affecting Apple. He says that weekly sales were down before the product announcement and up afterwards.

Cook says that Apple ended the quarter with a backlog of MacBook Pro orders, which he expects to clear out next month.

Q3 2012 Unit Shipments by Product

	Desktops: 1.01 million units, down 13 percent from 1.155million units a year earlier.
	Portables: 3.01 million units, up 8 percent from 2.792 million units a year earlier.
	iPod: 6.751 million units, down 10 percent from 7.535 million units a year earlier.
	iPhone: 26.03 million units, up 28 percent from 20.338 million units a year earlier.
	iPad: 17.04 million units, up 84 percent from 9.246 million units a year earlier.


iPad. The tablet's impact on Apple simply cannot be understated. The company shipped 17 million iPads, generating nearly $9.2 billion in revenue. Analysts estimated about 15.6 million iPads for fiscal Q3, which represents the first full quarter of sales, following release of new iPad with high-resolution Retina Display.

iPad was available in 97 countries and Apple ended the quarter "just within our target range of 4 to 6 weeks channel", Oppenheimer says.

During the quarter, Apple sold 1 million iPads to education. Oppenheimer boasts: "We sold twice as many iPads as Macs to education". Additionally, iPad sales "more than tripled in the enterprise in the past year".

Cumulative iPad shipments: 84 million.

Following Gartner and IDC PC shipment numbers release, Needham & Company analyst Charlie Wolf dramatically revised his iPad shipment forecast -- to 20 million units from 13.5 million, Wolf issued an unusually long report with an unusual admission -- that his iPad sales estimate was "hastily formulated". Coming into the quarter, the analyst predicted iPad shipments would exceed iPhone. Apple answered him today, and I'll continue the discussion in the iPhone breakdown.

"In the second quarter of 2012, the PC market suffered through its seventh consecutive quarter of flat to single-digit growth", Kitagawa says. Seven straight quarters?Is it any coincidence that Apple started selling the iPad eight quarters ago? Don't answer "no" too quickly. iPad's rapid gains, even its surge against iPhone is another sign that the PC era is over and in transition to the cloud-connected device era.

Q3 2012 Revenue by Geography

	Americas: $12.81 billion, up 26 percent from $10.126 billion a year earlier.
	Europe: $8.24 billion, up 16 percent from $7.098 billion a year earlier.
	Japan: $2.01 billion, up 33 percent from $1.5 billion a year earlier.
	Asia Pacific: $7.89 billion, up 25 percent from $6.332 billion a year earlier.
	Retail: $4.08 billion, up 317 percent from $3.505 billion a year earlier.


iPhone. Wolf's sudden turnabout and iPhone sales data from both AT&T and Verizon raised  a shadow of fiscal Q3 in the days, even hours, before today's earnings announcement. Analysts expected about 29 million units. Actual: 26 million. So for a second major product category, Apple missed the Street. 

AT&T and Verizon foreshadowed mature markets. iPhone dipped for both carriers, down 14 percent and 15.6 percent, respectively. BTIG analyst Walter Piecyk says he expected 3.4 million iPhone activations on Verizon and 3.75 million on AT&T. Analyst consensus was 19 percent decline sequentially.

The fall-off isn't surprising as  smartphone growth cools in mature markets and anticipation builds for iPhone 5 -- or whatever Apple calls it. Weekly sales are somewhat rocky because of iPhone 5 rumors, Oppenheimer says.

Apple ended the quarter with iPhone available from 250 carriers in 100 carriers. iPhones in enterprise more than doubled in the last year, Oppenheimer says.

Q3 2012 Unit Shipments by Geography

	Americas: 1.522 million units, up 2 percent from 1.487 million units a year earlier.
	Europe: 941,000 units, up 2 percent from 922,000 units a year earlier.
	Japan: 173,000 units, up 15 percent from 150,000 units a year earlier.
	Asia Pacific: 593,000 units, down 4 percent from 620,000 units a year earlier.
	Retail: 791,000 units, up 3 percent from 768,000 units a year earlier.


iPod. Apple shipped 6.75 million iPods during fiscal third quarter, down from 7.535 million a year earlier. Analyst consensus for fiscal Q3 was about 6.35 million. iTunes generated $1.8 billion in revenue, with education important contributor. There have been 14 million download of the iTunes U app, Oppenheimer says.

Apple ended the quarter with 4 weeks to six weeks iPod inventory, which is normal level.

Retail. Apple Store generated $4.08 billion, selling 791,000 Macs, up from 768,000 a year earlier. Revenue per store was $11.1 million, up from $10.8 million. The stores had 83 million visitors, up 12 percent from 74 million in the same quarter 2011. Apple ended fiscal Q3 with 372 stores, opening 9 during the quarter.

Hanging by itself is Apple TV; the company sold 1.3 million during the quarter and 4 million for the fiscal year so far. "It's still at a level we would call a hobby, but we're still pulling the strings to see where it takes us", Cook says.
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Vizio's Co-Star is one of the first new set top boxes in the second generation of Google TV.  It's small, it's powerful, it's the cheapest Google TV yet, and it went up for pre-order today directly from Vizio.

In addition to the Google TV feature package, the Vizio Co-Star includes the OnLive gaming service, making it equal parts connected set-top box, and  streaming video game console.

The universal remote that comes with the box features both a touchpad and a keyboard for deeper functionality, and the box includes 802.11b/g/n wi-fi, 10/100Mbps ethernet, bluetooth, USB 2.0, and HDMI out, supporting resolutions up to 3D 1080p.

Pictured below is the current setup in my living room.  On the right is a Roku 2 XS, on the left is the OnLive Micro-console.  The XS is 3" in size, and the OnLive console is 4.9" x 3.2" in size.  

[image: ]

Independently, both are pleasantly small, but since their functionality can be combined into a single 4.5" box in the form of the Vizio Co-Star, I will be swapping them out.   BetaNews Managing Editor Joe Wilcox, meanwhile, has opted for the second generation Sony Google TV for his personal setup, so when the units ship in August, we'll let you know how they fare!
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	Beware tech-support scammers asking to remotely fix your PC
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		[image: ]I received a sad report on the subject of PC support scams.

Yes, those same old scams where the perpetrator tells you that you have malware infections or system problems and tries to scare you into letting him or her connect to your PC so that he can install some software and fix it. For a price, of course, though that may not be immediately clear.

One of our readers described how he took a call from one of these guys on behalf of an elderly relative: having worked in tech support himself, he went out of his way to make the scammer’s life easier by giving him access to the relative’s system so that it could be fixed.

However, when he was told he needed to pay $310 in order to register his CLID file (from the context, I assume this is a variation on the CLSID ploy described here) he told the scammer he wanted to do a little more research on the problem first. And this is where it turned really nasty. The scammer told him that if his victim did not register the file, the computer would be shut down so that it couldn’t be used any more, as he claimed that the PC was only running a trial version of Windows That’s a ploy I haven’t come across before, and I can’t say I’ve ever heard of a trial version of Windows, apart from betas.

At first, our correspondent thought the scammer was just removing the files he’d installed during the remote session, but then realized that he was removing everything in the Windows/System32 folder. Although he shut down the remote connection window and rebooted the machine, enough damage had been done to prevent the system from starting up. (Hopefully, he was able to restore the system from CD without losing data.)

Scamming a Scammer

However, a somewhat related story had a much more entertaining finish. Chris Hamer, who has been quoted by US TV on the topic here and here, spent about 45 minutes stringing along a scammer who called him out of the blue. Fortunately, he already had a virtual machine set up for research purposes, so he was able to allow the scammer access in order to diagnose and "fix" it. (Don’t try this at home unless you know exactly what you’re doing, which means you don’t want to give the scammer access to a machine you can’t fully or easily restore!)

Incidentally, Virus Bulletin’s Martijn Grooten did much the same thing with another tech support scammer, and he’ll be referring to that sting as part of our joint presentation (with Steve Burn and Craig Johnston) for the Virus Bulletin conference in Dallas in September.

But back to Chris Hamer’s story. He did a fine job of playing the dumb victim and gathered a great deal of information about the way this particular scammer operated. When, at the end, he told the scammer that he had no money to pay for the service and would probably ask his son to clean up his system, the scammer tried hard to persuade him that his credit card would not be charged immediately (this claim is characteristic of many phone scams, by the way), and then proceeded to make further changes to Chris’s system. When asked what he was doing, he claimed that he was installing free protection. However, he then told Chris that his PC was going to crash in 5-4-3-2-1 seconds. And it did. The scammer had gone to some lengths to make the system unusable. Fortunately, Chris is no dumb victim, and knew what was going on. He told me:

He disabled all services, added a shortcut to startup that executed a little program he pushed from the remote admin app to kill services.exe, and then used msconfig to disable everything else. He also tried to add a startup shortcut that was a Weblink, but I hit escape when I saw him creating the shortcut and ended it.


Imagine the scammer’s surprise, then, when Chris told him the system was rebooting normally and thanked him for his help. In fact, Mr. Helpful insisted that it could not be rebooting. But eventually he wished Chris luck with the system and rang off, no doubt to take a couple of aspirin and try to work out what the heck had gone wrong (from his point of view).

In fact, the system hadn’t rebooted altogether normally, as you’d expect, given the nature of the damage: Chris had restored it from a virtual snapshot.

Lessons Learned

Good to see a scammer getting egg on his face, but what do we learn from these stories?

If someone rings you up to tell you that your computer is infected with viruses, the chances are overwhelmingly in favor of his being a scammer. Apart from not taking any such claims too seriously in the first place, you really want to be ultra-suspicious of anyone who wants remote access to your system. In Chris’s case, using ammyy.com, but other remote access services such as LogMeIn are also used or misused.

Getting remote access to your PC  is an essential part of the scam: not only does it help the scammer confirm his diagnosis of the problems with the computer, but it also gives him a way to prove that he’s providing the so-called service that he is charging you for. But it has an even more sinister aspect: once he has that access, he can do pretty much what he likes within the limits of your own access privileges.

Trashing files and installing programs like the one Chris mentioned -- though it wasn’t technically a virus, contrary to the TV station report -- is just one possibility. Many of the scammers I’ve talked to have demonstrated little technical knowledge: after all, they’re mostly working from a script. However, they use social engineering ploys that do sometimes suggest a certain amount of technical knowledge. In the case of the scammer Chris talked to, the scammer has not only enough knowledge to run the remote diagnosis/installation session, but both the knowledge and intent to trash a victim’s system, possibly permanently. While I have yet to see verified reports of the installation of out-and-out malware such as fake AV,  it wouldn’t require astonishing technical sophistication to install something that would ensure that the tech support scammers would get another chance to dip their snouts into the trough.

There’s no gainsaying the malice displayed in these cases, though from the scammer’s point of view, I guess he considers himself entitled to be angry at having his time wasted. For myself, I have absolutely no problem in principle with seeing a scammer’s time wasted, and it appears that there are plenty of people actually prepared to do it. However, if you feel like a little scammer baiting yourself, you need to know exactly what you’re doing to ensure that you don’t expose yourself to malicious action.

And if you don’t want to waste your own time wasting a scammer’s time, I can’t think of any good reason to give remote access to your PC to someone who rings out of the blue and spins you a yarn about viruses.

Reprinted with permission

Photo Credit:  Korn/Shutterstock

[image: ]David Harley BA CITP FBCS CISSP is an English IT security researcher, author/editor and consultant known for his prolific blogs and articles and his books on and research into topics like malware, Mac security, anti-malware product testing and management of email abuse. He works closely with ESET, where, since 2011, he has held the position of Senior Research Fellow.
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After a long wait, there’s good news for United Kingdom residents as local regulator Ofcom has unveiled its plans to auction off the 4G wireless spectrum to UK carriers by the end of 2012. Ofcom states that mobile broadband will cover at least 98 percent of the United Kingdom with a spectrum sale 80 percent larger than 3G while promoting a competitive market environment. As most smartphone manufacturers are offering LTE-compatible devices, that is the most likely wireless technology to be implemented, but WiMAX is not out of the question.

The auction process, despite being delayed before, is likely to come to a close at the beginning of next year; and the official rollout of the 4G network is expected to be done by middle of 2013. At least two spectrum bands will be offered for auction, and the 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz are the first confirmed bands. The UK regulator wants to make sure the process goes smoothly and that there will be no suspicions of delays, putting to rest any possible rumors over their Twitter account: "4G auction plans on track (reports today of 'delay' are way off the mark)."

Ofcom wants to make sure that there will be no competition issues between the carriers, and has taken the safe road by automatically offering four seats at the auction table. Interested carriers will have to confirm their participation in the auction before it starts in early 2013. 

Ofcom Chief Executive Ed Richards is confident in the success of the auction and implementation of the 4G network, stating that "consumers will be able to surf the web, stream videos and download email attachments on their mobile device from almost every home in the UK." This can only mean good news for UK residents, but that doesn’t automatically imply when they are going to start using the 4G networks.

Two out of three UK carriers, Everything Everywhere (Orange and T-Mobile) and O2, have responded to our inquiries regarding their interest in offering 4G connectivity to their United Kingdom subscribers.

An Everything Everywhere spokesperson told us:


"Today’s publication of the 4G auction rules is a crucial step towards bringing the benefits of faster mobile speeds and better connectivity to Britain, as well as stimulating £5.5bn investment into the UK economy. While there are still some elements of today’s proposal which we don’t think are in the interests of competition or consumers, we are pleased that Ofcom is moving in the right direction and we recognise that we need to get this process moving now before the UK falls further behind the rest of the world. However the auction is only one step towards bringing 4G to Britain. Everything Everywhere is committed to bringing 4G to the UK this year, and the next milestone will be the regulator’s response to our request to roll out 4G over our existing 1800MHz spectrum without further delay."



An O2 spokesperson followed by saying:


"Ofcom’s detailed rules for the auction represent a significant step towards 4G launch in the UK. Whilst Ofcom has taken a number of our suggestions on board, they are combined with other changes to the previous proposals. We will need to study the package in detail before responding to the Notice on the Regulations, which puts the rules into law."



Vodafone has yet to respond to our inquiry.

4G is a big step forward in the evolution of mobile technology, and major markets like the United States, Japan, Germany and Canada have already benefitted from the increased speeds it affords. New network technology often brings along delays in implementation, and high upfront costs to both the operator and the end user, but that is the tradeoff of evolution.

Photo: Kentoh, Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Want to get some photos off your Android phone or tablet but don’t have your USB cable with you? Looking for a way to send SMS messages from your computer? Want to copy and paste text between your Android device and computer? These are just some of the things that AirDroid could help you with.

This free app enables you to use your web browser to connect to and control your Android device on a Mac or a PC running Windows or Linux. Connect your computer to your phone or tablet -- there’s no need for a desktop program to be installed -- and you can do this on both your personal computer and those in public locations. You can establish a connection in a matter of seconds by firing up the app on your mobile device and then visiting the URL you are provided with. After entering the password you’ve been given, you’ll be presented with an online desktop that you can use to browse and manage your Android device.

There are various ways in which you can move different types of file between your phone or tablet and computer. The integrated file browser supports drag and drop to make moving files around as easy as possible, and there are also dedicated ‘apps’ that can be used to work with photos and music. You can play music from your Android device with or without copying first and even change ringtone and alarm notifications.

Also available are a call log manager as well as a messaging component. This can be used to not only browse through the messages you have received, but also to reply to text messages using your computer keyboard. You can also use the browser interface to install and uninstall apps, check how much free spacey you have available, and use a shared clipboard to copy text between devices.

Despite the fact that this is only a beta tool, it is already very accomplished. If you have an Android device this is a must have app which is quite unique in its range of features and ease of use.   You can find out more and download a free copy of the app by paying a visit to the AirDroid review page.
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		[image: ]VPN clients are a generally a very good way to maintain your anonymity online, and Hideman is no exception: just launch the program, click the Connect button and in a second or two you’ll be allocated an IP address in another country.

Which country? Hideman provides servers in Australia, Canada, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Netherlands, Panama, Russia, Singapore, Ukraine, United Kingdom and United States.

By default the client will select one of these for you automatically. However, you may also be able to choose a country yourself, although we found this to be a little inconsistent. The first time we used Hideman, there was no choice at all; the second time, we could choose between Russia, the Ukraine and Panama only; the third time, all countries were available. (If you’re not happy with your selection, wait a moment, click Refresh, and see if the country you need appears.)

Still, the program is at least easy to set up. The client installs in just a moment, and you don’t have to create an account, provide your email address or part with any personal information at all.

Click Connect and you’re able to sample Hideman’s anonymity for a full hour. Which you can extend further by clicking the Payment tab and choosing the “Free hour” option, up to four hours a week.

Performance was very good, at least when we tried it, with no noticeable lag in our online activities at all. Hideman say that free connections may be speed-limited at peak times, though, so your own experience may vary considerably depending on precisely when you go online.

If that’s still not enough, though, you can always opt for one of the paid plans. There’s a lot of choice: $3 for 1 week, $9 for a month, $15 for two months, $39 for 6 months, $69 for a year: it’s your call. Simply click the Payment tab, choose the plan you require and you can pay from within the Hideman client.

The program’s performance and free time allowance is so good that you may not need to spend any cash, though, at least if you can browse off-peak. Hideman is a likeable and straightforward VPN tool, and will be a great boost to anyone who’s looking to maintain their anonymity online.
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Soon after colleague Randall C. Kennedy wrote that "Piracy is killing Android", developer Madfinger Games complained that incredibly high piracy rate on Android devices is why Dead Trigger is free on Google Play, while 99 cents on Apple’s App Store. Is iOS better than Android in this regard?

After an initial price of “as little as buck”, some game developers are going free, due to the piracy rate that plagues the Android world. Madfinger Games hasn’t provided any statistic as to how many of their game installs account for pirated copies, but according to Google Play numbers their installs are in-between 100,000 to 500,000, with an exponential increase at the end of the last 30 days. The game has been free since July 20, so in just four days its popularity skyrocketed. Does this mean a high piracy rate or just the plain “it’s free, I’ll take it” thinking?

The game clearly benefits from being offered free of charge, and it’s very clear for Dead Trigger and to everyone else that free means higher exposure and install base on mobile devices. “We are using localytics and comparing it with real sales”, the company says. It all boils down to this: people wouldn’t have bothered to install it if it wasn’t good enough or very popular, so if Madfinger Games did sell an insignificant number of copies before going free, the delta in numbers implies a high amount of pirated installs.

Why Android, Not iOS?

Which brings us to this: Is Android piracy overplayed and over exaggerated? Second of all, why is there less of a problem for iOS?

Android app piracy isn't new, and some developers blame Google for not taking the necessary steps to limit the damages. Miles Jacobson, leader of Sports Interactive, which developed the Football Manager game, states: "For a start, there's no working copy protection on the platform currently, so it's pretty easy for someone to get it working. The platform is also very popular in some countries where there's a larger piracy problem than in others".

Jacobson says there's a verified 5:1 piracy rate, which means that out of six installs only one is done legally. So no, Android piracy isn’t overplayed and it’s not over-exaggerated either. It’s a real problem, and Google has to make right by developers, because not all can make a profit from free software without resorting to ads and other unpopular tactics.

Jacobson adds that "There are server costs for downloads of skins, extra customer support and QA costs (because many pirates still ask for customer service), costs of looking into future business models to protect things better, costs associated with taking down links to pirated versions of the game -- all these things take time, money and have an opportunity cost too, as that time could be spent doing other things".

Why and How

Android smartphones appeal to a wider market audience than iPhone, simply because of their diversity and price range. Most Android devices are cheaper than their Apple counterparts and combined with the benefits the platform has it comes as a given that they also have a larger user base and therefore the piracy rate can be higher. Unless there’s a person out there that hasn’t yet got the hang of searching with Google, Bing or any other search engine, everyone can find a pirated copy of an application right now.

Is it easy to install software outside of Google Play on Android? Sure it is, as Android makes restricting application installs less of a priority and allows for the possibility of installing directly from the Internet -- sideloading -- hence the problem many developers have with Google for not imposing more restrictions. By comparison, Apple restricts apps to its own store. Sideloading apps, and jailbreaking, are common activities among Android users, and Google even encourages the behavior.

On the other hand, plenty of iPad or iPhone owners don't bother with jailbreaking. First of all, jailbreaking isn't a one-click process and second of all it's not easily available to the most recent iOS versions, being especially a problem when Apple decides to update their operating system to block any jailbreak loophole. It's much more difficult for users to install pirated apps compared to Android.

Dead Trigger fans side with the developers on Facebook, with plenty not regretting the 99 cents originally asked by Madfinger Games. But one very important question does come to mind after all this. With the flagship Android smartphones costing more than $600 unlocked and the cheapest starting typically more than $100, is 99 cents too much to ask, when we're talking about less than 1 percent of the purchase price?

Why wouldn't someone pay 99 cents to legally get the application they want?
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		[image: ]The theory of outsourcing and offshoring IT as it is practiced in the second decade of the 21st century comes down to combining two fundamental ideas: 1) that specialist firms, whether here or overseas, can provide quality IT services at lower cost by leveraging economies of scale, and; 2) that offshore labor markets can multiply that price advantage through labor arbitrage using cheaper yet just as talented foreign labor to supplant more expensive domestic workers who are in extremely short supply. While this may be true in the odd case, for the most part I believe it is a lie.

This lie is hurting both American workers and the ability of American enterprise to compete in global markets.

My poster child for bad corporate behavior in this sector is again IBM, which is pushing more and more of its services work offshore with the idea that doing so will help IBM’s earnings without necessarily hurting IBM customers. The story being told to support this involves a supposed IT labor shortage in America coupled with the vaunted superiority of foreign IT talent, notably in Asia but also in Eastern Europe and South America.

Strange Labor

India, having invented mathematics in the first place and now granting more computer science and computer engineering degrees each year than does the United States is the new quality center for IT, we’re told.

Only it isn’t, at least not the way Indian IT labor is used by IBM.

I already wrote a column about the experience of former IBM customers Hilton Hotels and ServiceMaster having no trouble finding plenty of IT talent living in the tech hotbed that is Memphis, TN, thus dispelling the domestic IT labor shortage theory.

This column is about the supposed advantages of technical talent from India.

There can be some structural advantages to using Indian labor. By being 12 hours out-of-sync, Indian techies can supposedly fix bugs while their US customers sleep. But this advantage relies on Indian labor moving quickly, which it often does not given the language and cultural issues as well as added layers of management.

India, simply by being such a populous country and having so many technical graduates, does indeed have a wealth of technical talent. What’s not clear, though, is whether this talent is being applied to serve the IT needs of US customers. My belief is that Indian talent is not being used to good effect, at least not at IBM.

Cool Deception

I suspect IBM’s customers are being deceived or at least kept in the dark.

Here is my proof: right now IBM is preparing to launch an internal program with the goal of increasing in 2013 the percentage of university graduates working at its Indian Global Delivery Centers (GDCs) to 50 percent. This means that right now most of IBM’s Indian staffers are not college graduates.

Did you know that? I didn’t. I would be very surprised if IBM customers knew they were being supported mainly by graduates of Indian high schools.

To be fair, I did a search and determined that there actually are a few US job openings at IBM that require only a high school diploma. These include IBM GBS Public Sector Consultant 2012 (Entry-Level), Technical Support Professional (Entry Level) and Software Performance Analyst (Entry Level). But I have yet to meet or even hear of a high school graduate working in one of these positions in the USA.

It’s ironic that in the USA, with its supposed IT labor shortage, we can hire college graduates for jobs that in India are filled by high schoolers.

Yet in India IBM admits that the majority of its GDC workers lack university degrees. They certainly don’t advertise this fact to customers, nor do they hide it I suppose because they don’t have to.

What customer is going to think to ask for Indian resumes? After all this is IBM, right?

Yeah, right.

The most astounding part of this story to me is that one of the challenges IBM says it is facing in this project is to “establish a cultural change program to drive increased acceptance of staffing with graduates”.

So IBM’s Indian Global Delivery Centers are anti-education?

For more information I suggest you ask the IBMer leading this project, Joanne Collins-Smee, general manager, Globally Integrated Delivery Capabilities, Global Business Services at IBM.

Reprinted with permission

Photo Credit: jazzerup/Shutterstock
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Ever since the release of the Nexus 7, analysts have wondered what impact, if any, it would have on Android tablets' market share battle with the iPad. The possible release of the iPad Mini, later this year, could throw another wrench into the works. Fortunately, we have already seen an Android vs. Apple battle in the smartphone market. Let's take a look at the parallels we can draw between the smartphone and tablet market and project the possible market share trends in the tablet market.

Before we begin, we need to understand the global smartphone market share trends over the past couple of years. It is important to understand that ever since the iPhone and Android were launched, the market segmented into legacy smartphone platforms (BlackBerry, Symbian & Windows Mobile) and modern smartphone platforms (iOS, Android & Windows Phone). 

Modern Mobile Platforms

We can say this with a certain degree of confidence, as consumers upgrading their smartphones would almost always move from a "legacy" platform to a "modern" one. Platform shifts, after this change, were almost always within "modern" platforms. Since we have seen that Windows Phone has had practically no impact on the smartphone market, the battle of modern smartphone platforms devolved into the Android vs. iPhone battle we see today.

Having understood this, we see that "modern" smartphone platforms are essentially a separate market. So, let's take a look at the quarterly market share in just the iPhone vs. Android smartphone market, since the Android platform was launched (based on Gartner's global smartphone market share figures).

[image: ]

These figures show that Android's smartphone market share overtook the iPhone, 7 quarters after its release.  While this pattern is important, it is even more important to understand the reasons behind this. Most analysts look at smartphones and tablets exclusively from the perspective of the US market. This is a fairly myopic view, and ignores the larger reasons for the trends prevalent in the smartphone market. 

Think Globally

While the United States was a major driver of Android's smartphone market share growth in the first few quarters, the primary reason for the sharp growth of the Android platform was international markets like Europe and a dominant presence in fast growing, emerging markets like China and South-East Asia. The strength of Android smartphones in these markets was because Android devices were diversified across price points and could effectively target consumers from various income levels.

Now let's take a look at the tablet market share trends between Android and the iPad since Android tablets were launched.

[image: ]

The first real Android tablet to hit the market was the Samsung Galaxy Tab (in quarter 3 on the chart) and prior to that, we had only products that could be categorized as "phablets", such as the 5-inch Dell Streak. Therefore, quarter 2 in the chart above correlates with quarter 1 in the smartphone market share chart, which represents the Android platform effectively starting from scratch. Quarter 8 in the chart above is an outlier when compared to the rest of the tablet & smartphone market share data. 

This anomaly was caused because there was a huge sequential drop in tablet shipments caused by excess Kindle Fire inventory built up during the holiday season. Now, in most cases, shipment figures are an acceptable substitute for sales figures, but that ceases to be the case when there is a large sequential drop in shipments. According to the NPD Group, this anomaly was restricted to shipments and that actual sales market share in both quarters 7 & 8 was estimated to be somewhere in-between both figures.

Android Tablet Gains

Now let's compare the smartphone and tablet market share trends from the respective release dates of the Android platform against Apple and try and project the future of the tablet industry.

[image: ]

This is interesting. The comparison in the chart above shows that the much maligned Android tablets have actually grown market share, against Apple, at a much faster pace than their smartphone cousins. Also, while quarter 7 was the quarter in which Android smartphones overtook the iPhone, it was the same quarter that saw the sequential shipment anomaly in the tablet market.

Does this mean that Android tablet market share should overtake the iPad in Q2? Absolutely not, since the new iPad was released in that quarter. Apple's devices always see a market share boost around a new launch. However, the market share picture gets more interesting in Q3 with the launch of the Nexus 7, which has proved extremely popular in the market and the upcoming Kindle Fire 2. Based on the figures above, it is easy to see Android tablets overtaking the iPad's market share, with Apple's current strategy, by Q4 of this year. However, Apple's decisions over the next few months could have a major impact on this.

Apple seems to be taking the threat of price diversification more seriously this time around. Apple has been rumored to launch an iPad Mini later this year to take on competition from the Nexus 7 and Amazon's upgraded Kindle Fire. However, reports suggest that it is the Nexus 7's 16GB model that has proved far more popular in the market. Apple would have a hard time getting the price of an 8GB iPad Mini below $299, but getting a 16GB iPad Mini into the market at that price point would be extremely difficult considering the fact that Apple sells the 16GB iPad 2 at $399. 

Inevitable Outcome

From a market share perspective, the best case scenario for Apple would be to launch an 8GB iPad Mini at $249 and a 16GB version at $299. This could give it enough ammunition to compete with the onslaught of low cost tablets from Android. Unfortunately, this may also pressure Apple's margins to the point where it becomes unpalatable to the stock market. The more likely outcome is the launch of an 8GB iPad Mini at $299.

Tablet shipments in emerging markets are set to skyrocket next year, says Pyramid Research, and Android tablets already have a dominant presence in these markets, according to GfK Retail and Technology Asia. Given this fact, the entry of high quality, low-priced tablets like the Nexus 7 would create a huge boom in the international tablet market over the next year and could lead to Android tablets overtaking the iPad in Q2 or Q3 of next year, even after the launch of an 8GB iPad Mini at $299.

Conclusion: Looking at the early trends in the smartphone market, it is easy to come to the conclusion that Android tablets will eventually overtake the iPad because of their strong presence in emerging markets and pricing advantage. However, the timing of this change of guard will not only hinge on Apple's launch of an iPad Mini, but the pricing strategy they choose to follow.

P.S.: This analysis ignores the potential impact of Microsoft's Surface & Windows 8 tablets because I expect them to have relatively small significance on the market, due to various reasons I have already covered. While the market impact may not be as muted as that of Windows Phone, they will have a very difficult time competing with the iPad and Android tablets, in terms of both pricing and content.

[image: ]Sameer Singh is an M&A professional and business strategy consultant focusing on the mobile technology sector. He is founder and editor of tech-thoughts.net.
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		[image: ]Nir Sofer has released his latest creation, MultiMonitorTool, and the name tells you everything: it’s a one-stop tool to handle all your multiple monitor needs. As usual with NirSoft utilities, there’s no installation required, no adware, no unwanted extras at all. Just download and unzip the implausibly small MultiMonitorTool file (under 200KB) and you’re ready to go.

On launch the program displays a two-paned interface. All the monitors it recognises are at the top, and if you click on any one of these then you’ll see the application windows it contains in the lower pane.

If you’d like to a carry out a particular action on an object then the easiest thing to do is right-click it, and browse the menu that appears.

So if you right-click a monitor, for instance, you’ll see options to disable or enable it, to set that monitor as your primary display, or to disable or enable switching between monitors.

And if you select a group of windows in the lower pane, then right-click, you’ll be able to move them to the next, or the primary monitor with one further click.

Of course that’s just the start. MultiMonitorTool also has an extensive command line interface, allowing to enable or disable monitors, move application windows around and more, all from your own scripts (the NirSoft site has more).

And if you’re happy with your current setup then the program can save the configuration of all your monitors (including screen resolution, colour depth and monitor position), then restore them later, either on demand or from within a script.

We’ve not tested it in depth yet, but from first impressions MultiMonitorTool seems to be a solid and welcome addition to the NirSoft range. If you extend your desktop across multiple monitors then take a look, it’s a well-designed and versatile app.

Photo Credit: corepics/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Whenever I think about tablets v. PCs, I remember a bold prediction of old: “Son, 10 years from now everyone will drive an electric car!” When was that, 20 years ago? We’ve all read something like that from someone believing to be clairvoyant.

I read similar articles almost every day where the writer plays the same old broken record: tablets are the death of PCs, or some other flamboyant thing that’s bound to get interest -- with the hope that the reader will agree with the author. It's like almost everyone is set on sending the PC down to the gates of Hell. But why should I agree with their assertions when I actually need a PC?

I see things rather differently, maybe because I’m not writing this story on a tablet but HP 8710P laptop; it has a 17-inch 1680 x 1050 resolution display and is powered by a Core 2 Duo T9300 processor at 2.50 GHz and 4GB of RAM. The computer has served me well for the last four years and I don’t see any reason for letting it go and rushing into buying a tablet; but what I want to do is exchange it for a new, faster PC. Why?

Steve Jobs best described tablets like this: “Our competitors are looking at this like it's the next PC market. That is not the right approach to this. These are post-PC devices that need to be easier to use than a PC, more intuitive. The hardware and software need to intertwine more than they do on a PC. We think we're on the right path with this.” That was his perspective on tablets and a very good reason for their success; they’re designed to be intuitive not to replace a PC.

Surface gets close, but not Really

“Microsoft Surface can win you over” is one of my first stories written for BetaNews, just to point out that there’s a real purpose to the tablet, despite initial reaction, and for plenty of professionals it’s still the only tablet that can suit their tablet needs.

It’s very important not to mix things up and think Surface as a device that can suit their every need, because I believe no tablet can currently substitute a PC. The tablet technology is still too far behind for the post-PC device to completely replace the old trustworthy personal computer; there are quite a few reasons as to why it’s not going to change soon enough.

You can’t do proper multitasking on anything but a single tablet: Microsoft Surface. I find it very annoying to multitask on anything but Windows-powered devices (OS X is just as good though), because they’re the only ones with anything as simple as the taskbar. I spend plenty of time navigating through at least ten tabs at a time in Firefox, switching to Word or Excel to write and talking to friends via instant messaging; this is an all-day continuous process and it’s the lightest of my scenarios.

I’m going to propose an exercise: try to do that on a PC then switch to a tablet and do it all day. I know for certain it’s going to be a complete nightmare. Microsoft Surface might be the only tablet that’s designed to make multitasking easy, but to make it work at the desired parameters I’d need a mouse and a 20-inch-plus display with 1080p resolution.

Five More Reasons

I can think of lots of reasons why PCs are superior to tablets. Consider these:

1. Android and iOS are too far away. Google couldn’t even manage to make the interface fluent enough, as only a quad-core smartphone like the Galaxy S III or HTC One X can get close to seamlessly navigating through the UI. I really like the Galaxy SIII and I only mention it because Android tablets aren’t faster than Samsung’s new flagship phone, which is still currently the speediest Android device on the market. So what can I expect from a tablet running the Google-designed operating system or from the hardware that is powering it then?

iPads aren’t great either as they’re designed from the start to work as a post-PC device, which implies that their operating system and adjacent software is designed to revolve around the idea of simplicity, not complexity. And that makes for companies developing resource-intensive programs such as Adobe Photoshop to steer clear from tablets.

2. A tablet needs accessories to close in on a PC. A tablet needs a keyboard and display just because it’s too small to be able to provide a large enough workspace to juggle between applications, and it also needs a keyboard to get typing done, as the virtual keyboard isn’t ever as good as the physical one in terms of spacing between keys, feedback and speed of use. I don’t see a point in buying a tablet, a keyboard, mouse and a new display just to make the tablet work as wanted.

I’d have to pay the same as for a new laptop, but it wouldn’t be any faster. So where does that leave me? And that brings us to the matter of processing power. To get the fastest tablet one has to look at the new iPad and up in terms of pricing, because let’s face it: most of the tablets are still too slow.

3. PCs get better applications. I’m surprised at how easily people pushing tablets ahead of PCs dismiss programs like Microsoft Office, Adobe Photoshop and Premiere or Autodesk Maya 3D and AutoCAD -- and I’m only just scratching the surface here. These are not applications that are on every user’s “Most recent” list, but there are plenty of people that need a PC just to run them. Last week, colleague Randall C. Kennedy wrote “BYOD apocalypse deniers suffer from post-PC depression”, which from my perspective emphasizes just the consumer market that doesn’t have to use complex programs like the ones I’ve mentioned.

I’m going to ask you this: do you think that civil engineers design skyscrapers on iPads? Or as another example: do Formula 1 teams use tablets to process information? I beg to differ. These are just minor examples and ones that we can all understand, but they best emphasize the lack of processing power post-PC devices have.

4. PC offers better gaming experience. In a recent CNBC interview, Electronic Arts CEO John Riccitiello said that “The fastest growing platform for video games today is the PC, but it’s growing through subscriptions, through micro-transactions and through downloads”. Major titles are still developed for the PC market because the “old” desktops or laptops are the only ones capable of running them in their full glory. Gamers are interested in tablets, but the technology doesn’t allow the same level of detail to be displayed on a post-PC device as it does on a PC. While that may change in a few years and tablets will try to level the playing field, PC technology will evolve as well and so far has got quite a lead.

5. Batteries haven't evolved enough. That gets us to another issue tablets have: the battery. Unless we’re not that 0.01 percent of the population, we’re all using devices powered by batteries each and every single day. We’ve all faced the same eternal problem: poor battery life. Unless you pack up an immense battery, you’re going to look for the charger in a few hours after playing a game or continuously surfing the Web.

The battery technology has evolved as little as HDD speed has. It’s the final frontier towards proper mobility. In fact, the only reason for getting more battery life today is the advancement in the power management of other components, especially the CPU and GPU field. Lithium-ion polymer battery or Li-Po as it is commonly abbreviated today, which is found in the new iPad and the Galaxy Tab 2 10.1, is just an evolution from the old Lithium-ion technology developed 40 years ago, yet is still powering devices in 2012; albeit in the Li-Po form only became popular 17 years ago.

Nearly two decades later, we’re using the exact same battery technology and we’re not even getting half a day of intensive use from it. This issue plagues all devices and it really shows how little batteries have evolved.

The PC is here to Stay



My point is that tablets can replace PCs for some people, but that it can’t replace them for most of us. Plenty of people still need a PC today. I have no personal agenda against tablets and do believe that in the near future a tablet could replace a PC for some people. I can’t help but to point out some of their current flaws. It’s easy to dismiss the benefits of a computer based on minor tasks alone, but it’s not really fashionable today to admit we can’t easily do all of our work without one.

I simply disagree with the assertion that you can get real work done on a tablet.

Photo Credit: CLIPAREA l Custom media/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]On the same day as reporting strong second-quarter results, virtualization software developer VMware said Monday that it has entered into an agreement to purchase network software Nicira for $1.05 billion. The company's software is used to manage network deployments and create virtualized network infrastructure. VMware expects the deal to close in the second half of the year.

"The acquisition of Nicira adds to our portfolio of networking assets and positions VMware to be the industry leader in software-defined networking", VMware CEO Paul Maritz says. Others called it a major move which positions VMware well in the fast-growing cloud computing sector.

"By combining Nicira’s technology with VMware’s market-leading server virtualization and cloud products, VMware today creates a clear path to becoming the most important infrastructure company across servers, networks and storage for the next 10 years", Ben Horowitz explains. Horowitz is co-founder and General Partner at the Menlo Park, Calif.-based venture capital firm Andreessen Horowitz. The firm was one of the key early backers of Nicira.

VMware is making a strong push into the cloud as was evidenced by its executive swap announced last week with parent company EMC. Maritz is off to head EMC's strategy in September -- which is likely going to involve a heavy dose of cloud, and will mostly be handled by VMware, the company he currently is CEO of.

Photo Credit: nokhoog_buchachon/Shutterstock
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For just about three years, we've had Microsoft's browser-based suite of free Office tools alongside the desktop Office software.  In that time, we've composed and edited loads of Word documents, created Powerpoint presentations, and manipulated Excel spreadsheets.  But when these types of Web apps debuted, there were three great islands:  the standalone desktop software,  the Web-based service, and the mobile application.  Each was meant to be used in a different context, and each was equipped with different capabilities to suit those contexts.  

For Microsoft in 2010, the PC was still the reigning king, so the Office Web apps were meant to get Office documents off the hard drive and out where they could be easily shared and passed between PCs.

But today, the mobile device is clearly the new king. And at the dawn of Windows 8, Surface, and Office 2013, we are seeing the Office Web applications add new features and gradually shift their focus to the connected mobile device.

[image: ]

"The initial version of the Office Web Apps allowed users to view an Office document on nearly any phone with a browser. However the experience was very basic. With this latest release, we now provide a high-quality reading experience that take advantage of today's modern smartphones, including Android and iOS," Mike Morton, the group program manager for Office Web Apps said on Friday.

"The Web Apps are now available on a broader set of devices, browsers and sites," Microsoft Office Group Manager John Jendrezak recently said. "They work great on the latest browsers, including new 'touch-friendly' UI controls. Our mobile interface has been redesigned to take advantage of today's smartphone capabilities." 

Unfortunately, we have looked at Microsoft's crop of Office Web App previews on a number of non-Windows devices, and these quotes appear to be gross overstatements of the Web apps' actual mobile capabilities thus far.

[image: ]

The new Web apps have a ribbon interface that looks identical to Office 2013, with improved space between tabs, and a new font sans serif to improve legibility on smaller screens, they utilize HTML5 for broad compatibility, but that is about it for interface design.

[image: ]

"Touch friendly" is a bit of an inaccurate description for the Office Web App design (see embedded image above, where I tapped one of the app icons on the Google Nexus 7, and it had to zoom in so I could pick the proper one) but the applications can still be comfortably used on a touchscreen device.  "Working Great," is also a bit of an inaccuracy, as the Web apps crashed and failed on the iPad 2, Kindle Fire, and Google Nexus 7. The whole SkyDrive interface itself worked across all devices, though.

[image: ]

In this space, Google Drive is Microsoft's primary competitor, and Google's Web App interface for mobile devices is nothing short of horrible itself. Google document editing and formatting can only really be done in the Google Drive mobile app, the mobile browser-based editor is essentially a space filler.  Google's acquisition of Quickoffice may change that, but currently, Microsoft's Office Web apps are far superior to Google's.

Tomorrow (Tuesday, July 23), Microsoft is hosting a Webinar specifically about the Office web app experience on mobile, highlighting the SkyDrive and OneNote experience on "other mobile devices."  In other words, the experience on all the mobile devices that are kicking Windows Phone's head in.
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EDF Energy, the official electricity supplier of the London 2012 Olympics, will be using tweets sent during the games to gage the “Energy of the Nation”.

The power company will scour the raw Twitter feed looking for content, hash tags and links that relate to the Olympics (and which originate from within the United Kingdom), which it will then analyze using an algorithm designed by Professor Mike Thelwall, from the University of Wolverhampton, and Sosolimited a team of linguistic and data visualization experts from MIT. This algorithm will extract positive and negative words, phrases and emoticons from the tweets and generate an hourly percentage showing how positive (or otherwise) British people are feeling about the games.

The results from this will be projected, in the form of a pie chart, on to the London Eye as part of a nightly 24-minute light show, with every minute representing one hour of the day. The lightshow will also feature displays of the Union Jack using gold, silver and bronze lighting to reflect any Team GB wins.

The lightshow is being promoted by decathlon gold medalist Daley Thompson, who said, “Hosting the Games in London is an incredible once in a lifetime event and as a passionate supporter of the Games I want everyone to get behind the athletes and really show their support. We need to get behind our favorites to power them onto gold. EDF Energy of the Nation gives you a really easy way to join in, wherever you are and help drive a world first every night on the EDF Energy London Eye -- a light show powered by the nation’s tweets”.

To ensure tweets about London 2012 are considered, they should include the #Energy2012 hash tag.

Messages along the lines of “EDF Energy sucks #Energy2012 #Olympics” will probably be excluded.

Photo Credit: London 2012 Olympic Games
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Demand ahead of the launch of Apple's iPhone 5 is "unprecedented", with a third of all potential smartphone buyers planning to purchase the device. The data comes courtesy of a new survey of 4,000 consumers carried out by research firm ChangeWave.

Fourteen percent of those polled say they are "very likely" to purchase an iPhone 5, with an additional 17 percent saying they are "somewhat likely" to do the same. Combined, that represents the highest number for those planning to purchase a new iPhone model.

A ChangeWave study conducted before the release of the iPhone 4S showed a little over 21 percent were either very or somewhat likely to purchase the device.

Of course, ChangeWave has had a general tendency over the years to sometimes overexaggerate things. The most recent example of this was the launch of the iPhone on Verizon last year. A few weeks before the carrier debuted the phone, Changewave published findings claiming 15 percent of AT&T subscribers were ready to switch.

The actual data told a different story -- AT&T's quarterly results during that time period were stellar. Instead of a drop year over year, new phone activations were up 23 percent -- likely indicating the launch on Verizon had little effect on its competitors.

All this said, it may be worth expecting a far more muted (yet still significant) consumer response to the iPhone 5. Yes, the likely inclusion of LTE and the capitulation on Apple's part to include a larger screen will drive a higher adoption rate of this generation iPhone. At the same time, it seems a little difficult to believe that difference will be 44 percent higher as ChangeWave (when comparing the 4S survey to the iPhone 5 data) suggests.

There's a whole caveat to the demand argument though, and that's distribution. The iPhone 5 will be Apple's most widely distributed smartphone to date. There's also the distinct possibility that iPhone will be available for the first time on T-Mobile, considering the carrier's recent moves to "refarm" its spectrum and bring its 3G and 4G bands more in line with US cellular practices.

If that's the case, then demand for the iPhone 5 could certainly reach those lofty ChangeWave numbers. But until then, it's a good idea to take these survey numbers with a grain of salt.

Photo Credit: Joe Wilcos
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		[image: ]When all is said and done, Apple’s pretty restrictive when it comes to playing media on your iOS device. Out of the box, only Apple’s own formats are supported, which is fine if you’re wedded to iTunes, but not so great if you have media in a variety of different formats.

You could manfully try converting them all using a tool like Handbrake, but if you want a quicker, fuss-free solution, then check out VLC Streamer Free instead.

VLC Streamer Free takes the best bits of VLC Media Player -- namely the bit that lets you play just about any media file on your computer without installing loads of different codecs or media players -- and takes it one step further.

The app is paired with VLC Streamer Helper, which you install on your PC or Mac. Once up and running, your iOS device is able to access any media file on your computer’s hard drive and – after a short wait while any necessary transcoding is done – it can then play it over your wireless network.

The beauty of this approach is two-fold: first, you keep all the files on your gargantuan hard drive, so your iPhone or iPad doesn’t get cluttered up with media, and second, you don’t have to worry about converting your media by hand -- VLC Streamer Helper does all that in the background.

Both desktop and app work superbly -- you can queue up files using the desktop app, allowing VLC Streamer Helper to get on with the task of transcoding them so your iPhone or iPad can watch them without unwanted pauses, or you can select which files to watch, view or play using your iOS device. You can even choose a quality setting based on your iPhone or iPad’s resolution, plus network connection’s speed, enabling you to strike the perfect balance between quality and access times.

While it’s usually possible to start watching a video within seconds of selecting it, if time isn’t pressing, we’d recommend waiting until the clapperboard icon appears next to a movie file, indicating it’s been fully transcoded and is ready to go. We found this resolved some buffering issues, as well as lip sync problems, with certain media files. The app will let you watch any media that VLC Media Player can, but be aware that some obscure formats may not be supported.

VLC Streamer Free is ad-supported, but you can remove these by forking out $1.99 for the paid-for version. Another bonus of the paid-for app is that you can opt to save media to your iPad after it’s been transcoded, allowing you to watch it offline. It all adds up to an incredibly elegant and neat streaming solution, albeit one that’s suited more to smaller networks where the media is stored on a single computer.

VLC Streamer Free is available through the App Store for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch, while VLC Streamer Helper is available as a freeware download for Windows, Mac and – albeit an unsupported beta – Linux.
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Over the weekend, Google pulled one of two Nexus 7 models from the Play store, presumably because of demand. The tablet is sold out pretty much everywhere, and had long wait times (3 to 5 weeks) for delivery, so that's not unreasonable supposition. However, a groundswell of user complaints also burst forth over the weekend, and largely directed at the 16GB tablet -- the one Google suddenly stopped selling.

I honed in on the 16GB model after receiving email complaints, seeing others online but having absolutely no problems with the two Nexus 7s in my household. Both are 8GB models, which Google still sells and isn't the brunt-taker of end-user complaints. I got to wondering: Is it coincidence that Google stopped selling the model for which there are end-user complaints?

The answer in some ways doesn't matter. The Nexus 7 launch is otherwise exceptional and shows how to effectively compete against iPad. But customer complaints, and quite possibly product defects, could mar the brand. Customer service frustration complicates the problems for people who bought direct from Google, as I did. In business perception is everything.

Before continuing, I want to clearly state: There are no problems with the Nexus 7s in my household. My wife and I are both hugely satisfied customers. But I can't say if we would feel differently with the 16GB tablet.

Screen Troubles

Last week, Brian Fagioli enthusiastically wrote for BetaNews about Nexus 7. He was one mighty excited buyer. But last night, he contacted me in near distress about ongoing problems. Early this afternoon he emails: 

This nexus 7 has been a disaster. I like the device if it didn’t have the defects. Google blew it big time. I am not alone. Tons of people have dead pixels and the unresponsive right side of the screen is a well documented flaw. Not happy. I only have 15 days to request an RMA. I am trying to call to make an RMA and I cant get through! The customer experience has been horrible. Another flaw in pre-ordering with Google -- no store to return to! Had I bought it at Staples or Gamestop, I could walk in and return it. I am on hold 10 minutes as I type this!


Most complaints I've seen online focus on the screen: Dead pixels, lost sensitivity, flickering and even detachment. 

Our own Tim Conneally has the 16GB Nexus 7. "I have noticed screen randomly flickering", he says. However, Tim emphasizes he only got the tablet two days ago and the flickering might not be what it appears to be:

Jelly Bean comes with screen auto-dim turned on, so I can't tell if it was flickering because of a low battery and it was constantly switching between dimmest and mid-range dim. Since yesterday, I've had auto-dim turned off, and I haven't seen any flickering yet. I personally suspected it was a power issue and maybe not a screen issue, but if people are complaining of unresponsiveness and dead pixels, it could very well be screen.


Tim makes the right observation. Too often user complaints stem from user error. For example, my wife complained that the image wouldn't rotate on her screen, like Kindle Fire. Sure enough, neither does mine. I checked settings, but there was no option to turn on screen rotation. I wondered: "How could Google leave this out?" Turns out the control is somewhere else, from the pull-down notifications menu. It's actually smart, accessible placement for the lock/unlock screen-rotation setting. 

"Coming Soon"

Fagioli's complaints are more about overall usage experience and spotty performance. I recalled that he rooted his tablet and wondered about that. When looking at product problems, the first place is commonality. What do they all share in common. Android users like to tinker, and Google makes it easy on stock OS devices.

"Rooting shouldn’t cause those problem, especially a dead pixel", he answers. Then it struck me that I had only seen complaints about the 16GB model, and my two eights are fine. His observations mirror mine: "From what I read online, the 16GB had the most issues, not the 8GB". That leads to question: Why did Google pull the 16GB model? Because that's something else many of the complaints share in common -- the higher-end model.

Sell-out stories burst forth over the weekend -- and they're on blogs and news sites everywhere today -- after Google pulled the 16GB model. I wrote "Nexus 7 sells out" last week. I don't doubt that demand exceeds Google expectations. But more typically, companies continue to take orders -- Apple does it -- while upping manufacturing. What's so unusual: Google stopping sales. The status changed from 3 to 5 weeks to "coming soon". 

I asked retail expert Stephen Baker, who is vice president of industry analysis for NPD, if stopping sales because of demand is unusual. He answers:

I think it is unusual but not weird to not give potential buyers a ship date on a product that is out of stock. Maybe they don't know when the next shipment is coming and they don't want to fool people into expecting something sooner. Maybe the inventory is already spoken for and they don't want to take people's money without a firm ship date. It is kind of customer friendly, I think, to not take orders for stuff that you don't know when it is going to be available.


Sources close to Google tell me that's exactly the situation. But it doesn't answer the direct question.

Google's Response

A Google spokesperson declined to comment on the issue but noted there is a high-volume of demand for the 16GB model. 

Google Play customer support representatives are telling people calling in: "We've had incredible demand for Nexus 7 devices and the 16GB version is temporarily unavailable in Google Play while we get more in stock".

Is that believable considering the complaints largely are about the 16GB model? Consider this: both tablets use the same screens. Shouldn't screen problems on one be the same as the other?

That brings me to something else that 16GB models could share in common: The buyers. Presumably, Android enthusiasts would be the most likely to order the higher-end model and do so early on. If you know anything about the Android community, they're a vocal lot. My sources say that only a small number of devices have screen problems, which Google confirmed. 

Is this all just about a vocal minority with majority-size voice? In looking over forum posts and other online communities, that's as plausible explanation as any other -- perhaps more so. These users have high expectations that aren't necessarily met, and they're just as vocal -- perhaps more so -- about razing as praising Nexus 7.

I am puzzled by something, that could be coincidence, but I'm left wondering. Within the hour after I contacted Google for comment, the 16GB model status changed to "Ships Soon", with delivery time of 1 to 2 weeks. But when I hit refresh, "Coming Soon" returned. Perhaps the 16GB model will be back soon.

Did you buy 16GB Nexus 7? Are you satisfied?
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		[image: ]Going online means having to decide which web browser you’re going to use to find your way around the Internet. If security is your primary concern, a new browser just entered the arena and vies for attention. If Comodo IceDragon sounds familiar, you’ve probably been put in mind of Comodo Dragon, the security focused web browser based on Chromium. IceDragon is very much the same idea but this time around there is a Mozilla core.

Comodo have recognized that not everyone wants to use the same web browser just to get the benefits of added security, and Chrome is not a browser that suits everyone. The unveiling of a Mozilla based version of the same tool opens up a world of more secure web browsing to a wider audience. If you are already a Firefox user, you’ll be pleased to find that your bookmarks history, passwords and more can be imported into IceDragon.

The browser has a great looking interface, but it is security that is the really important feature. Just as with Comodo Dragon, here you have the opportunity to use Comodo Secure DNS. This helps to ensure that the sites you visit are not malicious and because this is a Firefox-based browser you can continue to use all of the browser extensions that you have become used to over the years.

There is a Site Inspector tool built into the browser and this can be used to check the safety and validity of any web site you may be concerned about. This is a helpful feature if you have decided against using Comodo Secure DNS, but it also acts as an extra line of defence if a site raises your suspicions.

You can find out more and download a free copy of the web browser by paying a visit to theComodo IceDragon review page.
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		[image: ]Pundits can't seem to glow enough about Yahoo's new CEO, who has been on the job for less than a week. Marissa Mayer is a Google darling flown the coop and swooped in just as Yahoo shocked shareholders with another quarter of disappointing performance.

It's get to work time, and we've got a to-do list for Mayer -- eight things she should do as soon as humanly possible.

1. Update social network pages. Her Facebook and Google+ profiles show her still employed by Google. Overlooking little details just looks slack. Her Twitter account is up to date at least. You would think that of all places, Google+ would be current.

2. Take control of Yahoo from the off. In a leaked memo to Yahoo staff Mayer says, "I need to develop a more informed perspective before making strategy or direction changes". While that’s only right and proper -- the last thing Yahoo needs is its new CEO engaging in any knee jerk reactions -- she needs to take strong control of the company, and not allow it to simply carry on as it has been.

It’s quite likely there’s a bit of a hidden subtext in her statement -- at seven months pregnant it does make sense for her to spend the first six months at Yahoo familiarizing herself with the situation there, and wait until she’s given birth and got used to having a baby in her life, before properly throwing herself into the job. Even with the best will in the world, becoming a CEO of a troubled Fortune 500 company and a new mom at the same time is a tough ask of anyone.

That said, the sooner the work begins in earnest at Yahoo, the more chance there will be something actually will happen. Leave it too long to make the desperately required direction changes and there’s a very real chance she will get sucked into working the Yahoo way, and be absolutely no different from the succession of ineffectual CEOs who preceded her.

3. Hire and fire. Like any big company, Yahoo will have its fair share of good and bad staff. Mayer needs to identify the best assets and get rid of the worst people pronto, regardless of how long they might have been there, and what greatness they may have achieved previously. Yahoo is a company trading on past glories, and that needs to stop.

She should hire some good people, too, and quickly. It doesn’t matter if they come from Google, or elsewhere. Her hiring has led to a buzz about Yahoo that hasn’t been there for years and that might just be enough to persuade some top talent to join her in the quest to make the company great again.

4. Launch, or better yet buy, a great new product. This is easier said than done, of course, but nothing will signal a new era at Yahoo better than a new launch. It will show that the company embraces the future, not simply clings to the past. A rival to Facebook would have been great, if her previous employer hadn’t already done that. She could consider buying Pinterest. After all, interest in the site has plateaued lately so it should be more affordable than a few months ago, and it could be made to play very nicely with Flickr.

5. Embrace mobile. Yahoo just doesn’t seem to have understood the importance of the mobile market in the same way as every other major tech company, and they are so far behind the game it’s embarrassing. Yahoo needs to find a way to make an impact, and quickly. Rolling out an improved app for Flickr and apps for its other properties is an essential move.

6. Make Flickr awesome again. Flickr was once the photo sharing site. Then Yahoo bought it and let it fester, and new startups like Instagram came along and took over. Mayer should put someone decent in control of Flickr and charge that person with making it great again. Whoever takes control needs to strip out unnecessary and unused features and get back to basics, but with a strong mobile component (an app with a lot less bugs, more features and proper iPad support for starters) and forge stronger links with other social networks.

7. Redesign the homepage. Because it’s seriously dated and fugly as hell. Besides she made her mark at Google designing the home page.

8. Get someone to fix all the broken links. Sheesh.
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Samsung and Apple are two of the most popular smartphone and tablet manufacturers in the world right now and those top spots don’t come without responsibilities. But there's a disconnection somewhere in the corporate brains, with the companies seeing these responsibilities as green lights to be at each other’s throat in every major market over patents -- all that the cost of customer choice and satisfaction.

The latest round in the never-ending patent war between Samsung and Apple began today in Australia, where a local Judge started hearing evidence on their latest legal dispute. Cupertino, Calif.-based Apple claims patent infringement. The two companies dispute whether the touchscreen technology used by Samsung’s Galaxy Tab 10.1 violates Apple owned patents. The South Korean manufacturer's counter-claim: Apple uses 3G patents without a license, which is supposed to be available on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms.

Mediate, Don't Litigate

Judge Annabelle Bennett, overseeing the trial made bold statements today: “Why on earth are these proceedings going ahead? It’s just ridiculous”, claiming that a similar dispute between other parties would call for a mediation, furthermore questioning the parties: “Why shouldn’t I order the parties to mediation?” She's expecting an answer by the week's end and it's clear that she's not very eager to rule on the trial. It's a decision that should be applauded and one that's very reasonable considering the two parties have been fighting in courts for more than two years.

Apple claims that Samsung isn’t playing fair by demanding unreasonable FRAND licensing terms compared to the ones other parties have agreed to. Apple allegedly uses the 3G patents in the iPhone 4, iPhone 4S and the iPad 2 alike; iOS devices are the company's main source of revenue, making a finding in Samsung's favor and possible injunction a big problem in Down Under.

Apple claims that Samsung infringes three patents registered in Australia:

	2005239657, referring to “Method and apparatus for transmitting and receiving data with high reliability in a mobile communication system supporting packet data transmission“.
	2005202512 regarding the “Method and apparatus for data transmission in a mobile telecommunication system supporting enhanced uplink service”.
	2006241621 on “Method and apparatus for transmitting/receiving packet data using pre-defined length indicator in a mobile communication system”.


Broken Promises

Apple initially filed for infringement of seven patents, but the court reduced the number.

In preparation for the legal battle, the South Korean manufacturer ended an 18-year old agreement established since 1993 with Qualcomm. Samsung agreed not to sue the other parties or its customers over the use of the 3G patents, but broke the pact after Apple filed suit against Samsung in the United States over the Galaxy Tab 10.1. What’s actually very interesting is that Apple depends on Qualcomm to manufacture core components for their most important devices and they’re the ones that are causing the problem to themselves. Samsung isn’t fairing so well as far as FRAND patent suits go, however. The European Union is investigating them for breaching EU antitrust rules, so the battle is far from over for either party, despite any ruling in Australia.

Samsung clearly learned something from past disputes with Apple by gunning for popular products, as the sale of three very important devices from the Cupertino, Calif.-based company and one from the Korean based manufacturer are at stake here. The news comes coincidentally after Apple lost the trial against Samsung in the United Kingdom, with Judge Colin Birss ordering the U.S.-based company to run UK adverts stating that Galaxy Tab 10.1 does not copy the iPad.

HTC is gunning for Apple alike, with the smaller Android smartphone manufacturer winning a major legal battle in the United Kingdom against the US company, gaining a possible major advantage in future disputes as well.

Patent disputes are now never-ending legal battles with possible injunctions involved with each trial. What’s actually of concern is that Samsung is becoming exactly what people despise, a patent bully, by gunning for popular competing products. Isn't Apple bully enough? The South Korean makes an even worse impression by continuing on the wrong path. Samsung breaches agreements to fight against Apple, which started the problem by gunning for Samsung in the first place. The outcome: Customer choice, when injunctions are granted against products. Judge Bennett's request to consider mediation should be taken into account and honored by both parties.

Can they achieve patent peace? Or is Apple CEO Tim Cook's statement that he prefers to settle rather than sue made just to throw off everyone from their bullying behavior? For that matter, does Samsung want to change public opinion as to make people believe they’re copying Apple into becoming an even worse patent bully?

Photo Credit: HomeArt/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Paragon Software Group has released Partition Manager 12, the latest edition of its flagship partitioning tool. The program didn’t get much of a fanfare, perhaps because it’s mostly a maintenance release. Still, there are some worthwhile improvements, particularly if you have one of the commercial builds.

A new Split Partition Wizard allows you to split a single partition into two partitions of the same type, for instance, and choose exactly which files and folders you’d like on each. Which could be ideal if, say, you want to place your operating system and data on different partitions.

Support for asynchronous writing operations has improved Partition Manager Home and Professional’s backup speeds.

All editions of Partition Manager will now automatically align your partitions to help improve drive performance.

Apple HFS+ support has been improved, with Partition Manager 12 now able to create, format, resize and gain read-only access to HFS+ file systems.

And Paragon have now completely rewritten their core partitioning engine to ensure that it properly handles all the latest modern hard drive technologies.

As with previous editions Partition Manager 12 is available in three editions.

Partition Manager 12 Free provides basic partition management only (create, format, move, resize, delete).

Partition Manager 12 Home extends this with tools to split, merge and undelete partitions, run simple backups, and a disaster recovery environment to get a broken PC working again. Not bad, as it’s currently available at the offer price of $9.95.

And Partition Manager 12 Pro ($79.95) adds a WinPE recovery environment to Home’s Linux build, and has support for more advanced partitioning tasks, including the ability to convert dynamic disks, change cluster size and more.

Partition Manager 12 Home has more than enough functionality for most people, though – if the Free build isn’t enough, download the trial and check it out.

Photo Credit: Sergey Mironov/Shutterstock
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When it comes to subtly, Mission Control / Expose Clone will win no prizes for its name -- however, it may well impress in its ability to bring a great feature of OS X to Windows users. Ordinarily, Windows allows you to navigate between open windows and program using the task bar or by pressing the Win + Tab or Alt + Tab keyboard shortcuts. With Mission Control / Expose Clone installed, you can add Ctrl + Tab to your shortcut collection to access this great utility.

The program brings you some of the features of Exposé and Mission Control, enabling you to quickly access and overview of all running programs and open windows on a single desktop. Just as well your Alt + Tab between programs you can see a live preview of open windows, but things are kept beautifully neat thanks to the way the screen is arranged. Just like Mission Control, the program will automatically create stacks of windows from the same program -- so all of your Word documents are grouped together.

If you don’t mind getting your hands dirty tinkering with configuration files, you can even set up the program so that multiple applications are all grouped together, such as all open browser windows or all image related tools. Getting the program up and running is not too taxing, but the fact that it is currently in beta is made abundantly clear by the fact that there is not only no installer but that you are left to create a manually Startup shortcut if you want the program to start with Windows.

This minor complaint aside, this is a great tool that not only looks good, but functions well and could genuinely help to improve your workflow. It can be used as a simple Alt + Tab replacement, but the wealth of keyboard and mouse shortcuts that are on hand mean that this is a much more powerful utility than it might first appear to be.

You can find out more and download a free copy of the program, by paying a visiting to the Mission Control / Expose Clone review page.
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Just days after opening a new Microsoft investigation, European antitrust regulators have broadened the scope. The software giant already faces possible multi-billion dollar sanctions for non-compliance with a 2009 agreement. European Windows users are supposed to get browser choice, but a ballot box mysteriously disappeared when Windows 7 Service Pack 1 released in February 2011. The European Competition Commission has since added Windows 8 to the investigation.

The agreement, which expires at the end of 2014, requires that a browser choice screen must appear in all copies of Windows, including version 8. The browser choice screen allows a dozen alternate third-party browsers to be shown as options for installation besides Internet Explorer -- when starting IE each time, or starting Windows for the first time. Microsoft faces new allegations the browser choice screen is missing from the final version of Windows 8 and Windows RT.

Another allegation is quite serious that -- Microsoft is providing co-marketing funds to computer makers like Dell, Hewlett-Packard or Lenovo to discourage them from setting third-party browsers as default in Windows 8. If true, such action would violate the 2009 EU agreement, which states that Microsoft cannot set conditions that forbid OEMs from installing other browsers on their PCs. Nor can Microsoft retaliate against OEMs that distribute third-party browsers like Chrome, Firefox, Opera or Safari with brand new machines.

There's more. Mozilla, Opera, and Google allege that Microsoft is also blocking access to system APIs that, missing, cripple their browsers in Microsoft's newest operating systems. Responding to these complaints, the European Commission expanded the investigation into the yet to be publicly released Windows 8 and also Windows RT. The latter is the offshoot of Windows 8 designed for ARM processor-powered tablets and other devices. Previously, the Commission had declined to say whether it believed Windows RT is covered by the agreement, but now leans that way.

Stuffed Ballot Box

In relation to the Browser choice exclusions from Windows 7 Service Pack 1, Joaquin Almunia, the EU's chief regulator and head of the EU's Competition Commission states that:

If the facts are confirmed, we will use the legal instruments at our disposal to deter and to punish Microsoft. If confirmed, this would have severe consequences...and there will be sanctions.


In a statement of its own, Microsoft claims the omission was an oversight stating that:

Due to a technical error, we missed delivering the Browser choice screen [BCS] software to PCs that came with the Service Pack 1 update to Windows 7. We learned recently that we've missed serving the BCS software to the roughly 28 million PCs running Windows 7 SP1.


Aped APIs

Even if the EU were to forgive the "oversight" of the Windows 7 Service Pack Browser Choice Screen omission, others would be harder to overlook. The API blocking allegations come from Asa Dotzler, director of the Mozilla Firefox project, and Harvey Anderson, Mozilla's general counsel. Harvey Anderson made a public post about it on the Mozilla official blog back in May 2012 with direct antitrust allegations.

Asa Dotzler then also made several posts [1] [2] to the Mozillazine newsletter, eventually issuing this summation post explaining the crippling nature of the blocked API access with tech diagrams. But his post can be summed up to his key statement:

We could build a beautiful Firefox that looked really nice on Metro, but Firefox would be so crippled in terms of power and speed that it's probably not worth it to even bother.


Google in response released a statement that says:

We share the concerns Mozilla has raised regarding the Windows 8 environment restricting user choice and innovation. We've always welcomed innovation in the browser space across all platforms and strongly believe that having great competitors makes us all work harder. In the end, consumers and developers benefit the most from robust competition.


Strong-Arm Tactics

As for the OEM promotional-marketing funding strong arming by Microsoft, the EC's Antoine Colobani says:

Third parties allege that Microsoft is acting in violation of the browser commitments by discouraging computer manufacturers (OEMs) by means of payments or withholding payments under marketing programmes from setting third-party browsers as default in Windows 8. We will indeed look at these allegations made by third parties in the context of the investigation on Microsoft's compliance with our December 2009 decision.


At this time the EU could not name the OEMs raising the allegations for fear they might be hit with further financial intimidation.

If any or all of these allegations prove true, each violation could be seen as a separate fineable offense. Each fine would be based on the gravity and duration of the illegal behavior. Under EU law, the Competition commission can levy fines as high as 10 percent of a company's annual revenue. For fiscal 2012, which ended June 30, Microsoft posted global revenue of $73.72 billion.

Photo Credit: Pete
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Some relationships aren't meant to be. That's how I felt about Microsoft and Nokia when they announced their partnership in February 2011. You've seen some of my missives: "Nokia does the Windows Phone death dance" (April), "Windows Phone can't save Nokia" (February) and "Windows Phone transition is killing Nokia" (July 2011), among others. Let's not forget the memorable "Windows Phone 7 Series is a lost cause", from February 2010.

The problem is simple: Microsoft's usage philosophy around Windows Phone is fundamentally flawed and doesn't jive well at all with Nokia's enormous install base. As such, Nokia should never have cut the deal with Microsoft that replaced Symbian with Windows Phone. Symbian was the most widely used mobile operating system in the world when the companies cut the deal -- and in many geographies where Nokia remains market share leader, it still is. Seventeen months ago, new CEO Stephen Elop should have fretted more about holding onto existing customers -- how to move them to new Nokia handsets -- rather than compete with iPhone. The ex-Microsoft president doomed Nokia, instead.

The Mighty, Fallen

Financials don't lie, and they tell a wicked tale. Yesterday morning, Nokia announced second quarter earnings, and they were brutal -- operating loss of $1.01 billion. Nokia shipped 83.7 million handsets, down 5 percent year over year. However, smartphone shipments fell more severely -- 39 percent, from 16.7 million to 10.2 million units. Meanwhile, the Finnish manufacturer shipped 4 million Lumia Windows Phones. That's good from percentage-of perspective, nearly 40 percent, but bad with the number of overall smartphone shipments falling nearly as much.

Now compare to Samsung, which, according to preliminary Q2 financials, shipped 50 million smartphones, or nearly five times more. This category, around which the market consolidates, should account for the majority of handset shipments when Samsung announces financials next week. By comparison, smartphones represent just 12 percent of Nokia volumes, while Windows Phone is but 4.8 percent. Remember again the context: Nokia's overall smartphone shipments declined.

Feature phones still account for the majority of Nokia handset sales, and Symbian remains the dominant operating system by a huge margin. Nokia has the most success with these phones in emerging markets, for a number of reasons:

	Market share is huge to begin with
	Pricing is often competitive and localized
	Brand is recognized, well-regarded and trusted
	Distribution: Nokia has huge global retail reach
	Pre-Elop strategy made feature phones more like smartphones


Absolutely, Nokia struggled to find a footing in smartphones -- a category it created more than a decade and a half ago -- after Apple launched iPhone in June 2007. Certainly Nokia needed to do something, but abandoning its enormous customer base, which still buys hundreds of millions of mobiles, was a mistake. Windows Phone was doomed from the start, because, if for no other reason, moving from Symbian is so hard. There are lots of things Nokia could have done instead, and platform switch should have been at the bottom of the list. 

Glance and Gone

But this isn't just a problem of dumping one platform for another, and all that customers and partners have built around the incumbent. The choice of platform matters, too, and Nokia picked poorly. Microsoft designed Windows Phone around a concept called "glance and go". The idea: Users get the information they need, mostly presented in tiles, and get off the phone. Microsoft starts from the design perspective that too many people spend too much time interacting with the mobile and not enough with other folks. That's certainly true in North America or major parts of Europe.

The situation is different in many markets where Nokia is still so successful. Nokia's strength is everywhere but the United States and the market demand is upgrading people from feature phones to smartphones. For many of these people, their first Internet device is the phone, not a PC. They need apps and want to spend time on the device. The Windows Phone tile UI and choice of apps encourages the opposite. For them "glance and go" makes little to no sense. Microsoft's whole UI concept is about getting on the device and then off. That's fine if you're a business man in New York but not an entrepreneur in Nairobi.

For example, according to the United Nations, Africa has more cell phone subscribers than the United States, and Africans primarily go online using their mobile phones -- that includes services like Facebook or Twitter. Africa leads other regions establishing mobile money networks that let cellular subscribers use their handsets like ATMs. Much of this activity takes place not on super sophisticated smartphones, but simpler mobiles.

Users need advanced messaging capabilities, means of making mobile payments, advanced maps, robust web experience and lots of apps as they move up from dumb phones to smarter ones. Nokia abandoned work done in these areas to focus on Windows Phone, all while providing no real upgrade path from Symbian. (Of course, there are many other problems a platform switch represents that I won't rehash here; for more click the links in the first paragraph.) For many of these customers, Windows Phone is more likely to be glance and gone -- to Android or iOS, and if Nokia is lucky to another Symbian mobile.

Ring the Belle

Yesterday, writing for ZNet, Matthew Miller asks: "Should Nokia flip the Symbian switch back on to stem the tide?" He opines: 

Nokia should have continued Symbian development alongside of their embrace of a brand new and untested mobile operating system, Windows Phone, rather than cutting all the existing platforms off at the knees and throwing all their eggs into one basket that is precariously balanced on one company, Microsoft. As I stated in my review of the Nokia 808 PureView, Nokia still knows how to innovate and make fantastic products.


To this day, from a hardware perspective, Nokia makes the best mobiles on the planet. They're sturdy and reliable, and advanced-engineered devices like the 808 PureView are innovation that makes anything Apple produces look like toys. Symbian Belle is a solid operating system that is in many ways superior to Windows Phone and capable enough alongside Android or iOS. Nokia has much more to gain by building devices of 808 PureView's caliber running Belle and more to lose from Lumia Windows Phones (just compare the sales figures above). 

It's business fundamentals stuff: Focus on existing customers and keeping them. In every business, the cost to keep existing customers is almost always less than acquiring new ones. The Windows Phone platform switch is a form of acquiring new customers, even if they own Nokia now. Then there are the hiddens cost to customers when moving from platform A to B. Imposing change increases chances customers will switch to something else, by removing all the platform dependencies already in place. If you present them with something new, they may choose something else.

I don't suggest Nokia should abandon Windows Phone. But I do assert Symbian is a viable platform that could keep hundreds of millions of existing customers buying Nokia, particularly if devices like 808 PureView could be offered at reasonable prices. 

Better Belle than Windows Phone hell.

Photo Credit: Mike Lau
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Have you ever wanted the latest and greatest but you couldn’t get it? That is the ongoing problem for Android phone users. Google announces the new version and they wait. And wait and wait. Android 4.1 Jelly Bean released last week, leaving many people like you asking: Will I get it? If so, when?

HTC has an answer to the first question, but not the second -- that is for One series owners.

The company says it will update One S, One X and One XL to Jelly Bean. Why shouldn’t you want the latest and greatest? But you have to wait, because HTC isn't saying when. As usual, the “please stay tuned” expression disappoints and is sadly typical behavior of a major Android phone manufacturer. Sure, Jelly Bean is new, but Galaxy Nexus has it already. Why shouldn't HTC bless owners of its hot One series smartphones with goodness?

"We know HTC fans are excited to get their hands on Google’s latest version of Android", the phone maker says in a statement given to BetaNews. "At this point in time, we can confirm that we have plans to upgrade our HTC One X, HTC One XL and HTC One S to Jelly Bean. Please stay tuned for more updates regarding device upgrades, timing and other details about HTC and Jelly Bean".

Australian carrier Telstra updated its “Smartphone software updates” page on July 18, adding the HTC One XL and One S to the Android 4.1 Jelly Bean update list, confirming but nothing more: “HTC is preparing an update but is yet to confirm the date it will be submitted for Telstra testing”. But like the smartphone manufacturer announced, there’s no expected delivery date set just yet.

Android 4.1 Jelly Bean comes with quite a few new and great features like “Project Butter”, making for a more fluent, responsive interface, something that even Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich didn’t quite manage to perfect. There’s also Google Voice Search, which kicks Siri’s ass. Jelly Bean is set to make Android even better and should be normal for smartphone manufacturers to announce the update. It’s the best after all, isn’t it?

HTC’s financial situation isn’t the best possible, that despite the newly announced and very popular (well, among Android users), One series and EVO 4G LTE smartphones. HTC CEO Peter Chou says that the company's smartphones will revolve around build quality and a premium experience; they are making an effort to deliver a better overall experience and through Jelly Bean updates they want to make sure their claims stand.

HTC is rumored to be developing its own voice assistant, so the news announcing the Jelly Bean update is rather unexpected. Maybe they’ve changed strategies and want to adopt the default voice assistant or maybe their attempt is just as good as Samsung S Voice on the Galaxy SIII. S Voice is a similar program to Google Voice Search, except the latter actually works as intended, so Samsung is at a wedge by having duplicate functionality; therefore they have to choose. Is this the reason for them not whispering even a word about Jelly Bean?

Sony has barely released the Ice Cream Sandwich update to the flagship Xperia S, so it’s unlikely for them to announce an update to Jelly Bean considering not even a month has passed since the last major update.

Android late updates remain a major issue that has plagued the Google operating system right from the start. Google announced Jelly Bean three weeks ago and updated its flagship smartphone, the Galaxy Nexus. What are the rest of the smartphone manufacturers doing? Their silence is deafening.
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A 10-day dispute between Viacom and satellite provider DirecTV ended Friday as the two sides consented to a new long-term agreement that put Viacom channels back on the air. 

DirecTV customers lost access to 26 channels on July 10 after the company walked away from negotiations,  claiming Viacom wanted a 30-percent increase in carriage rates. While the two sides did not disclose the financial terms of the deal, both Bloomberg and Reuters report that it is worth about $600 million, or a 20 percent increase over current rates.

The satellite provider won some important concessions from Viacom. First, it will have the option to carry movie channel Epix, which Viacom had attempted to force DirecTV to pick up. Viacom also will allow DirecTV to stream all channels live through its mobile DirecTV application. That said, no timeline was given for the availability of those channels.

Even in apparent victory, DirecTV officials still took a defiant stance.

"The attention surrounding this unnecessary and ill-advised blackout by Viacom has accomplished one key thing: it serves notice to all media companies that bullying TV providers and their customers with blackouts won't get them a better deal", DirecTV's content strategy chief Derek Chang says. "It's high time programmers ended these anti-consumer blackouts once and for all and prove our industry is about enabling people to connect to their favorite programs rather than denying them access".

Viacom's response is muted. "Viacom is extremely pleased to bring its programming back to DIRECTV subscribers, and thanks everyone affected by the disruption for their patience and understanding during this challenging period", the company says in a brief statement.

At 10 days and 26 channels, the blackout is unprecedented in both size and scope. However, the tactic of yanking access to channels is becoming more common as of late as entertainment providers look for more leverage in a market that grows at a far slower pace than in the past.

Regardless, both sides did not walk away unscathed. DirecTV is said to have lost some customers during the period, and Viacom channels like Nickelodeon saw an appreciable drop in their ratings, losing ground to competitors like The Disney Channel. 
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		[image: ]One of the areas of this week's Office 2013 launch that received slightly less attention as the updated Office Web Apps. These are the light weight web counterparts of the ‘full fat’ desktop applications, and are Microsoft's answer to Google Docs. Existing users of Skydrive, Office 365, or SharePoint 2010 will be familiar with them.

The apps received various updates, some major and many minor. Most obvious is the Metro look and feel, in line with everything else you have seen of Office 2013. Excel gains the ability to insert forms, PowerPoint sees its rendering engine markedly improved, and OneNote doesn’t seem to get anything other than a lick of paint. All in all its an incremental improvement, and certainly nothing to make happy Google Docs users sit up and take notice.

It seems quite clear that Microsoft isn’t really interested in making its web apps any better than good (and they are good, just not remarkable. Outlook is the pick of the bunch and actually very good). After all why would it? Microsoft wants you to buy Office 2013 and run the full desktop apps. It doesn’t want to lose you to free online alternatives, where is the revenue in that?

I’m actually a pretty heavy user of Google Docs. I like the lightweight approach. I like being able to quickly edit something. I like the online storage. So I shouldn’t like Microsoft’s attitude? Well true but with the advent of Office 2013 it is starting to sit a little better with me. If you have had a peek at the customer preview you will know why -- and it's called Click to Run.

This technology was used in Office 2010, but has be improved for this new release. Essentially it allows you to install and start using the Office apps very very quickly (not instantly, but impressively quickly). By the time the Office 2013 installer has opened, it has actually already got going in the background installing the apps. In day-to-day use the software is actually streamed to your PC, cached rather than installed.

Click to Run really comes into its own when teamed with the rest of the Office 365 ecosystem. When you purchase Office you can use it on up to five different computers at any one time. Click to Run makes this process quick and simple. If you want to edit a document on a machine that doesn’t have Office 2013 you can install it as a "roaming app". Again Click to Run makes this painless. So no matter where you are or what machine you are using you can get going with ease. Office 365, and Skydrive, complete the job by storing your files in the cloud, even remembering what page you were on when you reopen them.

I started by saying I am a big fan of Google Docs (this article started there, as do most of my articles). Getting going with Office 2013 is hardly the same as just opening a new browser tab. But, on the other hand, you're getting a full desktop application, with all of the functionality that brings with it. Sometimes I need that. And when I do, the experience is quicker and more elegant no matter where I am. I applaud Microsoft for its approach and bringing its desktop suite closer to the cloud in this manner. Well done, chaps.

Photo Credit: Tom Wang/Shutterstock
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Twitter will appeal the ruling of a New York Criminal Court, which ordered the social network to turn over the tweets of Malcolm Harris. He is an Occupy Wall Street protester charged along with several hundred others for allegedly marching onto the Brooklyn Bridge roadway on Oct. 1, 2011. The ruling came last month, after a series of legal back-and-forth actions.

Today, Twitter legal counsel Ben Lee declares that Twitter will fight back: "We're appealing the Harris decision. It doesn't strike the right balance between the rights of users and the interests of law enforcement". The case, and more significantly, the appeal is a loaded gun, pitting free speech against the state's right to prosecute and searing emotions about Occupy's crusade against the so-called 1 percent, whom some will accuse the ruling benefits. Twitter does the right thing, by protecting its users. But considering the statements Judge Matthew Sciarrino made in his ruling, do they have a chance to win the appeal?

The prosecutors want Harris' tweets, and Twitter informed him about the subpoena it was served on January 26. Twitter sought to quash the subpoena, which the court denied on April 20, ironically for the reason “that the tweets the defendant posted were not his” according to Twitter’s privacy policy and the terms of mandate.

Judge Sciarrino oversaw the trial on New York v. Harris ruling on June 30 that the deleted public tweets of Harris must be turned over by Twitter, and according to the court public tweets do not have the same character as email, private direct message or private chat, thus negating the need for a warrant.

Judge Sciarrino declared that "If you post a tweet, just like if you scream it out the window, there is no reasonable expectation of privacy," furthermore adding that "there is no proprietary interest in your tweets, which you have now gifted to the world". Keep in mind that his statements are based on the fact that Harris' tweets were public, while they now are deleted. The defendant clearly had the right to delete the tweets and it’s in his best interest to keep them deleted, but it makes for a difficult defense considering they didn’t address a limited number of parties.

Twitter says it does have a chance to win the appeal and they’re now taking the case to the Appellate Term of the Supreme Court for the First Judicial Department of New York, according to a court document. They’ve got Twitter’s Terms of Service to fight the ruling with, which according to the company, gives its users ownership rights to their content, hence their reason for a “steadfast commitment to our users and their rights".

The problem: the government doesn’t acknowledge Twitter’s Terms of Service and dismisses the ownership rights, which are stated clearly in section 5, titled “Your Rights”: “You retain your rights to any Content you submit, post or display on or through the Services”.

There's a problem here.

Photo Credit: Nicholas Piccillo/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]It’s a form of denial. In my recent post on the Office team dissing Windows 8, I noted how the lack of full touch support in Office 2013 undermines Microsoft’s efforts to break into the Post-PC space. And while I expected some push back from the Redmond choir, I was surprised at how many readers seem to be having a hard time accepting the reality of the Post-PC phenomenon.

Simply put, the PC as a technology driver is dead. Yet some people -- most notably, IT professionals who fear the coming BYOD apocalypse -- are determined to prop-up the corpse, slap some lipstick on those rotting lips and pretend that it’s still 2009.

Their core argument seems to center around the idea that, while tablets and other mobile devices are great for content consumption, you still need a PC (or a PC-like tablet device) to get real work done. Unfortunately for them, someone forgot to tell their users.

Look around the tablet accessory aftermarket and you see a veritable cornucopia of add-ons and enhancements all designed to make content creation easier for the Post-PC set. In fact, the very first accessory that Apple made available for the original iPad was that god-awful dock/keyboard thingy. Since then, third-party stalwarts like Logitech have taken on the task of filling the various content creation gaps by offering a plethora of wireless keyboards, mice and other goodies all designed to satisfy the tablet toting crowd’s desire to do more with their devices than merely consume Netflix videos.

It’s this bottom-up push by users seeking to simplify their lives around a single, highly-portable device that is powering the BYOD revolution. The question is no longer “can I”, but rather “why can’t I” ditch my laptop/desktop/boat anchor and just use my <insert generic tablet name here> for everything? It all feels eerily similar to the groundswell of users demanding PCs back in the mid-1980s -- except that this time around, users are willing to shell out their own money in return for the freedom to use a device of their choice.

Microsoft seems to have recognized this trend, which is why the most highly-touted feature of the new Surface tablet is its integrated keyboard/trackpad/magnetic cover. And while the cynic in me would point out that the company had no choice in the matter since its own Metro UI paradigm is so half-baked (many Windows 8 and Office 2013 UI mechanisms are still geared towards a mouse and keyboard), the truth is that Microsoft understands that users will want to consolidate their computing platforms and thus need to be able to both consume and create content with ease.

Which brings us back to those BYOD apocalypse deniers I mentioned earlier. On the one hand, they seek to challenge the notion that users no longer want or need a laptop or desktop PC to “get work done”. Yet in the same breath they point to Surface as the answer to BYOD since it’s an iPad-competitive Windows tablet that will also allow users to “get work done”.

Guys, you really can’t have it both ways. So unless you want to find yourselves on the wrong side of history (think mini-computer loyalists circa 1983), it’s time to stop questioning why users want to bring their tablets to work and instead start figuring out how best to accommodate them in a secure, reliable fashion.

Catch Randall C. Kennedy's smart analysis of tech trends every Tuesday and Friday here at BetaNews.
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		[image: ]“Bigger is always better” is an expression we’ve become accustomed to over the years and while counter-intuitive it best describes everything that’s wrong with Facebook. The most popular social networking website is the best example of size losing over quality. Are we really satisfied with our Internet alter-ego living in the largest environment or the better one?

The American Customer Satisfaction Index has revealed rather interesting user satisfaction results on Facebook and Google+. Satisfaction is the word of the day and Facebook users don’t really get it, which is curious because there are more than 900 million of them. The satisfaction index rating decreased from 66 in 2011 to 61 in 2012. That's out of 100 points. Surely CEO Mark Zuckerberg should be concerned. Why? The sun shines brighter on Google+, which ranks 78 its first time on the index, equal to Wikipedia.



People don’t like Facebook, They like their Friends

It's easy to see why some people don’t really like Facebook, which is quite funny because how they popularized "Like". The introduction of Timeline stirred the waters in the Facebook community with many disliking the idea (so much for "Like"). I've read many posts from people wanting to change back from Timeline. I guess you can’t force people to like a concept they didn’t ask for or need. The fact that it was another in a long line of forced upgrades doesn't help with user satisfaction at all.

I have used Facebook since October 2010 and have witnessed a degradation of user experience since. Perhaps business model is part of the problem. Facebook's main source of revenue is advertising and the loads of information the social network seeks to unearth for ad partners, and those developing apps, too. Let’s face it, Facebook ads aren’t our happy time, nor the clutter and complexity created to squeeze out more personal info.

One thing that baffles me every day is the number of Facebook app posts seen whenever I scroll through the newsfeed. It’s like every app wants to tell me how good it is. If I want to play a game I will, but I simply don’t want to be reminded of its existence every time I want to read some real news. To me they're far more annoying than Facebook ads.

What doesn’t seem to go away and is quite sad actually: The number of offending comments, be they sexual, racist, etc. We live in a modern world that’s supposed to be better than it was 50 years ago, but plenty of users don’t realize that other people can read the stupid things they post. Facebook seems more concerned about being popular than taking action against offenders.

There are plenty of reasons as to why people don’t enjoy Facebok more over Google+, but only one reason for them staying: friends.

Google+ Breadth of Fresh Air

By comparison, I joined Google+ in July last year, soon after its introduction. I started by registering just to see what all the fuss was about, since it was touted as a Facebook killer with many new concepts being implemented, such as the idea of Circles. We all know that didn’t happen, but something else did: people enjoy Google+.

I quite like the concept of Circles and use them every day to keep tabs on what’s new on Google+. Compared to the idea of the "List" Facebook uses, this is miles away in terms of flexibility and what’s more important: Circles are rooted into the social network, while the List looks like an afterthought. Having the possibility to not have everyone in the same pot makes a difference and it actually makes for a better user experience.

Trending on Google+ is a brilliant idea from my perspective, and it’s a great way to make your posts popular while at the same time having the ability to connect similar content. I’ve used it many times, particularly since contributing to BetaNews. I find the tool very useful in getting feedback on my articles as well as reaching a wider audience. Searching through millions or billions of posts makes a huge difference and trending makes it easier.

Posting with hash tags makes sense, too. You’re making your posts and your content better categorized and with the ability to search through them, which can make your ideas more powerful than in any other social network.

I’d like to compare it with Facebook’s search ability, but they obviously haven’t bothered. And why should they? It’s not like it can be popular. Search should be a given in 2012. It’s not 1990 anymore, and when we’re talking about hundreds of friends and millions of posts.

At Google I/O +Vic Gundotra said that 250 million people use Google+, with 150 million as active monthly users, with half of those using Google+ each day. It all sounds like it is taking off quite well and I’m only wondering what’s stopping everyone from deleting their Facebook account and joining Google’s social network.

Google+ wins the war against Facebook for other reasons, like the minimalistic design, which is elegant and complex without feeling cluttered. Features like searching, tagging posts and Circles are really enjoyable for me and make for a true social orientation rather than profit at any cost.

Which is the Better One?

There are plenty more reasons why I don’t much like Facebook but there’s only one reason for me to still use it: friends. And that’s the key to Facebook’s existence. People don’t switch overnight and a massive move from one network to another is impossible. Mark Zuckerberg started at a time when all other social networks weren’t as good and didn’t focus as much on relationships. Right now 900 million users are inertia for it. As long as people don’t search for a better alternative they’re going to be stuck with the clutter that is Facebook.

On the other hand, Google+ is a totally different animal compared to Facebook and one that's far more evolved. Comparing the user experience on Google+ with the one on Facebook isn’t like comparing apples to oranges, because apples aren’t definitely better than oranges, but Google+ sure is the more enjoyable social network.
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		[image: ]VideoLAN.org has released VLC Media Player 2.0.3, the latest build of its popular open-source media player software for Mac, Windows and Linux. Although a minor refresh, version 2.0.3 contains two notable updates in adding support for Mountain Lion’s Gatekeeper, and fixing the QT interface style in Windows 8.

In addition to these updates, version 2.0.3, which is also available as a separate 64-bit build (not updated to 2.0.3 at time of writing), contains a number of minor bug fixes and translation updates.

OS X users will be pleased to learn that VLC 2.0.3 is now fully compliant with the forthcoming Mountain Lion release with its support for the Gatekeeper security system. Other minor fixes in the Mac build include better handling for some hotkeys, plus a fix for full-screen toggle over extra interfaces.

The Windows build, released just a few hours ago, offers unspecified fixes for the QT interface style in Windows 8. This doesn’t improve the native design however, which is based on Windows 8’s own blocky user interface, so users are encouraged to visit VideoLAN’s Skins repository should they wish to replace it with something more sleek and attractive. Skins are applied via the Tools > Preferences menu.

Other minor changes include a fix for some HTTP requests that broke selected radio channels, better support for FLV files and a fix for crashes occurring when opening APE files containing ID3v1 tags. Various translation updates have also been implemented, and two new languages, Uzbek and Marathi, have been added.

VLC Media Player 2.0.3 is available as an open-source freeware download for Mac, Windows and Linux. A standalone 64-bit build is also available for Windows and Mac.

Photo Credit:  cybrain/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Avira has released a first public “technical preview” of Avira Protection Cloud, a simple cloud-based tool for detecting malware.

And we really do mean simple. There are no menus here, no toolbars, no options, settings anything else: all you have to do is launch the program, click “Cloud Scan” and wait for the results.

Protection Cloud then scans running processes, startup programs, Windows services and other likely targets of infection, calculating a hash (a digital fingerprint) for each one and sending it to Avira’s server. If this matches any known malware you’ll be warned right away.

Occasionally the program will find an executable file it doesn’t recognise, though, and this will be uploaded for analysis. Which could take a while if there are a few, or you’ve a slow internet connection (and there’s currently no way that uploading can be disabled).

Protection Cloud displays the server’s verdict on each file as it arrives, though, so you’ve at least something to watch as time passes by. And fortunately the program remembers what it’s scanned previously, so if you run it again it’ll only upload new or changed files, greatly improving performance.

As malware tools go, this is plainly rather limited. There’s no real-time detection, no way to scan just a particular file or folder, and no malware removal options, either -- if the program does uncover something nasty then you’ll have to figure out how to get rid of it for yourself.

Protection Cloud is also lightweight, easy to use and relatively fast, though (after the first scan, at least). The program’s simplicity means it should run happily alongside any other security tool. And so, if you think your system has been infected by something which your regular antivirus package has missed, Avira Protection Cloud could be a useful way to help you find out more.

Photo Credit: Jirsak/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]The recent release of Firefox 14 FINAL means the whole developmental cycle has moved on again, and as expected versions 15 (Beta), 16 (Aurora) and 17 (Nightly/UX) of Mozilla’s web browser have made their first appearances. Version 14 was a relatively minor release after the excitement of version 13, but versions 15 and 16 both promise some exciting new features as we reveal below.

Get a head’s up on what’s coming and discover which build is best for your personal needs with our updated guide to what the future holds in store for Firefox.

Firefox 14.0 FINAL

Without a doubt the recommended release for most users, as it’s the most stable build out there. There’s little in the current build to get too excited about, however, so if you’re feeling a little let down by the lack of new features, read on.

Firefox 15.0b1 Beta

At first glance there’s little to differentiate version 15 from 14 -- most confirmed changes are behind-the-scenes, such as start-up performances in Windows, the implementation of silent background updates to follow on from Firefox 14’s new service-based update mechanism and incremental garbage collection. Mac users should also see a number of accessibility improvements.

One undocumented feature that is active in Firefox 15 Beta is the inline PDF browser. The Mozilla Features/Release Tracking page has this down for version 16, but we found the feature present and correct in Firefox 15.

It may not be the only radical change either -- other major changes slated (but not yet enabled) include the integration of web apps to the desktop, which, although reportedly landed, is currently switched off while further testing is done in the Aurora channel.

As part of Firefox’s drive to eliminate all pop-up management windows, there’s also the possibility of the old Preferences dialogue box being replaced by a dedicated in-content tab to reduce clutter. Firefox Social Integration, the incorporation of a range of social network-friendly tools into a toolbar, sidebar or floating window, is also mooted, but seeing as it’s still as “Definition” stage only, we doubt very much if it’ll appear in time for Firefox 15 Final.

Firefox 16.0a2 Aurora



Firefox’s “alpha” build installs alongside either Firefox Final or Beta, allowing you to test it without affecting day-to-day browsing. Settings are shared between both builds, however, so install and use with caution.

Version 16 promises to be a landmark build for a number of reasons, and many of those are present and can be previewed in the current Aurora build. There’s a new panel-based download manager that replaces the old separate pop-up window -- it’s accessible when you click the download button above Bookmarks. Look out too for two Developer features: the Developer Toolbar and Command Line.

OS X Lion users hungry for more after version 14 finally introduced full-screen support will be interested to learn other Lion improvements, such as scroll bars, remapped gestures and double tap zoom support, are also under development, with version 16 the target release for at least a few more to make their appearance.

Another feature promised for version 16 is “speedy session restore”. This latter feature aims to speed up the reloading of previously open tabs and windows when restarting Firefox so Mozilla can make it the default choice for the browser.

Firefox 17.0a1 Nightly



Firefox’s Nightly channel gives users access to code hot off the press, and again it installs alongside other Firefox builds. It’s incredibly unstable, updated frequently and you’re just as likely to see new features disappear as appear.

After the excitement of version 16, new features in Firefox 17 are still thin on the ground. There are planned improvements to the display of location bar results -- some of these restylings have landed in Firefox 16, but others, such as using larger favicons,  remain in development. Elsewhere, the only other change of note comes with mooted improvements to the Add-ons Compatibility Check feature, but these remain at the planning stage only.

Some features mentioned above, but currently unavailable to preview, such as the in-content preferences dialog slated for Firefox 15, can be previewed via Firefox 17.0a1 UX, the parallel nightly build of Firefox where interface improvements make their first appearance. We’d recommend all but developers and serious, knowledgeable enthusiasts avoid the Nightly builds of Firefox.

So, to Summarize

Which version of Firefox should you try? Firefox 15 Beta certainly looks tempting with its inline PDF viewer and the promise of more to follow, while Firefox 16 Aurora also has some exciting new features to look forward to. At the present time, however, there’s nothing in Firefox 17 to suggest you venture into the murky waters of a Nightly build. All, along with Firefox 14 FINAL, are free, open-source downloads for Windows, Mac and Linux.
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		[image: ]Google shares rose about 3 percent in after-hours trading today, following a positive second-quarter earnings report that included subsidiary Motorola Mobility. Revenue reached $12.21 billion, up 35 percent year over year. Motorola contributed $1.25 billion revenue on its first listing in a Google earnings report. Without the subsidiary, revenue would have grown 21 percent.

The search and information giant completed the $12.5 billion acquisition in mid May, so Motorola only contributed for about 39 days to second-quarter results.

Traffic acquisition costs were $2.6 billion, or 25 percent of revenues, during Q2. Removing them and Motorola, revenue reached $8.36 billion.

Paid clicks rose 42 percent year over year and 1 percent sequentially.

In Q2 2012 net income was $2.79 billion, up from $2.51 billion a year earlier.

Motorola posted an operating loss of $233 million -- $192 million from mobile and $41 million for the home operations, dragging earnings as it lifted revenue.

CEO Larry Page issued a statement about the quarter's results, but he didn't participate in the earnings call, nor did he post to Google+, as he has done in recent quarters. His absence continues to raise questions about his health.

"Google standalone had a strong quarter with 21 percent year-on-year revenue growth, and we launched a bunch of exciting new products at I/O -- in particular the Nexus 7 tablet, which has received rave reviews", Page says. "This quarter is also special because Motorola is now part of the Google family, and we’re excited about the potential to build great devices for users".

In after-hours trading, Google pushed up more than 3 percent before settling at plus 2.72 percent. Google closed $593.06 and is $609.20 as this story posts.

Photo Credit: suphakit73/Shutterstock
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Microsoft closed its fiscal year in relatively good shape, despite globally slow PC sales that weighed down Windows division sales and product transition period that affected some others. The Redmond, Wash.-based company has a heap load of new products in queue for the next three quarters, causing some customers to delay purchases.

However, a one-time $6.19 billion impairment goodwill charge, related to the Online Services Business, and $540 million deferral led Microsoft to post a 6 cents-per-share loss -- or $492 million, after taxes. The deferral covers upgrade guarantees related to Windows 8's launch.

Adjusting for these items, for fiscal 2012 fourth quarter, ended June 30, Microsoft's revenue rose 7 percent to $18.6 billion, year over year. Operating income: $6.93 billion, or 12 percent increase. Net income rose 30 percent to $5.87 billion, or 73 cents a share. Earnings per share rose by 6 percent year over year. Microsoft announced fourth quarterly and yearly results after the market closed today.

Average consensus was $18.13 billion revenue and 58 cents earnings per share, for the quarter. Revenue estimates ranged from $17.59 billion to $18.63 billion, with estimated year-over-year growth of 4.4 percent.

For fiscal 2012, ended June 30, Microsoft's actual revenue was $73.72 billion, operating income $21.76 billion, and earnings per share $2. Adjusting for the charges, revenue rose 6 percent to $74.26 billion, year over year. Operating income: $28.5 billion, or 5 percent increase. Net income rose 23 percent to $23.15 billion, or $2.78 a share. Earnings per share rose by 5 percent year over year.

Average consensus was $73.78 billion revenue and $2.64 earnings per share, for the year. Revenue estimates ranged from $73.26 billion to $74.29 billion, with estimated year-over-year growth of 5.5 percent.

"We delivered record fourth quarter and annual revenue, and we’re fast approaching the most exciting launch season in Microsoft history", Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer says. "Over the coming year, we’ll release the next versions of Windows, Office, Windows Server, Windows Phone, and many other products and services that will drive our business forward and provide unprecedented opportunity to our customers and partners".

Q4 2012 Revenue by Division

	Windows & Windows Live: $4.15 billion, down from $4.74 billion a year earlier.
	Server & Tools: $5.09 billion, up from $4.64  billion a year earlier.
	Business: $6.3 billion, up from $5.87 billion a year earlier.
	Online Services Business: $735 million, up from $680 million a year earlier.
	Entertainment & Devices: $1.78 billion, up from $1.49 billion a year earlier.


PC Crisis

For the seventh quarter in a row PC shipments hung like a shadow over Microsoft results, exacerbated by customers holding off purchases in anticipation of Windows 8's release. The operating system launches October 26, but volume-license subscribers can get it next month.

A week ago, Gartner and IDC reported weaker-than-expected PC shipments during second calendar quarter, which coincides with Microsoft's fourth fiscal quarter. The overall global PC market was flat year over year, according to both analyst firms. By comparison, US PC shipments were disastrous, falling 5.7 percent year over year, according to Gartner, and declining 10.6 percent by IDC's reckoning.

Falling shipments isn't necessarily bad. "Consumers are delaying purchases, and vendors and retailers are slowing down their PC activities to clear existing inventories", David Doud, IDC research director, says. "The situation is exacerbated by consumer notebook saturation, a slowing replacement cycle in the commercial sector, and the big macro-economic and political events affecting confidence and spending".

Q4 2012 Income by Division

	Windows & Windows Live: $2.34 billion, down from $2.94 billion a year earlier.
	Server & Tools: $2.1 billion, up from $1.69 billion a year earlier.
	Business: $4.1 billion, up from $3.76 billion a year earlier.
	Online Services Business: Loss of $6.67 billion, up from $745 million loss a year earlier.
	Entertainment & Devices: $263 million, down from $13 million profit a year earlier.


But there also is increasing tablet competition, particularly iPad. "Consumers are less interested in spending on PCs as [they] are other technology product and services, such as the latest smartphones and media tablets that they are purchasing", Mikako Kitagawa, Gartner principal analyst, says. "In the second quarter of 2012, the PC market suffered through its seventh consecutive quarter of flat to single-digit growth", Kitagawa says.  Coincidentally, or not, iPad launched eight quarters earlier.

IDC analysts are optimistic Windows 8 will pull the PC market back from the brink. "The announcement of a Windows 8 launch date, as well as broader communication of new features in the OS, are key steps that would help to address uncertainty about new product availability and help consumers and channels plan their purchases", Jay Chou, IDC senior research analyst, says. With respect to iPad competition, much depends on how Microsoft prices Surface, which may be the only Windows RT tablet that can compete with iPad on price.

Breakdown by Division

Microsoft reports revenue and earnings results for five divisons: Windows & Windows Live, Server & Tools, Business, Online Services and Entertainment & Devices.

Windows & Windows Live. Slow PC shipments sapped the Windows & Windows Live division yet again, with revenue down 13 percent during the quarter and down by 3 percent for the year. However, when removing the $540 million deferral, revenue fell but 1 percent for the quarter and year. Operating income fell by 18 percent, or $511 million, in part because of the deferral.

Windows sales to businesses grew by 1 percent year over year, while those to consumers declined by 2 percent. Microsoft's estimates for year-over-year PC shipments are in line with analysts: flat.

More than half of enterprise desktops have Windows 7.

Looking ahead to fiscal first quarter, Microsoft expects to defer $1 billion to $1.2 billion related to OEM presales and the $39.99 upgrade offer.

Fiscal 2012 Revenue by Division

	Windows & Windows Live: $18.34 billion, down from $19.03 billion a year earlier.
	Server & Tools: $18.69 billion, up from $16.69  billion a year earlier.
	Business: $24 billion, up from $22.5 billion a year earlier.
	Online Services Business: $2.87 billion, up from $2.6 billion a year earlier.
	Entertainment & Devices: $9.6 billion, up from $8.9 billion a year earlier.


Server & Tools. Revenue rose about 13 percent ($568 million) year over year. The division is insulated against economic maladies, because about 60 percent of revenues come from contractual volume-licensing agreements. A 22-percent in these licenses fueled overall growth. Operating income rose 24 percent, or by $409 million.

"Product revenue increased $431 million or 12 percent, driven primarily by growth in SQL Server and System Center.", according to Microsoft financial statements.

Looking ahead to fiscal first quarter, Microsoft expects transactional sales to lag the hardware market -- not surprising given Windows Server 2012's launch (resulting in delayed purchases). Annuity license sales will grow in the low teens.

Business. The division was the quarter's big overall performer (again), with revenue up 7 percent year over year and operating income up 9 percent -- that's by $418 million and $339 million, respectively. Revenue topped a stunning $6.3 billion. However, consumer sales fell 4 percent, or by $37 million. The same PC market malaise affecting consumer Windows also sapped consumer Office.

Lync revenue by 45 percent and Dynamics CRM by 25 percent, bring subscribers to 2.7 million.

Looking ahead to fiscal first quarter, Microsoft expects transactional sales to lag the hardware market, which in part reflects slow down ahead of Office 2013's release. Annuity licenses will grow in the low teens.

Fiscal 2012 Income by Division

	Windows & Windows Live: $11.46 billion, down from $12.2 billion a year earlier.
	Server & Tools: $7.4 billion, up from $6.3 billion a year earlier.
	Business: $15.72 billion, up from $14.66 billion a year earlier.
	Online Services Business: Loss of $8.1 billion, down from $2.56 billion loss a year earlier.
	Entertainment & Devices: $364 million, down from $1.26 billion loss a year earlier.


Online Services Business. Search and display ads drove up online advertising revenue by 8 percent, or by $55 million. The division posted a hugely operating loss -- $5.67 billion -- largely because of Microsoft's $6.19 billion write-off related to the 2007 aQuantive acquisition.

Entertainment & Devices.The division's revenue increased a healthy 20 percent year over year, or $292, largely from recently acquired Skype. Microsoft shipped 1.1 million Xboxes during the quarter, down 39 percent from 1.7 million a year earlier. Meanwhile, Xbox Live memberships rose 15 percent.

Windows Phone units rose 50 percent quarter on quarter. Skype calls rose by 50 percent to 115 billion minutes.

Looking ahead to fiscal first quarter, Microsoft expects revenue to decline in the high teens.

Editor's note: The writer misread Microsoft's press release, which states: "Operating income and loss per share for the quarter were $192 million and $0.06 per share". As such, this report wrongly stated Microsoft had a $192 million loss, when in fact it is operating profit. However, when accounting for taxes, Microsoft has a net loss of $492 million. We apologize for the error, which is corrected.
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A prominent Senate Democrat sided with Apple this week, and called on the Justice Department to drop its ebook lawsuit against the Cupertino, Calif. company. Sen. Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.) wrote in an opinion piece that appeared in the Wednesday edition of the Wall Street Journal that a victory by the DOJ could be detrimental to the entire publishing industry.

"The suit will restore Amazon to the dominant position atop the e-books market it occupied for years before competition arrived in the form of Apple", Schumer argued. "If that happens, consumers will be forced to accept whatever prices Amazon sets".

DOJ lawyers sued Apple and five publishers in April, accusing the parties of colluding to fix ebook prices. Before Apple entered the market, publishers and ebooksellers used a "wholesale" model to sell books. Under this method, the retailer is then free to charge whatever it wants. Amazon was a fan of this model as it helped the Kindle gain market share in short order, and at one point controlled 90 percent of the market.

On the flip side, publishers don't care for this model because they believe it cheapens the price of books and trains the consumer to expect lower prices. Thus, the DOJ claims that the publishers colluded with Apple to use an "agency" model,  where the price of the book is set by the publisher and the seller gets a commission. A clause in Apple's contract forbid the publishers from allowing other retailers to sell the books at a cheaper price. 

This forced the entire industry to the agency pricing model, which caused end prices to consumers to go up, the DOJ suit claims. The suit originally was filed against Apple, Hachette SA, HarperCollins, Macmillan, Penguin and Simon & Schuster, however Hachette, HarperCollins and Simon & Schuster have chosen to settle.

[image: ]Schumer argues that a win by the DOJ would signal a return to the way the ebook industry was before, where Amazon controlled prices due to its dominant position in the market. He further argues that allowing Amazon to sell books at rock-bottom prices makes it much more difficult for publishers -- especially smaller ones -- to survive in the ebook market.

"As our economy transitions to digital platforms, we should be celebrating and supporting industries that find ways to adapt and grow" Schumer wrote. "By developing a pricing model that made e-book sales work for them, publishers did just that".

He also expressed concern that the lawsuit empowers monopolists, and called for guidelines on non-merger investigations. He accused the DOJ of "missing the forest for the trees", and argued the publishers need a pricing model that is sustainable over the long term.

"These new guidelines should take a broad, pragmatic view of the market as a whole. As the e-books case shows, this kind of perspective is sorely missing today", Schumer concluded.

credit: Tischenko Irina/Shutterstock 
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		[image: ]As Nokia reports its earnings, I can’t help but feel bad for the company's efforts here in the United States. To me, 600,000 units in North America (and supposedly that includes other devices besides Lumia 900) is not exactly what I would call a win.

But that’s just me. I’m a Windows Phone user. It’s a fantastic platform. The interface is gorgeous, and the OS is fast. I haven’t had issues with Windows Phone that I have had with Android. So in my opinion, the platform deserves a spot at the table with Android and iOS. So why hasn’t it been very successful?

The Problem

I think it partly boils down to one thing: no one knows about Lumia Windows Phones. That’s a massive marketing problem. Some will say it's apps but I'm not so convinced that's still as big a deal as some make it out to be. Remember Rolling Thunder, Nokia's big marketing campaign for Windows Phone? So far it’s been a rolling dud! Maybe I don't get marketing but it seems to me that in order for them to recover and get the sales they need, there should have been a more consistent television marketing campaign in the United States. There is no reason our TVs should not have been bombarded with Nokia and Windows Phone advertising during major television events like the MTV Awards or other popular shows during season finales.

Nokia CEO Stephen Elop promises a ton of marketing from Microsoft for Windows Phone 8. If I simply look at Windows Phone, I have no confidence in Microsoft marketing. Maybe that will change. They've said these things before and have not delivered. Microsoft, AT&T, and Nokia should be ashamed of themselves. It boggles my mind that for a platform that so desperately needs marketshare/mindshare, how incredibly silent they were during critical television programming. Unbelievable.

On the flipside, I will say that shipping 4 million Lumias is good for Nokia’s pocketbook, but selling possibly only 300,000 Lumia 900s in North America is dreadful for Windows Phone's ability to get into the minds of smartphone shoppers and produce activations. In other words, for Nokia, 4 million shipping devices is good because of the high profit potential, but if only 600,000 of those are activated in North America, that’s really not a good thing for Microsoft.

Ray of Hope?

As much as I hate to admit it, Windows Phone in the United States is a disaster right now. Again, that’s coming from a very satisfied user. I really think Microsoft screwed this one up big time. But it looks like they are learning their lesson with Windows 8.

I really think Windows Phone can make a strong comeback in version 8, especially with how strong the Microsoft ecosystem is looking: Xbox, SmartGlass and Music, SkyDrive, and overall integration of their services into all their products. However, I will be surprised if Windows Phone succeeds on its own merits. It will have to be on the backs of Xbox and Windows 8.

I predict that even if Windows 8 sells half as many licenses as Windows 7 (and it will, write it down!), it’s a smashing success because Microsoft will have migrated hundreds of millions of customers to a modern OS which will get them accustomed to Metro. This will encourage more users to make the transition to Windows Phone 8. But Microsoft cannot afford to depend on the interface (UI design) and hardware (Lumia) as the only differentiators from iOS and Android.

What’s the Differentiator?

Windows Phone needs a "cool" feature that grabs attention. I really believe that's natural user interface integration (e.g., Kinect) into mobile devices. NUI is the next big thing in tech and Microsoft needs to be there first. They have the technology and platforms to make it work. Three years of usage data with Xbox Kinect is a major advantage.

[image: ]

Kinect rejuvenated Xbox sales taking the console to No. 1 status globally. But perhaps something else is needed even more: major carrier support. Right now, Sprint and Verizon are barely on board with Windows Phone. If Verizon pushes Windows Phone as strong as it did Android things could change significantly.

Is the Future Bright?

I personally am not ready to give up on the boys in Redmond and their friends in Finland. While Windows Phone does not have feature parity with iOS or Android right now (apps anyone?), early signs look like that will change. It’s a fantastic platform and has loads of really amazing potential. Microsoft is a patient company and they have proven their ability to iterate over time and eventually trump their competition -- remember when Sony and Nintendo had the top game consoles? You don't.

For the record, I do not believe Nokia is doomed because of their earnings: globally, Nokia doubled Lumia shipments from Q1 to Q2. I also do not believe Windows Phone is toast. What I do believe is that things may get worse before they get better and that the current state of the Windows Phone platform in terms of marketshare is in a pretty dismal state partly (mostly maybe?) due to marketing missteps.

[image: ]Robert Johnson is a user interface developer specializing in the user experience (UX) of .NET-based web applications. He has been working in some form of web development and graphic design for 14 years. He loves technology in general, particularly that of Apple, Google and Microsoft. He is a Betanews reader.
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If you notice a huge drop in the amount of pharmaceutical spam you're receiving, you're not imagining things. Security researchers say they were able to take down "Grum", the spam server behind about 18 percent of global spam.

The process began when researchers blocked the botnet's command servers in the Netherlands and Panama on Tuesday. Grum's administrators acted quickly to restore the server, and shortly thereafter had set up new command servers in Russia and Ukraine. Researchers were still hot on their trail, and Militpas, Calif.-based security firm FireEye along with UK-based anti-spam group SpamHaus worked with Russian security experts to take down Grum again on Wednesday morning.

Researchers worked with ISPs hosting these servers to cut their Internet access off, effectively killing them and orphaning the zombie computers that they control.

Grum's reach is immense: some 120,000 IP addresses were known to be sending spam before the researcher's action. That had been reduced to some 21,505 known spamming IPs after the takedown. It is thought the rest of these IPs will stop sending spam as they no longer have any active control.

This week's actions are important overall in the fight against spam because it shows that countries that normally have been viewed as "safe havens" for spammers are now taking a role in the fight against the problem.

"There are no longer any safe havens", FireEye researcher Alif Mushtaq says. "Most of the spam botnets that used to keep their CnCs in the USA and Europe have moved to countries like Panama, Russia, and Ukraine thinking that no one can touch them in these comfort zones. We have proven them wrong this time".

While there still remain several active botnets out there sending quite a bit of pharmaceutical spam, and Grum itself is not dead yet, this week's effort sends a message to spammers worldwide. You can run, but you can't hide -- and now the places where you thought you were safe are not so safe anymore.

"Keep on dreaming of a junk-free inbox", Mushtaq muses.
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		[image: ]I see an interesting trend among people emailing me to comment about Marissa Mayer: They see her hiring at Yahoo as some kind of trick by Google. Ms. Mayer is Google to the core, readers say, and she’s going to Yahoo simply as a commando to pick and choose future Google acquisitions.

No, she isn’t.

But I can’t write just a two-paragraph column so I’ll go on to suggest what I think Ms. Mayer could do as CEO of Yahoo, which might even have modest success, though probably not in Internet terms.

That’s an issue here because we speak of Yahoo as though it’s dead when in fact it is very profitable. Newspaper chains would kill to post Yahoo’s numbers. But on the Internet, where up-up-up is the norm, just up is bad, and flat is failure (pay attention Facebook -- what happened to your subscriber growth?). Internet rules are very different than rules for the rest of American business.

Shut down Half the Company

Nevertheless, Marissa Mayer is not facing a Steve Jobs-type opportunity at Yahoo, nor does she present a threat to Google.

Mayer was maxed-out at Google. Yes, they could have taken heroic measures to keep her but they didn’t, just as they didn’t when Tim Armstrong went to AOL. Google doesn’t care about Marissa Mayer and doesn’t care about Yahoo, either. There are no parts to acquire, since Google already duplicates everything at Yahoo. The best they can hope is to acquire Yahoo customers.

Mayer will try to show Google how wrong they were to let her go and she’ll do that through product, which is her thing.  So she’ll do what Carol Bartz would have done as CEO had Bartz come from Google and realized how little time she actually had to affect change at Yahoo. If she’s as smart as she’s supposed to be, Mayer will shut down all the bits of Yahoo that don’t make money, which is half of the company.

Shutting things down has been difficult to do at Yahoo because the company is very bureaucratic (thank you Terry Semel) and byzantine in its structure to the point where it isn’t clear at the top what a lot of those moving parts below actually do.  Which parts to shut down?  Which parts are dependent on other parts and dare we risk shutting down the wrong parts? None of this is insurmountable except at Yahoo anyone who is still there is pretty determined to stay, so like Sergeant Schultz, they know nothing!

Come to Jesus, Yahoo

But this is come-to-Jesus time for Yahoo and Mayer has a small window of opportunity to do audacious things, like shut down all the parts of the business that aren’t contributing to profit. Boom!  Shut it down. This will goose earnings terrifically.

Remember Yahoo is in the process of selling its Asian holdings.  That will go forward liberating a huge wad of cash, most of which will go to current shareholders. I’m not sure that’s the best use of this windfall, but the political reality is that it will happen. However, if I had been Mayer negotiating my deal with Yahoo I’d demand that at least some of that cash stay in the corporate coffers. It would be pretty easy to argue that a slimmed-down Yahoo could show a better return on that money than shareholders will see in alternate investments. I hope she cut that sort of deal.

But even if she didn’t, Yahoo is still a rich company. And with that money Mayer will likely go on an acquisition binge to create an app suite like Google’s, which Yahoo presently does not have. The company’s strong position in mail is the key here. Those 310 million customers are the very heart of Yahoo and they have stuck with the company because they like the mail product. It’s a no-brainer, then, to clone Google Apps for these people. And the way to clone Google Apps is through acquisition and integration. There are plenty of companies to buy and plenty of new DNA to be acquired with those companies, which is the other reason for buying rather than building.

Yahoo needs not so much to be reorganized as to be reborn: radical change is required and that requires new blood.

Plan is in the Mail

There are limits to what Yahoo can do to emulate Google. Mayer won’t do a mobile OS, for example, because she can’t win at that game (if Microsoft can’t win, Yahoo can’t win) but she’ll be sure to extend her apps across all mobile platforms.

Then there’s that nagging question about whether Yahoo is a media company, a content company, an Internet company, what?  The obvious answer is that Yahoo will play to its strengths and invest in growth markets, which include mobile and video. This may sound like a dodge but it isn’t.  The question is unfair for one thing. Yahoo doesn’t have to be entirely one thing or another as long as all the parts are headed in the same direction.

Questions like this one, in my view, always come down to figuring how Ronald Reagan would have spun it.

Yahoo, tear down this wall!

The key to Yahoo’s content strategy is CEO-until-yesterday Ross Levinsohn, who should be encouraged to stay with the company. The way to keep Levinsohn is to take some of that cash and very publicly give him a $1+ billion fund to acquire video content.

That kind of money can change the game in Hollywood.

Yahoo 2.0, if done correctly, will ultimately be a third the size it is today in terms of head count, be even more profitable, and might well survive.

Will Marissa Mayer actually do  these things? I don’t know.

Reprinted with permission
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The Kickstarter website has moved crowd funding into mainstream media. There is virtually no news site, newspaper or TV network left out there that has not reported on recent funding success stories. You may have heard about Double Fine Adventure's million Dollar ride that got the ball rolling for some serious game funding on the site, or Pebble, the e-paper watch for iPhone and Android that managed to rake in more than $10 million.

People who pledge a certain amount of money often get something in return. In the case of Double Fine it is a copy of the adventure game that the developers want to produce with the money, and for Pebble, it is one of those iconic watches. Pledges can be retracted for as long as the funding has not ended. Afterwards, the money is only transferred if the funding has reached the desired goal. If that is not the case, backers are not charged a single dime. It gets fuzzy when a project has crossed the funding goal and reached the end of the funding stage. Once the money has been transferred, there is not really any transparency as to what happens with the money from that moment on forward.

Kickstarter's Role

Companies are not committed to keep the people that funded the project in the loop. While many post status updates and information on Kickstarter and a project website, some are not that forthcoming.

Kickstarter notes that it reviews projects before they are put on the site. The review process however only ensures that projects do not violate the site's project guidelines, which, among other things, prohibit certain types of content to be posted on the site. What Kickstarter does not review is the project itself, for instance if it is possible to produce a product for the amount of money or whether it is likely that the product can be shipped in the projected period, or even if a product like this can be created at all.

Kickstarter expects creators to keep backers in the loop through updates if projected delivery dates are missed. If creators do not post updates, backers are expected to contact the creators either by posting comments on the project message board or by sending private messages. At most, Kickstarter sends a wake-up email of their own to the creators to make them aware of the issue, but beyond that it is nothing that they want to be involved in:

If a creator isn't posting updates, backers should contact them, either by posting a public comment or sending a private message. In most cases, creators do respond to backers' inquiries. When we hear about a project that's stopped responding to backers we'll email the creator to try and wake them up. Beyond that, it's in the backers' hands to exert collective pressure. It's a creator's job to complete their project, satisfy backers, or refund backers' pledges.

Kickstarter doesn't issue refunds since transactions are between backers and creators, but we're prepared to work with backers as well as law enforcement in the prosecution of any fraudulent activity. Scammers are bad news for everyone, and we'll defend the goodwill of our community.


Kickstarter basically enters into passive mode once a project has been funded so that backers are left on their own to fight either for a refund or the rewards that were promised to them.

It gets worse for project backers:  According to Steve Bradford, a professor at University of Nebraska-Lincoln College of Law who specializes in crowdfunding, the Kickstarter model offers backers no entitlement to products they have supported on the site:

Kickstarter fits into both the pre-purchase and rewards models. This means if pledging users offer money to a project, they are not legally owed a final product in return; rather, in accordance with Kickstarter's rules they are simply promised a separate reward for their pledge. Backers have not entered into an investment contract by donating toward a project, and because contributors are offered no financial return of any kind the legal implications of an investment contract are non-existent, says Bradford.


One Example

The Eyez by ZionEyez HD Video Recording Glasses for Facebook was funded successfully on Kickstarter on July 31, 2011. The creators raked in $343,415, which was almost seven times the amount of the initial goal of $50k.

Back then, the reward items were promised to ship during the Winter 2011 season, about half a year after funding ended on Kickstarter. Backers on Dec. 30, 2011 received a message from the ZionEyez team that an initial prototype had been built. It lacked information about the delay, and offered no information on how the company intended to go forward with the development and the promised rewards:

Dear Kickstarter Backers,

We are extremely pleased with the progress we have made within the past 6 months in developming Eyez prototypes, establishing partnerships, and creating a road map that will supersede your expectations.

Below are links to an early prototype overview featured on Engadget and sample videos uploaded from our very own Eyez!

[...]

We are working diligently to produce Eyez. Thank you for your patience while we endeavor to fulfill our mission.

We will be sending a more comprehensive update within the next couple of weeks outlining Eyez development, production, and distribution.Once again, thank you for your patience and support!

-- The ZionEyez Team


The next message arrived on Jan. 27, 2012 where backers were told that the engineering process has taken longer than anticipated and that the company as a consequence had to postpone the target shipping date, again without information about projected dates.

Three months later another message arrived where the company told backers that the ZionEyez product  needed another 8-12 weeks of design and testing, and that it hoped to ship the first mass-produced batch of the product in 24-30 weeks from the time of writing:

We have an additional 8-12 weeks of designing and testing we need to conduct before our design will be ready to give to our manufacturers for mass production.  At this point, we need to make a very large investment with our manufacturing partner to build and buy the tools and equipment we need for mass production, as well as pay for the electrical parts (batteries, cameras, flash memory) for our first production run.  This is a significant cost (over US 1M), so we need to make sure we have the design 100% right before this important point in the project.

After we've kicked off our first mass production run, it will take our manufacturer an additional 12-16 weeks to get their assembly lines built, tuned-in, and up to speed.  During this time, we will be assembling small batches of Zeyez eyewear to test out the assembly lines as they come together.  We are planning on building these pre-production glasses for our Kickstarter fans, ensuring that you get your Zeyez eyewear as soon as possible and well before mass-market availability;  24-30 weeks from now, our manufacturer should be able to ship us the first mass produced batch of Zeyez eyewear ready for sale.  We can’t wait to get there, we’re working as fast as we can to build our team and get these glasses out to the world as soon possible.


From the outside it looks as if the creators of the project underestimated the costs, time and resources that it would take to create the project. And while that does not necessarily mean that backers won't receive their rewards after all or that the product won't go on sale in the not so distant future, many of the issues could have been resolved with better communication.

Limiting the Risks

It is important to research a project, to really understand the risks, before you fund it even if you are really passionate about it or are dying to get your hands on the final product. 

1. Common sense. If someone promises you something that sounds too good to be true, it often is. When common sense tells you that something is not right with a project, you should either click on your browser's back button right away, or keep that nagging thought in mind while you investigate the project from different angles.

2. Track record. A company that has produced similar products in the past generally has the expertise necessary to create another product. If you deal with a new company that never created a product before, you should take that into account. Finding out that Tim Schafer and Brian Fargo have a track record of creating computer games for the last 10 or more years adds to the trust of a project.

3. Prototypes. Prototypes or demos increase the trust in a project.  This not only demonstrates that the company is capable of creating the item, but also that they already have experience doing so. They know how much they have paid to create the prototype, what it costs to produce it in a factory and are already in an advanced project state. This gives them a much better understanding of the money and time they need to complete the project.

4. Funding vs. Buying. On Kickstarter, you are funding projects. You are not shopping and buying future items. Risk is a natural part of the funding process and there is a chance that you will end up without money or product in the end.

5. Research. This falls somewhat in the track record category but since it is one of the most important steps you need to undertake before funding a project, it deserves to be mentioned separately. Research the company, its employees and the product on the Internet. This also includes making a judgment call on the projected goals, the expected rewards, and the time frame it takes to create and ship the final product.

Do you experience as a Kickstarter backer or creator? If so, feel free to share your experience and thoughts with comments below.

Photo Credit: Lou Oates/Shutterstock
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	Publié: juillet 19, 2012, 5:26pm CEST par Larry Kim

	
	
	
		If you use Google search (and who doesn’t), you may have noticed that sponsored results (pay-per-click, or PPC, ads) have been taking over more and more of the search engine results page.

Here at WordStream, we’ve noticed that too! So we decided to do some research into what impact all of these new, bigger, more prominent and engaging ad formats are having on the average Google searcher. The results are astonishing: Clicks on paid search listings beat out organic clicks by nearly a 2:1 margin for keywords with high commercial intent in the US.

Now, to be clear here, organic searches still get more clicks overall than paid search -- but not all keyword searches are created equal. Keyword searches with high commercial intent -- meaning, keywords where a searcher is looking to buy a product or service (for example: “buy stainless steel dishwasher”) -- are worth far more to businesses than your basic informational keyword searches (for example: “who is Thomas Edison”). Our research found that for these valuable, high commercial intent keyword searches, paid search advertising listings gave the "free" organic search listings a resounding beat-down. We’ve illustrated the results in the infographic below.

[image: ]

[image: ]Larry Kim is the founder/CTO of WordStream.
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		[image: ]It’s tough to be in Nokia’s shoes right now, with so many people expecting them to fail. Today, the Finnish phone manufacturer released second-quarter financial results and, despite public expectation, financials aren’t what we might expect. If we're to believe all rumors posted on the Internet the past days about Nokia’s financial state there wouldn’t be a need to read their press release. Reality is different. Phone sales increased quarter on quarter and year on year, with Lumia Windows Phone exceeding predictions.

Let's kick off with the numbers: Nokia’s operating loss amounts to EUR826 million ($1.01 billion). The Finnish manufacturer reduced its operating loss from EUR1.3 billion ($1.6 billion) over the previous quarter, which surpassed predictions of a bigger financial loss. At the end of the quarter they’ve got EUR102 million ($125.5 million) in net cash, far better than the EUR590 million ($724 million) deficit of last quarter. Nokia posted net sales amounting to EUR7.5 billion ($9.2 billion), up EUR0.1 billion ($122 million) from the previous quarter.

When it comes to Q2 net sales, there’s good news and bad. Devices & services sales are the bad, decreasing by 5 percent quarter-on-quarter. The good news is rather surprising considering Nokia lost the top spot on phone sales to Samsung: they’ve sold more phones quarter on quarter and year on year, now up to 73.5 million devices. The real surprise comes from the Lumia sales volumes, which have also increased to 4 million in Q2 2012. Total mobile device sales amount to 83.7 million, up 1 million over the previous quarter.

Even with the increase in sales coming from Lumia devices, Nokia can’t stop the decline caused by their other smartphones. Smartphone volumes have decreased over Q2 2011 (16.7 million) and last quarter as well (11.9 million), currently amounting to just 10.2 million devices. Four million Lumia smartphones have been sold so far this quarter, while Symbian has primarily driven the sales of Nokia “Smart Devices” to a decline in all regions, except for North America. AT&T made a rather interesting choice then by slashing the price of the Lumia 900 in half to $49.99, which I believe will have a positive effect on sales of Windows Phone devices.

Surprise, surprise, the Lumia 900 (AT&T) and Lumia 710 (T-Mobile) sales have managed to confirm what I’ve already said before: stop focusing on Symbian, invest more resources on Windows Phone. I just hope Nokia finally realizes that it’s time to let go of Symbian and move on to an operating system with better market potential. It kind of makes them look bad now after releasing the 808 PureView with Nokia Belle OS (Symbian), doesn’t it?

Nokia expects similar results the next quarter and it’s to be expected that change doesn’t come easily. Gambling on Windows Phone might yield the desired results for Nokia and while they are currently facing tough times with poor sales and profits over previous years, there’s still hope if they direct focus onto a single ecosystem. The market potential is there, and while it may be tough for Nokia to let go of their beloved Symbian, maybe it's time to call it quits and focus even more on what's profitable.
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	Thunderbird 15 Beta 1 debuts Australis UI

	

	Publié: juillet 19, 2012, 3:05pm CEST par Mark Wilson

	
	
	
		[image: ]After the furore surrounding Mozilla’s recent announcement that it’s to place its email client, Thunderbird, into an “extended support release”, the launch of Thunderbird 15.0 Beta 1 was always bound to attract attention. And it’s certainly turning heads, thanks to the official debut of a redesigned user interface.

Thunderbird 15 Beta 1 also debuts two noticeable new features in addition to the revamped user interface, extending the global search tool to cover the Chat module, plus implementing the “do not track” feature that debuted in Firefox last year.

The most obvious change in Thunderbird 15 will be the implementation of a new, curvaceous user interface called Australis. This introduces itself immediately with the rounded tabs at the top of the screen, but extends to redesigned lines, a repositioned toolbar and categorized filters, and has the effect of bringing the user interface up to date.

Revamped user interface aside, there are two notable new features. The unified global search now covers the chat module, which supports Facebook, Twitter and Google Talk among others, while the “Do not track” option introduced in Firefox has been added to Thunderbird too. This option, accessible from the Web Content tab in the Security section of Thunderbird’s Options screen, is of less relevance to email users, but may stop some emails from tracking the user, but only if they’ve signed up for the voluntary code of practice.

Going forward, Mozilla plans to split Thunderbird into two separate code bases, with Thunderbird ESR being maintained by Mozilla and Thunderbird being handed over to the open-source community to develop further. Thunderbird ESR will be updated every six weeks for stability and security only, and its changes rolled into whatever new build of Thunderbird has been developed in that timeframe. It means that while the long-term future of Thunderbird is uncertain, in the short to medium term it remains a viable email client for its 20 million user base.

Thunderbird 15.0 Beta 1, which installs over the top of any existing stable Thunderbird release, is available now as a free, open-source download for Windows, Mac and Linux.

Photo Credit:  Gina Sanders/Shutterstock
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	Publié: juillet 19, 2012, 12:47am CEST par Mark Wilson

	
	
	
		[image: ]Owners of Android devices who work with both Macs and PCs should take a look at NTFS & HFS+ Beta. This newly unveiled app from software developer Paragon helps to overcome compatibility issues that you may have experiences with your cell or tablets and PC and Mac. Despite the fact that this is an early beta, it is an interesting tool.

If you are an Android owner with a Mac, you may well have formatted a memory card as an HFS+ drive. This is not ordinarily a problem, until the time comes when you want to access the files on a PC. Similarly, if you are a PC users, formatting a drive using NTFS could lead to problem with your Mac.

Providing you have rooted your Android device, this free app can be used to mount both HFS+ and NTFS formatted drives so you can use them without having to worry about compatibility issues. It is a simple tool that does its job well, although it could be argued that this is merely providing a feature that should have been included in the Android operating system as standard.

You can find out more and download a free copy of the app by paying a visit to the Paragon NTFS & HFS+ Beta review page.

Photo Credit: Balandina G/Shutterstock
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Steven Sinofosky, president of the Windows & Windows Live division, announced the date during a Microsoft sales meeting this afternoon. Windows 8 follows other October launches -- its predecessor (Oct. 22, 2009) and XP (Oct. 25, 2001). Vista should have been as well, but Microsoft couldn't ship soon enough, unbelievably missing Christmas 2006.

Microsoft plans to release gold code the first week of August and make Windows 8 immediately available to volume-license subscribers. Everyone else will wait for Windows 8. 

Windows Server 2012 release to manufacturing is expected around the same time, but Microsoft plans to make it widely available sooner, in September.

The Big Risk

Windows 8 is by far Microsoft's most ambitious version ever, and it's the riskiest undertaking, too. When viewed alongside Office 2013, Microsoft's new flagship operating system marks a dramatic directional change. After years of denial, Microsoft's leadership clearly accepts the transition from the PC to cloud-connected device era is well underway. For most of the Noughties, Microsoft acted like IBM during the last big computing era shift -- from mainframes to PCs -- and sought to preserve existing revenue streams and customers. 

Risk-adverse Microsoft is suddenly big risk-taker, pushing a jarring but enticing new Windows user interface (Metro), releasing its own tablet (Surface), lowering the initial upgrade price ($39.99) and making a priority native code development (WinRT). Considering that large businesses compromise the majority of Microsoft customers, and they typically resist change of any kind, the company takes major risks indeed.

Microsoft needs Windows 8 to be the launch hoped for Vista. The 2007 "Wow" marketing campaign encapsulated what the company expected, but customers weren't wowed by Vista, which never gained much market acceptance. For last month, Net Applications puts Vista usage share at a paltry 7.29 percent. XP: 47.28 percent. Launch success is more than about sales but establishing positive perceptions -- that Microsoft is hip and Windows is cool again and just as much Apple. The fruit-logo company's iPad blindsided Microsoft, leading many PC upgraders to stick with the PC they have and augment their computing needs with the tablet. To that Microsoft needs an immediate response, and Windows 8 is it.

Continuing an accelerating trend, second-quarter PC shipments disappointed again, in the United States falling 10.6 percent year over year, according to IDC. The market needs something. Ultrabooks are a start, but Windows 8 -- and perhaps tablet-centric Windows RT even more -- should be it. Right now, there are few affordable Windows tablet alternatives to iPad or new Androids like Google's Nexus 7.

"Consumers are less interested in spending on PCs as [they] are other technology product and services, such as the latest smartphones and media tablets that they are purchasing", Mikako Kitagawa, Gartner principal analyst, says. "In the second quarter of 2012, the PC market suffered through its seventh consecutive quarter of flat to single-digit growth", Kitagawa says. Apple started selling the iPad eight quarters earlier. Surely that's no coincidence.

Seeding the Cloud

Microsoft risk-takers have amassed an amazing arsenal. If the company fails to maintain computing and informational relevance, it won't be for lack of trying. Microsoft pushes cloud services as core features for Windows 8 and Office 2013. If you look closely at the marketing collateral and FAQs for the Customer Preview released this week, Office 365 is front and center rather than the desktop suite. As I explained two days ago, the new version really isn't about applications but the cloud. It's a hugely ambitious undertaking, looking to fundamentally change how customers use Office (cloud plus applications) and pay for it (monthly subscription). Such colossal change is risky to the core, because too many individuals -- businesses more so -- resist change.

But combined with Windows 8, Office 2013 represents a cloud continuum as Microsoft puts connected devices ahead of traditional PCs while making them more part of the emerging device landscape. These devices empower people, by giving them access to more information at much lower cost, much like the PC did compared to mainframes a computing generation ago. Microsoft has been moving in this direction -- enabling access to data and information anytime, anywhere and on anything for some time -- but this product release cycle is a convergence across product lines. That's everything from Office to Windows to Windows Server to other Office System server software and more. 

The approach also embraces the BYOD (bring-your-own-device) to work trend and could extinguish it as a Wild West routine. Employees bring their own gear in part because so many businesses are so risk-adverse -- that is slow to change. But BYOD creates IT management and security problems that Microsoft seeks to solve with this cloud converged release cycle. 

Whether or not Windows 8 succeeds -- or any of the products in this dramatic release cycle -- is anyone's guess, and lots of people are doing just that. Here at BetaNews:

	Wayne Williams says "Windows 8 will flop"
	Randall C. Kennedy asks "What if Windows 8 fails?"
	Martin Brinkmann asks if "Windows 8 will be the new Vista?"
	Chris Wright says "Windows 8 is pointless for the enterprise"
	Jeremy Liu sees Windows 8 leading "Microsoft's road to redemption"


BetaNews readers sure seem determined to make Windows 8 a success: 45.65 percent of respondents to our recent poll plan to buy the software as soon as it's available.

Long before October 26, however, we'll have sense of how well Windows 8 may sell. By then, Microsoft's most important customers -- and hardest to please and least likely to upgrade -- will have had access to the software for nearly two months. 
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	PowerArchiver 2012 13.00 is seriously impressive

	

	Publié: juillet 18, 2012, 9:46pm CEST par Mike Williams

	
	
	
		[image: ]ConeXware has released the latest edition of its comprehensive archiving tool, PowerArchiver 2012 13.00. And it’s seriously impressive, with a stack of new and interesting features to explore.

Security sees several enhancements, for instance. We like the new password policies, which allow you to set rules for password length and the use of upper- and lower-case characters, numbers and symbols. And the program’s temporary files can now be securely wiped using US DoD-approved methods to ensure your confidential files stay private.

New file list color-coding varies the background color of an archive’s file list columns according to file size, type and compression ratio. We like this -- it’s a great way to get a feel for an archive at a glance, literally -- and it’s fully customisable (or you can even turn it off entirely, if you prefer).

Performance has been improved again, with RAR extraction speeds 5% faster than before.

Launching Help now takes you to PowerArchiver’s Wiki-based online system. And it’s a good one, with capable search tools and YouTube-based tutorials, but this does highlight the only problem we’ve noticed with the update, so far: offline help isn’t yet available.

And elsewhere PowerArchiver’s already excellent interface has been further revised and updated to make it even easier to use.

Put it all together and this is a major upgrade. If other archiving tools never quite have the power you need then PowerArchiver 2012 13.00 is definitely one to try, and the 30-day trial build is available now.

Photo Credit: Arkady/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]According to the Bloomsberg News Agency a UK judge has ordered Apple to publish a notice on its website and in various newspapers and magazines (the Financial Times, the Daily Mail, Guardian Mobile magazine, and T3) informing visitors and readers that Samsung did not copy the design of the iPad. The judge, Colin Birss, also stipulated that the notice on Apple’s website should remain there for a minimum of six months.

The order follows Apple’s failed attempt to block sales of Samsung’s Galaxy Tab tablets in the United Kingdom and is apparently intended to correct any damaging impressions consumers may have been given about the South Korean company as a result of the litigation.

What makes the order most interesting: While Apple’s implication that Samsung copied may well have caused a few lost sales, and perhaps -- at the most -- put the tiniest of dents in Samsung's reputation, the greatest kicking to its name came directly from the judge himself when he declared that electronic giant's products are "not as cool" as Apple’s. Perhaps to even things up, he’ll pin his own pro-Samsung damage limitation notice on a tree in his garden. It’s only fair, surely.

Although the order did not feature in Judge Birss’s judgment  published on July 9th, it's understood that it was discussed following the verdict. Richard Hacon, a lawyer representing Apple, told the court: "No company likes to refer to a rival on its website". Apple is currently considering taking its case to the court of appeal.

Running the notices would be a major blow for the Cupertino, Calif.–based company, and may well have some impact on its decision to sue other tech companies in the future. Apple is unusually image conscious, after all.

Photo Credit:  Andrey Burmakin/Shutterstock
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From one perspective, 2012 looks like a great year for Windows Phone, with about 17 percent year-over-year growth in the United States. Outstanding! But, uh-oh, that's from a tiny base. Get out your magnifying glass -- share will rise from 3.5 percent to 4.1 percent, according to Strategy Analytics. Ah, yeah.

The analyst firm's forecast is for actual number of smartphones sold, not shipped -- 123 million, 5 million of which will have Windows Phone. That's up from 101.8 million and 3.5 million, respectively, in 2011. 

It's quite remarkable how positively Neil Mawston, Strategy Analytics executive director, spins the numbers. "Microsoft is making a determined push to crack the United States because it is the most valuable and influential smartphone market in the world". That's why I cheer for Steve Ballmer and Co. The pride is back!

But Mawston adds: "However, Microsoft's US smartphone market share remains relatively niche at present and breaking the stranglehold of leaders Android and Apple will not be easy". Whaaaaaaaaaa, where's my hanky?

"To grow further, we believe future versions of Microsoft's Windows Phone 8 platform will need to dramatically improve support for advanced technologies like multi-core chipsets, enhance the Marketplace app store, expand the number of phone models available from major partners like Nokia or Samsung, and consider reducing the license fees it charges per unit to smartphone makers", Mawston advises.

Suddenly there's sense to Microsoft's Windows Phone 8 strategy that effectively makes even the newest WP7.5 handsets obsolete. None can upgrade to WP8. So to get it, buy a new phone. Brilliant, Microsoft!

While Windows Phone lapdogs along, Apple's handset makes money faster than a US mint. Strategy Analytics estimates $150 billion in cumulative revenue over the first five years of sales. 

"The iPhone portfolio has become a huge generator of cash and profit for Apple", Mawson says. "A quarter of a billion iPhones have been shipped cumulatively worldwide in the first five years since launch". But wait! 

"However, there are emerging signs that the iPhone’s next five years could get tougher", he warns. "Some mobile operators are becoming concerned about the high level of subsidies they spend on the iPhone, while Samsung is expanding its popular Galaxy portfolio and providing Apple with more credible competition".

Last month, Sameer Singh exposed how much Apple depends on iPhone subsidies and how severely they hurt carriers' profits. If you missed this two-parter, grab a coke and popcorn before reading his riveting analysis.

As for Windows Phone market share, sometimes we laugh. Sometimes we cry. Sometimes we do both. I'm rooting for you, Windows Phone. My soft spot for underdogs is huge.
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HTC is like a child with shiny new toy taken from HP and used against neighborhood bully Apple. Enjoying its December 2011 patent purchase, yesterday the Taiwanese smartphone manufacturer filed a counterclaim in a Florida court, accusing Apple of infringing on two patents. HTC wants to keep momentum after a win against Apple in a UK court, invalidated the famous "slide to unlock" patent.

Apple has targeted major competitors -- HTC, Motorola Mobility and Samsung primarily -- with patent infringement lawsuits. While counterclaims are common, HTC has so far mostly been on the losing end against Apple. HTC purchased two patents -- US Patent No. 7,120,684, titled "Installation of network services in an embedded network server", and 7,571,221, named "Method and system for central management of a computer network". Both patents are claimed to be infringed by the fruit company.

According to HTC, Apple remote Desktop and Apple Profile Manager violate ‘684 patent, while the ‘221 patent is infringed by iOS and OS X through embedded network servers, software and services. Newsstand is believed to be one of the offending applications.

HTC plays a dangerous game by going against Apple with purchased patents, as last month the International Trade Commission denied HTC’s request to use patents on loan from Google, claiming that only Google has the right to claim foul play. That said, patent loaned is very different from patent owned.

The Taiwanese smartphone manufacturer is determined to keep its financial state in check, as the posted profits are fragile enough to trigger self-preservation mode. But it’s unknown yet what’s at stake as far as possible financial gains go, with a possible “better to haven’t bothered with” case.

As far as public interest goes, patent infringement trials cause more harm than good with infamous cases of blocked shipments or product bans, making customers the victims. Take for example another case. A US ban against most high-end Motorola mobiles effectively starts today. Microsoft brought that case.

Be it Apple or HTC, doesn’t matter who’s the aggressor, but what really matters is the common good, which seems to be forgotten by all parties. Settling outside of court is a far better idea and one that makes more sense for customers, too. It's a win-win situation, and win-win is what we need in these tiresome patent disputes.

Photo Credit: JefferyTurner
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	Publié: juillet 18, 2012, 5:28pm CEST par Robert X. Cringely

	
	
	
		[image: ]If Aaron Sorkin (The Social Network, The West Wing, Newsroom) wrote the story of Yahoo and he got to Marissa Mayer’s surprise entrance as Yahoo’s latest CEO, here’s how he would probably play it: the brilliant, tough, beautiful, charismatic engineer defies her Google glass ceiling and, through sheer vision and clever example, saves the pioneering Internet company. That’s how Sorkin would play it because he likes an underdog, loves smart, well-spoken people and revels in beautiful if slightly flawed characters and happy endings. But in this case Aaron Sorkin would be playing it wrong.

To be clear, were I in the position of Yahoo’s board I would probably have hired Marissa Mayer, too. On paper she’s nearly perfect (only CEO experience is missing) and the drama of her going from not even being on the list of candidates discussed to getting the big job is wonderful theater that will play well on Wall Street for weeks, maybe months. For once the Yahoo board seems to have been on the ball.

Still it probably won’t work.

Understand I have nothing against Ms. Mayer. I’ve met her only once, and I’m sure she doesn’t remember me. I don’t know her. But I know about her and, more importantly, I do know Yahoo.

I can see why she’d want the job. It’s an epic challenge for someone who didn’t really have anywhere else to go at Google yet feels destined for greater things. And I’m not here to say Marissa Mayer won’t achieve greater things in her career.

Just not at Yahoo.

Here we have a company in crisis. No, it’s worse than that: If companies had asses, Yahoo’s ass would be on fire. I knew that when I saw they had pulled founder David Filo into the position of spokesman. Filo, who is a nice guy and as nerdy as they come, is typically comatose in interviews, so whatever is happening in the executive offices at Yahoo has shot him full of fear-induced adrenaline for what would appear to be the first time in years, maybe ever.

This is it, I’m sure they’ve decided -- Yahoo’s last chance to fix itself before the for sale sign goes up.

Yet Yahoo is still Yahoo and I’d put money on this old dog not learning enough new tricks to make a difference. It’s not that Yahoo has changed, by the way, but that it hasn’t changed. It’s the world that changed around Yahoo. What worked so well in the Clinton years today barely works at all.

In our rock star CEO-obsessed business culture we believe that all it takes is the right guy or gal at the top with the right mojo to save the day. And on the short list of available charismatic leaders, Marissa Mayer looks pretty darned good.

That’s from the outside looking in. Inside Google Ms. Mayer had a reputation for being mean and not all that effective. She wasn’t in charge of that much and as time went on she was marginalized. She was employee #20 and the first woman female engineer but that didn’t make her a great leader or a visionary, just an early hire.

Now maybe Ms. Mayer was held back and never given a chance to shine. Or maybe people above her saw her deficiencies and kept her at a level where she could do no harm or could remain effective. Only time will tell.

This is one instance where I’d be happy to be wrong. I have no desire to see Ms. Mayer fail. I like underdogs and happy endings, too.

If Aaron Sorkin were to get a happy ending for his Yahoo story he’d need a few more elements that probably aren’t there. He’d need a subordinate character willing to risk all and act as a moral center for the company, demanding the new CEO do the right things. He’d need his Marissa Mayer character to listen and learn. But most importantly for a Sorkin story he’d need a caricature antagonist, a powerful bully of a competitor unable to get out of its own way.

Yahoo might yet find the first two of these required components, but I know it doesn’t have the third.

Reprinted with permission
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	Texting is more popular than talking in United Kingdom

	

	Publié: juillet 18, 2012, 5:10pm CEST par Wayne Williams

	
	
	
		[image: ]According to Ofcom’s ninth annual Communications Market report, more people in the UK are texting on their mobiles than talking. The report, which stretches to 409 pages and covers TV & Audio-Visual, Radio & Audio, Internet & Web-Based Content and Telecoms & Networks, finds that 47 percent of people still make a daily voice call. However, 58 percent now regularly send texts, with the average user sending 200 SMS/MMS messages per month. 

Unsurprisingly, it’s the 16-24 age group that leads the way here, with the growth in text messaging partly fuelled by mobile providers including generous or unlimited SMS allowances in their tariffs. Thirty-two percent of people also now regularly use social networks to stay in touch, while 26 percent use some form of instant messaging.

James Thickett, Ofcom's Director of Research, says: "Our research reveals that in just a few short years, new technology has fundamentally changed the way that we communicate. Talking face to face or on the phone are no longer the most common ways for us to interact with each other. In their place, newer forms of communications are emerging which don't require us to talk to each other especially among younger age groups. This trend is set to continue as technology advances and we move further into the digital age".

Other interesting snippets from the report show that 39 percent of adults now own a smartphone (up 12 percent from 2010), with 42 percent saying it’s their most important device for accessing the Internet. Fifty-one percent use it daily for email, while 42 percent access social network sites. The average time spent using mobile data services was 2.1 hours a month in 2011, 25 more minutes than in 2010, while the amount of data consumed doubled in the 18 months to January 2012.

The total number of UK fixed broadband connections passed 20 million in 2011, while mobile broadband connections (dongles and tablets) exceeded 5 million. That all means that by Q1 2012, 76 percent of UK homes had broadband.

The report also reveals that UK households now own, on average, three different types of internet-enabled device, including PCs, tablets, smartphones and game consoles, with 15 percent owning six or more such devices.

As you’d expect, ownership of tablets has grown considerably, up from 2 percent to 11 percent in the year from Q1 2011 to Q1 2012, and 10 percent of people now own some form of eBook reader.

Photo Credit:  iofoto/Shutterstock
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	Got Windows XP or Vista? You won't get Office 2013

	

	Publié: juillet 18, 2012, 4:57pm CEST par Mihaita Bamburic

	
	
	
		[image: ]Microsoft really wants you to stop using XP and Vista. Office 2013, which preview released this week, only supports Windows 7 and 8. XP is still the most widely-used Windows version (although Net Applications says that could change this month). From the perspective of customers, the move doesn't make much sense. But Microsoft, of course, is more interested getting them to upgrade.

Microsoft gambles a lot on this decision. According to NetApps, 47.28 percent of computers run the rather old Windows XP and a minuscule 7.29 percent use Vista. Combined they have 54.57 percent usage share, which is not insignificant by any matter and a clear warning sign about the move. Office 2013 cuts off more than half the current Windows install base.

By comparison, Windows 7 is fighting its two brothers quite well but hasn't sent them to the history books. With a 45.09 percent share in the Windows world, it is currently the only shipping version supporting Office 2013 and so far it’s as good as it gets.

Microsoft announced that Windows 8 will release to manufacturing in early August. Volume-license subscribers will get it right away, while everyone else will wait until October. That doesn’t leave much room for it to gain ground to justify eliminating Windows XP, for instance. The risk reminds of Internet Explorer 9, which doesn't support XP. As such, IE9 isn't gaining browser usage share (just 17.96 percent in June, according to NetApps).

Microsoft is locking Office 2013 into less than 50 percent of the Windows user base, which can be called a rather stupid move.

So what’s Microsoft thinking? They hope, yes hope, that Windows XP and Vista users will mostly upgrade to Windows 8, thus making a wider target audience for Office. There's incentive. Earlier this month, Microsoft announced that consumer Windows XP, Vista and 7 versions are eligible for a downloadable upgrade to Windows 8 Pro and combined with the low price of just $39.99 it’s a great marketing strategy. But it begs the question: if Windows XP users wanted to upgrade couldn’t they have done it already? Windows 7 is considered the best desktop operating system to come from Microsoft.

It’s time to move on, Microsoft says to Windows XP users. If they want the newest version of Office, upgrade will be the only choice. Businesses more typically than consumers buy applications not operating systems. Office matters more than Windows. But Microsoft also risks these same users sticking with older Office versions, too.

I’m running Windows 7 on my computers so I can theoretically upgrade to Office 2013 if I want to, but what about you? Are you running a compatible version of Windows? Will you upgrade to run the new Office?

Photo Credit:  Konstantin Sutyagin/Shutterstock
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	InternetOff takes back your time (and life)

	

	Publié: juillet 18, 2012, 3:45pm CEST par Mike Williams

	
	
	
		[image: ]You’ve work to do. And lots of it. But you just need to check your email, first. And Facebook. And Twitter. And a few websites, and your RSS feeds, and the latest news, and the list goes on.

Sounds familiar? If you’re really busy and could do without the usual lengthy list of online distractions then InternetOff may be useful, as the program does just what its name suggests -- turning off your Internet access at a click.

To get started you must first install the program. We’re not entirely sure why -- it’s such a simple task that a portable tool seems more appropriate -- but InternetOff is at least compact and compatible, running happily on Windows 2000 and upwards (both 32- and 64-bit editions).

The program then runs in the background, which also seems slightly unnecessary (we’d have preferred something portable which could be pinned to the taskbar). InternetOff uses less than 6MB RAM, though, and it’s certainly straightforward: click the program’s system tray icon, click “Turn off the Internet”, and that’s it, Windows and your applications will now behave as though they’re offline.

And if you later begin to suffer withdrawal symptoms (or you’ve finished your real work) then relaunching the program and clicking “Turn on the Internet” will restore normal service. (Although InternetOff does also provide the option to ration access, by only turning the internet on for a fixed period – 15 minutes, say – before blocking it again.)

We’re not entirely sure whether InternetOff will really help most people get any more work done. If you just can’t resist all those online restrictions then probably you won’t be able to resist clicking the program’s “Turn on the Internet” button, either.

It does provide a quick and easy way to disable your internet connection, though, which could be useful for other reasons (security, for instance). And as it’s also small, free and doesn’t include any annoying adware, InternetOff just might be worth adding to a quiet corner of your PC.

Photo Credit: Sukharevskyy Dmytro (nevodka)/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Social networks are great tools, but there are now so many of them it can be something of a nightmarish task keeping on top of all of them. Using the likes of Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn should be fun and rewarding, but if you use more than three or four networks things can quickly spiral out of control and become unmanageable. AVG MultiMi has now left beta and enables you to manage all of your social networking needs from one place.

With support for Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Flickr, YouTube and countless email services, whatever your online life includes, there’s a high chance that it’s supported by MultiMi. If you have used the beta version, you’ll notice that there has been something of an interface overhaul but there are also a range of new options. There is now support for Google Reader although there is also a built in RSS reader, and if you are a Read It Later user who has migrated to Pocket, there’s support for this service too.

There are impressive performance gains that come about largely because of the shift from using Internet Explorer as the built in browser to using Chromium instead. MultiMi not only enables you to see all of your social networking and social media in one place, it also helps to make it much easier to share content between accounts. Drag and drop can be used to copy text, image and more from, say, Twitter to an email, or from an email to Facebook.

The program enables you to quickly jump to all of the messages you have been sent regardless of which network it was sent through and there are similar shortcuts that can be used to view all of your photos, videos and more. This is particularly useful when working out your calendar as it is possible to view all of the events and appointments from all of your various calendars. You can also see the full activity of each of your contacts in one place -- click on a friend’s name and you can see what they have been posting on Twitter, Facebook and YouTube without the need to keep switching accounts.

You can find out more and download a free copy of the program by paying a visit to the AVG MultiMi review page.

Photo Credit: d3images/Shutterstock
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	Is your PC wonky? Try Microsoft Malware Prevention troubleshooter

	

	Publié: juillet 18, 2012, 12:34pm CEST par Mike Williams

	
	
	
		[image: ]SmartScreen, Windows Defender, User Account Control, the Security Center -- Windows now includes a host of tools and technologies that aim to keep your system safe and secure. But are they all configured to offer the best possible protection? It’s not easy to tell, as you have to browse lots of applets and dialog boxes to find out.

Microsoft have just released one possible answer, though, in their new Malware Prevention troubleshooter. It’s portable, so easy to run anywhere, and in just a few seconds will scan your system for issues and highlight anything it finds.

The program is designed to be novice-friendly, the type of tool that absolutely anyone can use. And so at a minimum all you need do is click “Detect problems and apply the fixes for me”, at which point the Malware Prevention troubleshooter will look for any settings issues and resolve them automatically.

If you’ve any Windows experience, though, we’d recommend you click “Detect problems and let me select the fixes to apply”, instead. It’s only marginally more complicated, and you’ll get much more information about (and control over) everything the troubleshooter is doing.

After a very quick scan you’ll probably be offered the chance to clear your IE cache, before the program lists any issues it’s found on your PC.

On our system, for instance, it noticed that Internet Explorer’s default security and privacy settings had been changed, and offered to reset them. And the troubleshooter recommended that we disable the Remote Registry service, too.

The program scans much more than this, though, as clicking the “View detailed report” will reveal. You’ll be reassured (or maybe not) about your Windows update settings, the IE pop-up blocker, proxy settings, Windows policies, the Securty Center service, UAC, SmartScreen and so on.

When you’re ready, click Next to return to your list of issues, decide which fixes you’d like to apply, click Next and the settings will be corrected for you: easy.

Plainly there’s nothing too revolutionary here. If you’re an experienced Windows user then the Malware Prevention troubleshooter isn’t really doing anything you couldn’t figure out for yourself; it’s just doing it a little more quickly.

If you’re trying to help out a less technical friend or relative, though, the program could be very useful. Email them a copy and just about anyone should be able to figure out how to scan for and plug any security holes.

And if you carry around a USB toolkit ready to assist on any nearby PC, then the Microsoft Malware Prevention troubleshooter may also be helpful, as it provides a quick way to review and fix a host of potential security issues from a single, simple interface.

Photo Credit: Roger Jegg - Fotodesign-Jegg.de/Shutterstock
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Google's tablet is off to a rousing debut. I doubt sales numbers will reach iPad standards, but Nexus 7 is nevertheless hotly pursued and reports from early adopters evoke pure delight. If you want one and haven't ordered, be prepared to wait. In the United States, delay is now nominal for the 8GB model -- 3 to 5 business days before shipping, according to Google Play. Prepare to wait three to four weeks for the 16GB tablet, however. That's from Google, which right now has best availablity following the first weekend rush.

I preordered one for my wife on June 29, hours after returning from Google I/O. Soon as she saw my Nexus 7, Kindle Fire was history. Shipment notice dispatched while I was at Comic-Con on July 14, and the tablet arrived early afternoon yesterday. I watched a fairly consistent stream of Google+ posts all day, as those people who preordered received their tablets.

Some people who didn't preorder got Nexus 7 sooner in stores -- Costco, GameStop and Staples, among others. Now, the majority of these shops are sold out. I called a couple local GameStops. The largest only received models for which there were reservations -- and 8GB at that. I asked when more might be available, and a sales rep told me, "Probably not for a month or more". GameStop online lists only the 16GB tablet, available in 3 to 4 weeks.

In fact most of the online stores I checked -- everything from B&H Photo to Fry's Electronics and more -- only list the 16GB for sale, and backordered. That surprises me since the $199 price is as appealing as the features. The higher-capacity model sells for 50 bucks more. 

The 16GB Nexus 7 is special order from Staples, in stores -- forget online. However, I called my local store, where an associate told me that "every Staples in the area sold out". He expects 8GB tablets in stock by the end of the month and the larger capacity middle of August.

What Google Says

Google has posted updated shipping information, and not just for the United States:

We’ve had incredible demand for our new Nexus 7 tablet and are shipping them as quickly as possible. When your device ships you will receive a notification from Google Play with a shipping tracking number. We will have all orders placed through July 13 processed and shipped soon. Orders placed after July 13 will ship according to the quoted timeframe when you purchased and we will update you with a tracking number when we've shipped. Thanks for your patience.

Below are more specific details by country for devices ordered through July 13. If the below information is not true for you, and you ordered on or before July 13, please reach out to our support team so we can investigate.

In the US:

We’ve shipped all standalone Nexus 7 8GB orders (e.g.: those without a case, charger or Nexus Q). By the end of day on July 19 (PDT), we will have shipped all standalone Nexus 7 16GB orders placed through July 11 (PDT), and upgraded these orders to overnight shipping. We will process the remaining standalone Nexus 7 16GB orders by the end of next week with overnight shipping.

If you ordered your tablet with a case, charger or Nexus Q, your Nexus 7 will ship this week with overnight shipping, in some cases ahead of the rest of your order. But don’t worry, the rest of your order will be on its way soon.

In Canada:

We’ve shipped all Nexus 7 8GB orders. We are in the process of shipping Nexus 7 16GB orders and will ship them in 1-2 weeks.

In the UK:

All Nexus 7 8GB orders will ship by July 20 (BST). All Nexus 7 16GB orders placed through June 30 (BST), will ship by July 20 (BST). The remaining Nexus 7 16GB orders will ship next week.

In Australia:

All Nexus 7 8GB and Nexus 7 16GB orders will be fulfilled by the end of day on July 19 (AEST) and will arrive in 3-5 days.


Early Reaction

Joy is pejorative across techdom. Nexus 7 owners are mighty pleased, if social network postings are any indication.

Michael Dominick: "Loving the Nexus 7. I may finally have found a device I like more than my iPad well done #android. Makes me really want to refocuses a bit. Of course then I use the Kindle FIre and run back to the iPad or Nexus ;)"

Coincidentally, as I started writing this section, Brian Fagioli chatted: "Unlocked, rooted and on a custom ROM already. Love this n7!" I replied: "Beats the hell out of iPad, doesn't it?" "Totally. I'm in love". He sold a first-generation iPad to buy Nexus 7.

Fagioli isn't alone. "Not gonna lie, this Nexus 7 is the real deal. The ipad1 may be going into an early retirement", Erik Westin remarks.

Linux creator Linus Torvalds received his Nexus 7 yesterday but has "absolutely nothing to report". Do get back to us, Linus.

Rob Horton: "First impressions of my Google Nexus 7: Google has put forth a winner! Totally rocks!!!"

Satisfaction with device and Jellybean is tasty cake, but people want -- and aren't getting -- the icing. "Loving the Nexus 7. Definitely the right size for a tablet", Michael Heller posts. "Of course, it is also letting me see that the Play Store selection for tablet apps can be a bit wonky. Not to mention the ever present issue of apps not being compatible with the newest Android update. I cannot understand why devs put a platform version ceiling on apps. If NBA Jam worked on ICS, there's no reason it shouldn't work on JB".

Rashun Roc Mallory: "Loving the Nexus 7! Think I'm sticking with the pure Android experience for a very long time. I'm a believer lol. And I didn't think I'd like a 7 inch tablet -- boy was I wrong".

Did you get Nexus 7? Do you love it? Do you not?

I've already done a first-impressions review and likely will do another. What I'd really like is your review. In comments is fine, but for publication with your byline, bio and photo is better. Please email joe at betanews dot com.
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Today marked another win for Microsoft while under the watchful eyes of Judge J. Frederick Motz, who dismissed the antitrust lawsuit brought by Novell. The case stems from a complaint that Microsoft deliberately withdrew namespace extension APIs for Windows 95, knowing they were key to Novell's application, with the intent of thwarting software application competition. Specifically to give an edge to the Microsoft Office suite over third-party products.

At the time, 1994, WordPerfect had 30 percent productivity suite market share worldwide. WordPerfect had developed its rich user base since the days of MS-DOS and was more widely used than Microsoft's own competing upstart Office suite, which had only been released a few years earlier.

Novell in a public statement says it plans to appeal the decision.

As previously stated, Novell and Microsoft were before Motz last year. The 2011 case ended when he issued an opinion granting Microsoft a "Rule 50 motion", essentially dismissing the case. A Rule 50 motion, which is made by a judge in hung-jury cases, is called a "judgment as a matter of law motion." In the 2011 case, a lone 21-year-old security guard was the holdout juror for the dead-locked jury.

But in the other court case, Novell's argument had been cut down to a single claim that Microsoft violated Section 2 of the Sherman Antitrust Act by monopolizing the software applications market, limiting competition. Novell sought nearly $1 billion from Microsoft. Judge Motz explained in the published decision why he dismissed the case:

Although Novell presented evidence from which a jury could have found that Microsoft engaged in aggressive conduct, perhaps to monopolize or attempt to monopolize the applications market, it did not present evidence sufficient for a jury to find that Microsoft committed any acts that violated [Sherman Act Section 2] in maintaining its monopoly in the operating systems market.


Even though I am not a lawyer this is still a very puzzeling decision as some of the evidence brought to trial even included what some called a smoking gun memo from Bill Gates that stated:

I have decided that we should not publish these extensions. We should wait until we have a way to do a high level of integration that will be harder for the likes of Notes, WordPerfect to achieve, and which will give Office a real advantage.


And in what could only be more head wrapping after this damning memo is Judge Motz's reason in saying why this isn't a prime example of an antitrust case:

A monopolist is free 'to exercise [its] own independent discretion as to parties with whom [it] will deal, It is well established that a monopolist generally has no duty to cooperate with its competitors.


This ruling leaves me with a disturbed, ominous concern for the future of software development. Has Judge Motz opened a precedent that will allow companies like Microsoft, Apple or even Google the right to dictate a total monopoly market power over third-party applications that run on their Operating System and platforms? If Microsoft, Apple, Google or any platform developer has competing application products, can it now just refuse to cooperate technically with software vendors that write applications for their platforms?  

It seems that Motz is ruling in favor of unfair market advantage completely negating the point of the Sherman Act and antitrust laws. If this is so companies like Apple; who already do the same thing with their iOS platform in blocking "applications that duplicate iOS features", now have legal carte blanche to do so. This could turn out to be a very disturbing ruling for all third-party software developers. 

It could be the digital equivalent of the days of old when the king of France took a liking to your wife, and then sent you off to war so he could have his way with her. Or in this case, copy your application's features and then block your app from being able to run on the King's platform.
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Like all previous versions of Microsoft’s operating system, Windows 8 is highly customizable, so if there’s something about it you don’t like -- something fairly minor that is, rather than the entire OS -- you might be able to change it by installing a third-party app, or making some registry tweaks.

There are a lot more than eight ways to improve Windows 8 of course, but these are some of the ones I’ve found the most useful.

1. Add a Start orb. After you’ve used Windows 8 for a while you soon get used to the absence of a Start button, which is exactly what Microsoft is hoping for. That doesn’t mean you won’t necessarily miss it though. If you think its absence is dumb, you can reintroduce it using Start8 from Stardock.

2. Bypass the Metro version of Internet Explorer. The Metro version of IE is pretty limited. Fortunately, you can link the Metro tile to the desktop version of the browser instead. Open the Search charm and find inetcpl.cpl. Click the Programs tab and under “Choose how you open links” select “Always in Internet Explorer on the desktop”. Also check “Open Internet Explorer tiles on the desktop” and click OK.

3. Improve window responsiveness. When you minimize or maximize a window, an animation plays. This looks nice, but also adds an unnecessary delay. You can make Windows feel much snappier, by disabling this feature. Go to Search and type SystemPropertiesPerformance. Hit enter. Find “Animate windows when minimizing and maximizing” in the Visual Effects tab and uncheck it. Click OK.

4. Activate God Mode. Like Windows 7, Windows 8 has a hidden “God Mode” that displays all of the admin tools and control options in a single screen. To activate it, right-click on the desktop and select New, Folder. Highlight this folder and press F2. Call the folder: GodMode.{ED7BA470-8E54-465E-825C-99712043E01C} and hit enter. Double-click the icon to view the contents.

5. Change the number of apps. Not a big fan of scrolling left and right? A simple registry tweak will let you pack in more tiles on a single Metro screen. Search for and run “regedit”. Navigate to HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\ImmersiveShell\Grid and find Layout_MaximumRowCount. Right-click it (if it’s not there you’ll need to create a new DWORD and call it that), select Modify and enter the number of rows to display. Quit the editor and restart your computer. It’s worth noting that you’re limited to between 1 and 6 rows, with the maximum number of rows dependent on your monitor’s resolution.

6. Launch apps and websites from the taskbar. If you prefer typing to clicking, there’s a simple (and very old) trick you can use to launch apps directly from the taskbar. Right-click the taskbar, select Toolbars and click Address. You can now launch apps by typing in their short name (“calc” for example) and websites by typing in the URL. You can hide the address toolbar label by right-clicking the taskbar, unlocking it, and then right-clicking on “Address” and unchecking “Show title”.

7. Bypass Metro. Install the latest version of Start8 and you can have Windows 8 go straight to the Windows desktop on login. If you’d rather not install the program, there is another trick you can use that doesn’t require any third-party tools or playing around with the registry.

Drag the desktop tile in Metro to the top left-hand corner. Restart Windows and when prompted to enter your password, type it in and hold down enter. You’ll go straight to the desktop. Should you forget to hold down the key, tapping enter again will open the desktop from the Start screen.

8. Improve battery usage. If you’re running Windows 8 on a laptop and it seems to be draining your battery at a ridiculous rate, you can try fixing the problem using a built-in wizard. Open the Control Panel, and search for “Troubleshooting”. Under System and Security you’ll see a link to “Improve power usage”. Click this and the Power troubleshooter will open. Click Next and it will go to work, and hopefully fix any battery problems you might be experiencing.

If you like this article, and would like to see more tips on the subject just let me know in the comments.
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EMC and VMware confirmed that Paul Maritz is leaving his position as CEO of VMware late Tuesday, transitioning to chief strategist within parent company EMC. As first reported by CRN Monday, and confirmed by the Wall Street Journal, Pat Gelsinger will move from his current role as EMC President and COO of Information Infrastructure Products to CEO of VMware. Both appointments take effect September 1.

EMC acquired VMware in 2004. Insiders say that while the two companies initially stated their respective management teams would stay separate, many expected an eventual blurring of those lines and a shuffling of executives between the two companies. Maritz has been with EMC since 2008, and Gelsinger joined a year later.

In addition to Maritz and Gelsinger moves, EMC executive vice president and CFO David Goulden will take Gelsinger's position as president and COO. After the shuffle, Maritz is being tasked with creating EMC's overall big data and cloud strategy, Gelsinger will lead VMware's cloud infrastructure initiatives, and Goulden EMC's information infrastructure business. 

CRN and other's reports starting on Monday night sent both EMC and VMware's stock tumbling. VMware's stock dropped over four percent in midday trading, with EMC down as much as two percent. This announcement, which came after the close of the markets, was likely aimed at calming investor's frayed nerves.

"Today we are witnessing an extraordinary transformation in the IT industry unlike anything we have seen before", EMC Chairman and CEO Joe Tucci says. "To capitalize on this tremendous opportunity we are positioning our executive talent so that we can benefit from their exceptional professional strengths with the goal of further advantaging EMC and VMware to deliver long-term value to our respective shareholders".

Tucci himself has been the subject of some speculation over his retirement: in a conference call he confirmed that he plans to stay with the company through at least 2013. So for now EMC's pending leadership crisis is resolved.
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		[image: ]The European Union's Competition Commission surely isn’t on Microsoft’s Christmas gift list. Antitrust regulators are investigating the Redmond, Wash.-based corporation anew. The software giant allegedly failed to comply with a 2009 EU antitrust commitment to give Windows users option to choose their browser.

Microsoft is supposed to provide Windows users with a “browser ballot”. But that ballot is missing from Windows 7 Service Pack 1 and has been, for many users, for nearly 18 months.

"We take compliance with our decisions very seriously", Joaquín Almunia, vice president Commission of competition policy, says. "And I trusted the company's reports were accurate. But it seems that was not the case, so we have immediately taken action. If following our investigation, the infringement is confirmed, Microsoft should expect sanctions".

In the early 2000s, the EU imposed record-setting fines against Microsoft -- €490 million in 2004, €280.5 million in 2006 and €899 in 2008. The Competition Commission imposed the second two for non-compliance with the 2004 ruling. Alumunia's threat isn't idle then.

Then there is length of violation to consider. Microsoft released Service Pack 1 in February 2011 and told the European Commission in December that compliance continued. But it did not.

In a statement, Microsoft admits there is a problem: "While we believed when we filed our most recent compliance report in December 2011 that we were distributing the BCS software to all relevant PCs as required, we learned recently that we've missed serving the BCS software to the roughly 28 million PCs running Windows 7 SP1".

The problem, according to Microsoft, lies with Windows Update, which should determine whether updates, like the browser ballot, have been distributed or not. The software giant has retained an outside firm to investigate what happened exactly and proposed to extend the browser choice screen period by another 15 months. While seemingly a magnanimous offer, it's meaningless compared to fines the Commission could impose, given its past handling of Microsoft.

According to Microsoft 90 percent of the PCs that should have seen the browser ballot do. Windows XP, Vista and the original 7 (before SP1) are not affected by the problem, so that leaves only 10 percent of PCs affected.

"We recognize, however, that our obligation was to distribute the BCS to every PC that should have received it", Microsoft says. "We have moved as quickly as we can to address the error and to provide a full accounting of it to the Commission".

Photo Credit: JustASC/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]System optimization and maintenance tools are not exactly thin on the ground, but there are some names that are far more worthy of attention than others. One such name is IOBit, and their newly released Advanced SystemCare v6 Beta is the latest in a line of tools designed to help make it easier to look after your computer. If you’ve used the program before you’ll immediately notice that the beta boasts a new look, but there is far more to explore besides the aesthetics.

This is a tool that has all of the bases covered, from simple things such as deleting invalid shortcuts and cleaning up junk files, to defragmenting drives and the registry and even offering protection against malware and online threats. There are various components that can be called on whenever you need them, but one of the key advantages of using Advanced SystemCare v6 Beta over other similar tools is the fact that there is on-going monitoring and maintenance carried out for you.

In this latest beta, the performance monitoring engine has been overhauled to ensure more efficient optimization and the program itself is smaller as lighter than ever before. The Turbo Boost feature that was present in the previous version of the program can still be used to optimize your system for different tasks, and it has been improved along with the registry fixing component. Depending on the number of options you would like to see, you can choose between working in simplified or expert mode.

The expend toolbox that is available in Expert mode has been improved and there are now more options to choose from than ever before. The Registry Fix and Vulnerability Scanning sections have been updated to ensure better performance, and overall this is an accomplished update to an already impressive product. Despite the fact that this is a beta, it already seems stable enough and is well worth taking a look at.

You can find out more and download a free copy of the program by paying a visit to the Advanced SystemCare v6 Beta review page.
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		[image: ]On June 27, Google announced the Nexus 7 and shortly after started taking preorders. I had been toying with the idea of upgrading my first-generation iPad. I liked, no, loved the iPad. However, it doesn't have a camera, and I slowly discovered that newer apps run slow on it.

So, the announcement of the Nexus 7 was well-timed in my life, and I preordered that day. I already am a Galaxy Nexus user and a big Android fan. I opted for the 16GB model. Tax, shipping and upgrade to the 16GB pushed the initial $199 advertised price to $285.67. "So what", I thought. This is the newest Android tablet, and I will be among the first to get it. Not to mention, I would get a bonus $25 credit to the Google Play store for preordering. I started dreaming about my new tablet.

Every day, I Googled "Nexus 7 ship date" and read the speculation when. Every day there were more rumors but nothing concrete from Google.

On July 4, Joe Wilcox declared independence from Apple. His arguments were great. I do not like patent bullying, either. Plus, as a Linux user on my desktop (Fedora 17), Apple's closed environments conflict with open-source ideology. And so, I joined Joe on that day. Using the Amazon electronics trade-in program, I traded my 1st-generation iPad for $207 and my iPod Photo for $35. This essentially made my Nexus 7 purchase almost a "wash".

And so, I waited patiently. I waited and waited and then waited some more. I waited for an update from Google about my ship date, all the while tabletless. My poor iPad was being refurbished by Amazon to sell to lord-knows-who. I only had an emailed sales receipt for my Nexus 7 yet no actual Google tablet.

Then, on July 12, the Internet and blogosphere blew up with reports that stores like GameStop and Staples were already selling the tablet. "Surely this is a mistake", I thought. I had preordered but had no tablet. Heck, I didn't even have a shipping notification. It was a very negative customer experience to a loyal Google and Android user. "At least I have that bonus $25 for preordering" -- or so I thought. It turns out that everybody gets the credit; even the people that walk into GameStop off the street. I wondered: "Why did I preorder?"

I could have walked into GameStop and gotten the exact same product -- faster and without shipping costs. I began to think that Google should do something special for the people who preordered -- case, shipping refund, anything.

I'm not alone. Across the Internet, I read countless blogs and forum posts by disappointed Nexus 7 pre-order customers. They demand that Google do something nice for loyalists. However, many, many others say Google has done no wrong -- they defend Google. They feel the company made no promise that we would have the product first. While it is true they made no such pledge, I feel it's implied with a preorder.

I finally got the shipping notification on Friday the 13th (pretty appropriate eh?). Nexus 7 arrived in my office today at 2:15pm EDT.

[image: ]Brian Fagioli is a Sociologist, Linux user, and all-around technology aficionado.
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		[image: ]VMware CEO Paul Maritz (pictured right) has reportedly been ousted as the company's CEO, with current EMC Information Infrastructure Products division president and chief operating officer Pat Gelsinger taking his place. The news, first reported by CRN on Monday night, has so far gone unconfirmed. The Wall Street Journal on Tuesday cited its own sources saying Maritz will take the position of vice chairman within EMC.

EMC acquired VMware in 2004. Insiders say that while the two companies initially stated its respective management teams would stay separate, many expected an eventual blurring of those lines and a shuffling of executives between the two companies. Maritz has been with EMC since 2008, and Gelsinger joining a year later.

BetaNews was not able to independently confirm CRN's report with either VMware or EMC as of press time. The news sent VMware's stock tumbling over 4 percent in midday trading, with EMC also down about 1.7 percent. Maritz's future is unclear, and sources did not say whether he had taken another position in the company or had left altogether.

Financial news service Bloomberg was able to contact Maritz, who only told the news wire that "it's just speculation" without elaborating any further on the news. 

One possibility is Maritz could be preparing to take the CEO job with EMC. Current CEO Joe Tucci is months away from retirement, and the board is seeking a replacement. Gelsinger was thought to be a top candidate for the job, but with him taking the top spot at VMware, that apparently is no longer the case. Now Maritz could be considered the favorite here.

[image: ]There's another possibility too, and that's disagreements over VMware's business strategies. The timing of the news of Maritz's departure follows news that the company is planning to spin off its cloud assets along with EMC's Greenplum big data initative into a seperate company.

Maritz may have disagreed with this strategy, and either stepped down or was removed as a result. But here's yet more speculation for you: The Register reports that this isn't a "punishment" for the exiled CEO, rather it's indicative of a strategy change within VMware. That may suggest Maritz just wasn't the man for the job and the strategy that VMware and parent company EMC were looking for.

BetaNews will have more on this story as it develops.
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A letdown. That's the only way to describe Microsoft's Office 2013 announcement. With the fate of the Windows ecosystem hanging in the balance, the Redmond, Wash.-based giant is doing what it always does when faced with a tough, course-changing decision: It’s playing internal politics.

On one side you have the Windows division. Right now, they're facing an existential crisis, with Apple and Google poised to dominate the emerging post-PC landscape. Division head Steve Sinofsky and his team need all the help they can get to crack into this new territory that threatens to subsume everything that came before.

On the other side you have the Office team. Long the sacred cash cow of Microsoft's revenue model, these folks operate with a level of impunity unequaled within the walls of Fort Redmond. Their loyalty is first and foremost to their own divisional bottom line, and they traditionally have resisted efforts by the Windows team to get them onboard as early adopters for new OS and platform technologies.

So it should come as no surprise that the Office folks are sitting out the whole Windows RT mess. As with other big platform transitions (.NET), they’ve sampled Metro and said "thanks but no thanks." Instead, they've decided to stick with Office's aging C/C++ code base a while longer, thus missing out on a unique opportunity to show solidarity with their OS and platform brethren.

To be sure, the Office folks threw the Windows folks a bone or two. For example, all of the new Office 2013 apps support pinch-to-zoom and other common gestures. And the core Office apps offer a new full-screen mode that includes larger buttons for easier tapping/touching.

However, at the end of the day, they're all still traditional Windows applications, and that means limited integration with the rest of the Metro UI model. For starters, none of the applications support the universal “swipe-from-top-down” gesture to reveal settings or toolbars. And they're all still chock-full of layered dialog boxes and other tightly packed controls that are difficult bordering on impossible to navigate by touch. Basically, Office 2013 is a half-baked, inconsistent mess.

Now, to be fair, the Office folks are in a difficult position. As a semi-autonomous division within a large, publicly traded company, their loyalty must be to their own bottom line. Furthermore, as gatekeepers to the first party Windows application experience, they have to be careful when it comes to UI and architecture churn. In other words, the Office team can't risk alienating potential consumers of the company cash cow by chasing every crazy idea the OS and platform folks dream up (note: the river flows both ways -- it’s taken nearly six years to get the Ribbon UI into Windows).

Unfortunately, current market realities dictate that Microsoft must go all-in on its mobile and touch computing initiatives. Every single division needs to be on the same page if the company is to repel the BYOD hordes, and there's simply no room for the kind of partisan disinterest being demonstrated by the Office team. More than ever before, their stubbornness undermines the overall message.

Then there's the issue of optics. By refusing to fully embrace Windows RT and Metro, the Office team appears to be saying that they don’t yet believe in either technology as a long-term development direction. After all, the Windows team’s focus has always been a bit scattered -- sort of an “APIs with ADHD” mentality (see .NET, WPF and Silverlight, to name just a few). However, viewed from the outside, it looks like yet another in a long parade of internal schisms that have left third-party developers wondering which bits of the latest Windows API message to accept as gospel and which to discard as heresy.

Meanwhile, the Office division remains the rock on which much of Microsoft’s success was built. Too bad their unwillingness to embrace the pending sea change will likely spell the death of the software giant. Microsoft may yet win the battle with the BYOD heathens at the gate. However, without a unified platform and applications message to support WinRT and Metro, it’ll most likely lose the war.

Catch Randall C. Kennedy's smart analysis of tech trends every Tuesday and Friday here at BetaNews.

Photo Credit: Margaret M Stewart/Shutterstock
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Mozilla has updated both its open-source browser and email clients with the release of both Firefox 14.0.1 FINAL, and Thunderbird 14.0 FINAL.

Firefox 14’s most notable new features are the switching on of secure connections when performing Google searches for better privacy, plus an updated site identity indicator system in the Address bar. It also introduces silent updates for Windows users for the first time, while OS X Lion users can enjoy native full-screen support for the first time. Thunderbird 14 contains no new features of note, in line with its recent move to an extended support phase.

The FINAL release of Firefox has been numbered 14.0.1 to bring it into sync with the Android version, version 14.0 of which was released on June 26. It sees the new silent update mechanism for Windows users appear ahead of its scheduled release in version 15, which allows Firefox to update itself automatically and silently without recourse to the User Account Control dialogue box. The user is prompted to switch this on during installation, and it can be enabled or disabled from the Advanced section of the Firefox options dialog box via the Update tab (tick or untick “Use a background service to install updates”).

Version 14.0.1 also sees Mozilla drop the Favicon from the Address Bar (instead it’ll appear in the Tab) in favor of a unified approach designed to make it easier to identify a site’s security status, with grey globes indicating unsecured and a choice of grey or green padlocks for websites using SSL Certificates depending on whether or not they have Extended Validation.

Users can also enable a new “click-to-play” preference for all plugins such as Flash and QuickTime to prevent them from automatically loading and playing when browsing the web. Although implemented in version 14, users must switch it on manually: type about:config into the Address Bar and click the warning button, then type click into the Search box. Finally, double-click plugins.click_to_play from the list to change its state from False to True.

Once enabled, content from plugins won’t play automatically -- the user can use the “click here to activate plugins” message that appears over a plugin window, or click the plugin icon on the Address Bar to set site-wide preferences for plugins going forward.

One feature still apparently missing from version 14 is the inline site autocomplete feature, which has now slipped three times after originally being slated for release in Firefox 12. This feature would attempt to speed up browsing by anticipating what sites the user is intending to visit as they start typing into the Address Bar, and has been plagued by numerous bug reports since the feature had supposedly landed.

Meanwhile, Thunderbird 14.0 has also been released. After Mozilla’s recent admission that the application is about to enter an “Extended Support Release” process (industry speak for “we’re ditching development and will only provide basic bug fixes and security updates”), it’s unsurprising to learn that version 14 has absolutely no new features to speak of. Nevertheless, it’s an essential update for the 20 million or so users who continue to use it as their main email client.

Both Firefox 14.0.1 FINAL and Thunderbird 14.0 FINAL are open-source downloads for Windows, Mac and Linux.
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		[image: ]Let’s assume you’re a big fan of the Samsung Galaxy Note and you want one, but you reside in the United States and your carrier happens to be T-Mobile. Well, take Note! T-Mobile has officially confirmed that it is coming online and to select stores. Phablet fans, rejoice.

There are no details on pricing or when it’s going to be officially available at the US carrier, but what we do know are the juicy details on specifications. You’re still getting that huge 5.3 inch AMOLED display, 8-megapixel back-facing camera with 1080p video recording; 2MP front-facing camera with video recording; 1GB of RAM; and HSPA+ connectivity (42Mbps download is a nice selling point, even better than the international version), among other things. And the biggest news is that it will actually come with Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich out of the box and Samsung Premium Suite preinstalled as well.

So let’s say you’re interested in getting the new Note and you may wonder what’s powering the big fella. The International Galaxy Note makes due with a very fast Exynos 1.4Ghz CPU paired with a Mali-400MP GPU, while the T-Mobile version will have to work with an older Qualcomm Snapdragon S3 1.5Ghz CPU paired with an Adreno 220 GPU. Performance will be similar to the AT&T Galaxy Note, considering near identical specs, but it’s a bit down on power compared to its international sibling.

Since T-Mobile has announced that it will come with HSPA+ (dubbed 4G by the US carrier) connectivity, with 42Mbps download, LTE is now out of the question. If LTE is a selling point for you then you might want to look elsewhere. AT&T offers the Galaxy Note as well, but unlike T-Mobile they offer LTE connectivity out of the box. AT&T prices the big fella at $249.99 on a two-year contract, so it’s my guess that T-Mobile will offer a similar pricing on the 5.3-inch smartphone.

Now that you’ve got the bigger picture on the Note, the in-your-face Android smartphone, there are a few other things that you need to know as well. Samsung gives it the SAFE designation, meaning Samsung Approved for Enterprise, in a move to help boost enterprise awareness. You can expect AES 256-bit encryption, Microsoft Exchange and VPN support as the main features. WiFi calling capabilities are also included, as well as hot-spot functionality for up to five devices if you chose the qualifying rate plan. Don’t think T-Mobile has forgotten to put their fingerprint on the software as well, with the carrier preinstalling a bunch of apps.

So there you have it, in its full glory, the Samsung Galaxy Note on T-Mobile. One of the most controversial and interesting Android smartphones is available at the US carrier soon. T-Mobile claims that 77 percent of consumers want a smartphone with a display at least 4.5 inches big -- Galaxy Note should fit right in. The biggest Android smartphone on the planet Earth is here for you to buy.
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On July 16, Microsoft has released a preview of Office 2013. In one sense it is a continuation of the Office 2010 office suite.

In another it is a new direction for Microsoft products. The new office suite has the standard office products: Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and Access, but there is more to it. We highlight the many key new features and their potential benefits.

On Windows 8

First let’s talk about the new changes.

Touch everywhere. As you would expect, with Windows 8 and the touch screen implementation, the keyboard and mouse are not the only hardware products to use for the suite. Office now also responds to touch. How? Just swipe your finger across the screen or pinch and zoom to read your documents and presentations. You can create new content and access features using your finger.

Inking. With a stylus you can create content, or take notes and work with new features. For instance, you can handwrite email responses and then convert them automatically to text. Presentations? Well use the stylus as a laser pointer when talking to your audience. You can also color your content and fix or erase your mistakes easily.

New Windows 8 applications. Then there are two new apps, OneNote and Lync. For the Windows 8 environment, they represent the first new Office-style Windows 8 applications. These applications are designed to deliver touch-first experiences on a tablet.

Windows RT and ARM. Microsoft offers Office Home and Student 2013 RT. These contain new versions of Word, Excel, PowerPoint and OneNote applications, and they will be included on ARM-based Windows 8 devices, including Microsoft Surface for tablet.

Next Let’s talk about the Cloud

Microsoft is pushing the Azure Cloud quite heavily. They anticipate that this will be the technology of the future, where state-of-the-art programs and cutting-edge hardware technology will always be available. So here are some of the new features that they will offer on the Office 365 domain.

SkyDrive. Where do you save your files to? Office pushes them out to SkyDrive by default, so your content is always available across your tablet, PC and phone. In that capacity your documents are also available offline and synced up when you reconnect.

[image: ]

Roaming. Work and save. Work and Save. Work and Close. That means that once you are signed in to Office, your personalized settings, including your most recently used files, templates and even your custom dictionary will glide along with you across your devices. In fact, Office even remembers where you last left off and brings you right back to that spot in a single click.

Office on Demand. You are not alone. In fact, with a subscription, you can access Office even when you are away from your PC by streaming full-featured applications to an Internet-connected Windows-based PC. The Cloud service is with you wherever you go.

New subscription services. The new Office is available as a cloud-based subscription service. Subscribers automatically get future upgrades in addition to cutting edge Cloud Services including Skype world minutes and extra SkyDrive storage. Subscribers receive multiple installs for everyone in the family and across their devices.

The Social Network

Now we are in uncharted territory. Exactly why Microsoft chose to add social media programs to its Office Suite is not clear. But here is what you get.

Yammer. Yammer offers integration with SharePoint and Microsoft Dynamics. It also delivers a secure, private social network for businesses. The signup is free and you can start using social networking instantly.

[image: ]

Stay connected. SharePoint, well it’s the follower’s dream. Follow people, teams, documents and sites in SharePoint. You can also view and embed pictures, videos and Office content through your feeds to stay current and update your colleagues.

People Card. You can integrate views of your contacts everywhere in Office. What this means is that the People Card includes information about your connections complete with pictures, status updates, contact information and activity feeds from Facebook and LinkedIn accounts.

Skype. Then there is the feature involving Skype with Office. Sixty minutes of Skype connection is available every month when you subscribe. So you can integrate Skype contacts into Lync and call or instant message anyone on Skype.

New Scenarios

As if Microsoft wasn't thinking about enough new features for Office 2013 they added new scenarios to the mix.

Digital note-taking with One Note. This will keep your notes handy in the cloud and across multiple devices. And you can use this app with what feels most natural to you, that is, with touch, pen or keyboard, or use them together and switch back and forth.

[image: ]

Reading and markup. Here’s an interesting element. Word has a feature called The Read Mode. It provides a new kind of reading experience that automatically adjusts for large and small screens. Zoom in and out of content, stream videos within documents, view revision marks and use touch to turn pages.

Meetings. Not to be left out, PowerPoint has a Presenter View that privately shows your current and upcoming slides, presentation time and speaker notes in a single glance. So while you are making your presentation, you can zoom, mark up and navigate your slides with touch and stylus.

Eighty-two-inch touch-enabled displays. Microsoft didn’t waste any time with the 82 inch touch monitor. Since they just made the connection with Perceptive Pixel a few weeks ago it is now part of their Office 2013 feature base.

Closing Words

This rough sketch shows the changes that users can expect with Office Suite 2013. If this suite is any indication about the trajectory Microsoft has chosen to follow, it shows that the old style of software updates is a thing of the past. Not only are they upgrading their suite, they are adding elements that have barely been on the radar; some not even present one year ago. They are not backlogging their changes hoping that users will be satisfied with small upgrades, and then slowly adding new features.

Microsoft is going neck and neck with the Apple approach of making their software unique and fun to use. Consumers will have a new approach that wasn’t there before: "We want Microsoft because it is cool".
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Virtual desktops are a great alternative to having multiple monitors installed to gain more space to work with. Dexpot is a virtual desktop management tool and it has just been updated to include and impressive new interactive preview screen that can be used to move windows and program between desktops, and even perform more advanced options such as creating copies of windows. There’s also a portable edition of the same version of the app available Dexpot Portable.

The preview window also features support for mouse and keyboard controlled zooming, but one of the most intriguing new features is the Window catalog. This displays all of the windows that are included on a desktop as a series of tiles and if you start dragging windows around Dexpot will automatically switch to full screen preview mode. Old favorites such as the desktop manager and desktop preview have also been redesigned.

A big step forward sees the addition of support for multiple monitors. If you have two or more screens connected to your computer, you can now use Dexpot to gain even more workspace. There are advanced optoins such as the ability to exclude a particular monitor from being used by the program so you can keep content static when required. To help make virtual and real desktops easier to differentiate, you can choose to have a different background to each desktop or for the desktops of a particular monitor.

In addition to all of this, there are also new keyboard shortcuts that make it easier than ever to interact with the program and access frequently used options. If you find that you use Dexpot in a number of different ways and have set up various profiles, these can now be loaded via shortcuts to allow for easy switching. New support for hot corners is another quick shortcut to accessing the features you use most.

You can find out more by paying a visit to the Dexpot and Dexpot Portable review pages.
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Microsoft has released a Windows-only "Customer Preview" of Office 2013 and Office 365 (the subscription-based service), a major revamp which aims to move the suite firmly into the 21st century.

The interface is cleaner, more tablet-friendly, for instance: Microsoft claims that you’ll “experience Office at its best on Windows 8 devices”. But even if you plan to avoid Windows 8 for a very long time, there are plenty of interesting additions here.

New cloud connectivity sees you given the option to sign in to Office with your Microsoft account. This isn’t necessary -- skip that and you can use the suite just as you always have -- but if you do sign in, then no matter where you are, you’ll find all your Office applications, documents and settings are just as you left them.

Similarly, every Save As dialog now includes the option to save documents to your SkyDrive account, for easier access anywhere.

And extended social networking features see you able to monitor Facebook updates and LinkedIn feeds from within Outlook.

If you’re more concerned about the solid, practical improvements, though, don’t worry -- there are plenty of those.

Many of them are simple, though still welcome. Word now automatically opens a document where you left off, for instance, so you can resume reading easily -- even on a different computer. Drag a photo or other object around in your object and text reflows immediately with the new “live layout”. And this now works in PDF’s, too -- open one and its tables, text and other content reflow just like everything else.

Meanwhile Excel has got smarter. The new Recommended Pivot Table option displays previews of various pivot tools, so all you have to do is choose the one which best suits your needs. And the new Recommended Charts tab similarly displays previews of the charts which are most suitable for your data, leaving you to select your preferred option with a click.

And elsewhere, Outlook 2013 now includes weather forecasts, smarter searching and easy calendar sharing; PowerPoint’s improved Presenter View helps you to get the very most from your presentations; and all the Office apps benefit from new themes, templates and other content.

If you’d like to take a look, then the preview of Office 2013 is now available from Microsoft’s site.

The beta will run alongside an existing installation of Office, but it’ll make use of the same settings so you may experience a few conflicts. Life will be simpler if you install the preview on an Office-free system, should you have one available, and if you don’t then at least make sure your system is backed-up. Microsoft may not be calling this a beta, but that’s what it is, and we’ve already experienced one or two bugs and odd crashes.
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There's a reason CEO Steve Ballmer unveiled Office 2013 early this afternoon. Microsoft's productivity suite has a new face, so to speak. His presence communicates the company's commitment, particularly to businesses -- many of which are gun shy to big changes. The new version really isn't about applications after all but the cloud. Sure, the new suite is finger-licking good, however, it's what Microsoft offers beyond the device that matters more. The software giant is in process of completely reinventing Office for the cloud-connected device era. 

The new Office is just that -- a new office for you to do you work. Your new cubicle is outdoors, or anywhere you want to be. In this new workplace Microsoft wants you to pay differently, too, by pushing subscriptions instead of your paying once for perpetual licenses. Ballmer and Co. prefers to collect monthly fees, just like your cable provider. Subscription computing is the Holy Grail sought by Microsoft since the 1990s and something of a pseudo-achievement a decade ago with business annuity license contracts.

Along with today's Office 2013 preview, Microsoft also announced four new cloud subscription plans. Office 365 will expand to "Premium" offerings Home, Small Business, ProPlus and Enterprise. The subscriptions will include access to Office 2013 apps on up to five PCs (Windows or OS X) or mobile devices. 

The forthcoming plans point to a simpler, more straightforward approach to Office 365, which current subscriptions are more complicated -- for example, using designations like P1 and E3 to describe them. 

Pricing and fuller plan details are expected in autumn, which tips off availability. According to Microsoft, the four new editions will be the following, available first as previews:

Office 365 Home Premium Preview: Install Office on up to five PCs and get an additional 20 GB of online storage on SkyDrive so that you can save and share your documents online. Home Premium includes Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Outlook, OneNote, Access and Publisher.

Office 365 Small Business Premium Preview: Ideal for businesses with up to 10 employees, each user can install Office, getting the same applications that are included in Office 365 ProPlus on up to five PCs per user, and enjoy professional email, shared documents and HD videoconferencing in an easy-to-manage solution that is hosted by Microsoft. 

Office 365 ProPlus Preview: Create up to 25 user accounts, with five installations of Office 365 ProPlus per user. It includes Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Outlook, OneNote, Access, Publisher, InfoPath and Lync.

Office 365 Enterprise Preview: Get the benefits of Office 365 ProPlus combined with Exchange Online, including archiving and legal hold to fully manage your company's email in the cloud. It also includes SharePoint Online to manage and share documents and Lync Online to allow you to conduct meetings and collaborate across remote teams and team members. 

The final version of Office 365, when available, will include Office for Mac.


Game Plan

Microsoft has five major objectives behind its new Office platform strategy:

1. Maintain the relevance of PC software. The transition from the personal computing to cloud-connected device eras is unmistakable. Cloud companies like Google shift computing and informational relevance to the cloud and drive it back to the device. Microsoft drives it the other way, leveraging off the huge Office System customer base. The strategy is sensible, but execution complicated and a process started years ago. This release cycle promises to be the one where there's seamless experience whether using software on a PC or over the Internet.

2. Extend the Office-Windows-Windows Server apps stack to the datacenter. Microsoft dominates the most successful applications stack on the planet. But in the cloud-connected era, it's not enough, which relates to #1 and #4. Incumbency is a huge advantage, but not if BYOD (bring your own device) to work supplants you (There's no Office for Android or iOS). Microsoft bets that Surface, other Windows RT tablets, Windows 8 devices and the cloud will, along with Office System apps and servers, be the winning combination that keeps its apps stack the preferred choice, particularly among businesses.

3. Take out Google Apps. Ballmer once treated the hosted suite as little more than an annoying gnat and later a yappy mutt. But Google racks up customers, by turning Apps, Gmail, Google Talk and other services into a suite that's "good enough" for much lower cost (typically ranges free to $50 per user/year); businesses are adopting Apps. Microsoft believes that Office desktop and cloud, particularly with revised subscription pricing and seamless sync, offer so much more. Again, turning incumbency back into a major asset is key. 

4. Provide customers what they want most. The PC is no longer the only device most people use, and Gartner claims that within two years the cloud will replace the personal computer as primary digital content hub. Stated differently: People want access to their stuff anytime, anywhere and on anything. Microsoft seeks to do just that without disrupting its major Office system revenue stream. The hybrid apps/cloud strategy seeks to have Microsoft's cake and let customers eat it, too.

5. Make money. That seems obvious, but it's not. The Office division now generates more revenue and profit than Windows. Microsoft's challenge is how to rock the cart without spilling it over. That's why the cloud strategy is so important -- where for many customers Office 365 is primary product; they get productivity apps as part of the service, while paying ongoing subscription fees. If successful, Microsoft will further smooth revenue highs and lows. Meanwhile Microsoft ensures customers' software is up to date, which lets it deliver more benefits faster, removes IT management burdens and makes happy subscribers willing to keep paying. By comparison, out-of-date software that IT must qualify and test leads to dissatisfaction and defection (to services like Google Apps).
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		[image: ]In a rather unexpected move, Samsung Mobile Display Co. is throwing a corporate espionage bomb, by accusing LG of stealing and leaking OLED technology secrets. The news comes as a shock indeed, because if found guilty of orchestrating it the consequences can be disastrous for LG.

Eleven people were indicted Sunday on charges of leaking or stealing core OLED technology from Samsung. The list also includes executives from LG, which currently trails Samsung as the second largest LCD panel manufacturer in the world. To top off bad news with more bad news, it is reported that six more suspects were formerly or currently working for Samsung.

"Our company, which claims about 97 percent of the world's organic light-emitting diode (OLED) screen market, is now on the verge of losing trillions of won from the leak,” according to the Samsung subsidiary. Considering that 1 trillion won equates to $872 million USD such statements don’t come lightly, but neither do allegations directly implicating LG in the scandal.

LG, on the other hand, is fighting fire with fire by saying that it doesn't need Samsung’s technology because its own runs under a different display system. Whether the allegations of stealing and leaking technology turn out to be true or not remains to be seen in the following period. LG maintains its innocence, hoping that the court will rule in its favor.

Photo Credit:  Les Scholz/Shutterstock
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Sprint announced today it has flipped the switch on 4G LTE coverage in 15 cities in the Georgia, Kansas, Missouri, and Texas markets.

Running on the 1900 MHz spectrum, Sprint's LTE will not be as fast as competing networks of Verizon running on the 700 MHz Band 13 frequency or AT&T running at 700 MHz band 17  and 2100/1700 MHz band 4 frequencies. Also Sprint's service is limited by the backhauls to its towers, as well as limited to using only two 5 MHz bands for uplink and downlink. This will only allow speeds of 2Mbps to 3 Mbps on Sprint's current LTE network, far less than AT&T or Verizon.

Unfortunately Sprint's LTE will also not be able to penetrate into large buildings due to the higher frequency of their LTE network, similar to how a low-frequency bass sound from a speaker will penetrate a building more than the higher frequency treble noise. 

But Sprint's LTE service is the only one that does not have restrictive data caps. The lure of unlimited data can only last so long unless the carrier is quick to jump on a faster backhaul and gets access to use open access 700 MHz spectrum.

The 15 cities:

	Atlanta
	Athens, Ga.
	Calhoun, Ga.
	Carrollton, Ga.
	Newnan, Ga.
	Rome, Ga.
	Dallas
	Fort Worth, Texas
	Granbury-Hood County, Texas
	Houston
	Huntsville, Texas
	San Antonio, Texas
	Waco, Texas
	Kansas City, Mo.-Kan.
	St. Joseph, Mo.


Sprint sugests visiting its coverage map for more details on new deployments.
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		Suddenly there's hope for the iconic Internet brand. 

[image: ]After the market closed today, Yahoo named Marisa Mayer chief executive officer, someone with the chops capable of reviving the struggling online giant. Mayer is best known for her role at Google, where she has had huge influence over cloud products during much of the last decade.

"I am honored and delighted to lead Yahoo, one of the internet's premier destinations for more than 700 million users", Mayer says. "I look forward to working with the company's dedicated employees to bring innovative products, content, and personalized experiences to users and advertisers all around the world". (That's about the most canned response coming from Mayer ever, I must say. What PR wonk wrote that?)

"Yahoo's products will continue to enhance our partnerships with advertisers, technology and media companies, while inspiring and delighting our users", Mayer emphasizes. "There is a lot to do and I can't wait to get started".

Mayer's G+ profile still has her working at Google, where she was vice president of Local, Maps & Location Services. She posts: "I'm incredibly excited to start my new role at Yahoo tomorrow".

Giant Leap

Obviously, CEO is a big step up from veep. But she is, or was, Google employee #20 and a visible one at that. She's a huge loss to Google and enormous gain for Yahoo. If among American tech executives there is a female version of Steve Jobs, Marissa Mayer is it. She has long been the public face of Google and most visible spokesperson. The Stanford graduate, who joined the search giant in 1999, leaves a huge hole behind her.

"Marissa is a well-known, visionary leader in user experience and product design and one of Silicon Valley's most exciting strategists in technology development", David Filo, Yahoo cofounder says. 

"The board of directors unanimously agreed that Marissa's unparalleled track record in technology, design and product execution makes her the right leader for Yahoo! at this time of enormous opportunity," Yahoo Chairman Fred Amoroso adds.

Yahoo stock rose more than 2 percent in early after-hours trading (to $16), which isn't surprising. After a series of dismal CEO choices, the cloud services provider finally picks someone with the right experience and proven track record. More significantly, Mayer shows real knack about consumer branding and online user interfaces. Her touch can be seen across a swath of Google products -- magic Yahoo desperately needs.

However, working for a company on success track and running one heaving to keep pace are quite different. While Mayer had her share of the Google spotlight, she will find the glare blinding at Yahoo. Expectations will be high from everyone, as she tries to deliver immediate results while making longer-term changes Yahoo needs but shareholders may be impatient to accept.

Brand Equity

But Mayer brings more than just experience and wherewithal. She has established brand equity around her abilities and visibility at Google. Her personal brand image may rub a little shine onto Yahoo's iconic but somewhat tarnished one. 

Some of the sentiments expressed on Google+ today reflect her brand equity and real success at Google. "I just can't believe this! #MarrissaMayer but she will be the person that changes Yahoo for the better", Kurtis Washington shares. 

"If anyone can make Yahoo! cool again it's her", Joshua Grooms writes.

Christina Collada, who also works at Google: "Exciting to see a women who I admire very much assume a CEO position in a such a major tech company, but also very sad to see her leave us!"

Yahoo needs someone with Mayer's credentials and track record. In May, the company ousted Scott Thompson for fudging his résumé -- that after about five months on the job. Thompson replaced Carol Bartz, who Yahoo's board unceremoniously fired in November 2011. She replaced cofounder Jerry Yang, who was forced out, too. 

Yahoo burns through CEOs faster than San Diego's July 4th fizzled fireworks. Can Mayer be the exception? The answer has as much to do with what she brings as how she performs. Her personal brand equity and visibility at Google will raise expectations about just how well she will do.

What Mayer will need most is time and patience the board of directors and shareholders were unwilling to give her predecessors. Good luck, Marissa. You'll need Steve Jobs charm to keep the hounds from snipping your high heels.
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		[image: ]Microsoft unveiled the latest version of Office on Monday, intended to take advantage of the latest features of Windows 8 including touch, an ARM-based version for Windows RT, and two new Office applications including OneNote and Lync.

"We are taking bold steps at Microsoft", CEO Steve Ballmer said at the press conference in San Francisco. "The new, modern Office will deliver unparalleled productivity and flexibility for both consumers and business customers. It is a cloud service and will fully light-up when paired with Windows 8".

Expanding into touch is an important step for Microsoft as it embraces touch in Windows 8 and its newly announced Surface tablets. In addition, the company is looking to cement Office's spot in the cloud productivity sector.

To that extent, Microsoft is integrating its SkyDrive storage offering, and documents are saved to SkyDrive by default. Another feature known as roaming will allow your settings and documents to follow you through signing into the application at launch, and a subscription-based service called Office on Demand will allow for full-featured applications to an Internet-connected Windows-based PC.

Yammer, the business social network Microsoft acquired last month for $1.2 billion. Yammer will integrate into both SharePoint and Microsoft Dynamics, Microsoft says. Support for large touchscreens is another new feature in Office, made possible by Microsoft's purchase of Perceptive Pixel last week.

The Redmond, Wash. company is so far staying mum on availability and the various offerings, only saying Monday that those announcements will be forthcoming in the fall. That suggests an early 2013 release for the productivity suite.
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		[image: ]In what the loosely-tied hacker group Anonymous calls #OpSaveTheArctic, over 1,000 email credentials and Hash checks of email passwords from five major international oil giants were released. The companies targeted included Exxon Mobil Corporation, Shell Petrochemical Corp., and BP Global; as well as the Russian based Gazprom Corporation and Rosneft Petroleum Corp.

The data dumped on anonymous text post website Pastebin includes 317 emails and their unsalted MD5 hashed passwords from a hack on Exxon mobil from June. Added July 13th: a further 724 emails and hashed passwords from BP, Gazprom, and Rosneft, and 26 emails with clear-text passwords from Shell Petroleum. Also listed: all of the internal mail system information, detailing routers, operating system type, database details and server hardware vendor. Further detailing of the type of data gained is available at the DC/Nova/Maryland network security blog site NovaInfoSeco.com.

Posted in the data among leaked pastebin posts is the pointed detailed explanation #opSave. TheArctic pointman, @le4ky explains the reasons for the security breach:

The energy companies that caused the Arctic to melt in the first place are looking to profit from the disappearing ice. They want to open up a new oil frontier to get at a potential 90 billion barrels of oil. That’s a lot of money to them, but it’s only three years’ worth of oil to the world. 

Previously classified government documents say dealing with oil spills in the freezing waters is “almost impossible” and inevitable mistakes would shatter the fragile Arctic environment. We’ve seen the extreme damage caused by the Exxon Valdez and Deepwater Horizon disasters -- we cannot let this happen in the Arctic. To drill in the Arctic, oil companies have to drag icebergs out the way of their rigs and use giant hoses to melt floating ice with warm water. If we let them do this, a catastrophic oil spill is just a matter of time.


In further postings about the leaked data from Exxon Mobil in June, @le4ky confirmed that some of the data had been used by third parties for email phishing attacks. But more humorously the lot of the compromised email listing had been used to sign a petition running on the Greenpeace website SaveTheArctic.org. 

In regards to who was responsible, @le4ky clarifies that the operation was carried out by Anonymous only, and was in no way affiliated with Greenpeace in any shape or form. Stating that they [Anonymous] were "just supporting their [Greenpeace] cause".

Photo Credit: arindambanerjee/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Virus protection is a must for all computer users and in addition to the level of security that such software provides, it is also important to bear in mind the impact that such protection programs can have on your system. It is all well and good having a program that protects you from every known virus, but there is little point in it if running the software causes your computer to slow to a crawl. Panda Cloud Antivirus Free 2.0 takes the strain off your computer by ensuring that all of the hard work is done for you in the cloud.

This in itself is nothing new, but version 2.0 of the program, available in both free and paid for varieties, brings a number of changes, additions and enhancements that make this worth a second look if you have previously dismissed it. Probably the biggest change in this particular release sees the inclusion of the behavioral analysis engine that was previously only available to Pro users in the free edition of the software as well.

One of the highlights of the cloud-based antivirus tool is that your computer is freed up to do other things. This is still the case in version 2.0, only more so as scans speed up even further. There is still a fairly major incentive to upgrade to the Pro version (currently $29.95). Not only does this grant you access to customer support, but it also includes a new firewall component. The free version of the program also includes a new USB immunization component that prevent flash drive based programs from running automatically -- there’s also a process monitor that enables you to keep an eye on what is running in the background at all times.

As is becoming increasingly common, the installation of the software also includes a toolbar that claims to offer additional security options, as well as changing your search provider and start page. Thankfully, provided you take care during the installation process, it is possible to avoid these annoyances, leaving you with just the useful software you are interested in. If you can ignore this minor annoyance and concentrate solely on the protection aspects of the program, Panda Cloud Antivirus Free 2.0 is an impressive piece of kit.

You can find out more by paying a visit to the Panda Cloud Antivirus Free 2.0 review page.

Photo Credit: Jirsak/Shutterstock
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Quite likely you, or somebody you know -- and as soon as possible.

Early results are in for our Windows 8 buying poll, and many of you are ready to upgrade. More than 46 percent of you will buy the new operating system as soon as it's available to you. Volume-licensing subscribers get the software in August and everyone else in October. Twenty-one percent and 25 percent of respondents will jump in immediately, respectively. Nearly 55 percent will go Windows 8 within 3 months of release. The remainder either will wait much longer or not buy at all.

Microsoft clearly wants Windows 8 to be big right from Day 1. The company will offer $39.99 upgrades, even from XP, to Windows 7 Pro through early next year. People running the Release Preview qualify, too. Aggressive pricing and generous upgrade policy are almost desperate moves, compared to past Windows launches. Microsoft has reasons to worry, with Windows PC sales way down and Apple selling OS X Mountain Lion for $19.99. Then there is the iPad phenomenon, which, in the United States, sucks sales from personal computers.

Reacer donzebe is "going to upgrade my three computers from windows 8 Release Preview to windows 8".

Jeremy Benisek answers: "YES!" Adding:

Can't wait for Kinect on 65-inch TV running off my PC, Tablet(Touch, Pen) connected to my workstation! In the beta W8 has made life so much easier with domain-Microsoft ID linking. I for the first time took control of all my files on 7+ PC's in five different offices (and domains) with my Microsoft ID -- now I'm in control. Microsoft just build's the platform I think after a few months the dev will take off with new features, apps, services and new ways to interact...

Today I use Kinect more than my remote for Netflix, Hulu, Zune, radio, music and all media related interactions. I use voice for my Video games and love it...So I believe in and support the input changes and Metro for PC, tablets and much more. I want more voice, touch, pen and Kinect-style interactions. Add 3D, and it's a match made in heaven.


"Win8 seems to be faster that 7 and I love the system refresh function. However, the Metro UI is complete mistake on desktops", Tom Zolnierczyk comments. "Lack of Start button with search function is the biggest mistake MS could do. The ability of disabling Metro UI would convince me to purchase the system. I found myself being distracted going back and forward to find applications, etc."

Neoprimal also answers "Yes, ASAP. So far every PC in my household runs either the same as 7 or better with 8. I'm planning to buy it even for my dusty old betsy machine. To those saying it's the same old OS, you're grossly off, but you likely said the same thing of 7 and Vista, adopted late and changed your tune".

"Looks like a lot of people in survey are going with Win 8", observes view2share, who "after experimenting with the beast a couple of times, I have yet to return.  Can find no redeeming quality about it, other than a quick restore feature. The Win 7 I have is just fine. The Win 8 made my head spin, looked a little cool for five to ten minutes, then it became a nuisance of sorts.  Went back a couple of time to test it again, and still found nothing exciting there at all...Not sure if the new Mountain Lion will be all that much of an improvement -- overall desktop on Mac is a tad tired looking, but efficient. Anything is better than Metro".

"Positives way outweight the negatives here. Everyone is so ready to slam Metro when, in actuality, I think Metro may be what keeps it relevant", Brandon Mills writes. "HTPC upgrades are a must. That's already two licenses sold to me. I'm already hooked on the Release Preview. Another license sold. There is also the Surface tablet I want as my tablet...The desktop is still there and usable. I use the desktop as my main IT work rig every day. If you arrange your Start Screen the way you want it, you may even prefer it to the old Start Menu".



Enterprises can get Windows 8 in August 2012, while consumers wait until October. Will you buy Windows 8?

Edna_Bucket: "Sweet mercy, Mr Wilcox, you're a caution, sir, a caution. Nobody is going to buy Windows 8, except Microsoft's marketing team and the Spaghetti Development Engineers who wrote it. They get a $39.99 employee discount, the lucky rascals".

IT admin Loren Bordeaux disagrees: "Windows 8 will be huge. Many of the naysayers are likely people that just can't deal with change. I think what Microsoft has done with Windows 8 is brilliant. There will be some that just dig in their heels because it's not what they're used to but they'll be sadly left wallowing in the morass of historical UI experience of the last three decades".

"Of course I'd buy Windows 8", smarterthanuare comments. "Microsoft has had a very, very long history of making the best consumer desktop operating system in the world. Windows Vista was more stable and significantly faster than Mac OS X at the time of its release. Windows Vista was less frustrating to use than any other consumer desktop OS. Windows 8 is even better. For the first time people who have never used a computer before can learn to use one in a few short minutes. Mac's have never been this easy to use and to this very day they crash constantly".
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Customization website Windows X Live has released both Windows 8 UX Pack 5.0 and Windows 8 Transformation Pack 5.0. Both tools are designed to provide a Windows 8-like user interface in older versions of Windows.

Headline features for both version 5 builds are new themes and updates designed to ape the user interface found in the recently released Windows 8 Release Preview.

UX Pack 5.0, which is aimed solely at Windows 7 users, provides a skinned theme that apes the Windows 8 interface, including the new Metro theme, which provides a widget-like display optimised for smartphones and tablets for accessing apps and tools.

It also forms part of the Windows 8 Transformation Pack 5.0, which aims to provide a more immersive Windows 8 experience through the installation and automatic customisation of additional freeware tools. In addition to providing extra functionality, W8TP is also compatible with older versions of Windows.

Version 5.0 updates the look and feel to match that of Windows 8 Release Preview, with new and updated themes, redesigned toolbar buttons, mouse cursors and fonts all aiming to closely match the look and feel of Windows 8 Release Preview. It also promises to squash all existing bugs, such as Windows Explorer not appearing when the Start Orb feature is being used, and resolves incompatibilities with Segoe UI font installation from the previous release.

UX Pack 5.0 simply dresses up Windows 7 to look like Windows 8 quickly and without modifying any system files, but if you opt for the more complete experience of the Windows 8 Transformation Pack, it’s strongly recommended you take a backup image of your system drive before you begin using a tool like Macrium Reflect Free, just in case problems occur during the removal process.

Both Windows 8 UX Pack 5.0 (Windows 7 only) and Windows 8 Transformation Pack 5.0 (Windows XP or later) are both freeware downloads. Macrium Reflect Free is free for personal use only.
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		[image: ]When creating a website you’ll almost certainly want to keep file sizes to a minimum, reducing load times and bandwidth usage. So it’s a shame that some WYWIWYG editors don’t understand this at all, routinely producing bloated code that will inevitably slow you down. Still, don’t worry -- help is at hand from the free HTML Cleaner.

Initially, at least, the program works more or less as you might expect. You can open a single HTML file, or an entire folder; click a button and everything you’ve chosen will be optimised (we typically saved 9-10% immediately); and you can then view the results to confirm that the code works exactly as it did.

What surprised us, though, was just how many optimisations were on offer here.

HTML Cleaner doesn’t just do the obvious, removing surplus spaces, unnecessary quotation marks, HTML comments, excess carriage return/ line feed sequences, and so on – the program also works at the tag level.

Is the target page using unnecessary closing tags, for instance? HTML Cleaner will search for and delete any that you don’t need (THEAD and TBODY, say).

Every aspect of HTML Cleaner can be tweaked from its settings dialogs
Has your WYSIWYG editor generated an empty tag for some reason? They’ll go, too.

Maybe your page is using long tags where there are shorter sort-of equivalents? HTML Cleaner will search out <strong> tags and replace them with <b>, for instance – and the list goes on.

We’re not entirely happy with all of this. Some will want to keep closing tags for structure reasons, say, and others won’t approve of all the tag substitutions HTML Cleaner makes (<UL> for <BLOCKQUOTE>, for instance). But that doesn’t matter, as the program is very configurable.

If you’re not happy with a global function, for instance, such as “Remove HTML comments”, then you can generally turn it off with a click.

And other options can be tweaked at the tag level. The “Replace tags” feature uses a default set of rules which looks like ADDRESS=I;BLOCKQUOTE=UL;CITE=I;CODE=TT;EM=I;KBD=TT;SAMP=TT;STRIKE=S;STRONG=B;VAR=I, for example. If you’re not happy with one or more of those then you can delete it, and of course you’re free to add other rules of your own.

Of course this may not be an entirely straightforward process, and so HTML Cleaner probably isn’t the best choice for HTML beginners. If you understand what the program is doing and have the time to configure it properly, though, it does provide a fairly quick and easy way to trim your HTML documents down to a more manageable size.

Photo Credit: Dmitriy Shironosov/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]In a very bold move, AT&T slashed the price of the Nokia Lumia 900 in half. That means that if you’re into discounts, the flagship Windows Phone device is the right device for you today. With a two-year contract, Lumia 900, currently one of the best WP 7.5 offerings, is available for just $49.99. The price cut makes Lumia 900 considerably more attractive compared with fellow Windows Phones.

But there's a hidden price to pay, and it's not about money. Let’s assume you’re interested in getting the Lumia 900. So what’s the future hold for your new shiny piece of tech? Microsoft announced that current Windows Phone 7.5 devices will get some features of Windows Phone 8, but not all of them so to make it sound like a big improvement over its predecessor they’ve named the new operating system Windows Phone 7.8. That’s a great marketing strategy to throw current owners and buyers a bone, a slight taste of what’s to come, but to also force them into getting a new device if they want the full blown experience that Microsoft has in mind.

So what do you get for your $49.99? Well, you get a quality made Nokia smartphone with 1.4Ghz processor; 512MB of RAM; 8MP main camera with Carl Zeiss lens (the name alone should impress your buddies) and 720p video recording @30fps; 1.3MP front-facing camera with VGA recording; 4.3-inch AMOLED display with 480x800 resolution and finally, but not last, LTE connectivity. Sounds like a decent phone, eh?

Well, if you have your eyes set on a Windows Phone device there aren’t lots to choose from. The HTC Titan II may sound like a good choice, but it’s really down on power with a quoted talk time of just 4.3 hours (and that’s according to AT&T), nor does the display resolution (same as on the Lumia 900) help the 4.7-inch display. At $199.99 it’s also $150 more expensive, which can also be said about the Samsung Focus S. The Samsung Focus 2 is the best opponent on price, but it comes with smaller -- 4-inch -- display.

Nokia Symbian phones aren't great sellers in the United States, yet their market share is three times bigger than the manufacturer's current Windows Phone devices; so logic dictates that this must be the trigger for the price cut. Also, with the future crop of Windows Phone 8 smartphones just around the corner, it is the right play to move the current stock and to create interest towards the new devices coming in a few months.

I have to applaud Nokia and AT&T for actually doing the right thing with the Lumia 900. The new price makes Lumia 900 a more appealing choice. I only wonder when other Windows Phones will see steep discounts, too, because anything over $49.99 is simply overpriced now.

What price would you pay for Windows Phone?
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	Comic-Con 2012: Red vs Blue [video]

	

	Publié: juillet 15, 2012, 5:49pm CEST par Joe Wilcox

	
	
	
		

On Day 3 of the Con, I spoke with two voice actors behind popular animated series "Red vs Blue", which is based on Microsoft's Halo series games. You know them as Agent Carolina and Agent Washington.

The story Xbox gamers experience isn't enough, if 10 seasons of "Red vs Blue" is any indication. Episode 6 is live now. Uh-oh, Jen Brown suggests big trouble awaits Agent Carolina.

(I shot this video, like others, using the Galaxy Nexus smartphone. But unlike the others, there's a problem with exposure and contrast, which I will try to fix in further post-production. I don't immediately have time with one more day of Comic-Con ahead.)
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Android has one of the cutest and most-easily recognized mascots/brand figures around. But there's more to it than just being green. Dead Zebra produces a series of popular Android figure collectibles. Artist Andrew Bell started the company a dozen years ago and, sanctioned by Google, released the first Android designs in 2010. Bell and Co. created a special Comic-Con set, just 1,000 of them, for the event. 

Dumbrella is one of my favorite Comic-Con booths. I stopped by on Day 1 to look at Android collectibles only to find myself behind four people each holding the Comic-Con set purchased at the other end of the hall. Bell worked the booth, and they wanted autographs. What luck, I bought the $25 two-Android set earlier in the afternoon. He signed mine, too, and agreed to an interview. 

Born in England, but raised here, Bell is personable and unassuming. He's as likeable as the droids he and other Dead Zebra artists create. I shot the video using Galaxy Nexus, which Bell asked to see. He is considering buying one.
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	Comic-Con 2012: Kingdom of Loathing [video]

	

	Publié: juillet 15, 2012, 4:23pm CEST par Joe Wilcox

	
	
	
		

Today, Comic-Con ends here in San Diego. I'm headed downtown for my fourth day in a couple of hours. I've  chronicled the show on Google+ and really should have posted here, too. To rectify this terrible oversight, I picked three video interviews most likely to appeal to BetaNews readers. First up: Zach Johnson, creator of online multiplayer game Kingdom of Loathing. 

Johnson can't quite finish KoL, which has been in beta for nine years. He signed autographs for an hour on Day 2 of the Con, and I could barely approach the booth. The fan base is hugely devoted, such that KoL is, as I understand, profitable based just on donations. There's more to come. A new game launched, coincidently, as the event opened. Johnson promises this one won't stay in beta as long.
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		[image: ]The second week of releases for July is a little different from other weeks in that there has been a greater number of Mac releases than usual. TRIM Enabler 2.2 is a great free tool that helps to improve the life of SSDs, and the latest version of the app includes support for a wider range of drives. Lion is proving to be the most popular version of OS X yet, and Lion Tweaks 2.0.1 is a free tweaking tool that can be used to customize the operating system and eliminate irritations, while CrystalClear Interface 2.7.4 enables you to completely change the appearance of OS X through the use of skins. If you want to be sure of a secure web connection whether you are at home or out and about with a laptop, Hotspot Shield 2.61 is a free proxy tool that protects your privacy and enables access to blocked web sites.

No week would be complete without its fair share of browser updates, and this week is no different in that respect. Chrome 21.1.1180.41 Beta is an interesting peak into the future of Google’s browser, and there is also a portable version of the software available in the form of Google Chrome Portable 21.1.1180.15 Beta. If you're keen to see what the future holds for Chrome, there is also Chrome 22.0.1201.0 Dev and again there is a portable version available -- Chrome Portable 22.0.1201.0 Dev.

If you’re a fan of Opera, Opera Next 12.50 ‘Marlin’ build 1497 and Opera Next 12.50 ‘Marlin’ build 1497 (64-bit) give a preview of what to expect from upcoming releases.

OneClick Chrome Extension 1.1 is a great extension for Chrome that eliminates the need for a torrent client, making it possible to download torrents just as you would any other file. Privacy is a concern for everyone, and Disconnect for Chrome 3.4.0 makes it easy to avoid website tracking, while Malwarebytes’ Anti-Malware Free 1.62 is a free yet fully featured malware protection tool.

Cloud storage is currently all the rage -- something that is unlikely to change in the near future -- and Dropbox 1.4.11 provides a handy way to keep files in sync on your computer; Dropbox Experimental Edition v1.5.8 is something of a preview of changes and additions that may be made in future releases. Microsoft SkyDrive 2012 v16.4.6003 has also been updated, this time with a new logo and enhance status window to keep you informed as to what is happening.

Whether you encode your own videos, download them from the Internet, or are given them by friends, you need to ensure that you have the correct codecs installed. This is where a codec pack is particularly handy, and means that you do not need to worry about downloading individual codecs. K-Lite is a well-respected collection of codecs available in a number of different versions -- K-Lite Codec Pack Full 9.0.2, K-Lite Codec Pack 64-bit 9.0.2, K-Lite Codec Pack Mega 9.0.2, K-Lite Codec Pack Basic 9.0.2 and K-Lite Codec Pack Standard 9.0.2.

BurnAware Free 5.0 could be used to copy your videos onto CD or DVD, but it can also create all manner of other discs. The latest release is a fairly major upgrade that adds support for more file systems as well as a number of improvements and enhancements. Additional features and options can be found in the paid for versions of the program -- BurnAware Home 5.0 and BurnAware Professional 5.0.

A disc burning tool could be used for backup purposes, but a dedicated tool is a better idea. Acronis True Image Home 2012 (Update 2.1) v15.0.7133 includes an improved scheduling feature, better archive management and much more. If you’re more concerned with recovering data than backing it up, Recuva 1.43 could be what you are looking for; there’s also a portable version available -- Recuva 1.43 Portable.

Speccy 1.17 is a great tool for anyone who needs to find out detailed information about their compute, and the latest version has improved support for all of the latest hardware. Speccy 1.17 Portable is also available for fans of portable apps. Uniblue PowerSuite 2013 can be used to optimize the performance of your computer, and the new 2013 release boasts a new interface as well as a new free Lite edition.

Finishing up this week’s roundup are a couple of tools aimed at helping you to get work done. LibreOffice Productivity Suite 3.5.5 is a free alternative to the likes of Microsoft Office while EssentialPIM Free 5.0 can be used to help organize your contacts, emails, notes and much more. EssentialPIM Free Portable 5.0 is a portable version that could be copied to your USB drive, while EssentialPIM Pro 5.0 offers a wider set of features for an upgrade fee.

That’s it for another week. Join us again in seven days’ time for a quick catch up on the preceding week’s releases.

Photo Credit:  Rafaël Croonen/Shutterstock
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It's bad enough that Apple uses patents to bully competitors. Now the company threatens retail partners, demanding they remove two Samsung devices from store shelves. Apparently, court orders aren't good enough for Apple, which also ignores one of them.

Apple, through its army of lawyers, has sent a letter to an unknown number of retailers and carriers selling the Galaxy Tab 10.1 tablet and Galaxy Nexus smartphone. Last month a US court issued temporary injunctions against both devices, but temporarily lifted the one against Galaxy Nexus.

Samsung describes Apple's actions as “menacing and disruptive” in their appeal of the injunctions. The South Korean electronics giant also accuses of Apple: “distort the record and governing authorities”.

Retailers reportedly started receiving letters in late June, before US District Judge Lucy Koh granted a temporary stay of the Galaxy Nexus ban, until Apple can make its case.

Apple’s rush to warn the addressed parties of possible repercussions hasn't yielded the desired effect. As of today, the unnamed parties have not yet pulled the devices, according to several reports. Samsung is backing up the targeted retailers selling the devices by stating that under the law they are permitted to sell their current inventory, even without a stay and that none of them is actually a party to the action.

Earlier this week, Google resumed direct sales of Galaxy Nexus, which ships with Android 4.1 Jelly Bean.

Apple the Dictator

The take-down letters are very aggressive, with Apple taking matters into their own hands. The Cupertino, Calif.-based company continues the patent fight on an entirely different level now.

Such actions exhibit the unimaginative behavior Apple has, which resorts to low-blows in order to keep products competitive enough. From the eyes of the reseller or carrier this might even look like intimidation with Apple truly acting like a bully right now, making possible a comparison with a market dictator. While there is no direct threat in the letter(s), one could be implicit: If retailers don't remove the Samsung devices, Apple could withhold from them hugely popular iPad or iPhone.

I can only wonder where Apple is going to go next from sending takedown notices. If Apple wins in court, then we’ll have to wonder to what other means will it resort to enforce the ruling. The patent disputes have been widely covered in the media and they are likely to make even bigger waves during the upcoming weeks.

Like the patent bullying isn't aggressive enough, I'm now convinced that boycotting Apple is the right move. I will not support a company that acts in such a way to promote its own products, and I hope this will be an isolated case. Sending takedown notices with intimidatory intent is clearly the first red flag. What's the second going to be?

Photo Credit: HomeArt/Shutterstock
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If you’re a U.S. resident and want to buy a phone today, there’s a one-in-two chance you’ll get a smartphone. 

According to a recent report from Nielsen, 54.9 percent of U.S. phone subscribers owned a smartphone as of June 2012. By comparison, in February 2012, smartphone adoption was at 49.7 percent, which can only mean one thing: feature phones are slowly going away and smartphones are here to stay.

The delta in numbers doesn’t mean much, amounting to just 5.2 percent over a four-month period, but this is a very limited time frame. Smartphone adoption was at a mere 28 percent in the U.S. in 2010, and based upon recent numbers, growth is likely to continue in the near term.

It’s hard to argue with the compelling advantages of a smartphone over a feature phone, but advancement in mobile operating systems is actually helping to kill nearly all of the "first generation" smartphone leaders.  So as feature phones dwindle, smartphone leaders have undergone a generational shift.

Android is the major player in the smartphone operating system market, with a 51.8 percent share in June. It has also seen a growth in share, from 48 percent during February. During the same period, iOS has seen an increase of 2.3 percent, from 32 percent.  The two operating systems have bounced each other in and out of the top slot in Nielsen's ratings for the last year.

Android and iOS are killing RIM and Windows Phone

The rise in market share for Android and iOS comes to the detriment of competing smartphone operating systems, from RIM and Microsoft, which have seen a significant decline over a four month period. Windows Phone 7.5 didn’t help with sales numbers, and the OS continued to shrink. Recent news that WP 7.5 devices will not be able to upgrade to Windows Phone 8 didn't help either.

Interestingly enough, the launch of the Nokia Lumia 900 didn’t benefit Nokia in a significant way, with the Finnish manufacturer only claiming 0.3 percent of smartphone sales, a poor effort considering Apple’s 34 percent and Samsung’s 17 percent. A recent report claims that the Nokia Lumia 900 is doing fairly well on AT&T, supposedly being third in sales, though the Nielsen report doesn’t back up the claim. 

Nokia is doing three times better with Symbian (0.9% market adoption) than Windows Mobile, which should be reason enough for concern to both Nokia and Microsoft.

RIM (Blackbery OS) has suffered a 3.9 percent decrease in market share, which is significant enough for the old king of smartphones, considering the current state the company is in. Furthermore, RIM is announcing that their future smartphone crop will be released next year, in 2013, so we can expect a further decrease in market share until the end of 2012. The holiday shopping season is coming in a few months, and the opportunity is already missed according to RIM’s CEO, Thorsten Heins, statement earlier this week.

If RIM doesn’t stand a chance to win back lost market share, Windows Phone 8 does, with an expected release date this fall. The holiday shopping season can do wonders for Microsoft’s OS, which has seen major improvements over its predecessor.

Is resistance futile?

So what is there to learn? The capabilities of iOS and Android place them at the top of the smartphone market and that is not going to change overnight. RIM is already admitting defeat by not being able to deliver new products this year, while Microsoft must struggle through the shopping season to not lose any more territory, and to deliver the best smartphone experience to be able to even compete with the top players.

Microsoft is going to be in the spotlight soon enough and we’ll have to wait and see if their efforts are worthwhile or not.
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Microsoft plans to simplify Windows 8 sales by eliminating the full version of the operating system and focusing on upgrade and "system builder" editions. The change likely means that Windows 8 will be cheaper by and large to obtain the most consumers.

Pundits Paul Thurrott and Mary Jo Foley spoke of the move, citing sources on their weekly Internet radio show "Windows Weekly". The move follows another from April where the company announced Windows 8 would only be available in standard and Pro editions, aimed at making the purchasing process much easier.

Betanews' own sources are unable to confirm at this time whether Microsoft plans to use a similar download/boxed copy strategy it has with the upgrade with the System Builder version. With the upgrade, if you don't mind downloading Windows 8, you can get it for $40. Those that want a hard copy from a retail outlet will pay a $30 premium to that price.

Microsoft's Already Got The Message -- Somewhat

The Redmond, Wash. company already makes download versions of Windows 7 available to consumers through the Web-based Microsoft Store. That said, there is no discount: the price is the same whether you have it shipped to you on a DVD (or purchase it at retail), or download it immediately.

Microsoft has changed its strategy with the Windows 8 upgrade. Now it is further changing that by apparently getting rid of the "full" version of Windows. There's a potential here for Microsoft to significantly reduce its expenses while still maintaining its margins.

The only difference between the OEM version of Windows and the full copy sold by retailers is the full version also includes support through Microsoft. Given that a majority of those people building their own computers are already tech savvy and likely wouldn't need the support, getting rid of that version is not going to affect many customers.

There's also another big cost savings in adopting a model similar to the upgrade options Microsoft has given its customers and that's distribution. By relying on a predominantly physical media-based model, Microsoft has quite a bit of overhead invested in production and distribution of those discs.

Do We Really Need Discs Anymore?

I know you remote and rural readers will complain that I'm way off base, but the disc truly is an outdated software distribution model.  Modern broadband Internet connections now have the ability to download files the size of the Windows operating system in a matter of an hour or two. Delivery via download only costs Microsoft the price of the bandwidth used to transfer it to the customer.

It is for this reason that Apple has been able to successfully slash the end cost of an upgrade to $30 (and soon $20 with Mountain Lion). Overhead is minimal using a predominantly download-based distribution model, and still allows the Cupertino, Calif. company to meet its margins.

Think it's hurting Apple? That's doubtful -- a look at the company's latest financials show strong revenues and healthy profit margins. But there's also another positive effect, and that's adoption.

In just a year of release, Mac OS X Lion is now installed on 40 percent of Macs currently in service. While some pundits (including my colleague Joe Wilcox) say that is low given Lion's $30 price tag, I think that's fantastic. Compare it with Windows 7 adoption, and you'll see just how well Lion is doing.

Windows 7 launched in October 2009. By the following October, it was only on 20 percent of all Windows PCs. And this was considered one of Microsoft's more successful operating system launches.

Fixing The Upgrade Malaise

I'll argue here that by making Windows 8 more accessible and using a predominantly download-based model -- and not only doing that but offer a significant cost savings over purchasing the physical media -- Microsoft will be able to solve what is a continuing problem for Windows: upgrading.

The company needs to find ways to get users to adopt its new releases faster. There's something to be said when your most recent version of Windows (now three years old) is just now matching the market share among Windows-based PCs as Windows XP, now 11 years old. Having so much of your install base on what is now an old and increasingly useless platform slows innovation overall.

While Microsofties hate to follow in Apple's footsteps -- I often wonder if its more denial that Apple does things right, and for too long Microsoft's been doing it wrong -- this is one place where Redmond needs to take a page from Cupertino. Get into the 21st Century and ditch the disc, Microsoft.

The entire Windows system will (eventually) thank you.

UPDATE: Microsoft sources told Betanews late Friday that internal marketing is still moving towards the full version being sold, so any changes in strategy have not yet been made at the marketing level.
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Earlier this week, consumer electronics superstar Apple announced none of its products would be included in the EPEAT federal registry of green computer products.   

Friday, Apple reversed its decision and instead said it would work to meet the soon-to-be-changed IEEE 1680.1 standard that is the basis for EPEAT's ratings.

Here is Apple's announcement in full, from Senior Vice President of Hardware Engineering Bob Mansfield:


We’ve recently heard from many loyal Apple customers who were disappointed to learn that we had removed our products from the EPEAT rating system. I recognize that this was a mistake. Starting today, all eligible Apple products are back on EPEAT.

It’s important to know that our commitment to protecting the environment has never changed, and today it is as strong as ever. Apple makes the most environmentally responsible products in our industry. In fact, our engineering teams have worked incredibly hard over the years to make our products even more environmentally friendly, and much of our progress has come in areas not yet measured by EPEAT.

For example, Apple led the industry in removing harmful toxins such as brominated flame retardants (BFRs) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC). We are the only company to comprehensively report greenhouse gas emissions for every product we make, taking into account the entire product lifecycle. And we’ve removed plastics wherever possible, in favor of materials that are more highly recyclable, more durable, more efficient and longer lasting.

Perhaps most importantly, we make the most energy-efficient computers in the world and our entire product line exceeds the stringent ENERGY STAR 5.2 government standard. No one else in our industry can make that claim.

We think the IEEE 1680.1 standard could be a much stronger force for protecting the environment if it were upgraded to include advancements like these. This standard, on which the EPEAT rating system is based, is an important measuring stick for our industry and its products.

Our relationship with EPEAT has become stronger as a result of this experience, and we look forward to working with EPEAT as their rating system and the underlying IEEE 1680.1 standard evolve. Our team at Apple is dedicated to designing products that everyone can be proud to own and use.



Section 4.3.1.3 of the revised IEEE standard demands PCs have an "easy disassembly of external enclosure," which means the case must be easily removable by a single person alone with "commonly-available tools."   Apple uses proprietary screws to hold together its most recent Macbooks and iPhones, making disassembly completely off-limits to someone without a special tool ordered directly from Apple.

Furthermore, the batteries of the new Macbooks are glued into the chassis, and that violates section 4.3.1.5 of the revised standard, which says circuit boards, batteries, and other components containing hazardous materials must be easily removable for the purposes of repair and recycling.

These are just two of the design issues that will change as Apple strives to meet the new green standards, and we will publish more information on structural and design changes as the IEEE draft moves toward standardization.
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		[image: ]Fredrik Wiker has updated his Mac freeware utility, Lion Tweaks to version 2.01. Version 2 added support for Mountain Lion and Gatekeeper, while version 2.01 makes some more minor changes, including marking system default settings in bold for easier identification.

Lion Tweaks allows Lion (and now Mountain Lion) users to “correct” certain features changed from older builds, providing them with a way to restore favourite settings from Snow Leopard. It also includes several additional tools, including a TRIM-support enabler for SSD drives. This offers an alternative method of switching on TRIM to standalone tool TRIM Enabler 2.2, recently updated to include SMART support for a wider range of SSDs.

Lion Tweak 2.01 aims to provide users with a simple click-based interface for restoring many features removed or altered when Lion was released a year ago. Tools include being able to recolour the Finder sidebar icons, replace the leather skin found in iCal and Address Book with the metallic look of Snow Leopard and make the User Library folder visible by default.

Some options require a single click, while others download further tools and files to perform the tweaks via a series of wizard-based installers. By adding support for Mountain Lion, Lion Tweaks ensures it will remain viable when the latest build of OS X goes on sale later this month.

TRIM Enabler 2.2 includes a number of minor fixes with the application window, status text and disk order in addition to widening its SMART support for more SSD drives. The user flicks a switch in the main app and reboots to enable TRIM for their device – note that each time an OS X update is released, TRIM support is automatically disabled, so it’s important to check back each time.

It’s also worth noting that enabling TRIM won’t necessarily improve matters for all drives -- if you notice performance suffering after enabling it, disable it. On our Crucial M4 SSD, however, benchmarking tool Disk Speed Test (free on the App Store) recorded a definite improvement in read/write speeds.

Both Lion Tweaks 2.01 and TRIM Enabler 2.2 are freeware downloads for Macs. Lion Tweaks works with both Lion and the forthcoming Mountain Lion release; TRIM Enabler requires Snow Leopard (10.6.8) or Lion to run.
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It’s an addiction. For nearly three decades, the PC industry has gorged itself on profit margins. Whether it’s a “premium” line of notebooks or the latest uber-gaming rig, vendors have always managed to squeeze enough margin out of their product offerings to line their respective silk purses. And who rides shotgun to this PC profit gravy train like some deranged, hypodermic-carrying monkey? Microsoft.

The Redmond, Wash.-based behemoth injected itself into the basic PC equation a generation ago, and it has milked the OEM license revenue stream ever since. Fortunately for them, average selling prices across the spectrum of PC categories helped offset this Microsoft addiction “surtax”. After all, what’s $70, $80 or $100 when the system in question retails somewhere just north or south of the $1,000 mark?

However, the looming “post-PC” landscape looks increasingly hostile to Microsoft’s well-oiled machine. A combination of BYOD, loss-leader pricing in the Android space and the iPad’s inexorable ascension, put the squeeze on the traditional OEM Windows licensing model.

The net result? PC sales are flat, the ultrabook concept is failing to gain traction and the word “iPad” is now synonymous with tablet computing. In fact, things are so bad that Microsoft felt the need to jump into the hardware business, because it knows that no traditional OEM will be able to deliver a competitive tablet solution that includes the Windows licensing surtax.

To appreciate the full impact of this transition you need only look at the latest iSuppli teardown data. With an estimated cost of materials hovering between $150-160, Google’s Nexus 7 tablet, which retails for $199 for the 8GB model, makes the company, at most, $10-20 (possibly less) in profit once you factor in marketing and development costs. Likewise, Apple’s new “don’t call it an iPad 3” includes roughly $360-370 worth of materials, a number that is actually lower than it might have been had the fruity ones not been able to leverage their massive economies of scale to whittle supplier prices to the bone.

What these two devices have in common is a lack of the Microsoft surtax. Apple owns iOS, while Google goes a step further by open-sourcing Android for anyone and everyone to use freely on their devices. Now imagine what these products would cost to build if you had to factor in an OEM license for Windows RT which, according to sources within the Asian manufacturing supply chain, will run between $50-65.

Suddenly, those thin profits on the Nexus 7 turn into a net loss of $10-25 per device. And the new iPad? Take away those Apple-specific economies of scale benefits and adjust the hardware cost per unit upward by $30 or so and you’re looking at a total cost to produce and license a comparably equipped Windows RT device of roughly $455-470. Given that you can buy a real 16GB iPad for $499, these numbers make it nearly impossible for an OEM to produce a competitive product and sell it at a price point that will make a profit.

And note that none of the above scenarios incorporates Windows RT’s more mainstream cousin, Windows 8 Professional. To get that version you need to cough up another $10-35 per license, not to mention build a heavier device that runs hotter and has less battery life. In other words, the Intel surtax applies as well.

There’s a reason why Microsoft has jumped into the hardware arena with Windows RT and Surface: They’re the only company on the planet that can produce such a device at a price point that will entice customers to take notice. So if you’re thinking of making the Windows RT plunge, I’d say hold off until after the holiday season when there will be a glut of unsold OEM tablets clogging retailer clearance shelves.
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		[image: ]Tuesday, Google rolled out a small update for Google Maps for Android that adds detailed indoor maps of more than twenty different U.S. museums, including the de Young Museum in San Francisco, the Philadelphia Museum of Art, Cincinnati Museum Center, the Indianapolis Museum of Art, the American Museum of Natural History, 17 different Smithsonian museums, and even the National Zoo in Washington D.C.

Cedric Dupont, of the Google Maps for Mobile team on Tuesday said the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, The Phillips Collection, the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art and the National World War II Museum in New Orleans will all be added to Google Maps in the near future.

Since launching its indoor mapping project last November, Google says it has added more than 10,000 indoor maps worldwide.  This is bolstered by the crowdsourced Map Maker project which opened last year, and Google Maps Floor Plans which lets anyone add images of building floor plans and match them up to Google Maps' aerial imagery.

Then, by conducting "walks," map curators can use their phone to improve location accuracy by walking through parts of a building and collecting location information in an app.
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	Windows Server 2012 will be generally available in September
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		[image: ]Microsoft will publicly release Windows Server 2012 a month earlier than Windows 8, the company's server and tools business vice president Satya Nadella told attendees of the Worldwide Partner Conference in Toronto on Tuesday. The release will be part of a broader effort to draw customers away from its competitors and on to the Windows Azure platform.

The server platform will release to manufacturing first in August, followed by general availability of the OS in September.

As part of this effort, Nadella announced an in-house program that will assist partners in migrating their cloud infrastructures from VMware to Azure. The company is banking hard on the cloud, and an obvious move is to begin chipping away at the dominance of its larger rivals first.

Nadella says there is a huge opportunity in the cloud, and cited data that indicates some three-quarters of all businesses plan to embrace cloud computing in some fashion. While early players to the game like VMware certainly have the advantage, there is a potentially massive untapped market.

"We’ve taken everything that we’ve learned from running data centers and services at a global scale to usher in the new era of the cloud OS", he tells attendees. "Microsoft offers partners modern yet familiar technology to meet customer demand on their path to the cloud".

Windows Server 2012 does include a lot of functionality that will help clients embrace the cloud, but also includes several enhancements since the last release of the server platform four years ago. The Metro interface has been carried over from Windows 8. Access controls have been improved, and group management of WS2012 machines from a single console has been enabled.

Other enhancements include multi-tenant configurations in Hyper-V, Windows' embedded hypervisor, and a new file system, called Resilient File System (ReFS), is said to be more scalable and reliable that its predecessor, NTFS.

Photo Credit:  Novelo/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]It sounds like a silly question. After all, Android is more popular than ever, with new “hero” phones and tablets arriving almost every week. However, for all of the platform’s success, there’s one aspect that remains a lingering blight on Google’s otherwise shiny success story: Software piracy.

Simply put, the rampant piracy of apps on “rooted” Android devices is killing developer momentum, with many devs resorting to unpopular and often intrusive in-app advertising and other gimmicks to make up for the gap in traditional Google Play revenue. And with the Android enthusiast community seemingly obsessed with “rooting” every new device that comes to market -- thus making it easier for unscrupulous users to pirate apps and/or bypass normal app security mechanisms -- the problem only  gets worse.

As my regular readers will attest, I’m a huge BlackBerry Playbook fan. I think it’s the best tablet platform out there for serious professionals who value portability and connectivity over entertainment or gaming. However, the limited selection available in Research in Motion’s AppWorld means I’m often forced to look for Android alternatives that will run within the Playbook’s integrated Android 2.3.3 runtime environment. And since said environment does not support Google Play, I’m forced to venture into the seedy underworld of ripped Android package files (.apk’s), which I then convert (using RIM’s Android app porting tools) and “sideload” onto my Playbook.

For the record, I only download and convert apps that are normally freely available on all Android devices -- e.g. Google Maps (version 6.09 works great on my Playbook). Note, also, that there are now legitimate sites dedicated to this process -- though I still prefer to “roll my own”.

So, it’s with some sense of detachment that I approach the topic of Android piracy. This is not my native platform of choice, and yet my own experience investigating early Playbook app piracy makes me sympathetic to the plight of Android developers. On the Playbook, RIM finally addressed the issue by encrypting the device’s backup images as of OS version 2.0.1, making it much harder for would-be pirates to extract app packages (.bar’s) for redistribution.

In fact, RIM made it so hard that one of the more notorious Playbook “warez” sites shut down shortly after the company released the aforementioned OS update.

From what I can tell, there is no equivalent safeguard in Android. Developers essentially are left to their own devices, which now often includes incorporating in-app advertising that violates the user’s privacy by uploading personal data without authorization. It’s a clear sign of developer frustration with Google’s handling of the Android app ecosystem, and a big reason why iOS maintains a healthy app lead over Android despite the latter’s massive penetration across a spectrum of wildly popular devices.

Frankly, I pity the Android developer community. While their contemporaries in the much smaller RIM AppWorld market are making industry-leading revenue per app -- thanks to a robust delivery system, “unrootable” devices (it’s a RIM thing) and a generally more mature and responsible demographic -- Android developers are scratching and clawing just to get by.

No matter how you spin it, software piracy is a cancer eating away at the soul of the Android platform. And Google couldn’t seem to care less.

Catch Randall C. Kennedy's smart analysis of tech trends every Tuesday and Friday here at BetaNews.
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Last April, Samsung released the list of its smartphones and tablets that would receive an upgrade to Android 4.0.  The list included the polarizing,  is-this-phone-too-big-to-be-a-phone, Galaxy Note.

This update would normally be unremarkable, especially since Google yesterday released the AOSP version of Jelly Bean, but because the Galaxy Note is stylus-friendly, the update  includes some feature upgrades to the Galaxy Note's S Pen peripheral in the form of the "Premium Suite."

Premium Suite includes the S Note productivity application for --what else-- taking detailed notes. It includes a feature called Shape Match which redraws rough shapes into shape vectors; and two cool features powered by the inimitable Wolfram Alpha engine: Formula Match, which recognizes and completes complex math formulas; and Knowledge Search, which lets the user query Wolfram Alpha from handwritten notes.  S Note also allows users to import and annotate PDF files and handwriting or speech to text.

The pack also includes an upgrade to the existent S Memo application which "widgetizes" everything the app can do, including typing, writing, voice dictation, search, and so forth.  Now, all of this can be done directly on the homescreen widget without launching the app.  Content created here can be uploaded to Evernote or Google Drive or downloaded in its native format.

My Story is a new app designed specifically for the Galaxy Note, but also compatible with the Galaxy S2 HD and Galaxy S3, so it's not included in the Premium Suite.  Instead, it's available for download right now in Google Play.  It is a kitschy little greeting card app that lets users draw and hand-write notes, record audio and video, and include text and photos in the messages that they send to other users.  Unlike S Memo and S Note, My Story is clearly not a productivity app.

The main drawback here is that this is not an over-the-air update, and it's only available through Samsung's Kies desktop software.  Once this is downloaded and installed on your PC, you will have to update it yet again for the latest software, and then connect the Galaxy Note and update the software.  It's highly inelegant and reminiscent of the old Palm OS updating system back before smartphones, but it endows the phone with some cool new features, so users are forced to take the good with the bad.
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		[image: ]Information Technology is now a part of every day life. Every office will be networked, with data on demand. And with the push for easy access location independent records, paper files will be made redundant. But Gartner's newest IT spending forecast shows the march to digitalization slowing -- on pace to reach $3.628 trillion in 2012 and $3.786 trillion in 2013. That is only an estimated 3 percent and 4.4 percent increase compared to the the $3.523 trillion spent last year in 2011, which was 7.9 percent growth compared to 2010.

Computer Hardware in 2011 accounted for $404 billion in spending with a 7.4 percent growth. In 2012, Gartner estimates spending will reach $420 billion, only 3.4-percent growth. Gartner projects by 2013 that will go to 6.6 percent growth at $448 billion.

Enterprise Software spending in 2011 was $269 billion at 9.8-percent growth from 2010. The Gartner forecast pegs that at $281 billion for 4.3-percent growth in 2012. For 2013 the analyst firm puts the enterprise software spending at $301 billion with a 6.9 percent growth.

IT Service spending the forecast stated $845 billion was spent in 2011 at a 7.7 percent growth to the previous year. In 2012 that's expected reach $864 billion, a 2.3 percent increase from 2011. With 2013 reaching $408 billion, 4.8 percent growth.

Telecom Equipment spending was $340 billion, up 17.5 percent growth in 2011. In 2012, the estimate is $377 billion, or 10.8 growth. For 2013, the forecast is $408 billion, with only 8.3 percent growth.

Telecom Services spending in 2011 reached a whopping $1.663 trillion -- 6 percent growth over 2010. But forcasts for 2012 have it only estimated to rise to $1.686 trillion and for 2013 only $1.725 trillion -- 1.4 percent and 2.3 percent growth, respectively.

Richard Gordon, research vice president at Gartner states: "While the challenges facing global economic growth persist -- the eurozone crisis, weaker US recovery, a slowdown in China -- the outlook has at least stabilized...There has been little change in either business confidence or consumer sentiment in the past quarter, so the short-term outlook is for continued caution in IT spending".

In contrast to the rather slowing growth outlook for IT spending, Gartner expects a "brightspot for IT providers" as enterprise spending on public cloud services grow from $91 billion worldwide in 2011 to $109 billion in 2012. By 2016 the firm expects enterprise public cloud services spending to reach $207 billion.

This is not surprising as many services such as company contact management, accounting tools, business management, cloud computing data processing and even word processing / spread sheet / and presentation office tools are all moving to web-based cloud services that can scale for small to even full global enterprise-level businesses.

"Business process as a service (BPaaS) still accounts for the vast majority of cloud spending by enterprises, but other areas such as platform as a service (PaaS), software as a service (SaaS) and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) are growing faster", Gordon says.

The data Gartner uses in its forecast comes from records and interviews with more than 75 percent of the Global 500 companies about their key technology decisions.

Photo Credit: gualtiero boffi/Shutterstock
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It’s no secret that running regular backups should be an essential part of every PC owner’s routine. But most people don’t bother, not least because setting this up on their own system can be such a lengthy and tedious business.

It doesn’t have to be this way, though. Genie Timeline Professional 2012 takes a far simpler approach than most file-based backup tools, keeping configuration issues to an absolute minimum, and generally doing a great job of staying out of your way.

The process starts when you create your first backup job, which Genie Timeline’s colorful new Metro interface reduces to its core three steps. The first being to choose your backup destination drive (local, external and network drives are supported, but there’s no FTP or other online options). Conveniently, you only have to select the drive: Genie Timeline will sort out the folder on your behalf.

Next, you’re able to choose exactly what you’d like to back up. Genie Timeline offers 14 common backup types here, which you can select by just checking a box (Office Files, Pictures, Emails, Music, Videos, Bookmarks, synced iPhone/ iPad/ iPod/ Blackberry files, and more).

And many of these are file-based, so checking “Music”, say, won’t just back up the contents of your Music folder: it will scan your system for music files and back up them all, wherever they are.

The category list still leaves a little to be desired, not least in its slightly odd interface. There are 14 categories, for instance, but these are sized so that only 12 can be displayed at any one time -- you have to hit a button on the right to access the other two. Why not size the tiles (or the dialog box) so that you could see your entire backup job in one?

Elsewhere, email backups are a little Microsoft-centric, with support for Outlook, Outlook Express, Windows Mail and Windows Live Mail only.

And Browser support is limited to backing up bookmarks (IE, Firefox, Chrome, Opera, Safari); we’d have liked the support for full profile backups.

Still, if you do need more then Genie Timeline also offers a more conventional My Computer tab, where you browse your PC in an Explorer-type view, checking boxes next to the files and folders you’d like to back up.

Once you’ve finished choosing what you’d like to back up, the final screen displays your options, but even these are kept to the absolute minimum: check boxes to enable compression and 256-bit AES encryption, and, well, that’s it. Which works for simplicity, but some users might miss the ability to, say, choose the level of compression they’d like to apply to their data.

There’s nothing else required, though. No need to run your first backup manually (Genie Timeline will do that for you). No need to schedule future backups (the program detects when you’ve added or changed a file of the type you’re interested in, and automatically backs it up for you). Just close the Genie Timeline window and it’ll take care of all future backups for you, running only when your PC is idle so you’ll barely notice it’s there.

Okay, so one reason for its lightweight nature is that backups are relatively slow; despite a claimed doubling in speeds, the program still took around eight times as long to complete a full system backup on our test system as a regular image backup tool. Once this is done, though, Timeline only backs up new or changed files, so performance isn’t so important, and all you really notice is that the program is just extremely easy to use.

Restoration

Simple backups are great, but of course when you’re panicking about a lost file it’s the ease of restoration that really affects how you feel about a backup program. And Genie Timeline Professional 2012 has a lot to offer here.

View a folder in Explorer, say, and a new feature sees a backup marker added to every file currently included in your backup. This may help you spot files which have been left out, in which case right-clicking them and selecting “Add to backup” will fix the problem.

But if you want to restore an earlier version then all you need to is right-click a marked file, and select Genie Timeline > View Files. The program will display all the recent versions it’s backed up, with their “last modified” dates for guidance, and you can restore the one you need in a couple of clicks.

Genie Timeline also adds a Timeline Explorer window to Explorer. This allows you to select a recent job, and browse through all the folders and files it contains. Documents can be previewed with a double-click, and you can recover what you need by selecting files and clicking the Restore button, or just dragging and dropping files into another Explorer window.

[image: ]

And if you’ve lost files so vital that Windows will no longer boot, then the Disaster Recovery option should be able to help (as long as you checked the Disaster Recovery box when deciding what to back up, anyway).

Essentially you have to prepare beforehand by downloading a free component, and using it to create a bootable CD, DVD or USB drive. Choose the Disaster Recovery backup option and Genie Timeline will then save your Windows, program and user folders. And if Windows won’t start for some reason, boot from the Disaster Recovery environment, you’ll see your recent backups, and restoring one of these should get your PC up and running again.

That’s the idea, anyway. We tend to prefer image-based backup tools for disaster recovery purposes, as you can be sure nothing will be missed.

Still, when we tested the system by deleting a couple of key kernel files, it managed to recover our system just fine.

And on balance the system works very well. Whether you want to restore a single file from several backups ago, everything in the last backup set, or just browse through your recent backups to look for something, it’s all very straightforward.

Advanced Options

While Genie Timeline Professional 2012 does its best to keep everything very simple, there are a few configuration options available, if you go looking.

You’re able to set a size limit for your backup archive, for instance (or you can have files deleted if they’re older than a certain number of days).

[image: ]A “Game/ Movie Mode” will disable backups when you’re running full-screen applications. In our experience it’s not really necessary (we found the program’s performance impact to be minimal), but this may help if you need all available resources for a demanding 3D game, say.


If you don’t want to allow Genie to run backups automatically then you can choose to run them at a particular interval (anything from every 3 minutes to once a day), or a schedule.

The “Email Notification” option allows you to be notified of your backup status. And there’s now also an iPhone/ iPad app which should keep you in touch with what’s happening (although we weren’t running our trials for long enough to properly test that).

If you’re the type of person who likes to take very fine control of everything your PC does then several of these options may prove a little frustrating. Email notifications can only be sent weekly, for instance, and backup intervals similarly have to be chosen from a fixed list of options (every 2, 4, 8 or 24 hours and so on); would it have been so hard to allow users to enter the specific period they needed?

Still, the settings do give you a little more opportunity to customise how the program works, and they provide most of the core functionality that you’re likely to need.

Final Thoughts

Is Genie Timeline Professional 2012 for you, then?

There’s no doubt it’s a likeable program. While we’ve seen this release criticised over various bugs and instabilities, the build we tested (3.0.1.600) proved very reliable, carrying out and restoring all our backup tasks without any problems at all.

The program is also supremely easy to use; once installed, you can set up your first backup job in seconds; Timeline then runs quietly in the background, yet is there when you need it to restore backups in a moment.

And it’s this simplicity that’s the key. If you’re looking for a backup tool which you can set and forget then Genie Timeline Professional 2012 could be an ideal choice.

If backups are something you like to personally manage and control on a day-to-day basis, however, the program’s very limited configuration options may leave you disappointed. In which case it may be worth considering something like Genie Backup Manager Pro 9.0, which is also easy to set up, but adds more backup sources, more potential destinations (CD/ DVD/ Blu-ray, FTP, Amazon S2), full control over your backup type, compression settings, encryption options and more.

If you’re interested in either program, though, be sure to take the trial version for a lengthy spin before you buy. There’s a lot of depth to both packages, many issues to consider -- ease of use, performance, reliability and more -- and you’ll only properly understand their influence when you test the package on your own system.
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		[image: ]Mozilla's move to a rapid release process has been controversial. The company basically switched from a "when it is done or necessary" approach to a release cycle that would see a new major version release of the browser every six weeks, regardless of new features, improvements or fixes included in that release.

Mozilla's problem: part of the browser's user base does not welcome the change with open arms, as they feel that rapid release is to interrupting, unnecessary or breaks features or extensions that users grew accustomed to.

In short, too frequent updates are disliked mainly for the following reasons:

	The updates break the user's workflow, as the browser needs to be restarted to complete the installation. This happens while the user works with the browser.
	Updates, especially in the beginning, had the tendency to break stuff like interface elements -- features or extensions that users did not want to give up. This is actually one of the core reasons why some Firefox users block updates or refuse to update Firefox 3 or 4 versions to the latest release versions. Users who applied the updates are in a position where they have to spend time getting accustomed to new versions.
	It often feels as if updates do not add any new features to the browser.


Mozilla developer Jono DiCarlo posted his take on the browser's release cycle a few days ago and came to the conclusion that it has impacted the browser's reputation in a negative way.

I've had this conversation with dozens of people across three continents. Not one person has had anything good to say about the rapid release process. Nearly 100% of my highly unscientific survey volunteered the information -- unasked, unprompted -- that the rapid release process had ruined Firefox for them.


The Perception of Updates

According to DiCarlo, it was a decision made from the top down, pushing the positive aspects of the change while blending out criticism coming from part of the community. This raises the question why Mozilla did not listen to the community, which one would think is natural for a community-driven organization. DiCarlo sees the main reason in the different perception of updates. For developers, updates are a way of delivering new features, improvements and fixes to a program. For users he notes, it is "practically an act of aggression" , one that many try to avoid for as long as possible.

One of the biggest factors in this regard is the way updates are processed in the web browser. Firefox updates are intrusive, especially when compared to Google Chrome updates, which are more or less invisible to the user. And while that feature is coming to Firefox as well -- Firefox 15 is the release target -- damage has been done and part of the user base moved to Chrome because of that or indirect issues caused by the frequent updating of the browser.



Which is your preferred primary web browser, meaning when you can choose it? (For personal computer, not phone or other device.)

Mozilla has done a lot to improve the process in the browser. Add-ons for instance default to compatible state in Firefox 10 and newer, which means that users experience less issues with broken add-ons since that version of the browser.

But the perception of updates is not the only reason for Mozilla to switch to a rapid release cycle. Google's Chrome browser picks up pace, with new major versions being released frequently for the browser. For Mozilla, it is a battle that the company cannot win if they do not be at least equivalent by all means, and that includes implementing its own rapid-update process to catch up to Google.

DiCarlo believes that this is exactly what drives many users to Chrome:

Ironically, by doing rapid releases poorly, we just made Firefox look like an inferior version of Chrome. And by pushing a never-ending stream of updates on people who didn't want them, we drove a lot of those people to Chrome; exactly what we were trying to prevent.


Closing Words

Mozilla is working diligently on improving the browser's updating module to make it less intrusive for the end user. Updates in Firefox 15 and onward should be less intrusive to the user, which in turn should change the perception of the process over time. The second big issue, that of add-on incompatibilities due to browser version increases, has already been addressed by Mozilla.

Will it be enough to gain back market share from Chrome? Have you been a Firefox user who switched to Chrome? If so, why did you switch, and what would have to happen to make you switch back?
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Word of advice to cloud service providers: Don't get caught with your hand in the cookie jar. The Wall Street Journal reports that Google and the US Federal Trade Commission will soon announce a $22.5 million settlement. Google bypassed privacy settings on Apple’s Safari web browser, a practice later stopped, after being contacted by the Journal nearly six months ago.

Independent researchers found that of the top 100 websites, 22 installed the tracking code on a desktop computer, while on 23 sites code was successfully installed on the iPhone. Safari blocks such cookie tracking by default. At the time, Google claimed that the user tracking did not have any negative side-effects on its users, but that's hard to measure. Surely, advertisers benefited from the practice.

Google wasn't the only ad provider circumventing Safari security and its fine foreshadows FTC targeting other companies. However, Google's situation is unique among them. The search company already is under 20-year oversight for violating the FTC Act. In October 2011, Google agreed not to misinterpret their consumer privacy practices. If Google is found guilty of violating their agreement, the search giant faces a fine of $16,000 per day for each violation.

The $22.5 million fine is unlikely to have any financial impact on Google (valued at $191.05 billion), which last year alone they had a $9.737 billion net income, the fine amounts to just 0.23% of their net income. To put that into perspective, Google made more profit, $26.68 million, each day.

It’s not over for Google though, which is under investigation for the same violation in the European Union. Google is under examination on whether they respect the European Union policy regulations.

The French data protection agency, the National Commission for Computing and Liberties (C.N.I.L) has requested Google to explain their privacy policy, with the final verdict to be given by the European Commission by mid-July.

This may be a real cause for concern to Google, which may receive a bigger penalty in the EU’s court.

It is unknown to what purpose Google used the tracking data, as is their financial benefit. It may raise suspicions as well on whether Google uses the same practice in other areas.

You can’t put a price on privacy, but if you do is $22.5 million enough? How much do you think Google should pay for infringing the privacy of millions of Safari users?
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		[image: ]Burnaware Technologies has released the latest generation of its disc burning packages, in the shape of BurnAware 5.0 Free, Home and Professional.

The most apparent change is a simplification to the interface. There’s no longer any need to choose between “Data CD”, “Data DVD” or “Bridge Disc” when creating a data project: now you have “Data Disc” and “Custom Disc”, and on choosing the latter you’ll now get to decide the file system (ISO, UDF or Bridge).

“Custom Disc” projects can also be used for multisession discs, courtesy of a new dialog that allows you to import any session.

Whatever project type you’re burning, it’s now possible to set the “Hidden” attribute for files or folders (right-click, select Properties, check Hidden).

The disc burning SDK has seen numerous enhancements, including expanded DVD/BD recorder support, updated disc notification handling and improvements to the verification and burning process.

And of course there are assorted other lesser changes, ranging from a new Unicode installer to the addition of a Georgian translation (the official changelog entry has more).

What hasn’t changed is that BurnAware Free is still missing a disc-to-disc copy function, and is free for personal use only.

If that’s a problem then BurnAware 5.0 Home ($29.95) adds disc copying, audio track extraction and file recovery, while BurnAware 5.0 Professional ($39.95) extends the franchise further by burning ISOs to multiple drives simultaneously, and permitting commercial use.

But if BurnAware Free is sufficient, keep in mind that it will by default install the AVG Security Toolbar. If that doesn’t appeal, then pay close attention during the setup process, make sure you choose the Custom Installation option and clear the relevant check boxes.

Photo Credit: AISPIX by Image Source/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Small businesses have their hands full these days in light of a down economy, tightening budgets and the steepening pace of business, but with nation-state hacks front and center in the threatscape, should you worry about those, too, or are you (and your customers) safe?

Nation-state hacks bring to mind images of large defense contractors, big government offices, and/or high profile financial institutions. After all, if a bad actor overseas stole the cutting edge design of a new nuclear reactor, it would be quite a haul for that government and its cronies -- and worth their time, money and effort to go after. But you’re a small business, too small to garner that kind of attention, right?

What Happened in Peru

Architect firms in Peru no doubt thought along those same lines, up until the time that critical design documents started “magically” exfiltrating out over the Internet. The malicious software called ACAD/Medre.A, which we wrote about here, and which was doing that exfiltration, taught us that even if you’re small, you still might posses critical data, and losing that data can have a real impact on your viability as a business.

Suppose your bid to build a skyscraper includes highly detailed designs reflecting much hard work and due diligence, which are then stolen by a competitor with close ties to the government and who significantly undercuts you because they don't need to spend and recoup the cost of preparing the bid. You could see an eerily-familiar-looking building when the contractor is finished, just like the one you designed.

What if you had some dealings with a government entity on small contracts? Georbot, which we wrote about here, taught us that remote spy software was searching for key government terms on users’ computers, and then silently attempted to exfiltrate them to far-flung regions to be data mined for nuggets.

What if you’re a small systems integrator that works on electrical plants? With the recent rash of SCADA angled attacks, your small business might be worth scouring around for access credentials to critical infrastructure controls, as a platform for ransom schemes or other nastiness.

The sad reality is that the typical small business doesn’t have in place adequate defenses against this type of threat. We're talking well-financed, well-orchestrated attacks, that specifically target you (or similar targets in your market segment). That means the attackers have the time to do it right. And if they’re after information that could be worth a lot, they can spend to get it.

So how do you protect yourself? The first part of a nation state attack is likely to be intelligence gathering. They want to know and understand your network. Think of it like getting a blueprint of the bank prior to a bank robbery, you’re not primarily interested in the blueprint, but what information it provides to facilitate your endeavor.

Rogue Processes are Red Flags

In a cyber-assault on your company the first stage of a nation state attack might be to try to pierce your perimeter network defenses and look around. So here’s the part that’s critical: rogue processes that suddenly appear and start scouring your internal networks are a red flag that someone’s trying to gather intelligence. Stop them here and you’ll go a long ways toward fending off successive stages. Without a map of what they’re looking for, it’s much tougher for them to find it.

Second, watch outbound attempts to transfer data to strange places, especially at strange times, and more especially in large spikes of traffic. Those are several key indicators that bad things are happening, and your network sensors should alert you quickly.

Third, the endpoint tends to be the weak point and most frequently exploited. Someone lets in the bad guys accidentally or they get in because someone is not using adequate endpoint security. This breach of defenses may come in the form of a rogue attachment on an email, or in a social network message. If a user doesn’t know better and clicks on the wrong thing, and they are not running antimalware, then your troubles may just be starting.

The good news? With a few pieces of network hardware and time spent educating users (and good endpoint security), you can go a long way toward stopping nastiness. Many modern business routers have intrusion detection defenses built in. These can be enabled by simply checking boxes on the router control panel. They also support notifications via email if bad things appear to be happening. This hardware is well within the reach of most small businesses, budget-wise.

Yes, there are better (and more complex/expensive) defenses, but that’s a good start and makes you more secure than many businesses that don’t even have the basics in place yet. These steps can go a long ways toward keeping you safe, particularly if your users also know how to spot a malicious scam attachment in their email and not click on it.

Reprinted with permission. 

Photo Credit: Blazej Lyjak/Shutterstock

[image: ]Cameron Camp is a researcher for global security provider ESET and has played a critical role in building the ESET North America Research Lab. Cameron has been building critical technology infrastructures for more than 20 years, beginning as an assembly language programmer in 1987 and eventually becoming an evangelist for Linux and open-source technologies with an emphasis on the security sector. Prior to joining ESET, he founded Logical Web Host in 1998, a data-driven web services company.
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		[image: ]Google has announced the release of Chrome 21 to the beta channel for Windows, Mac, Linux and Chrome Frame. And while the new build won’t revolutionise your life overnight, it does include support for a couple of new APIs, which will make for richer web experiences in the future.

The first of these, the WebRTC getuserMedia API, allows users to give web access to their camera and microphone from within the browser, no plugin required. And a few web apps already show some of the creative possibilities: Paul Neave’s “Webcam Toy” uses WebGL fragment shaders to apply real-time special effects to the video, for instance.

Chrome 21 now also includes support for the Gamepad JavaScript API, which allows web apps to access input from any standard gamepad connected to the user’s machine. We’ll be very interested to see where developers go with that.

If you’ve made use of Google Cloud Print then you’ll be pleased to see that Chrome 21's Print dialog can now print to your Cloud Ready printer, Google Drive, Chrome on your mobile device, and more.

And of course there’s the usual bundle of less exciting (but still very necessary) bug and security fixes.

Elsewhere, the big news wasn’t so much what Google was adding to Chrome, as what they were taking away: when Google’s Jason Kersey announced the release of Chrome 22 to the Dev Channel, he revealed that from this build Google Chrome will no longer support OS X 10.5, aka Leopard. If that’s an issue for you then you’ll have around 3 months to upgrade (or choose a new browser) before Chrome 22 becomes the stable release.
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The Apple iPad is the best-selling tablet by quite some margin, but with increasing competition from the likes of Google and Microsoft, its dominance could be under threat. Although the company could (and likely will) make some minor improvements to the iPad at some point -- making it thinner, boosting the camera, and finding a way to reduce its core temperature, for example -- it needs to come up with new variations if it wants to stay on top.

That means going large and producing a ‘MacPad’, which would essentially be a touchscreen, keyboard-less version of the Macbook Air (bringing it into direct competition with Microsoft Surface), or going small, and finally introducing the much rumored iPad mini.

Tech journos have been talking about an iPad mini for close to two years now, with rumors really gaining pace over the past few weeks (I wouldn’t be surprised if Apple itself wasn’t the source of some of the stories, seeing how they’ve surfaced so close to Google’s announcement of the Nexus 7). With so many people talking about it, and with so many specs floating about, surely it has to be a reality, right? Well, let’s look at what we know.

1. What will the iPad mini be like?

Everyone agrees the new iPad will be a 7-inch device, like the Kindle Fire or Nexus 7, with a 7.85-in screen and offering a resolution of 1024 x 768. The reduced resolution will allow existing iPad apps to be scaled down without problems, and offer a point of difference between the two tablets. It will likely be a lot thinner than the existing iPad, probably more like the iPod touch 4G, and could well look like a scaled up iPod Nano, again to differentiate it. Expect it to be available in smaller capacities, starting at 8GB, and be powered by a decent processor, like the dual-core A5X SoC.

2. When will I be able to buy one?

Well, assuming it even exists, of course, it’s likely to be released in the United States and United Kingdom this September, in time for Christmas. While it could be priced to compete directly with the Nexus 7, I’d expect it to retail for more. Even with reduced specs, Apple wouldn’t want to go too low. The company has a reputation for producing quality products so would want to position it as “affordable” rather than “cheap”.

It’s unlikely to be called the iPad mini when launched either. Expect it to have a more Apple-sounding name, like the iPad play, iPad go or even iPad air. Some pundits have suggested it could be called the iPad nano, but that would be a better name for a retooled iPod touch.

3. So does it even exist?

Former Apple CEO Steve Jobs dismissed the idea of a smaller iPad in 2010: “One naturally thinks that a 7-inch screen would offer 70 per cent of the benefits of a 10in screen. Unfortunately, this is far from the truth. … The reason we [won't] make a 7-inch tablet isn’t because we don’t want to hit [a lower] price point, it’s because we think the screen is too small to express the software”. He also said, far more scathingly, “The 7-inch tablets are tweeners: too big to compete with a smartphone, and too small to compete with an iPad".

But a lot has happened to the market in two years, and with a new CEO at the helm, it’s almost inevitable that Apple will bring out a 7-inch tablet, and soon. Not to compete, but to ensure it stays far ahead of its rivals. The fear that a smaller iPad could cannibalize the sales of the full-sized model are rather irrelevant now. Apple would rather eat into its own market share than have Google, Samsung or Amazon do it.

So what do you think? Can we expect to see a 7in iPad soon? And, if so, what features would you like it to have?
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Google has released the latest and greatest version of its Android mobile operating system, known as Jelly Bean, or Android 4.1 into the open source channel on Monday afternoon.

An announcement from Jean-Baptiste Queru, Google's head of the Android Open Source Project, officially opened availability of the Jelly Bean binaries Monday.  Generally speaking, open sourcing is the very first step in broad availability for the newest build of Android, as this is the framework phonemakers use to build their respective versions of the operating system.

The team behind Android's most popular custom firmware, CyanogenMod, announced it is going to begin hammering the package out into ROM form as soon as possible.  Work on a Jelly Bean release will not affect the RC2 and Stable releases of the Ice Cream Sandwich-based CM9.
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How would you like to spend $700 on the most amazing smartphone, one which truly replaces your digital camera and makes iPhone look like horse and buggy compared to your Porsche. The handset has style and finesse, and is teched-out to the nines. There is but one little problem: The software is outdated -- abandoned -- before the phone's release. The hardware is amazing but the operating system is dead on arrival.

Nokia 808 PureView is the latest smartphone to come to the United States from the Finnish manufacturer. Nokia's USA website lists the 808 PureView as "coming soon", but Amazon will sell you one right now, for $699.99. There the lone reviewer, Tor Slettnes, rates five stars, writing: "This phone is nothing short of a dream come true for any remaining Symbian fans -- all 3 of us!" There you have it. Everything that's right about the mobile shows what's wrong with Nokia.

Nokia misuses PureView

By many measures, 808 PureView is Nokia's greatest mobile ever. Stand-out feature is the camera -- a 41MP shooter that kneels all smartphone cameras to date. It’s so good that Nokia wants to use the technology in future Windows Phone devices. The camera really is amazing. In a recent blind photo quality test conducted by GSM Arena, the 808 PureView bested an Olympus PEN E-PL2 by more than 2 to 1 on votes.

Some other features are mediocre, but the big problem is Nokia Belle, which is the successor of Symbian. Even though this operating system should be addressed to low-end devices, Nokia made a very bold move by powering flagship device 808 PureView with none other than Belle.

Here is where things get tricky, since all development has shifted to Windows Phone from Symbian. Instead of focusing their best efforts into launching another WP flagship device, Nokia invested in a product that runs a slowly dying operating system. I can only assume that only die-hard Nokia fans will want to buy the phone -- even photo enthusiasts for whom the camera would be a big selling point.

There is great marketing potential behind PureView, but Nokia uses it in a phone that cannot succeed because Belle is hell -- cast aside into the dark recesses of abandoned tech.

There are quite a few people who would argue that Nokia shouldn’t have chosen Windows Phone as a platform. There's no chance for this generation Lumias. The right move would be to use the PureView technology in the upcoming Windows Phone 8 smartphones and stop wasting precious resources on side projects; they've announced that in the future Windows Phone 8 will take advantage of PureView. But for now Nokia's commitment begins and ends with an obsolete platform.

Windows Phone is Good Enough

Nokia is the main player in the Windows Phone market, being the only large manufacturer besides Apple (not that it will ever happen) that hasn’t (yet) released any Android device. The Finnish corporation competes with Samsung for first place in worldwide phone sales, so their decision to support a single major ecosystem they don't completely control can be viewed as quite a risk.

Nokia has bet the company's future on its Microsoft partnership, which so far is proving to be quite painful -- falling market share, profit losses and layoffs among the hurt. Stephen Elop, who was a Microsoft divisional president before becoming Nokia CEO, has stated that there is "no Plan B" in case that the partnership between the companies fails to produce the desired results.

Currently the handset manufacturer faces difficult times, with the Finnish Government refusing to provide any support in order to help the corporation recover after the disastrous results. It should come as no surprise to anyone that Nokia is really playing its only card by joining Microsoft in hope that there will be a turnaround in results.

Elop can really be proud of his achievements. Since he stepped in as chief executive, Nokia bonds have been downgraded to junk by Ratings Agency Moody’s and the Finnish Government refuses to provide any help.

Former Apple executive, founder of BeOS and former PalmSource chairman, Jean-Louis Gassée believes that Nokia should let Elop go. Stephen Elop clearly has a fan in Mr. Gassée. The Windows Phone transition is proving to be difficult enough.

Why is Nokia investing so much time in Belle? Perhaps product managers decided 808 PureView development had gone too far before the Microsoft partnership started to pull out.

In 2012, the only viable platform choices are Android, iOS and Windows Phone. The rest of the platforms are dying in anonymity or are too low-end to be even brought into discussion. No matter how much effort Nokia puts into its home-grown OS there isn’t any chance for recovery and any effort is futile. 

Releasing 808 PureView sends the wrong kind of message to everyone, particularly to people buying the phone only to later find the platform is obsolete. Isn't it bad enough that none of the Lumias can be upgraded to Windows Phone 8? If Nokia wants to fail, it's doing the best possible job at it.
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	Publié: juillet  9, 2012, 11:21pm CEST par Mark Wilson

	
	
	
		[image: ]Everyone needs to keep their life organized and any tool that can help with this is welcome. One such piece of software is EssentialPIM, which has just been updated to version 5.0. The headline new feature: synchronization with both iOS and Android devices; a companion Android app is available for download from Google Play, while an iOS app is expected in the App Store in the near future. But this is not the only new feature in this handy PIM which bears quite a resemblance to Microsoft Outlook.

The app can be used to manage your contacts, calendars, email accounts, notes, passwords and much more. Available in Free, Portable and Pro varieties, the program has been updated to include support for multiple SMTP servers as well as the ability to configure an unlimited number of identities in the mail component.

A slightly redesigned interface means that it is now possible to open several dialogs simultaneously thanks to the fact that most windows are now independent from the main program window. To make it easier to navigate between contacts, a new letters bar has been added, and message starring makes it easier to highlight emails you would like to be reminded of in the future.

The Pro version of the program includes a range of extra features and additions that are not found in the Free edition. This includes new templates for creating todo lists and appointments, and a new one-way synchronization option with Outlook. When a one-way sync is performed with Outlook, WebDAV, Google or another online service, there is now the option to choose between removing or leaving items that do not match in both locations.

You can find out more and download a free copy of the program by paying a visit to the EssentialPIM Free 5.0, EssentialPIM Free Portable 5.0 and EssentialPIM Pro 5.0 review pages.

Photo Credit:  Blend Images/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Today, UK Judge Colin Birss confirms what Apple fans have claimed for years: Samsung isn't "cool enough" to copy the trendy fruit-logo company. But the result is opposite their meaning about copying badly. Birss ruled that Samsung's Galaxy Tab family of tablets do not imitate iPad, meaning violate Apple's registered design -- they're not "cool enough" and "do not have the same understated and extreme simplicity which is possessed by the Apple design".

The court gave the win to Samsung by stating that Galaxy Tab 10.1 is different enough to the iPad, being thinner and with a detailed back cover. Apple spokesman Alan Hely doesn't agree, saying: "This kind of blatant copying is wrong and, as we’ve said many times before, we need to protect Apple’s intellectual property". This is what happens when you lose and can't do it with dignity.

The ruling juxtaposes others. Late last month, US District Judge Lucy Koh issued a preliminary injunction against Galaxy Tab 10.1 for violating a single Apple software process patent. But her ruling stands against a rising tide of outrage among judges about frivolous and abusive patent lawsuits. Perhaps Apple is no longer cool enough for many jurists.

Samsung could use this ruling to their advantage to fight similar claims in other disputes with Apple, and in other countries as well. A ruling in the United Kingdom might change other judges' rulings all over the world. Judge Birss' statements are frank, but they're not the only ones.

Another UK Judge invalidates "Slide to Unlock" Patent

Last week, UK Judge Christopher Floyd, who oversaw the trial between Apple and HTC, ruled that HTC doesn't infringe the four patents that Apple presented during the trial. Further more, Judge Floyd also invalidated two patents, the most famous of the two being the "slide to unlock", with a third one being partly invalidated as well. That's a crushing victory for HTC against Apple. with the Taiwanese manufacturer being able to continue selling its current and future smartphones that use a similar unlocking method in the United Kingdom. This could also have consequences in the rest of Europe as well, where other judges could rule in a similar fashion. A significant blow could be delivered to Apple in the future, as HTC might use the UK verdict to convince upon a favorable ruling in possible upcoming trials.

Considering how easy it was for Judge Floyd to invalidate two software patents (with a third almost invalidated), a shadow of doubt could set over whether software patents should be granted or not. A precedent has been set now and it's likely for another patent lawsuit to be ruled in a similar way in court.

Is There a Need for Software Patents?

Software patent disputes make headlines nearly every day, with lawsuits being filed more often -- and Apple high among the most aggressive litigants. The purpose is simple: To cripple the opponent by cutting off distribution of their products. The consequences are easy to notice as the injunctions start rolling. Patent disputes are out of hand indeed.

Software patents are easier to tackle than hardware patents. With hardware you have to invest in R&D, make prototypes and hire qualified personnel and so on. In order to be successful and protect their intellectual property such companies make large investments. Software, on the other hand, is much easier to develop and it also involves a lower overall cost. Processes are easiest of all, and many disputed patents cover how things are done, such as Apple's victory against Samsung in the United States: Universal search.

The real problem in patent disputes comes from the fact that software patents are far easier to go to trial for, and just as an example, an entire industry of NPEs (non-practicing entities) is responsible for $29 billion in patent dispute costs in 2011 alone.

Is there a point in software patents then? They seem to cause serious financial damage at a company’s expens, thus making patent litigations very attractive.

US Judge Richard Posner dismisses Apple/Motorola lawsuits.

But like Birss, other judges are pushing back. Richard Posner, the US Judge who threw out the case filed by Apple against Motorola, sees the technology industry as a jungle with animals in a constant struggle for survival. He questions software patents' validity: "It's not clear that we really need patents in most industries". He spoke to Reuters last week.

"You just have this proliferation of patents" and "it's a problem" are his observations to the ever increasing disputes over software patents and his reasoning for why we don't need software patents. In my opinion, his statements will cause a few heated discussions over time.

Judge Richard Posner volunteered to oversee the Apple vs Motorola case, which must have been a surprise to both parties, since the case was redirected from a Wisconsin federal court to him. What wasn’t actually expected, considering the large number of patent disputes in court, his dismissing Apple’s request to ban the sale of Motorola devices, claimed to have used Apple patents.

In October 2010, Motorola filed a lawsuit against Apple and the same month Apple sued back. By cancelling the trial he dismissed a possible injunction against Motorola phones. His reasoning: it would harm consumers. He also barred Motorola from seeking an injunction against the iPhone due to Apple’s pledging of a fair licensing of its patent.

Is Judge Posner Right?

Through his decisions to tackle the patent disputes from another perspective Posner has set an example to other US Judges -- there is another way for lawsuits to end and one that doesn’t have to harm something very valuable: consumer choice.

Consumer choice is very important in a free market and it also dictates the market’s choice over a product or another. Taking that away can have dangerous effects over personal choices, which removed can lead to monopoly.

Other trials would have been better ended in a similar matter and would not have caused consumer outrage, like my colleague Joe Wilcox points out.

From my personal perspective I agree with Judge Posner’s reasoning. I admire his decision not to take part in these continuous and frivolous disputes. The recognition of effort and merit through patents is important to our society, but it shouldn’t be used as a weapon to cripple the opponent.

Photo Credit:  Julien Tromeur/Shutterstock
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It took just about six months for the first generation of Google TV to be declared a failure.  Logitech launched its Revue set top box in October 2010, and by July 2011, they couldn't even give them away.  The company subsequently took a $30 million writedown on the venture, and Intel, who provided chips for Google TV, quietly divorced itself from the product. 

Google aligned with Marvell, switching the platform over to the ARM instruction set, which fundamentally shifted the architecture and splintered development. 

Since January, there has only been one update to these first-gen Google TV devices, and it came out at the beginning of last month.  It's hard to feel that gen one Google TV is anything but a dead end.

But things promise to be quite different moving forward.

"Talking about generation one, there were a few key elements and conditions that existed then that have changed in gen two," said Guarav Shah, General Manager for Marvell's Digital Entertainment Business Unit.  "First and foremost, there were only two OEMs using the first generation implementation from Google.  The user interface was not as intuitive, and there were a lot of issues with it. I think having only two OEMs definitely was one of the key reasons that gen one had such a short life.  Now there's Sony, Vizio, and LG  -albeit with their own silicon--  behind them, and there's a significant number of OEMS coming out that we're working with that we're not at liberty to discuss at this point.  Moving from the middle of July through the rest of the year, there will be other OEMs announcing their products."

Broader participation from OEMs means more interpretations of Google TV.  Vizio has shown promise with its interpretation of Google TV, which rolls in OnLive streaming video game functionality.  This is possible thanks to Marvell's early collaboration on the  OnLive Micro Console, and Sony's understated "Internet Player" supports dual displays for "media remotes" and suchlike.  There is no telling what kind of craziness will be coming from manufacturers later this year.

Does this whole thing sound a bit familiar?  It should, because it mirrors Google's strategy with Android; and that has driven Android to the top of the smartphone market.

Though over-the-top (OTT) set top boxes are still a niche product, Google can take over by brute force by providing a cheap, powerful platform for manufacturers to adopt without the upfront development costs associated with building their own platform. 

Right now, the second generation of Google TV appears to have done that perfectly.
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While Microsoft has turned to the smaller touchscreen with its Surface tablet, the company hasn't forgotten about its roots in large-format touch screens and the original Surface (now PixelSense). Microsoft announced the acquisition of Perceptive Pixel on Monday, one of the leading large-scale, multi-touch display solution providers.

You are probably already familiar with Perceptive Pixel's technologies, although you may not realize it. CNN began using the company's touch displays during the 2008 presidential election and has used them ever since. Perceptive Pixel also has customers across other sectors, including government, defense, energy exploration, engineering, and higher education.

While Microsoft already has a foothold in this market thanks to PixelSense, the purchase of Perceptive Pixel may have more to do with building market share quickly in large size touch screens. These technologies will be built on top of Windows 8, so obviously Microsoft is hoping to increase the ground its newest operating system can cover.

There's also the fact that Microsoft is all but an industry standard when it comes to office productivity applications, so the Perceptive Pixel team has a direct line to apps that its customers will obviously want to be touch-enabled.

"By joining Microsoft, we will be able to take advantage of the tremendous momentum of the Microsoft Office Division, tightly interoperate with its products, and deliver this technology to a very broad set of customers," Perceptive Pixel Founder Jeff Han says of the acquisition.

Though the acquisition was announced by Microsoft's Office division, the specific team Han will join at Microsoft was not disclosed.

The terms of the deal were not disclosed either. Microsoft appears set to integrate Perceptive Pixel's technologies into its portfolio of preexisting touch technologies. 

"PPI’s large touch displays, when combined with hardware from our OEMs, will become powerful Windows 8-based PCs and open new possibilities for productivity and collaboration," Office division chief Kurt DelBene says.

Don't expect these technologies to make it into the consumer realm, at least initially. Perceptive Pixel's partners have paid a high price to incorporate the technologies into their workflow. A display with the company's technologies will set you back about $80,000, although Microsoft says it plans to make the technology more affordable.

How much more affordable is yet unknown, but at least for the time being it appears Microsoft's new big-screen touch displays will end up in the hands of its enterprise customers. 
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		[image: ]System optimization tools are ten-a-penny, but those that are worthy of note are few and far between. One tool that falls into the noteworthy camp is Uniblue Powersuite, which has just been updated to version 2013. This comprehensive suite of optimization tools has received a major facelift that makes its various components easier than ever to navigate and provides you with helpful information about the health of your system.

The redesigned interface finds the suite’s tools divided up into three main sections -- speed tools, system optimization and disk optimization -- but there is also a general Overview section that gives you a quick insight into the state of your computer. The Speed Tools section covers all of the basics such as CPU management to better balance CPU load as well as improveing the launch times of various programs by caching the resources they use. There’s also a proactive thumbnail generator that eliminates the need to Windows to create image thumbnails on the fly.

Moving to the System Optimization section can be used to apply a huge range of tweaks to your system -- these are basically registry edits that are applied on your behalf -- as well as performing fairly standard actions such as killing unnecessary startup items. You can also use this section of check for driver updates, remove invalid registry entries and defragment the registry.

Finally, the Disk Optimization section includes a number of options to help free up space and improve performance. You can claim back many megabytes by removing unnecessary files and old backups – as well as using file compression -- and then take advantage of a defragmentation tool which is more advanced than the utility that is built into Windows.

While you are using the free Lite version of the program you only have access to the tools in the speed section, but it does give you a good taste of what the suite as a whole is capable of. By upgrading to the Pro version of the program, as well as unlocking all of these extra tools, you also gain the ability to schedule the program to run a system scan on a regular basis. You can find out more and download a free copy of the Lite edition of the program by paying a visit to the Uniblue Powersuite 2013 download page.

Photo Credit:  Levent Konuk/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Malware on Android devices is a real and growing threat, and one that is only likely to worsen. The latest Trojan to be found in the wild is a particularly nasty piece of coding named MMarketPay.A by TrustGo, the mobile security company that discovered it. Believed to have infected more than 100,000 smartphones in China, the Trojan downloads paid apps and videos from Mobile Market (M-Market), China Mobile’s official app store, without the user’s knowledge, resulting in some pretty hefty bills.

The malware is picked up by downloading infected apps from one of nine app stores (nDuoa, GFan, AppChina, LIQU, ANFONE, Soft.3g.cn, TalkPhone, 159.com and AZ4SD) and once installed on a device, it bypasses M-Market’s SMS security step, and begins placing orders and downloading content.

While the chances of it actually spreading beyond China are slim -- unless you choose to download your apps from Chinese stores -- it’s another example of how malware creators are targeting Google’s mobile OS, and another reason why you should avoid downloading apps from any other sources besides Google Play.

Because Apple’s ecosystem is more locked down, and officially prohibits side-loading apps, it’s far less likely you’ll pick up an infected app on an iOS device, but not impossible. Apple and Google both removed the Russian-language Find and Call app from their respective stores last week, following a tip-off from Kaspersky Labs that it was stealing users’ phone books and spamming their contacts.

How worried are you about the growing threat of malware on mobile devices?

Photo Credit: Albert Ziganshin/Shutterstock
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I told you so back in February that Windows 8 would debut in October -- not that it was rocket science to me. Nevertheless I wrote: "Windows 8 must RTM by end of August to make October launch, which is best timeframe assuring the channel is stocked for Black Friday". Today, Microsoft revealed that its next-generation operating system would release to manufacturing in early August and be available at retail in October.

Microsoft's timing is sheer brilliance. We already know that Surface tablets will ship simultaneously with Windows 8, and OEMs have shown off a boatload of new models coming for the holidays. Apple plans to release OS X Mountain Lion this month, perhaps in days. Anyone considering a shiny new Mac suddenly has reason to wait. Will Surface or Windows 8 slates be worth the wait? Mountain Lion's user interface is oh-so yesterday, while Windows 8 Metro is oh-so tomorrow -- well, for anyone who actually likes it. Now that we know when, it's time to ask if you will buy. That's a question you can answer in comments and the poll below the fold.

Enterprise Cornucopia 

But wait! Enterprises won't have to wait until October, neither will developers. Software Assurance subscribers will have access to Windows 8 when it RTMs the first week of August. Meanwhile, the Windows Store will be open for business and allow developers to cash in on their apps. That's the other reason today's announcement timing is brilliant. Because of when Microsoft switched over to Software Assurance a decade ago, the bulk of renewals come in July. The August availability announcement comes as many enterprises are negotiating renewals. Many now have more impetuous to get those contracts.

There's more to this. Surface, which runs Windows RT, ships with Office 15. Microsoft hasn't released a public beta yet, and the Worldwide Partner Conference -- where the company announced Windows 8 timing -- would be right venue and fit in with promised summertime. If there is no Office 15 beta, and should Microsoft use 2013 naming instead of 2012, the software likely won't be ready until late-year earliest. That's based on Microsoft's longstanding approach to nomenclature.

Meanwhile, Microsoft will serve enterprises a software feast, which includes Windows Server 8 and new versions of Intune, .NET and Visual Studio, among others. It's an enterprise and cloud cornucopia all queued up for late this year and early next -- and, again, more reasons for businesses to polish up their Software Assurance renewals.

Okay, When?

Now, the question remains; Will you buy, and when? Microsoft hasn't announced pricing yet for businesses or consumers, but expect it soon. Meanwhile we know that special upgrade pricing will be available through end of January -- $39.99 from any consumer Windows version, including XP, to 8 Pro. My colleague Martin Brinkmann's "Four things you REALLY need to know about Windows 8 upgrades" is a must-read primer for anyone considering that $40 deal.

Last week, I asked BetaNews readers about upgrading for that low price. Among the 1,057 respondents so far, 43.42 percent of you that qualify say yes, while 27.91 percent who could upgrade won't.

Reader Jay Donnelly installed Windows 8 Consumer Preview last week, "and although it took me 2 days to work  it out, it's actually quite good to the point I love it". 

Geoff Coupe: "At $40 a throw, I'll certainly upgrade my Win 7 computers to Windows 8 Pro. By so doing, I position them to take advantage of the improvements that W8 has over Win7 in the basic platform, plus I am positioned to take advantage of new stuff arriving via the Marketplace".

Ben Cousins has "played with both 8 Previews and Server 8 Previews. They are both a pain in the arse to use. I have recently changed to (almost soul os) Ubuntu 12.04LTS. I'm starting to hate Windows more and more". Cousins is a developer.



Enterprises can get Windows 8 in August 2012, while consumers wait until October. Will you buy Windows 8?

Success or Failure?

Overall, reactions are largely mixed to Windows 8, with the most negative clearly leveled at Metro (particularly used with mouse and keyboard) and removal of the Start button/menu from the legacy desktop. I absolutely expect Metro to pose a hardship for enterprises. My colleague Wayne Williams insists that "Windows 8 will flop", while Randall Kennedy asks: "What if Windows 8 fails?" Failure or success is really about definition and measurement. I expect that Microsoft will sell tens of millions Windows 8 licenses, while enterprise adoption won't exceed Windows Vista.

By many measures, Windows 8 will be Microsoft's next Vista: Many buyers will loathe Metro and stick with or choose Windows 7 instead. That's not a bad scenario. Microsoft is trying to pull the entire Windows install base forward by making many radical changes. Take a pick. It's Metro on the desktop and back to the command line on the server-- and much more. Changes under the hood and user interface, including Metro and Ribbon, will give many IT decision-makers the willies.

The majority of enterprises will have just completed or soon will finish Windows 7 deployments by the time Windows 8 is available to them next month. They wouldn't upgrade soon anyway. Best time for Microsoft to make major changes is during a release cycle with lower enterprise adoption. From that perspective, Windows 8 preps the install base for what comes next -- Windows 8 or RT slates now but, for most businesses, version 9.

"I help admin a network at a LARGE company. We do not have a Win8 in our road map for future refresh", Ocram Schwarz comments. "No one in their right mind would put into a corporate environment. Our beta test group actually cursed at us after 3 days of testing [Windows 8]".

Is your company similar? Different? Please take the poll above and answer below: Will you buy Windows 8? If so, when?

Editor's note: Do to an error, the poll posted without "no plans". One-hundred seventy-seven responses were collected before we added this important option to the poll. We've recorded responses and will appropriately "weight" poll results when reporting them.
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At the 2012 Microsoft Worldwide Partner Conference in Toronto, Canada, Microsoft CFO and Chief Marking Officer Tami Reller finally revealed the time when we can expect Windows 8 to hit the market.

During her keynote presentation, Reller talked about the new features of the Windows platform and how it will work with its deployment partners. Of course, the bigest news was that the final build of Windows 8 will reach RTM (release to manufacturing) in the first week of August. 

Enterprise customers will be granted access to Windows 8 at the end of August. Following up at the end of October, it will be released in both its boxed form for retail, and as upgrades.

Windows 8 will be available in 109 languages across 231 markets worldwide, a subject Ms. Reller called "unprecedented." One of the biggest targets with the new Windows 8 install will be cheaper upgrades for Window XP holdouts. Also touched upon at the keynote was the 18-month long milestone changes since Windows 8 announcement at the 2011 CES.

Ms. Reller than went on to talk about the new forms of Windows with new key features. She demoed new multi-touch feature that is surprisingly fast on new ultrabooks from Acer. She also demoed Asus laptops using ARM and X86 SoCs. The biggest new product reveal was the new ten finger multitouch angled touchscreen PC from Lenovo. Reller demoed the new multi-touch evolution of MS Paint, using actual paint brushes to paint with. Finally, she demonstrated Windows 8 on a USB keychain to maintain live installs of Windows 8 for secure corporate environments.
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About 10 weeks ago, I wrote a six-part series of columns on troubles at IBM that was read by more than three million people. Months later I’m still getting ripples of response to those columns, which I followed with a couple updates. There is a very high level of pain in these responses that tells me I should do a better job of explaining the dynamics of the underlying issues not only for IBM but for IT in general in the USA. It comes down to class warfare.

Warfare, to be clear, isn’t genocide. There are IT people who would have me believe that they are complete victims, powerless against the death squads of corporate America. But that’s not the way it is. There’s plenty of power and plenty of bad will and plenty of ignorance to go around on all sides here. Generally speaking, though, the topic is complex enough that it needs real explaining -- explaining we’re unlikely to get elsewhere in an election year dominated by sound bites.

This is not just about IBM. It is about the culture of large corporations today, not yesterday.

Corporate Cultures

From the large corporation side the issues are cutting costs, raising revenues, increasing productivity, earnings-per-share and ultimately the price of company stock. Nothing else matters. Old corporate slogans and promises implied in employee handbooks from 1990 have no bearing in the present. It would be nice if companies kept their commitments, but they don’t. Corporate needs change over time. And with rare exceptions for truly criminal behavior we probably just have to accept this and move on.

From the perspective of IT professionals there’s a betrayal of trust that stems from the attempted commoditization of their function. What once were people now are resources and like any commodity the underlying idea is that a ton of IT here is exactly comparable to a ton of IT there.

So there’s a tug-of-war between corporate ambitions and personal goals. And to complicate things further this struggle is taking place on a playing field that also involves government, finance, and media -- all entities that deal mainly in stereotypes, generalities, and bull shit.

Wall Street just wants the numbers to work out. Wall Street can win by going long or going short so all they really need is change. This further depersonalizes the struggle that’s going on because the traders who benefit from those stock shifts don’t really care what’s happening or why. To Wall Street there is no such thing as a bad (or good) business, that is until some CEO goes to jail.

Government wants improvement and overall prosperity but their tools for accomplishing this aren’t very precise and the culture of government is both corrupt and stupid. If government wasn’t corrupt and wasn’t stupid, lobbyists would have no impact. Smart government wouldn’t need lobbyists to explain things. Uncorrupt government wouldn’t be open to manipulation by special interests. Worst of all the political game seems to have devolved to solely being one of spin -- turning the events of the day to the disadvantage of opponents without regard to what’s right or real.

And the media tends to just repeat what it is told, tacking ads to the content. There’s a cynicism in the media combined with an inability to give more than 15 minutes of real attention to anything that isn’t a celebrity divorce resulting in little information or useful perspective in the news.

IT Talent

There are huge economic forces at work here -- far bigger than many people or institutions recognize. Right now, for example, there are hundreds of thousands of experienced IT workers in the USA who are unemployed at the exact moment when big corporate America is screaming for relaxed immigration rules to deal with a critical shortage of IT talent.

How can this be? Do we have an IT glut or an IT shortage?

Like any commodity, the answer to this question generally comes down to delivered cost. If you are willing to pay $100 per barrel of oil there’s plenty of the stuff to be purchased. There’s a glut of $100 oil. But if you will only pay $10 per barrel of oil there’s a critical shortage. In fact at $10 America probably has no oil at all.

In America right now there is a glut of $80,000-and-above IT workers and a shortage of $40,000-and-below IT workers.

Remember that $80,000-and-above population comes with a surcharge for benefits that may not equally apply to the $40,000-and-below crowd, especially if those are overseas or in this country temporarily. A good portion of that surcharge relates to costs that increase with age, so older workers are more expensive than younger workers.

It’s illegal to discriminate based on age but not illegal to discriminate based on cost, yet one is a proxy for the other. So this is not just class warfare, it is generational warfare.

Yet government and media are too stupid to understand that.

There are some realities of IT that intervene here, creating problems for both sides. IT is a notoriously inefficient profession, for one. At its lowest levels there’s typically a very poor use of labor that might well be vulnerable to foreign assault. Exporting a crappy help desk to Pakistan might not be a good idea, but if the current standard is bad enough then Pakistan is unlikely to be worse. In short there are a lot of incompetent IT people in every country.

Toward the top end of IT the value of individual contributors becomes extreme. There are many IT organizations where certain critical functions are dependent on a single worker. These are complex or arcane tasks being done by unique individuals. You know the type. Every organization needs more of them and it is easy to justify looking wherever, even overseas, to find more.  It’s at this level where the commodity argument breaks down.

Boiled Like Frogs

What we see at IBM and most of its competitors is a sales-oriented culture (get the deal -- and the commission -- at any cost) that sees technical talent as fungible, yet sometimes it isn’t fungible at all. There are many instances where IT resources can’t be replaced ton-for-ton because in the whole world there is less than a ton of what’s needed.

From the big corporate perspective we discard local resources and replace them with remote or imported resources. This might work if there were no cultural, language, or experience differences, but there are. There are differences based on familiarity with the job at hand. All these are ignored by CEOs who are operating at a level of abstraction bordering on delusion. And nobody below these CEOs sees any margin in telling them the truth.

Against this we have a cadre of IT workers who have been slowly boiled like frogs put into a cold pot. By the time they realize what’s happened these people are cooked. They are not just resentful but in many cases resentful and useless, having been so damaged by their work experience. They just want things to go back the way there were but this will never happen.

Never.

So we have a standoff. Corporate America has, for the most part, chosen a poor path when it comes to IT labor issues, but CEOs aren’t into soul-searching and nobody can turn back the clock. Labor, in turn, longs for a fantasy of their own -- the good old days.

The only answer that makes any sense is innovation -- a word that neither side uses properly, ever.

The only way out of this mess is to innovate ourselves into a better future.

But that’s for some future column.  This one’s long enough.

Reprinted with permission.

Photo Credit:  rudall30/Shutterstock
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If you like your security suites to be feature-rich then Bitdefender’s offerings have always been a good choice. And the company’s latest releases show there’s no sign of that changing any time soon: Bitdefender Internet Security 2013 includes all the core functionality you’d expect from a suite (antivirus, firewall, spam filter, parental controls) and a lot you probably wouldn’t (virtual “Safepay” browsing, USB autorun virus protection, more).

All this power doesn’t seem to add much in the way of complexity, though. Installation is straightforward, with a single small setup tool scanning your system for threats, downloading the full suite and installing it for you with the minimum of hassle.

And Internet Security 2013′s use of Bitdefender’s Autopilot technology means that, initially at least, the program will resolve almost every security issue on its own. So there’s no blizzard of popups, no alerts, not even any configuration options to set -- at most you’ll see a new indicator on the program’s gadget to show that some event has occurred (and you can even ignore that, if you like). It’s all very straightforward.

If you’d like to take more manual control of what’s happening, though, the Internet Security 2013 console is on hand. This presents six panels covering the main program areas (Antivirus, Antispam, Privacy, Firewall, Updates, and Bitdefender’s social networking protection, Safego).

There’s a lot of management functionality here -- you can disable particular modules, configure them, run virus scans and more -- but it’s all well organized, and we had no real problems finding our way around. Which is probably just as well, as the Help system isn’t great (to locate the “USB Immunizer” entry you must search for “Immunizer”, for instance, as “USB” returns nothing).

How did these individual modules behave, though? That’s what we checked next.

Antivirus

Bitdefender Internet Security 2013 offers plenty of antivirus options. Its “Autoscan” mode checks your system for threats whenever it’s idle; files are scanned for malware as you access them; you can run quick, full or custom scans on demand, and Rescue Mode provides a bootable environment which can disinfect a system, even when Windows no longer starts (as long as you’re using Vista or later).

Scanning speeds are initially disappointing, but performance quickly improves. Our first “Quick” scan was 6 minutes 10 seconds, but this dropped to 1:42 next time, and 1:23 by the third scan.

Similarly, our first full system scan took just over an hour, but this plummeted to 7:11 by the second. And if you need more performance gains then there are plenty of configuration options which may help.

Accuracy? Bitdefender’s antivirus engine generally does well in independent testing. AV Comparativesawarded it the highest Advanced+ rating in their March 2012 Comparative tests, for instance, and the program was particularly notable for its lack of false positives.

Our own tests were rather smaller, with 10 of the very latest malware samples spread around a test environment, but we had a very similar experience: Internet Security 2013 detected and removed every one, while raising very few false positives (beyond the usual one or two concerns over NirSoft tools).

And again, Autopilot meant we didn’t have to choose what to do with every single file: the program decided on our behalf for 59 files, only asking about one particularly tricky case. This works for us, as Autopilot generally makes sensible decisions, but you can take alternatively take full manual control if you prefer.

Browsing Protection

Detecting malware is good, but avoiding infection in the first place is better, and Bitdefender Internet Security 2013 offers several components which help you do just that.

The simplest options just alert you to dangerous links. Search Advisor adds warning icons to your Google, Bing, Yahoo! and Baidu search results, for instance -- this worked well enough, apart from an occasional delay of a few seconds before they were displayed. And Safego does a good job of filtering your Twitter and Facebook, although this is also available separately for free.

The antiphishing module is even better, adding strong real-time protection to IE, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera and Yahoo! Messenger. And we do mean strong. We tested the program with malicious URLs from several sources and its lowest detection rate was 70%, very good in this field.

The headline new feature here is Safepay, though, an isolated and secure browser which should detect when you visit a banking or online shopping site, and pop up to continue the session, so ensuring your credit card details, account information or other sensitive data can’t easily be intercepted by anything else which might be running on your PC. And sure enough, in our tests it prevented a couple of commercial keyloggers from seeing anything of what we were doing online.

[image: ]

We had a small problem, in that Safepay didn’t always pop up automatically for us, even with sites which we thought might need protection (PayPal, eBay, Amazon). Which can easily be fixed -- you’re able to manually define URLs where you’d like it to appear, or you can just fire up Safepay just like any browser and visit wherever you like -- but it’s a little annoying.

And there’s a more fundamental issue in Safepay’s isolation. Launch the program and your desktop disappears, which means you can’t access other programs until your Safepay session is over. That’s great for keeping you safe, but it also means you won’t be able to use a password manager to log in, which may generate more security problems of its own.

On balance, though, Safepay represents a welcome addition to the package. And if it encourages Bitdefender to add an Identity Safe-like password manager to the suite in future builds, then so much the better.

Firewall, Anti-spam

If there’s one component where we really appreciate Bitdefender Internet Security 2013′s intelligence, it’s the firewall. You’re not left to drown in endless warnings about “svchost.exe” or whatever wants to go online, the program just handles everything itself, while also properly stealthing your PC’s ports to protect you from internet attacks.

We would question some of the firewall’s initial settings, though (its smart intrusion detection system is turned off by default, for instance – go to Settings > Firewall > Advanced to turn it on, so protecting you from the installation of malware drivers, amongst other things).

And configuring the firewall itself isn’t for the faint-hearted, as in places it can be a complex and far from intuitive process.

Elsewhere, the Internet Security 2013 spam filter integrated neatly with our Outlook 2010 setup, also with no intervention required. (And as it runs at the POP3 and SMTP protocol level, the program should work transparently with any standard email client.)

Its initial accuracy wasn’t great, though, with the program picking up only 136 out of 326 spam emails received over the test period (around 42%). Still, it also raised only a single false positive (a legitimate newsletter), and you can train the system over time to do better, so there is hope here – it’ll probably just take a little work.

And There’s More

Parental controls are usually one of the lesser features in most security suites, if they’re included at all, but Bitdefender clearly see things differently. The tools provided here can monitor your child’s Facebook activities, web browsing, instant messaging, perhaps even their location, instant messaging, SMS messages or phone calls (if they have an Android-based phone which you equip with the necessary app, anyway).

There are plenty of options to control the sites they visit, the applications they run, the times they can go online, and more. Or, if you prefer, you can take a more hands-off approach and just use the detailed reports to monitor what they’re doing.

Bitdefender still have plenty of work to do here. The system needs to be able to monitor iOS devices, for instance, and the instant messaging component also requires attention (right now it supports Yahoo! IM only). But it is shaping up well, and may already be sufficient for some people’s needs.

The other interesting addition in Bitdefender Internet Security 2013 is the USB Immunizer. Right-click a USB drive in Explorer, select Bitdefender > Immunize this drive, and the program will make it appear as though there’s an “autorun.inf” file on the drive already – so malware won’t be able to directly create its own.

Does it work? Yes. Well enough, anyway. There are ways around this -- reformatting the drive removes the protection, for instance, and malware could presumably also write to the file system directly to undo Bitdefender’s work -- but they’re not something the average autorun virus is going to do. And so, for the moment at least, the USB Immunizer does an effective job of protecting you from autorun viruses.

Bitdefender Internet Security 2013 isn’t the perfect security suite, then: it has a few issues, here and there. The program scores highly where it really counts, though; this release has some useful new features and improvements; and for all its functions, the suite remains very easy to use and has minimal impact on your system performance. It really could be a great security choice for everyone, from Windows experts to PC novices.

If the feature set doesn’t quite fit with your requirements, though, keep in mind that Bitdefender do have a couple of alternatives. Antivirus Plus 2013 combines the antivirus engine with Safepay, the USB Immunizer and plenty of browsing protection (antiphishing tool, Search Advisor, Safego and more); while Total Security 2013 has the full Internet Security feature set, and adds file encryption and shredding, a PC Tune-up component, and Anti-Theft, a service to help locate and recover lost or stolen computers. 30-day trial builds of both are available if you need them.
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		[image: ]The halfway point of the year has come and gone, and as we slide our way through the calendar, there are more and more software releases to keep track of. If you’ve been busy through the first week of July, here are some of the highlights that you may have missed.

Starting off this week’s selection of titles are a number of tools with a connection to the Internet. Connectify Lite 3.5 is a great free tool that can be used to turn your laptop onto a WiFi hotspot that can be used by other laptops or mobile phones. If you want to use the Internet as a platform for your photography, jAlbum 10.8 can be used to share your photos online. ShareMeNot is a browser extension that can be used to prevent social networking buttons from tracking you line -- it is available as ShareMeNot for Firefox 2.0.1 and ShareMeNot for Chrome 1.0.

Users of Microsoft’s Outlook PIM can turn to Microsoft Outlook Configuration Analyzer 2.0.0 to check the software for problems, while WSUS Offline Update 7.4 makes it easy to keep Office and Windows up to date. Microsoft’s .NET Framework is behind a huge range of tools, and .NET Framework Setup Verification Utility can be used to check your installation for problems that may be preventing other tools from running properly.

For more entertaining tasks, MediaMonkey 4.0.6 makes it easy to manage your music collection so you can always find what you want to listen to. VLC Media Player 2.0.2 (32-bit) and VLC Media Player 2.0.2 (64-bit) are releases aimed at Mac users as the latest version of the media player supports Retina Display.

Do you find that Windows Explorer is a little lacking for you, EF Commander 8.50 is a competent replacement with a raft of helpful built-in utilities, and Z-Cron 4.9 is an advanced task scheduling tool that far exceeds the capabilities of Windows’ own built in tool.

If you’re looking to gain a little extra space to work with, Dexpot 1.5.18 is an interesting virtual desktop manager, complete with impressive 3D transitions. Back to tools which make it easier for you to work with files, Attribute Changer 7.10 is all you need to change time stamps, file attributes and more, while IObit Smart Defrag 2.5.0.1160 places you in full control over your hard drives, with the latest version adding support for Windows 8.

Security is important whatever you happen to use your computer for, and USB Safeguard 6.0 Free is a handy tool that can be used to encrypt the contents of your USB drive so that its files cannot be accessed by other people. To help stay safe online, Comodo Dragon 20.0 is a Chrome based browser with a keen focus on security, but no support for extensions.

If you’re more concerned with taking care of the files you have stored on your hard drive, backing up data is absolutely essential. Genie Backup Manager Home 9.0 inclues everything you need to secure your data with impressive performance and rich feature-set.Genie Backup Manager Professional 9.0 includes additional encryption options, advanced scheduling and other features that will please the more discerning securer of data.

That’s it for another week. We’ll be back in another seven days to help you keep up to speed with the week’s releases.

Photo Credit:  Kudryashka/Shutterstock
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One thing that I can’t seem to get to grips with: The way manufacturers think we all have the hands of a basketball player. I’m not joking, as I’m not there yet. Look at all the new smartphones -- they are all bigger than before. It begs the question: when is enough enough?

I’m going to say it now, so I can get it over with: I don’t like big phones. I’m a guy, and I love a great display as much as the next person. But I can’t seem to love big phones. To me, a smartphone should work as a phone in the first place and as a smartphone second. I do make plenty of calls each day, and I place much value on the size of the device; it needs to fit comfortably in my pocket.

Bigger is (almost) always Better

I'm good with having a bigger screen, but I do have a problem when they go further than what’s technologically possible to keep the size down. The Samsung Galaxy Note is hands down the best example of what I’m talking about, despite the functionality of a phone that is a mini-tablet. There's even a name for it -- phablet. I can see the appeal of such a device for someone that always carries a purse (man or woman), but in terms of pocketability it is not the best fit. Note gets the job done and it’s a great idea, but the 5.3-inch size pushes the barrier further than what a phone should be like in size. Here you can compare the physical size of the iPhone 4s, Galaxy Nexus and Galaxy Note.

The Samsung Galaxy SIII, which I very much like, and HTC One X are the best examples of where the display size should stop. With a 4.8 inch display for the S3 and 4.7 inches for the One X, we’re at a point where going any further means getting out of the phone world and entering the realm of “phablets”.

It doesn’t take much to look further into what I’m talking about, as every guy has at least a female acquaintance with an iPhone. An older study confirms that women like iPhones better than Android devices. Sure, there are a lot of arguments as to why that is, but I can give you one: there isn’t a single Android device that is as good as an iPhone for most women. Generally they prefer handsomer-looking phones that are comfortable to hold, and this is what best fits the bill.

The Market is not ready for Smartphones like the Galaxy Note

Phones like the HTC DROID Incredible 4G LTE (4-inch display) and HTC One S (4.3-inch display) are a dying breed, as manufacturers tend to be more interested in big halo phones rather than invest into smaller devices. Cramming all that technology into a small package is much more difficult. It is common sense that the bigger it is, the easier it is to manufacture.

But what’s not popular news and not automatically implied, is that the bigger it is, the harder it is to sell as well. The Galaxy Note for instance sold just 7 million devices from its introduction until June 2012, with Samsung hoping to sell 10 million in 2012. Take the very popular Galaxy S II, which sold 8 million units from late February to June. The sales numbers show what the market needs and gets. There’s a 5-inch psychological barrier that’s unlikely to be crossed with much enthusiasm any time soon.

What would you Buy?

Until the manufacturing technology allows for displays to use all the space possible, I don’t see how we’re going to embrace 5-inch+ displays with ease. Current smartphones are approaching a limit of acceptable phone size and unlike the 4-inch barrier, which was crossed with ease, in my opinion, history will not repeat itself unless we grow bigger hands overnight.

Like always, I’m interested in hearing your opinion. Would you buy a similar smartphone to the Galaxy Note?
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		[image: ]Setting up a Windows screensaver is easy enough: just tell the system to wait for five minutes, say, and once you’ve been inactive for that period of time (no keypresses, no mouse movements) your preferred screen saver will be launched.

But of course the problem here is that inactivity doesn’t necessarily mean you’re away from the PC; you might be watching a video, or just monitoring some regularly updated webpage (stock prices, say). Ideally you need a little more control over exactly when the screensaver (or the power option to turn your PC off) is executed, then, and that’s exactly what Cyber-D’s AntiScreensaver provides.

If you watch videos or DVDs in VLC Media Player, for instance, then launch AntiScreensaver, click Add, enter VLC in the box and click OK. The program will then check the title bars of your application windows, once a minute, to see if any contain the text “VLC”. And if so, Antiscreensaver will simulate a keypress, fooling the system into thinking you’re still active.

Repeat the process with other application names, as necessary. And add the names of any websites where you might watch videos or otherwise spend a while just watching the screen (YouTube, say).

And once you’ve finished, click Close and AntiScreensaver will then run in the background, monitoring your running applications, and simulating activity whenever their title bars contain a match for your specified text.

AntiScreensaver has one or two small annoyances, mostly interface-related. The drop down list box containing your entered text doesn’t work as you’d expect, for instance (it doesn’t drop down or pop back up when you click the arrow to the right), and the dialog box just isn’t as clear as it should be.

It only takes a moment to figure out these quirks, though, and then you’ll find AntiScreensaver provides a quick and easy way to get more precise control over when your screensaver will fire.

Photo Credit: Vlue/Shutterstock
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Google's first consumer electronics device is a baffling beast. Its industrial design shames Apple TV, Roku and other cloud-connected set-top devices, while the user interface will confuse some people accustomed to a single remote to scan content on the big screen. Nexus Q is all about the cloud and smartphone. The TV's role is viewing, and little more. Price is another matter -- $299, same as Apple TV at launch more than five years ago. But that device sells for $99 today, and, granted, offers far fewer options to delight videophiles and audiophiles. 

Nexus Q's promise: Your content anytime and anywhere there is a cloud connection -- and your friends' and families', too. Google calls the device the "first social streaming media player", and there's truth in the claim. But many of the basic streaming and control functions can be achieved simply by connecting your smartphone to the television. If you're going to use the handset as remote anyway, you could just as easily use it as source. That said, Nexus Q is delightful and its concepts represent a leap forward for media player industrial and user-interface design. 

For some people, that leap will be too far ahead, and I wouldn't be surprised if the return rate is higher for Nexus Q than other devices in this category. Price is one reason, as it raises expectations about the user experience, which is very good once you get used to it. Many people won't get that far, methinks. Along with price, there is the smartphone-as-remote concept and choice -- other devices that offer much less pizzazz but will be good enough for most people.

Assessing UX

Before explaining what that means, let's step back and talk design and user experience. In 2004, I first posted my four principles of good tech product design, which I expanded to six about two years later. It's by these tenets that I measure devices like Nexus Q. A successful product:

1. Hides complexity

2. Emphasizes simplicity

3. Builds on the familiar

4. Does what it's supposed to do really well

5. Allows people to do something they wished they could do

6. When displacing something else, offers significantly better experience

Nexus Q easily fulfills the first two, almost to a fault. Setup is so simple some people will be confused. They'll expect it to be much more difficult. You connect the power plug and video or audio source; download the Nexus Q app from Google Play; connect via Bluetooth; name your device and connect to the Internet (either by Ethernet or WiFi; I choose hardwire).

Then the confusion begins. What to do next? Clicking the Nexus Q app shows my device and its name, but where's the content? Apple TV presents a single storefront on the big screen. Nexus Q is more about the one in your hand and disparate apps to access content -- Play Movies & TV, Play Music and YouTube. You interact with the smartphone, not the big screen. For people accustomed to accessing content on their phone -- and I know lots of Millennials for whom it is primary device -- the concept should resound. But for most everyone else, the phone-as-remote and small-screen interaction is more likely to befuddle and disappoint. That said, I'm convinced anyone willing to give it a try for a time can be satisfied; more on that in a few pargraphs.

There's sense to the approach, for its simplicity and for where Google wants the center of gravity to be. The search and information giant assumes, and rightly so, that our digital lifestyles revolve around cloud-connected mobiles, increasingly more than PCs. For people who largely use smartphones to consume content, Nexus Q is a great fit. They can tap the play button to view or listen on their device or tap again to play on Nexus Q. Should they have more than one Q in the household, they can choose among them (since I have but one, I couldn't test this feature).

Not For Everyone

The approach, when used, emphasizes simplicity, hides complexity and builds on the familiar. For some people. For those folks whose lives don't revolve around mobiles and are accustomed to a single remote accessing content on the big screen, Nexus Q is more likely to be complex and unfamiliar. 

The point: The media streaming device isn't for everyone and may not be for most people. More perplexing: I suspect that the people for whom Nexus Q would be most familiar and appropriate are younger with lower incomes (like students or those fresh out of college); for them $299 may be too high, while they can get similar benefits elsewhere by spending much less.

[image: ]

There's another sensible reason for making the phone the remote. Nexus Q is meant to be used without a TV, too, for those folks using it just to stream music. Your music isn't stored locally but in the cloud. You have to access it somehow, and Google wisely chooses the smartphone. The approach also resonates with social sharing. The Nexus Q owner can allow guest access so that other people can queue up their content and even control the playlist. Personal phones act as multiple remotes that extend Nexus Q capabilities and take it where no other competing consumer cloud device goes. 

Then again, for people who don't need or want this capability, phone-as-remote actually adds complexity, and inconvenience. Family members can easily share a universal remote, but who is going to give up his or her phone -- if it's available at all -- to play content? That's because content ties to each person's individual Play account and individual Google ID. I've got more than 12,000 songs in my Google cloud, but my wife can't access it all with her phone. She and I can play our content but not each other's. So if I'm not home, she can't play my music or watch my rented or purchased movies. 

I think. The Nexus Q app supposedly supports Android phones running Gingerbread and above, but, for now, the app really only works on Jelly Bean (that changes on product release, Google promises). My wife's Galaxy Nexus has Ice Cream Sandwich. As such, I couldn't test the social sharing functions or determine the extent of content availablity from multiple Play accounts on one Nexus Q.

OMG

Nexus Q is a feat of engineering that puts Google in the same class as Apple, and really in some ways above. The sphere-shaped device is beautiful, in part for its simplicity and the way its circularity contrasts with rectangular consumer electronics devices alongside where it sits. Thirty-two LEDs circle the sphere, using color to let you know, say, whether Nexus Q is connected to the Internet or not. The sphere rotates around the LEDs to control volume, while a tap mutes sound. 

Google describes the enclosure as "die-cast, precision machined zinc bottom housing...injection-molded, interactive balanced top dome with precision bearing and satin touch coating". 

Beauty also is functional: Bluetooth, near-field communication, optical audio and micro-HDMI are among the connection options. Nexus Q is primed for digital audiophiles and videophiles -- all without adding more clutter to your dorm room, studio apartment or media space.

[image: ]Full specs: OMAP4460 (dual ARM Cortex-A9 CPUs and SGX540 GPU); 1GB RAM; 16GB NAND flash memory; 25W class D amplifier (12.5 watts per channel); micro-HDMI (type D); TOSLink Optical audio port (S/PDIF); 10/100 Ethernet; banana jacks; WiFi a/n; Bluetooth; and Android 4. Diameter is 116mm and the device weighs 923 grams but feels heavier, perhaps because of the die-cast metal exterior.

Google offers a set of Triad Bookshelf speakers and banana-plug cables tailored for Nexus Q. They sell for $399 and $49, respectively. So to outfit your Q the way Google envisions costs $747, which is pricey for the functionality provided given there are plenty of good enough alternatives costing much less. 

Still, given the industrial design and connectivity options, I can only assume Google has bigger plans for the device, such as making third-party entertainment apps available. Hey, Nexus Q does run Android, after all. I could easily see Q for people wanting to cut cable's cord. But that's a future value proposition many people might not want to invest in today. 

I like Nexus Q enough to shell out $299 but that works for me in part because my music is stored in Google's cloud, I watch YouTube videos and Google Play is fine with me. However, if you've got content elsewhere, Q isn't for you. Choose another device, such as Roku or Google TV, to get content from Amazon and other cloud providers. Nexus Q is, for now, only for Google Play and YouTube. 

What you get impresses. Usage is straightforward almost to a fault and, as aforementioned, through one of three apps -- Play Movies & TV, Play Music and YouTube. My start: Renting "21 Jump Street". The process is familiar though I must acknowledge confusion at first figuring out how to play it on Nexus Q. Sometimes simplicity is confusing. Second tap of the play button switches from phone to Q. Google's movie selection is quite good, and I find exploring and searching for films much easier and more satisfying on the phone -- thanks in part to touch and proximity -- than on the big screen. Music playback or YouTube is easy. There's not much to describe, it's all so simple. By the way, HD video streaming is great -- best of class -- and audio super satisfies.

Again, you will need the Nexus Q app first and for now it's only available for Android. If you own iPhone or iPad, wait until Google releases the promised iOS app.

In the week since first using Nexus Q, I find myself preferring the apps to access content and now watch more videos on my phone than before. So Q changes my behavior and immerses me more in Google content and digital lifestyle. 

Wrapping up, I like Google's sphere, but recommend caution, emphasizing again: At its introduction, Nexus Q isn't for everyone and probably not for most people. There is much innovation and industrial design to like here. But Google needs to offer more content before the media-streaming sphere is ready for the masses. At $199, Nexus Q would be an easier-to-justify purchase, even to put a couple in the home. Bottom line: What's right for me, might not be for you.
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		[image: ]We carry expensive gadgets on us all the time now. On a flight we listen to music on an iPhone or read on a Kindle ebook reader. We watch movies on an iPad or play Angry birds on an Android. But what do you do if you misplace that device, or worse it is stolen? What recourse do you have to get it back, if any? Who do you call, or contact for help, and what can you do to be prepared beforehand to help in getting it back yourself?

In this article I will do a quick rundown of types of devices that are most commonly lost or stolen and go over some basic rules of the road beforehand with any new gadget or device you have.

Keep It In Your Records Rule

The following things you can do for any new gadget or product purchase. Simply: Put it in your personal records. This is a simple and easy to-do process for anyone:

	Take a few picture of the device. Keep a visual record, which some insurers will demand.
	Write down the make and model of the device. It helps to know just what you have so you can claim it later.
	Write down the serial number and or any other device specific identification numbers such as ETIM, MEID, FSN, and MAC address numbers of the device. This is important for reporting lost or stolen products as these numbers cannot be changed in most electronics and are hardcoded in most of them.
	Keep a copy or scan of the original receipt and store it with the documents as a PDF or as an actual printed copy. Proof of purchase always helps, and if you want to resell later you can hand it over on bill of sale for the new owner and a note showing the transaction.


Device specific Rules

Tablets, Cell Phones, and Computers. First, follow the rules above. But if you want to be active in your devices' return there are a couple of tools that can help.

Apple iPads and iPhones are known for their Find My iPhone app that was included in the the 2009 update of the MobileMe platform but now supports iPads as well in iCloud. Just remember to have your free iCloud account setup and have "Find My iPhone" installed. If you don't have 3G or you have a lost iPod, the app will still work as it uses WiFi SkyHook enabled Geo-Location information. It will even let you lockdown the device from further use and send messages to the person who might have it, to possible comical effect.

For users of the Windows Phone platform, Microsoft took a page right from Apple's playbook with their own Find A Lost Phone service. They even have a simple set of instructions on their website.

For Android phone and tablet users, as well as iPhone/iPad 3G users who don't want to use Apple to track their device, there is one of my favorite free and opensource projects, The Prey Project. What's even better is it also supports Windows, Apple Macintosh, and Linux installed laptops as well with native clients. Prey project is basically a free, up-to-3-devices clone of Find My iPhone but in many ways better. The tiered pro version can even be implemented to track entire enterprise setups of devices. What's even nicer, the app/service can use your phone, tablet, and even your computer, to take pictures of the person using the device. It can also send messages just like Find My iPhone and it too can lock down a device while giving you GPS / WiFi Geo-location directions to where it is located.

Lastly, if you have a stolen or lost cellphone, hotspot, iPad 3G/4G, or cellular supported tablet or notebook, report it to your mobile service provider. The Federal Communications Commission announced back in April that all four major US cellphone carriers have agreed to deny cell and data service to stolen phones, and contribute the serial numbers of those phones to a national mobile device database. It is reported that this service will go live in the middle of July with AT&T. They will lead the charge with a new service that will allow customers to deny voice, data and SMS access to any individual phone or tablet. All of this while keeping their account intact, avoiding the inconvenience of a full SIM block.

Ebook Readers. The ebook market is full of one-off devices but if your device is not Internet connected you may never see it again -- save for a lucky lost and found hunt. The king of the devices though is the Kindle. But the sad fact is unlike some cellphone providers with mobile phones, Amazon wont help you get it back. On Amazon's help page they write the following advice:


	Lost or stolen Kindle.
	First, deregister Kindle via the Manage Your Kindle page. To file a police report, please contact your local police department. You will also want to make sure that you cancel any active Kindle subscriptions on the Manage Your Kindle Subscriptions page. Canceling the subscription will ensure that you are no longer billed; you'll also receive a pro-rated refund for remaining issues you already paid for. You always have the option of subscribing at a later date.


	I found a Kindle.
	Please turn the Kindle device in to an appropriate lost and found, or turn it in to the local authorities. If you'd prefer, you can also send the device to be recycled by our certified recycler, Eco International. You can create and print your own prepaid UPS shipping label through Eco International's website. Visit ecotakeback.com/kindle for further instructions.




Those instructions are not very helpful though. It is like they want you to buy a new kindle instead of getting yours back. Again, the best bet is to follow the Keep It In Your Records Rule.

Kindle's serial number is on the outside of the box it came in, a reason to keep the box. The serial number can also be found in the Settings menu on your Kindle. All the MAC address and cellular number information is on that same Settings menu page as well.

Cameras. As with most modern devices the information about your camera can be found in the about or settings menu. One nice thing though is besides reporting it to the police you can also report the lost or stolen device to the original manufacturer. If the camera ever comes in for repair or resale at a pawnshop or used electronics store it can be red flagged and held for further investigation.

ALWAYS CALL POLICE FIRST

If you ever do have a gadget stolen remember to call the police first and report it. You never know what kind of dangers or even possible organized crime might have their hands on your stolen device. In the past police have been slow to act on device theft reports. But in recent cases of public embarrassment of the police, where people had reported the name, address, and personal contact information of the person who had the device, cops have made device thefts a higher priority. 

In New York City the NYPD now even trains their police officers on how to use several of the personal tracking software tools used by consumers today. 

But in the end, you are your best chance of getting your device back as long as you follow the Keep It In Your Records Rule.

Photo Credit: RioPatuca/Shutterstock
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Last week, Google unveiled its first consumer electronics device -- Nexus Q. If Steve Jobs were still alive and had announced the same product as "one more thing", there would be headlines everywhere that Apple had done it again -- that the fruit-logo company raised the bar and demonstrated its brilliance at design and innovation.

Nexus Q is a remarkable product. The sphere changes fundamental concepts about entertainment. Content is in the cloud. Smartphones control the device, and they're also where users interact with content (e.g., small versus big screen). Users can share, say, music on the same device -- not one but anyone is in control -- and all without wonky, local digital rights management. Nexus Q attaches to any modern TV or sound system, and because content is in the cloud it's available anywhere the device goes. The sphere is beautifully constructed, too. But Jobs didn't unveil the sphere, someone whose name you don't even recognize did. As such, Nexus Q is largely ignored because stigma is attached: Apple didn't invent it.

You can disagree, and many of you will, that there is an Apple aura blinding bloggers and reporters and many other people writing about high-tech. Apple is regarded as the true innovator, and too often the only one. What I hope is that in the post-Jobs era, the aura will diminish, now that the charismatic marketer isn't there to spellbound people with his "reality distortion field". (Of course, I would rather he retired than passed on.)

I've long said this about a Jobs keynote or Apple event presentation: If he was having a bad day, you left with the feeling that if you bought new product X you're life would be better for it. But if Jobs was on -- if he was having a good day -- you left feeling your life would be worse if you didn't buy the thing. That was Jobs' magical ability, to sell aspiration. That's what great marketing is all about: Selling happiness.

Jobs has left this world, but the aura remains. For lots of reasons. His influence will last through at least another generation of Apple products. Design takes time. Apple's brand commands high accolades and expectations about innovation. Something else: Many, perhaps most, of the people writing about tech use Apple products. Many use several, such as Mac laptop, iPad or iPhone. There's built-in bias they can deny, but it's really undeniable.

For example, last week during Google's I/O developer conference, in any of the three (or was it four) press rooms, the majority of bloggers or reporters used Macs. That's every time I looked. On the afternoon of the second day, I actually did a quick count in one press room: 21 Mac laptops, three Windows PCs (two of them ThinkPads), one Samsung Series 5 Chromebook and lone ASUS Transformer Prime (Android tablet).

How can the people using this stuff not be caught in the aura? I remember a computing generation ago when these same folks would have used Windows laptops -- and which company commanded most of the tech news then? Microsoft, like Apple today.

I've griped about this problem before. Tech vendors are partly to blame for inventing great stuff and poorly promoting it. Apple's magic is marketing. Few other companies can cast the spell. But I can't help remarking on the Apple aura as I use Nexus Q more and more, and I'll better explain in my forthcoming review about its appeal.

Apple would have release a cube, since the shape so enamored Jobs. Sphere is better and stands out against the rectangular edges so common in living rooms or media centers. But it is the concept, which emphasizes simplicity and hides complexity, and design that makes Nexus Q remarkable. Google's cloud-connected, social-sharing entertainment sphere is everything Apple TV should be and isn't.

Use enough products like Nexus Q and the aura lifts, the spell breaks, and you'll wonder why you ever thought so highly of "one more thing".
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		[image: ]Today, China is a wonderful place for corporations around the world. The financial crisis laws don’t necessarily apply to China as they do to other places like Europe or the United States. So it comes natural for companies to invest more and more to expand into the Chinese market.

Since the end of 2011, China has surpassed the United States as the world"s largest phone market, which is great news for handset manufacturers. Smartphones also play an interesting role, as developers get interested in writing applications for the Chinese market, which would bring revenues to corporations like Apple and Google through their online stores, App Store and Google Play.

Apple has naturally entered the Chinese market and there generated $7.9 billion in revenue for the first quarter, including Hong Kong and Taiwan. A three-fold increase over previous numbers, it comes natural for local companies to take interest in Apple’s popularity as well.

Chinese Companies call for Patent and Trademark Infringement

Their interest is of another matter and it involves Apple being targeted over patent and trademark infringements. It’s very interesting considering that the company usually is the one targeting competing manufacturers. But this time they have to face allegations from newer “enemies”.

The Chinese courts are uncharted territory for the Cupertino, Calif/-based corporation, and Apple can get surprised over the rulings of the Chinese legal system.

A small Chinese firm, Proview, had filed a lawsuit against Apple over the “iPad” trademark. Apple claimed to have bought the rights to use the name earlier on, in 2009, but Proview disagreed. As such, Chinese authorities seized iPads, an action that clearly didn’t sit well with Apple. In the end, Apple settled the dispute for $60 million, so they can continue to sell the iPad in China.

The part that’s most interesting is that the lawsuit was thrown out by a California US Judge, Mark Pierce, while the Chinese Judge didn’t agree with Apple this time. It calls for an observation that Apple can't rely on US rulings to be mirrored by Chinese courts.

Apple also faces another lawsuit from “Jiangsu Snow Leopard Household Chemical”, which claims that Apple has infringed their trademark through OS X Snow Leopard by using part of their name. Whether that’s true or not, no verdict has been set yet, but it’s debatable whether the name “Snow Leopard” can be attributed as a trademark.

Apple is also accused of selling pirated copies of books written by Chinese writers through the App Store. The process of verifying and removing pirated content can take months, according to the executive for the writers group. The authors claim they haven’t received any revenue from the sale of the alleged pirated books and as such demand compensation, with Apple claiming they should take the discussion over to the developers selling the products.

Lawsuit over Siri Technology

These are interesting cases in one way or another, but there are more: Shanghai Zhi Zhen Internet Technology has sued Apple over the patents used for Siri. They are the developer of “Xiao i Robot” -- software that uses voice communication to answer questions and to provide simple conversation. The Chinese company applied for a patent in 2004, and it was granted later in 2006. It’s much like Siri according to them; the company filed the lawsuit in June.

The leader of Shanghai Zhi Zhen Internet Technology demands that Apple stop infringing their patent, but considering that Apple is unlikely to remove Siri from their software it’s most likely that the demand seeks financial compensation.

It’s interesting that the Chinese firm took so long to react to Apple’s introduction of Siri, considering the iPhone 4S released last year and makes for a questionable scenario of Apple infringing their patents.

Surprises Ahead?

However, it’s up to the Chinese Court to rule upon these lawsuits and as it was the case with Proview, the rulings can surprise Apple. It also adds to the uncertainty that the rulings given in other countries might not be mirrored in China. Apple benefits from Chinese sales and it’s their strategy to make big profits in China. They will face other lawsuits in the future as well, which might turn out to give surprising rulings.

Photo Credit: Koshevnyk/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]British Airways faces criticism after unveiling plans to look up frequent fliers on Google as part of a customer service programme called "Know Me".

Two-thousand iPad wielding airline staff will be given access to the data, which will include travel history and, most interestingly of all, photos pulled from Google Images. BA says the idea of the initiative is to be able to offer a more personal service -- the photos will allow staff to greet recognized passengers with a smile when they arrive at the terminal or plane.

Or, as Jo Boswell, head of customer analysis at BA, puts it: "We’re essentially trying to recreate the feeling of recognition you get in a favourite restaurant when you’re welcomed there, but in our case it will be delivered by thousands of staff to millions of customers. This is just the start — the system has a myriad of possibilities for the future".

The airline says it plans to use Know Me to recognize 4,500 passengers a day by the end of the year.

So what do you think of the idea? Is it just a way of offering friendly customer service, or an invasion of privacy? Leave your comments below.

Photo Credit: British Airways
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		[image: ]Today, the U.S. Federal Circuit Court of Appeals announced the ban on the Samsung Galaxy Nexus smartphone has been lifted until July 12.

Samsung's week-by-week slog through patent hell continues.

U.S. District Court Judge Lucy Koh granted Samsung a stay on the sales ban that was approved last week, but it will only last until Apple files a response to Judge Koh's request for information.

Because an injunction of this sort is a rather drastic measure to demand, Apple still has to prove there is just cause for its demands.   As the initial ruling said, "To establish a likelihood of success on the merits of its patent infringement claims, Apple must show that it will likely prove at trial that the Galaxy Nexus infringes 'one or more claims of the patents-in-suit,' and must furthermore show that 'at least one of those same allegedly infringed claims will also likely withstand the validity challenges presented' by Samsung."
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HTC is one of the most important players in the Android world, delivering some of the best smartphones on the market today. In order to improve, HTC UK chief Phil Robertson said that for 2012 they will change their strategy to release only high-quality handsets rather than focus on a high number of devices. That sounded like a great idea at the time and one that was also reinforced by the CEO, Peter Chou. But does it match HTC's recent financial results?

HTC has seen rather disappointing financial results for the second quarter of 2012, the company posting a net income, after taxes of T$7.4 billion ($247.7 million). The profits increased by 65.5 percent over the previous quarter, up from T$4.47 billion ($149 million). Revenues were up as well from the first to the second quarter, from T$67.79 billion ($2.26 billion) to T$91.0 ($3.04 billion), a 34.2 percent increase.

But this year's numbers don't tell the whole story as HTC has been on a decrease in profits from T$17.52 billion over the same period last year. HTC's numbers come on the same day as Samsung's quarterly profits preliminary announcement. Their biggest competitor is thriving from smartphone sales, as you can read on my article about Samsung’s Q2 profits.

HTC has faced major problems in the same period, as in May they had their shipments blocked by the US Customs, due to a court ruling on HTC infringing upon Apple's patents. As such, the HTC One X and EVO 4G LTE, the flagship phones HTC sells in the US faced delivery delays. This could have had a worse effect on HTC sales, but the shipments were cleared after HTC had to remove any patent infringing feature.

Disappointing European sales have also hurt the revenues, as the European market is displaying the effects of the financial crisis, the same issue being pointed out by Samsung, which faced similar issues. The Euro is likely to influence HTC’s numbers as well as it does in Samsung’s case. The currency exchange rate, the T$/EUR parity, is showing erratic changes and instability, with the low ratio not favoring profits from European sales.

Inconsistency in Statements also hurts Profits



Chou insisted that HTC’s smartphones will revolve around build quality and a premium experience. Referring to cheap devices, he said that “We won’t have good products at that price level”. It matters only if that happens, but HTC has had some problems with its flagship phones.

The correct assumption would be that HTC would only release medium to high-end devices, with the emphasis on the build quality. The international version of the HTC One X has been plagued by hardware issues, be it WiFi connectivity or questionable screen quality. HTC provided feedback on the WiFi issue and reassured its fans that it will take care of the problem, but the damage has already been done, especially considering that the HTC One X is their flagship Android smartphone. Issues have been raised about the One S as well, which has seen a change in processor in select markets with HTC using an older generation CPU.

As a matter of fact, this year, starting with April 2012 HTC has released around eight new smartphones (from the Titan II onwards). That is inconsistent with what Robertson declared earlier on, that the company would focus on a limited number of devices, with the current number being higher than expected.

Chou and Robertson gave details on the strategy the company will have for 2012 and taking into consideration what they have declared and what's really happened a conclusion can be drawn. Their efforts have had a minor effect on HTC sales from one quarter to another in 2012, but they haven't managed to reach the same levels as in 2011.

As a personal opinion, HTC is showing inconsistency between the statements made and the number and quality of their devices. Their determination doesn't show in the financial results posted, which can only be attributed to HTC.

HTC made a pledge that it would deliver more quality and less quantity and it's up to you to judge whether that has really happened and what effect it had over their quarterly profits.
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A week has passed since I started up my Google I/O-issue Galaxy Nexus and updated to Android 4.1 (aka Jellybean). Since then, my daughter and I faced off Google's Voice Assistant against Siri (on her iPhone 4S). The results aren't surprising. Google's depth as a search provider proves its wherewithal against Apple, which calls Siri a personal assistant. But Jellybean's feature, used alongside Google Now, is every bit more and every bit what a digital assistant should be. Siri sucks even more, by comparison.

I will be absolutely clear: Together, Voice Assistant and Google Now represent a watershed development, living up to what Apple promises with Siri. Google has successfully presented its depth of search in a truly meaningful manner -- one that can change how people interact with mobile devices. If execution improves over time, particularly as Google Now learns personal habits, these innovations could be as important to the search giant as the development of its algorithm.

Apple sours Jellybean

But there's a strange twist here. Google removed important search functionality from Android 4.1 in response to US Patent 8,086,604, which Apple successfully used to gain preliminary injunctions against Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 and Galaxy Nexus. Disparate app search remains, but not the universal search bar for the entire device. Sean Kalinich, writing for Decrypted Tech, does an outstanding job showing that Google brought to market similar capabilities on PCs, and received patents for them, nearly seven years before Apple got its patent in late 2011.

Jellybean loses as much as it gains, making personal assistant capabilities much less than they should be. For now. Voice or text search in relationship of anything to anything (like contacts and interactions with them) on the phone is limited to non-existent. Google doesn't -- and probably won't until Apple's broad patent is overturned -- tie together things like it does on earlier Android versions. From that perspective, iOS 5 search and Siri are better, because Jellybean can't be. Apple patent bullying is to blame.

Something else, and this is hugely important: I find voice recognition capabilities on Jellybean to be inferior to predecessor Ice Cream Sandwich. Perhaps it's just an issue with my device. But on my Galaxy Nexus running Android 4.0.4, voice recognition is nearly 100-percent accurate. On Android 4.1, there are lots of misses, which probably seem more than they are because the other is just so damn good. I wonder if this dumbing down also responds to Apple patents.

From Hardship comes Inspiration

Voice Assistant and Google Now are disparate yet united features. To anyone who has used Siri, Voice Assistant will feel familiar. You ask a question, and a female voice responds and displays a response on screen. Apple Fan Clubbers will accuse Google of copying. Tell that to science fiction writers from early last century or look no further back than 1966, when "Star Trek" brought a female voice response to computers. The idea isn't new, and Apple bought Siri anyway. What Google brings that Apple can't is depth of information, and I'll explain how in the next section.

Google Now is a different beast altogether, and you must opt-in to use it. Most people probably have an inkling that Google tracks, or at least can, their activities. Google Now shows just how much and how useful it can be. The feature follows some of your activities and uses them to provide information before you ask.

Sometimes from hardship comes real inspiration. Apple's patent bullying takes something away, so Google goes around it. You don't have to search. Jellybean knows what you want before asking. Google Now is for now limited to things like places, travel and appointments, but it's real power is what comes next -- when Google can truly include people and your interactions with them.

Google Now presents information in "cards" and in Android's drop-down Notifications menu. Is there an accident on your daily commute? Google Now will tell you. "Will it rain today?" is a question Apple uses to promote Siri. You don't ask Jellybean, it tells you (okay displays in Notifications the weather forecast).

Google Now is clearly a work in process. There's more the search giant will add, and you, too. Keep in mind, Google Now is bigger than Jellybean and taps into your activities using other Google products and services, such as Chrome, to build up a database of information important to you.

The Big Face-off

Apple Fan Clubbers will claim that Apple brought personal assistant voice search to phones first. Hardly. Google made the capability meaningful with Nexus One's release in January 2010. I've conducted numerous tests comparing Android to Siri, and Apple's tech lost every time (even if you read the text the one time the headline claims otherwise). What's different now: Voice Assistant brings female voice response and pretty presentation to visual responses. Android's responses are still more accurate, and they are way, way more meaningful. Apple is out of its depth, because Google has so much of it.

My daughter asks her iPhone 4S for "directions to Sea World"; I ask Galaxy Nexus. The screenshots speak for themselves.

[image: ][image: ]

As is typical of Siri, results favor the marketing of something. Jellybean briefly displays the card then presents a map with driving directions (sorry, you don't need to see my apartment on a map).

We both ask: "Where's the nearest Pizza Hut?"

[image: ][image: ]

Once again, there's no comparison between the usefulness of answers -- and Google leverages its depth doing maps, a functionality Apple removes in iOS 6 in favor of its own homegrown solution. 

We next try a common problem, regarding cats.

[image: ][image: ]

Siri asks about doing a web search, Voice Assistant presents a search page. But this screenshot shows what comes next. Siri lets you be with the search page, while Jellybean presents other ways of filtering information, in this case images.

We both then ask: "How do you make yogurt". Siri offers to search again, while Jellybean presents another search page. But below the results, Google presents options to search images, videos, blogs, discussions, books and more. 

[image: ][image: ]

This query was my first Internet search ever in 1994, using Gopher. My wife wanted to know how, and I found a recipe in a Czech university's database. It was absolutely the coolest thing then. Now, that kind of search is archaic. Watching one of a zillion YouTube videos is so much better, and I can find it so much easier using Galaxy Nexus than iPhone 4S.

Out of fairness, and to show the difference in presentation, I'll show one that Siri actually got right. In my testing, Voice Assistant's worst performance was same as Siri. This example is no exception. We ask the population of my hometown. 

[image: ][image: ]

Both assistants offer valuable information. Siri's population is more recent, while Jellybean offers weather and, most importantly, source for population data.

I could go on, but you get the point. Right?

Editor's Note: We don't know the source of the top image, so we can't properly credit it. If you know, please tell us.
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Following up on reports from the fourth quarter of 2011, Bloomberg on Friday cited anonymous sources that said Amazon is working on its own Smartphone in conjunction with noted Chinese device manufacturer Foxconn International Holdings.   Additionally, the report pointed out that Amazon is also on the market to buy more wireless patents,  highlighted by the fact that the company recently hired a new general manager for patent acquisitions.

Contemporaneously with the Bloomberg report, approximately a dozen new job listings at Amazon popped up today for mobile software engineers that can support "existing Amazon technologies and [build] support for next-generation technologies."

These rumors, like most of the ones we hear every day, seem logical enough to be plausible.  As Amazon has gradually built up its digital content offerings, it has also built up its device offerings.  It grew from standalone e-readers to multiplatform mobile apps to its own standalone tablet that has the capacity to deliver the sum of its digital content.  

A smartphone would mobilize the content that's available on the Kindle Fire, and ostensibly get consumers buying more digital content.  This has been Amazon's motive all along and the reason why the 
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=200375890&#cost">Whispernet 3G syncing and shopping service has been free for the last five years, and why the Kindle Fire is priced so cheaply.

The Kindle Fire is priced so cheaply that it is reportedly  a genuine loss leader. That is to say, Amazon actually loses money on each Kindle Fire sold, in hopes of recouping that loss on digital content sales.   

Of course, Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos said this wasn't the initial goal with the Kindle Fire, and that the company actually wanted both the hardware and the content to be profitable.

"We want the hardware device to be profitable and the content to be profitable. We really don’t want to subsidize one with the other," Bezos said in an interview in late 2011.

But subsidy is the name of the game in the mobile phone business, and a low-margin smartphone could actually be enticing for the major service providers that have been hurt by the heavy subsidies of the iPhone.   According to SIP software company IVR technologies,  the average subsidy cost per handset upgrade was only $70 for feature phones, but was $280 for smart phones.  Offering smartphones at such deep discounts is very costly for service providers, and in the case of Verizon Wireless, iPhone subsidies are reportedly 20 percent higher than other smartphones.

Citigroup analyst Kevin Chang said he believed an Amazon Phone would utilize the TI OMAP 4 processor, and Qualcomm's dual mode 6-series baseband processor, and that it could cost between $150 and $170 to build.  

If this is an accurate estimate, and Amazon kept its margins low, it could at the very least have a smartphone that the carriers would be excited to offer.
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Apple, like all big tech companies, files patents for lots of things. Some are used in products it plans to make, but others are just ideas that may or may not ever come to fruition. For this reason you can never read too much into new patents, but that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t sit up and pay at least some attention to the news that Apple has been granted a broad patent for a head-mounted wearable computing device that sounds rather similar to Google Glass.

While the news might suggest that Apple has simply ripped off Google’s innovation, the truth is the patent was actually filed in October 2006 but just granted now.

Quite what this news means is open to debate. It could mean that Google will find itself embroiled in another patent war when Glass arrives (Google’s patent is quite specific to its product, while Apple’s is a lot broader), or it could mean Apple is planning its own rival head-mounted device – iGlasses anyone?

Feel free to speculate in the comments below.

Photo Credit: Google
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		[image: ]A couple of days ago Microsoft researcher Terry Zink claimed he’d uncovered evidence of Android phones being used as part of a botnet to send spam from Yahoo Mail servers. In his blog post on July 3rd he reported that the spam, which included "androidMobile" in the message header, and "Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android" at the bottom of the emails, was being sent from devices located in Chile, Indonesia, Lebanon, Oman, Philippines, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, Ukraine and Venezuela. He then went on to speculate that users of the infected phones might have installed Trojanized pirated versions of legitimate apps, and become infected that way.

Security experts Sophos, agreed with his findings after running investigations of its own on the spam messages, but didn’t actually find or test any of the supposed malware itself. Google has since denied that any Android devices have been compromised in this way, stating there was no evidence to prove Zink’s claim, and that the junk messages had just been formatted to look as if they originated on Android handsets.

"Our analysis suggests that spammers are using infected computers and a fake mobile signature to try to bypass anti-spam mechanisms in the email platform they're using," a Google spokesperson says in a statement.

In a follow up blog post Zink agrees that the headers could have been spoofed, but still feels there’s every chance that the messages were sent from compromised devices.

At the moment there’s no way to know for certain, but as Android malware is definitely on the rise, it’s not beyond the realms of possibility.

Photo Credit: Albert Ziganshin/Shutterstock
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It seems that Samsung didn’t get the memo about the financial crisis, and they apparently seem to be unfazed by it. The South Korean company is the best-selling phone manufacturer in the world right now, according to Gartner, and today they collect the benefits for all their efforts, reporting huge profit gains, up 79 percent year over year.

Soaring Galaxy S smartphone sales have helped Samsung become the largest smartphone manufacturer in the world as well, beating Apple in the process. This was bound to have an effect over Samsung’s profits this year and the results are starting to show already in their second quarter profits.

Cha-ching 

Samsung today released a preliminary second-quarter results -- between $5.7 billion and $6.1 billion; $5.9 billion in profit is 79-percent more than the results they have achieved in the same quarter a year ago, which is an all-time high for Samsung since 2008. Final report is scheduled for July 27.

The results are stark contract to some fellow rivals: HTC reported a 57.8 percent decrease in net profits.

Samsung sales soared, despite patent disputes all over the world, mostly with Apple, the results of which are damaging to all of us as I wrote in a recent article, and despite the fact that they only launched the Galaxy S III in the United States last month (but not at every major carrier, such as Verizon).

Great news for Samsung and for its shareholders (not much for Apple, which may be plotting its revenge as we speak) comes from outlet sales as well, which show a 40-60 percent growth, as reported. This is bound to increase even more as their top-smartphone, the Galaxy S III, hasn’t yet shown its full market potential. Samsung expects the S3 to top 10 million sales in July due to its growing popularity among smartphone fans all over the world. It seems like investing in Android was the best idea that Samsung could have had and it shows.

Excellent phone sales have helped Samsung into increasing their profits over previous quarters, by almost doubling their profit growth, with the sales of 50 million smartphones.

But it’s not great news all over, as other parts of Samsung have been affected by weak device prices and customer demand, such as consumer electronics and chip manufacturing. The Euro isn’t doing them any favors, as the economic crisis in Europe is increasing the costs for the South Korean corporation, despite the fact that Europe is Samsung’s biggest consumer electronics market.

An unnamed Samsung official said that cost cuts and price increases are under consideration if the Euro continues to follow the same slippery slope, which is showing inconsistent USD/EUR exchange rates in the recent period. The current trend is unlikely to change overnight, so we can expect Samsung to take measures in the following months.

The Shares don’t follow the Profits

Interestingly enough, Samsung shares haven’t seen the same benefits as the phone sales, as they have decreased from a May 2 high (1,410 won per share) to a 1,161 won closing price on July 6. Samsung needs to take action, as despite their record profits, their shares are not faring as well. What’s more concerning is that the falling trend is unlikely to change significantly in the upcoming period.

Injunctions granted in the United States for Samsung products, such as the Galaxy Nexus and Galaxy Tab 10.1 are showing their toll on share prices and if Samsung doesn’t manage to keep patent disputes under control the trend will continue and their shares might go down more than on June 25 (1,132 won closing price, lowest price since February).
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Server 2008 and Windows Home Server will soon be a part of Microsoft history. While Server 2008 provided many enhancements to the Server role in the Microsoft Network control system, the recent enhancements in technology, especially the Cloud, meant that the OS was behind the times in functionality. That is why the new OS will reflect the advances that are now prevalent in IT.

Server 2012 will be offered in four editions. These are Data Center, Standard, Essentials, and Foundation. A huge cut in versions when you compare it to the 12 versions that Windows Server 2008 R2 was available in. Microsoft continues its efforts to streamline its product line. The details of the four models appear below the fold.

	Edition	Ideal for…	High Level Feature

Comparison	Licensing Model	Pricing

Open NL (US$)
	Datacenter	Highly virtualized

private & hybrid

cloud environments	Full Windows

Server functionality

with unlimited

virtual instances	Processor + CAL*	$4,809**
	Standard	Low density or non-

virtualized

environments	Full Windows

Server functionality

with two virtual

instances	Processor + CAL*	$882**
	Essentials	Small business

environments	Simpler interface,

pre-configured

connectivity to

cloud based services; no

virtualization rights	Server (25 User

Account Limit)	$425**
	Foundation	Economical general

purpose server	General purpose

server functionality

with no

virtualization rights	Server (15 User

Account Limit)	OEM Only


One big and significant change is the accessibility to Cloud operations. While connecting to the Azure Cloud is possible with Windows 7 and Server 2008, the built-in connectivity to the Cloud makes the new OS version stand out.

Virtualization

Two editions, Standard and Data Center provide the same set of features while the only difference is the number of Virtual Machines allowed to run. Virtualization is in the format of Hyper-V, a platform that can help transform an enterprise data center into cloud computing. It is available as either a stand-alone server product or an integrated feature of Windows Server.

The Processor License Model

The Standard edition license will let you run up to two VMs on up to two processors. The Data Center edition, on the other hand, will let you run an unlimited number of VMs on up to two processors. The key to the licensing is the processor model. Microsoft believes that using this model it will be easier for customers to select properly the correct OS for their enterprise.

Since each license covers up to two physical processors, how do you determine the number of licenses needed to license fully a physical server? Here's how: simply count the number of physical processors in the server, divide that number by two and that tells you the number of licenses that you will need.

Both the Essentials and Foundation editions of Server 2012 use a user account limit licensing model. The Essentials edition has a 25 user account limit, while the Foundation edition -- only available for OEMs -- a 15 user account limit.

The Windows Server 2012 Essentials FAQ furthermore answers a question that many home users are interested in. Will there be a new version of Windows Home Server? The answer is no. Microsoft notes in the FAQ:

Windows Home Server has seen its greatest success in small office/home office (SOHO) environments and among the technology enthusiast community.

For this reason, Microsoft is combining the features that were previously only found in Windows Home Server, such as support for DLNA-compliant devices and media streaming, into Windows Server 2012 Essentials and focusing our efforts into making Windows Server 2012 Essentials the ideal first server operating system for both small business and home use—offering an intuitive administration experience, elastic and resilient storage features with Storage Spaces, and robust data protection for the server and client computers.


Windows Home Server 2011 will remain available until December 31, 2013, and in OEM embedded products until December 31, 2025.

Single Server

Server 2012 will provide more control for the LAN operations that it is entrusted to control.

For instance, Server 2012 offers new automation, which it performs while consolidating networking processes and resources. It easily connects private clouds with public cloud services. It also gives users access to IT resources and services across physical boundaries using private and public cloud environments.

A router performs WAN operations as a single device, now Server 2012 also has the same capabilities at the LAN level and incorporating the Cloud. This will become more pertinent since Microsoft is banking heavily on Cloud operations being more dominant.

Microsoft already has six datacenters worldwide for the Azure Cloud system. There are two in North American, two in Europe, and two in Asia. With Server 2012, Cloud operations will be easier to use and will provide enterprises state of the art technology.

A Server 2012 Release Candidate is available for download at the Microsoft Server and Cloud Platform website.

Photo Credit: .shock/Shutterstock
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It’s the hypothetical scenario many IT pros try to ignore: What if Microsoft’s Windows 8 launch is a dud? What if Surface is a flop, the $40 upgrade promotion fizzles and all of those slick new Windows RT tablets don’t fly off the shelves?

Given today’s consumer-driven BYOD IT culture, it’s a very real possibility. The Windows ecosystem simply doesn’t hold the gravitas it once did, with users finding every possible excuse to cut the enterprise cord and dump their clunky old IT-issued laptops and desktops. It’s like the cold war-era Soviet Union facing off against Western society: Once the populace got a taste of Levis and free speech, there was no holding them back.

In this metaphor, Microsoft is like Gorbachev: Dangling the carrot of “free Office” on each RT tablet in an effort to entice users back into the Windows fold. However, many of these users have already emigrated outside of the Redmond giant’s sphere of influence. They’ve tasted the fruit of Apple’s orchard and are not going back to the stale bread lines of the evil empire. If anything, the fact that a device is running any version of Windows -- even one with a slick, touch-centric UI pasted on top -- is a huge turn-off. iOS and, to a lesser degree, Android, are fresh and new, while Windows 8 feels like so much warmed-over “Glasnost.”

So, there’s a very real chance that Windows 8 will fail to either co-opt or stem the BYOD tide, which means that IT needs to start thinking about the realities of a post-Microsoft world. For starters, the Win32 API will no longer be the defining standard for application compatibility.

Ironically, it is Microsoft that is leading the charge to kill Win32. With WinRT (the API, not the tablet OS), the company is frog marching its developer community away from what has long been its proprietary “ace in the hole”. In Win32’s place, they’re pushing HTML5, a generic, web-centric standard that runs great on all of those non-Windows devices from Apple, Google, Research in Motion, etc.

Next, with the decline of the Windows client OS and APIs comes the obviation of myriad PC configuration and systems management solutions. Suddenly, those huge investments IT made in Systems Center Configuration Manager (SCCM) and related technologies are moot. The new name of the game is heterogeneous Mobile Device Management (MDM), and it’s already got a bunch of established players who have a huge head start on Microsoft. In fact, the folks from Redmond are just now preparing to field the necessary iOS and Android SCCM extensions.

To be sure, there will be instances where Microsoft’s heavy-lifting capabilities are still relied upon: In the data center, messaging infrastructure and corporate web presence functions. However, without control of the client space, Microsoft will see the rapid decline of its IT hegemony as Windows 7 systems begin to age and more and more users either buy or are issued mobile devices running non-Microsoft operating systems.

It’s the classic “death spiral” scenario: A disruptive technology (iPhone/iPad) comes along and changes the rules, leaving the established players to either adapt or die. In Microsoft’s case, it responded too slowly to the surge in BYOD, and now it’s in the precarious position of playing catch up in a game where none of its traditional strengths are applicable.

The next six months will be crucial for Microsoft. Will it once again be able to “embrace and extend” its way out of a jam? Or will version 8 become the empire’s swan song as the hammers and sickles tear down its once impenetrable Windows fortress?

Me? I’m betting on the guys with the hand tools.
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Unlike Windows computers, Macs tend to have something of a uniform look to them. Sure, you can move the dock around the screen and choose a new background image, but there just isn’t the same tweaking and customization community that exists for Windows. MenuBarFilter is a free tool that brings basic, if much welcome, customization of the menu bar to OSX.

This is a tiny utility that you need simply unzip, copy to your Applications folder and then add to your list of login Items. Once this has been done, the menu bar will no longer be silvery grey with black text, but the exact opposite. The light text on a dark background look is not only somewhat classier than the default colors, it is also in keeping with how things are in iOS.

It is not just changing the appearance of OSX that makes the tool appealing, the new look afforded by the dark version of the bar is easier on the eye a serves as less of a distraction. It is an item of screen furniture that you have become used to over the years -- you know where it is and what it’s for, so there’s no need for it to draw attention to itself with a light color scheme.

Installing MenuBarFilter gives you a look that is more in keeping with iOS and also prevents the menu bar from being an unnecessary distraction. With the darker colors in use, it can blend in better with your monitor, but whatever your reasons for install the tool, you get a great new look for your desktop that oozes style.

You can find out more and download the free utility by paying a visit to the MenuBarFilter review page.
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	.NET Framework Setup Verification tool now supports Windows 8

	

	Publié: juillet  6, 2012, 1:09pm CEST par Mike Williams

	
	
	
		[image: ]Microsoft engineer Aaron Stebner has released a new version of his .NET Framework Setup Verification tool, with preliminary support for Windows 8 and the .NET Framework 4.5.

The program’s interface remains the same as in previous builds. To use it, just launch netfx_setupverifier.exe and choose the .NET version you’d like to verify from the list (which is also a convenient way to see which .NET editions are installed on the current system).

Click “Verify Now” and the program then checks for the presence of key files and directories, Registry keys and values for the .NET Framework, as well as running a tiny test application to confirm that everything is working correctly, before displaying its final verdict.

If the verification succeeds then you can be reasonably sure that there’s nothing fundamentally wrong with the .NET Framework itself. And so if you’re having problems with a .NET application then you should move on to troubleshooting that program specifically.

But if you’re not so lucky and verification fails, then clicking View Log will tell you more about any errors the Verification Tool might have found. These logs can be quite lengthy, but the program adds the text ****ERROR**** to the relevant lines to make it easy to search and find them.

And if the log doesn’t provide anything particularly useful, Stebner’s blog has other posts and tools to help you solve various .NET problems. Start at “What to do if other .NET Framework setup troubleshooting steps do not help” for a good overview of your options.

Photo Credit: Liv friis-larsen/Shutterstock
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	Do you text and drive? Don't [infographic]

	

	Publié: juillet  6, 2012, 11:44am CEST par Joe Wilcox

	
	
	
		True story: While driving down Qualcomm Way into Mission Valley area of San Diego, a motorcycle cut across my lane. He moved from the right through the middle lane to the left. The guy was lucky that I saw him. I looked over while passing the motorcyclist, who was stopped in the left turn lane hunched over a cell phone. He had been texting! While driving a motorcycle! I've seen bicyclists do this, too. 

The folks over at CarInsurance.org sent me an infographic with stats about texting and driving that should just chill your spine. For example: Most teens agree that texting and driving isn't good, but 30 percent do it anyway. Thirty-seven states ban the practice. Confess -- do you text and drive? I don't. But imagine if I had the day that the motorcycle crossed my lane -- both of us texting and driving and neither paying attention to the road.
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	HP should save the enterprise from Windows 8

	

	Publié: juillet  6, 2012, 8:23am CEST par Chris Boss

	
	
	
		[image: ]With Microsoft bringing their own branded tablets to market, what is left for major OEMs like Hewlett Packard? One's first reaction may be to consider trying to do one better with the hardware. While this is still possible, maybe HP should consider getting back into the software business.

HP is making a good decision by concentrating on the x86 platform, rather than ARM in future tablets. Windows RT is untested at this point. Also Windows RT will not run the huge existing x86 based Windows software base that dwarfs any current app store in quantity and quality. There can be many advantages to HP's current decision.

Microsoft has made some choices in the past decade that demonstrate they have lost appreciation for the value of backward compatibility. This was once Windows biggest strength, but it is now changing. Dropping classic Visual Basic for VB.NET was the first step. Pushing managed programming languages (aka. .NET) and the .NET frameworks was the next step. Windows 8 and its new Metro interface has been the pinnacle of this mindset. While consumers may flock to Metro and the App Store model, power users and especially business users will be more concerned with a more practical approach of backward compatibility. To appreciate the significance of backward compatibility and how it made Windows what it is today read Joel Spolsky's discussion about this.

HP has an opportunity to build its own unique software, to go with its hardware, which can give it an edge over Microsoft. How? Microsoft sadly has lost appreciation of how important backward compatibility is, but HP can use this to their advantage. How?

While Microsoft in their own software development has to a degree abandoned backward compatiblity, the operating system hasn't totally lost this. Windows 8, aside from Metro, still supports the Desktop. The interesting thing about the Windows 8 desktop is that it does an amazing job of running older software and the WIN32 APIs are still quite intact. I have done extensive testing of this and I have found that one can easily write complex software that can run on a wide-range of Windows platforms from Windows 95 to Windows 8. Now HP really only needs to concentrate on Windows XP to Windows 8, which is actually not that difficult. Business users will appreciate modern software that will run just as well on their Windows XP machines as it does in Windows 8. Software can also be designed to poll the operating system and then dynamically impliment features based on which ever version of Windows it is being run on.

Build Better Software

Can an OEM like HP build better software than Microsoft ? If they want to, absolutely! Watch Herb Sutters (Microsoft C++ expert) talk "Why C++?" and see how he describes the industry's failure to develop software with performance in mind. Now as a long-time Windows API developer myself, I will go one step further than Sutter. I lay the blame on managed programming languages and the industry's obsession with Object Oriented Programming. The majority of programmers will likely not agree with this observation, but I strongly feel that we have lost sight of how to build software with a small footprint and excellent performance.

I am not alone in this viewpoint either. How software is designed can determine whether it is efficient or not. Also targeting hardware directly using programming languages that can leverage the power of CPU as well as the operating system provides manufacturers the ability to build software with a small footprint and high performance that can significantly improve the user experience on tablet computers. There are those experienced in software development who recognize that current development methods, particularly object oriented programming, don't always produce the high performance software end users desire.

What Others are Saying

Alexander Stepanov:

Yes. STL is not object oriented. I think that object orientedness is almost as much of a hoax as Artificial Intelligence. I have yet to see an interesting piece of code that comes from these OO people. In a sense, I am unfair to AI: I learned a lot of stuff from the MIT AI Lab crowd, they have done some really fundamental work: Bill Gosper's Hakmem is one of the best things for a programmer to read. AI might not have had a serious foundation, but it produced Gosper and Stallman (Emacs), Moses (Macsyma) and Sussman (Scheme, together with Guy Steele).

I find OOP technically unsound. It attempts to decompose the world in terms of interfaces that vary on a single type. To deal with the real problems you need multisorted algebras - families of interfaces that span multiple types. I find OOP philosophically unsound. It claims that everything is an object. Even if it is true it is not very interesting -- saying that everything is an object is saying nothing at all. I find OOP methodologically wrong. It starts with classes. It is as if mathematicians would start with axioms. You do not start with axioms - you start with proofs. Only when you have found a bunch of related proofs, can you come up with axioms. You end with axioms. The same thing is true in programming: you have to start with interesting algorithms. Only when you understand them well, can you come up with an interface that will let them work.


Also found at:

[en.wikipedia.org]

 http://www.antiquark.com/escape/public_html/stepanovusa.html

A more balanced understanding of his views of OOP can be found in this paper of his: [www2.research.att.com]

Richard Mansfield:

His white paper entitled "Has OOP failed ?" broaches this subject. Richard Mansfield has a very long history in technology. He was the editor of Compute magazine for about 7 years and has written dozens of computer / programming books which in total have sold about 500,000 copies. A number of his books were on Visual Basic .NET so he obviously had plenty of experience using OOP based languages.

To quote Mansfield: "There's no evidence that the OOP approach is efficient for most programming jobs. Indeed I know of no serious study comparing traditional, procedure-oriented programming with OOP. But there's plenty of anecdotal evidence that OOP retards programming efforts. Guarantee confidentiality and programmers will usually tell you that OOP often just makes their job harder",

Asaf Shelly:

I found this interesting blog on the Intel web site with an article entitled "Flaws of Object Oriented Modeling" .

The author makes this comment about OOP: "Now it is almost impossible to follow the execution flow. When you want to know what happened in your application when the error message popped up you have to go over all the objects and all the classes that the execution flow went through and many times execution flow travels between several member functions before leaving to another object. Following the execution flow today is almost impossible".

Stephen C. Johnson (Melismatic Software):

"Object-oriented programming (OOP) is an ancient (25-year-old) technology, now being pushed as the answer to all the world's programming ills. While not denying that there are advantages to OOP, I argue that it is being oversold." and also "Object-oriented languages tend to burn CPU cycles, both at compile and execution time, out of proportion to the benefits they provide".

Bjarne Stroustrup:

Said to be the designer and original implementor of C++ makes some interesting comments in an interview: "Well. It was obvious to me 20-some years ago that OOP wasn't a panacea. That's the reason C++ supports several design and programming styles" and "In the first edition of "The C++ Programming Language," I didn't use the phrase "object-oriented programming" because I didn't want to feed the hype. One of the problems with OOP is exactly that unscrupulous people have hyped it as a panacea. Overselling something inevitably leads to disappointments".

"That said, OOD/OOP is my favorite way of approaching design and programming. It just isn't the right style for every program and for every detail of a program. Some good abstractions are best represented outside class hierarchies. Trying to force everything into a hierarchy -- especially into a single-rooted hierarchy - can give truly contorted programs".

Chris Turner:

He describes himself as "an agile architect and developer specialising in building large, scalable enterprise and Internet solutions". In his blog he makes some interesting comments such as "I have therefore been moving away from the object-oriented development principles that have made up the bulk of my 17 year career to date. More and more I am beginning to feel that objects have been a diversion away from building concise, well structured and reusable software." and concludes by saying "I'm certainly building smaller, cleaner and better structured software than I ever was before".

Dermot Hogan (Bitwise magazine technical editor):

He says "in the twenty or so years since object-oriented programming emerged from the universities, there is not one single documented, cast-iron, nailed-to-the-ground, proven case study that OOP works." and also "On the contrary, there is solid evidence that OOP doesn't work. Just look around you at the numerous failed, over budget disasters in the IT industry".

Department of Computer. Science and IT, University of Jammu:

"The use of object-oriented technology (OOT) has been shown to be of great value in many market sectors, but to the use of such technology within embedded systems remain a challenge. Such systems require high execution speed and have high memory constraints" and " The object-oriented approach is known to introduce a significant performance penalty in terms of memory and time compared to classical procedural programming. In this paper, we have analyzed the execution speed of the different programs generated by the compilers of C and Java. The investigation shows that the speed of execution shows considerable difference between the Object Oriented and procedural programming languages"; and they come to an interesting conclusion when they say "It is concluded that the Object Oriented Programming languages proves to be slower than the procedural programming languages in terms of execution speed than there counterpart".

Multicore CPU's Only mask the Real Problems

Many of my peers will likely suggest that multicore CPU's solve the problems with performance. True, developing software that leverages multicore CPU's will make a big difference but I feel compelled to add that multicore CPU's only mask the problem, rather the solve the problem. Why?

As a simple example, while I am writing this article on my Windows XP (SP3) computer, I have one instance of Windows Explorer 8.0 running, displaying the current BetaNews web page. When I run task manager IE actually runs two different instances (processes) of itself , one using about 16MB RAM, 7MB virtual memory, 14 threads and the other using about 134MB RAM, 125MB virtual memory, 24 threads. Just displaying one web page is costing me 150MB RAM, 132MB virtual memory and 38 threads. Rather than be an improvement, software for Windows 7 and Windows 8 will likely have similiar problems.

Now add to this all the background processes running on any typical Windows computer and you may have dozens of threads running using a significant amount of memory. While Windows 8 may have been improved overall, once you start running a few apps forget about performance and multicore CPU's, while an improvement, don't solve the core problem which is poorly designed software which over uses hardware resources.

What this means for Hewlett Packard is that the hardware specs alone won't make the difference. If they want to build better tablets than Microsoft, the software experience also has to improve. Now does anyone really expect the Windows 8 Pro Surface tablet to cost much less than a $1,00 ? Not likely. Why? Because to provide the proper-end user experience, heavy-duty hardware is required. Have you ever wondered why at the BUILD conference the tablet provided to developers had a heavy duty multicore CPU in it? Because you need a powerhouse CPU to compensate for the performance lacking Visual Studio.

I downloaded a recent Visual Studio beta and installed it on a system with a Pentium D 3.2GHz dual-core CPU (2MB RAM), on which I had installed Windows 8. While Windows 8 runs very well on this computer, Visual Studio is so slow it amazes me. When the development tools programmers use today are so bloated that they require heavy-duty multicore CPUs just to run acceptably and they use as much disk space as some operating systems, then something is wrong.

End users often make comparisons between computing devices, such as tablets, by their hardware specifications. When you see a device with a quad-core CPU instead of a dual-core, one is quick to assume that you will get a significantly better experience. Sadly, some of the experience will be lost to software bloat. Yes, that better CPU means a faster computer, but will a percentage of that experience be lost to increasing software bloat?

To take a quote from Wikipedia:

"Niklaus Wirth has summed up the situation in Wirth's Law, which states that software speed is decreasing more quickly than hardware speed is increasing".

To take some quotes from IBM's web site:

"Based on our 8 years of experience solving performance problems, we have found that runtime bloat in real Java applications is pervasive".

"Bloat is a systemic problem, resulting from a software engineering culture encourages abstraction and layering, with a goal of rapid application development".

HP, Go Back to the Basics

Since the days of the early computers, something was lost along the way.

To quote the wikipedia article again:

"Software developers involved in the industry during the 1970s had severe limitations on disk space and memory. Every byte and clock cycle counted, and much work went into fitting the programs into available resources. Achieving this efficiency was one of the highest values of computer programmers, and the best programs were often called "elegant"--seen as a form of high art...

"This situation has now reversed. Resources are perceived as cheap, and rapidity of coding and headline features for marketing are seen as priorities...

"Niklaus Wirth has summed up the situation in Wirth's Law, which states that software speed is decreasing more quickly than hardware speed is increasing".

While HP likely can produce a simliar quality Windows tablet compared to Microsofts Surface, maybe what they really need to do is concentrate on the entire end-user experience. By building better software with a small footprint and significant performance, HP could even offer lower-cost tablets that would better appeal to businesses and consumers alike. Editor: Didn't HP already try this, and give up, with TouchPad and webOS?

Netbooks became popular, not just because of their small form factor, but also because of their extremely low price. Could HP be the first to build a $200 Windows 8 (x86) tablet? It may be possible. Intel's StudyBook tablet concept is a great idea, but the cost is too high. A 7-inch Windows 8 (x86) tablet in the $200 range is definitely possible, but it would require the software to match. Even Microsoft's Windows RT Surface tablet is likely going to be in the $500 range from what I gather so far, which is not that impressive to me.

If Microsoft can get into the hardware business, maybe HP needs to get into the software business. There are advantages of building the software to match the hardware. While Microsoft is likely building the hardware to match their software, HP could do the reverse and start building the software to match their hardware, but just doing it one better and opting for a small footprint and performance.

Build a Bridge Between the Desktop and Metro

Metro will be a big change for many people, while the desktop, refered to as legacy, is not dead yet and may have a much longer life span than even Microsoft may think. What is needed is a better bridge between the two. HP could provide this with well-designed software that better bridges the two. Businesses shouldn't have to replace all their computers with Windows 8 PCs (or upgrade them all), but they should be able to easily integrate a few new Windows 8 computers (and the software) with their existing computer base. Obviously some software must be designed for Metro, but the desktop is not dead yet and that needs to be concentrated on.

While Metro apps will only run on Windows 8, desktop apps can run on many current versions of Windows, too. Why would a business want an application that can only run on Windows 8? Now if HP could design software that could span all the different versions of Windows, including Metro, to provide a better overall experience, this could provide them with an advantage. HP can build for the desktop first, while building secondary apps (with similiar functionality) which support Metro as well. The enterprise would definitelly appreciate this and HP could offset low-profit margins of the hardware by selling more software.

For example, imagine buying an HP Windows 8 tablet that comes with a DVD with a suite of tools which not only runs on Metro (Metro versions), but also can run on Windows XP, Vista and 7 machines (desktop versions). If you buy their tablet, they could offer a special OEM price for buying extra DVDs of the same software suite to run on your Windows XP or 7 desktops. In the end, software is what makes the difference!

If HP wants to move into the twenty-first century, then maybe they, too, should become a hardware and software business -- the latter, again. Apple does it. Google is now doing it and so is Microsoft.

Photo Credit:  drserg/Shutterstock

[image: ]Chris Boss is an advanced Windows API programmer and developer of 10 year-old EZGUI, which is now version 5. He owns The Computer Workshop, which opened for businesses in the late 1980s. He originally developed custom software for local businesses. Now he develops programming tools for use with the PowerBasic compiler.
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	LinkChecker lives up to its namesake

	

	Publié: juillet  6, 2012, 6:10am CEST par Mike Williams

	
	
	
		[image: ]There are many tasks involved in maintaining a large website, but one of the most important comes in regularly validating your links. And that’s because a mass of broken links won’t only annoy your visitors, it’ll probably also reduce the search engine visibility which allows people to find you in the first place.

Help is at hand, though, in a variety of tools which aim to validate a site’s links for you. And LinkChecker is probably one of the most straightforward.

Getting started is easy enough: just enter the base URL, click Start and the program will begin spidering across your site, checking most link types (http:/ https:, file:, mailto:, ftp:, telnet: and nntp:).

If there are any problems then LinkChecker gives you immediate feedback by displaying them right away. The most obvious is the “Error: 404 Not Found” you’ll see when a link is dead, but it’ll also alert you to other problems which might arise: error 405′s (Method Not Allowed), http 301′s (permanent redirects), “access denied by robots.txt” errors, and more.

And while the process can take quite some time, especially on large sites, you can at least save the finished report as an HTML file for easy reference later.

Problems? We had one or two small issues with the program’s accuracy. It always correctly detected broken links, but also consistently reported 404 errors on just one or two links which opened perfectly when we inspected them manually.

A lack of configuration options was another issue. We would have liked the ability to report on only a few critical error types, for instance, ignore the 301′s so we could concentrate on what’s important, but there’s no way to do that: it’s all, or nothing.

These are relatively minor problems, though. LinkChecker scores where it counts, being free, easy to use and quick in its scans, and if your website links haven’t been validated for a while then you should probably download a copy right away.

Photo Credit: nmedia/Shutterstock
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	Windows 8 will flop

	

	Publié: juillet  6, 2012, 2:19am CEST par Wayne Williams
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A technology journalist friend of mine often makes sweeping statements regarding how well he thinks a new program or piece of hardware will fare, and he’s usually completely wrong. When Ubuntu first arrived, he declared it would kill off Windows and render Microsoft an aging OS irrelevance. When Apple launched the iPad he told everyone who cared to listen that it would be a total failure because no one would want one.

I’m far less prone to making such proclamations, but I think I’m on reasonably safe ground when I say Windows 8 is going to be a dud. No version of Windows will ever be a total failure. Even Vista, which is regarded as one of Microsoft’s least successful operating systems, sold reasonably well, and I’m sure as soon as Windows 8 is released we’ll hear a lot of statistics coming out of Microsoft about how it’s the fastest-selling OS since Windows Whatever. But they’ll be statistics that we’ll have to take with a fair amount of salt.

Touch the Future

Microsoft has long believed that touchscreen tablets are the way forward. It came up with a set of specifications in 2001 for pen-enabled touch devices running a special Tablet PC Edition of Windows XP. A year later, the first such OEM devices arrived, and no one bought them. Microsoft baked touchscreen support into Vista and Windows 7, but still no one was that interested.

It was only when Apple released the iPad in 2010 that tablets actually took off.

With its vision of the future finally becoming a reality (thanks entirely to its far cooler rival), Microsoft has gone all out to embrace touch, creating an operating system designed specifically for it, but has thrown its core user base under the bus in the process.

Windows 8 on non-touch screen devices is, in a word, terrible. The old Start menu might have been a bit of a tired concept, but it worked well and we all knew how to use it. With Metro, you’re hunting for apps, and having to learn a whole new, and rather clumsy, way of working. The OS makes using Windows with a keyboard and mouse a harder and generally more frustrating experience. The Metro interface looks nice and modern and if that’s all there was to Windows 8 we’d probably accept it. But it’s been bolted on top of the Desktop, and that really doesn’t work. It’s just an odd compromise.

Yes, you can tweak the OS to disable or hide Metro, and clearly there will be lots of freeware tools that will let you completely remove it once Windows 8 has been released. But, really, why would you bother to upgrade to the new OS if all you’re going to do is roll it back to Windows 7.5 at the earliest opportunity? Surely it’s better, and easier, to stick with the OS you already own, and know how to use?

Don't forget the Past

The one thing that might save Windows 8 on the PC is price. Upgrading to the new OS will cost just $39.99 and this offer will even extend to XP users. It’s a move that some people will say is designed to compete with Apple’s pricing, but it just smacks a little bit of desperation to me.

Of course Microsoft is gambling on Windows 8 being a big hit on tablets, which is where the OS sits far more comfortably. But the problem here is, aside from Surface and a bunch of OEM offerings you’ll be able to comfortably ignore, the sort of tablets we’re using, and will continue to use, aren’t the sort of tablets designed to replace PCs and Macs. The iPad, Kindle Fire, Nexus 7, they’re all casual use tablets that are perfect for everyday tasks like browsing the web, accessing email, watching video, reading books and playing games. I really can’t see that changing. Apple will probably bring out an iPad mini before it rolls out a MacPad.

The other reason the iPad and Android tablets succeed is because people are familiar with the OS they run, because they’ve used it on their phones. Microsoft’s phones are never going to be as popular, and if users don’t enjoy Windows 8 on their PCs, they aren’t going to choose Windows 8 on a tablet.

I like Microsoft as a company, and think it produces some great products. But sometimes it makes bad choices, and I believe, unfortunately, Windows 8 will prove to be one of them.

As always, leave your comments below. I’d be interested to know what your thoughts are.
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	Publié: juillet  5, 2012, 9:42pm CEST par Tim Conneally
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French consumer electronics company Archos on Thursday unveiled the first product in its upcoming "Elements" line of Android tablets, the Archos 97 Carbon.

Archos took its expertise in media and entertainment products and defly applied it to Android tablets three years ago.  The result has been a series of enthusiast-level tablets with some totally unique and attractive features.  For example, the Archos Stick was a removable USB modem built into the back of the company's Android tablets which could be popped out and used in a PC when it wasn't being used for the tablet's data connection. 

Archos also managed to make the Android tablet with the biggest storage capacity by using a 250GB HDD in its G9 tablet last year.  In short, the company has done a good job of providing alternative features for niche users.

But with the Elements family tablets, Archos is concentrating on the mass market.

The  ARCHOS 97 Carbon runs on Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich,) and features a 1GHz processor, 1GB of RAM, 16GB of internal flash memory plus a microSD slot supporting cards up to 32GB in size, a full-sized USB Host port,  dual front and back cameras, and an overall weight of  21.8 ounces and thickness of less than half an inch.  It's priced competitively against the Google Nexus 7 at $249.99, and is expected to be available in retail this month.

This is just the first member of Archos' Elements family, and 7-inch and 8-inch models will be announced in the near future.
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	Lion Designer 3.0 gives OS X 10.7 a big makeover

	

	Publié: juillet  5, 2012, 9:18pm CEST par Nick Peers

	
	
	
		[image: ]German developer Moritz Wette has released Lion Designer 3.0, a brand new, redesigned build of his popular Mac desktop customization tool. Lion Designer makes it possible for users to quickly change backgrounds for various OS X tools like Launchpad and Mission Control, plus restore the colourful Finder sidebar icons, among other tweaks.

Version 3.0 introduces a new graphical user interface and Example Manager for quickly downloading replacement background images. It also fixes numerous bugs, extends compatibility to OS X 10.7.4 and later, and adds Retina display support.

Lion Designer 3.0 uses a simple point-and-click interface to allow the user to quickly and effortlessly change background images for a range of OS X tools, including Launchpad, Mission Control, the Dashboard and Login screen. Other customizable items include the login icon, Launchpad Container background, Finder Sidebar Icons and various animations. Users can also toggle desktop icons and the User Library folder between hidden and visible.

For those lacking their own background images, a new Example Manager tool provides options for downloading a selection of example images from five categories: industrial patterns, nature wallpapers, Apple wallpapers, sunset wallpapers and wood patterns. Once downloaded, the user can drag these items on to the Load Image field, from where they can change a specific background by clicking the appropriate Change button.

Also provided via the View menu is a Theme Manager, allowing users to quickly build up and switch between a collection of backgrounds and icons. There’s also a handy “Reset to Lion Default” button, should the user wish to undo all of Lion Designer’s changes.

It all adds up to a simple to use and handy tool for those wishing to add a little colour to the Mac desktop. Lion Designer 3.0 is a donationware download for Macs running OS X 10.7 or later.
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The high speed network technology known as LTE has built up a staggering momentum in the last year, despite Apple's iconic iPhone being late to the party.

There has been a good deal of speculation over whether the next generation of iPhone will include 4G LTE network support.  The iPhone originally entered the mobile phone market on a 2G signal when networks were still upgrading and expanding their 3G coverage.  The same is happening now with 4G, but it's gotten to the point where LTE has matured and the time seems right for Apple to adopt the technology.

Even before the iPhone 4S was released, BetaNews' Managing Editor Joe Wilcox asked: What if iPhone 5 isn't LTE?   

Maybe Joe was jumping the gun a little bit by asking that question last January, but right now, LTE momentum is strong and it's a relevant question again.

Clearly, hardware makers are on board

Back in 2009,  the first 3GPP LTE release 9 modem was launched, but even a full year later, we were still wondering where all the LTE devices were.  By 2011, there were still only 98 LTE-enabled devices available to consumers worldwide.  

This week, the Global mobile Suppliers Association (GSA) revealed the impressive momentum the wireless standard has gained in just one year.   As of July 3, there were 417 LTE end user devices in the market from 67 different hardware suppliers.  

That's a 325 percent increase in one year alone.  What's more staggering is that 83 of these LTE devices were smartphones, and that number has grown by 73 percent since January.  With recent device announcements taken into account, there will easily be more than 100 LTE-enabled smartphones by the last quarter of 2012.

Infrastructure spending is high

A report from UK media group Visiongain last April profiled 32 companies in the LTE value chain, and predicted LTE infrastructure spending will exceed $10.8 billion this year alone, and will continue growing for the next decade.  Market research firm iSupply predicted a more conservative $8.7 billion for 2012, but predicted a massive spending boost in 2013 which could exceed $24 billion.

iSuppli says the "3.5G" technologies like HSPA, and HSPA+ only had a five year lifespan, and that they will come to an end in 2013, ushering in the LTE-dominant era.

Okay, so what about the consumers?

I may be a walking indicator of this fact:  People in the U.S. really care about 4G and LTE.

TeleGeography’s GlobalComms Database showed that the United States led global LTE adoption at the beginning of 2012. In the fourth quarter of 2011, the U.S. had over 5.6 million of the total 8.8 million global LTE subscribers, or approximately 64 percent.

This figure represented an 8,000 percent year-over-year growth from the fourth quarter of 2010 (back when there were less than 60 different LTE devices being sold, and it was mostly a PC-based mobile broadband solution.)

Last March, LG Electronics revealed  it had reached the milestone of 3 million LTE devices sold through to consumers.  This was comprised mainly of the Revolution in North America, and the Optimus LTE in Europe, but the company expanded its focus on LTE to include the Asia Pacific region as well.

When there are more LTE smartphones to choose from, there will be more LTE end users, and this fact remains true with or without a 4G iPhone.

Photo: Jeff Leuders/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]A bug in Apple's App Store updating mechanism caused some recently downloaded apps to crash on startup. The issue affects several popular apps including Instapaper and Angry Birds Space, and made Fourth of July stressful for many developers.

The issue appears to have cropped up after changes in Apple's app distribution. The glitch not only affects iOS apps but also those obtained through the Mac App Store, leading some to believe the issue may reside in Apple's FairPlay DRM mechanism. 

"It appears that Apple has recently changed something in their app distribution engine, and ever since that change there are ongoing problems at Apple's end", iPad app Goodreader -- one of the apps affected -- says in a message to users. "These problems result in a number of customers receiving a damaged binary which doesn't start after updating apps on their devices".

Affected iOS apps fade to black and return the user to the homescreen. On the Mac, the message "[App] is damaged and can’t be opened. Delete [App] and download it again from the App Store" appears.

Instapaper developer Marco Arment says his company was deluged with complaints within minutes of releasing an update to his app, and he believes the issue affected several apps who have issued updates over the past few days. He complained to Apple's App Review support and the issue was fixed within two hours.

"I haven’t yet received a response from App Review, so I don’t know whether the fix was because I made noise, or simply because time passed, which may, for instance, expire a cache with the bad data", Arment says. "I’ve heard reports of this happening with numerous updates released on July 3rd, 4th, and 5th".

Attempts at contacting Apple were unsuccessful, which is typical.

Apple's App Store woes again bring to the forefront a discussion on the way it handles app approvals. Google and other app stores employ a more hands-off approach to administration, so a bug that appears can be fixed immediately. With Apple, you could wait days to get your update approved.

For these affected developers, that's what they're faced with. Even when the problems are fixed, those who downloaded the app while the issue existed are stuck with a buggy app. That is certainly going to frustrate and anger some developers.

Users will never know that it is Apple's fault for why their favorite app isn't working, and the developer gets blamed. Arment himself made these frustrations known in his comments on the incident,

"Apple: This is a serious problem. It’s not isolated. Please fix this".

Photo Credit: BMCL/Shutterstock
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The patent is mostly a good thing, right? It is a way to show recognition for all the work an individual puts into developing something completely new. It’s useful in determining who creates and who copies. The system may have its kinks, but it’s a good one overall. We revolve around it each day whether we know it or not.

A patent is an easy way to make money, but these days not so much for inventing things but inventing concepts to patent. To make money from them, usually someone has to get sued. The process involves a considerable amount of money, starting with paying lawyers, paying court costs, paying for transport, hotels, meals, and so on. All these things add up and they account for every cent as to what a trial would and does cost.

I could be naive and think that they could be generous with each other and the winning party helps the losing one with trial costs. But I’m not, so I’m going to say that when someone loses a patent trial he’s going to sue someone else to get their money back or, they mess (kind word here) with their potential buyers or current owners of their products by the means of price and so on. We may not notice it, but let’s not pretend that it is not happening.

Let’s bring It down to Earth

I agree to the use of patents, but what I can’t agree with is the waste of the court’s resources. Instead of dealing with severe matters that can’t be dealt with outside of court, judges have to rule in frivolous matters concerning patents that are in no way representative nor innovative. US District Judge Richard Posner, who ruled upon a patent dispute between Apple and Motorola, called Apple's filling "frivolous". The man has got some character to be able to stand up to Apple, and we have to applaud him to having the courage to do so.

In yet another ruling, just yesterday, a UK court found that HTC doesn't violate Apple's slide-to-lock patent, calling it "obvious". How obvious is it? Look again at the photo directly below, but more closely at the  below the fold. On the eve of the original iPhone's release 5 years ago, the Neonode N1m review demonstrates techniques and technologies Apple later sued competitors for using. Who is copying whom?

[image: ]

A study from 2011, called "The Private and Social Costs of Patent Trolls", points out alarming facts. The patent wars cost $80 billion per year. Firms that do not sell any products -- non-practicing entities, or NPEs -- are responsible for half a trillion dollars lost in wealth to defendants from 1990 to 2010. To grasp this, half a trillion dollars is $500,000,000,000. Can you count the zeroes? This is an alarming number from NPE numbers alone, not counting the damages caused by big firms. This is a number that barely surfaces in any recent news about the patent wars. Imagine what the situation will look like from now on, especially as there are an increasing number of parties going to trial.

As I am going to point out, it's the software issues that are the easiest to tackle and easiest to cripple a company's activity. Why? Because that's what NPEs do when they go to trial: they sue because of software patents. The rules regarding software patents are not very strict and well defined, so chances are there's a loophole.

Hardware, on the other hand, is harder to patent and for someone to sue over. It involves a lot more work and research and leaves more traces, so it's a tough nut to crack. But a recent trial forced Samsung to change the metal frame surrounding the Galaxy Tab after losing in a German court. Minor design cues shouldn't be influenced by lawyers. More recent news shows that Apple has been successful in its attempt to ban US sales of Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1, which doesn't make much sense given Samsung already released the Galaxy Tab 2. Apple must be onto something with older products.

The banning of products on US soil has been done so easily that one has to wonder what evidence is needed by US Customs to block a shipment and why they're so easily convinced by the arguments Apple have. Who's to say they even bother to check whether they have a legitimate reason or not?

HTC shipped the One X and EVO 4G LTE with software that complies with Apple patents from the start, yet US Customs delayed imports. This is one clear case when Apple had no case and wrongfully pointed fingers at HTC, resulting in blocked shipments of cell phones.



Software Patent Lawsuits hurt Real People

Such actions affect the sales of many desirable products for which people have been waiting a considerable time and have paid for in advance. Then there is collateral damage. For instance, Sprint was a victim here by having to offer compensation (a free case) and a letter of apology to the buyers that put up with the delays. It's a tough business to be in and sometimes you have to pay for other people's mistakes. How ironic that Sprint also is an Apple customer (by selling iPhone) yet was injured by an Apple patent temporarily blocking shipment of another product.

A US Judge, Lucy Koh, prevented Apple from going to trial against Samsung, due to her overloaded calendar. Apple seeks to ban all Samsung Galaxy S III shippments in the United States. Why? Must be something irrelevant at matter. Last week, the same judge granted an injunction order against the very popular Google Galaxy Nexus, based on US Patent no. 8,086,604. Apple looks desperate again by gunning down older products. Google needed to offer a software update to continue selling the Nexus, but by doing so crippling its capabilities. The world's leading search provider had to remove search capabilities from the Android phone, all because of an Apple patent.

Samsung has tried numerous times to ban the sale of Apple products. A recent case is when Samsung sued Apple in the Netherlands and lost. Imagine the number of people unable to buy a new iPhone because of Samsung. History could have repeated itself with HTC, as I pointed our earlier. Disgruntled customers could come out of every meeting these two have.

The war between Samsung and Apple is so big and important to both corporations that it hasn't shown its full importance yet in the tech world. All the trials are alarming even for Apple CEO Tim Cook who said that he much prefers to settle rather than go to court (does he really?). A court ordered the CEOs of both Samsung and Apple to meet and settle the differences. According to unnamed source reports, Apple refused to settle.

The Price We all Pay

Having the possibility of legal defense is a great thing, but it seems every big corporation takes it a step too far, disrespecting the fans of the opposing side. Who's to say that the fans will ever buy a competing product after such bad cases?

And the only real damage that's constant with time is done to the customers wanting to buy the products in question. The multibillion dollar corporations have the means to spend money and go to trial whenever they think is right, so I hardly feel sorry for them. But what about the little guys wanting a smartphone, tablet or any other product for which they have waited or/and saved for a long time? They’re the real victims here. They're the ones who pay and that's the important part.

The big corporations have a lot of lawyers at their disposal and not using them is a waste of their money. The business models today require having lawyers to help even with the least important things, so you can see how this can get out of hand. You find yourself with an army of educated lawyers at your disposal and nothing important to do, so how can you get your money’s worth? You are in a situation where you have to use them because you hired them, not necessarily because you need them. Then you go to court with your chin up and claim you have been wronged and you demand compensation.

What happens when a corporation loses a trial? They have to find a way to keep their profits, so what do they do? They raise the product's prices, they subsidize at a higher cost and they sue to gain more sales while the competitor is down, among others. These are simple ways one corporation can use and I’m certain that there are plenty more sophisticated ways that I haven’t mentioned. It’s not the butterfly effect, but it’s similar. You never know where it hits you from, and it will happen every time.

Do Something About It

Patents should protect innovation, rather than prevent it. However, companies quick to sue -- and Apple is high on the list -- hurt everyone, including their customers and even themselves. Every patent is another limitation for the person that doesn't know it exists.

Similarly, patents should be about recognition, not about a personal vendetta against everyone that you have a problem with. Example would be Apple cofounder Steve Jobs, who, even before his death, was convinced that going after Android is the most important thing. He's obviously wrong as this is a measure of a desperate man, not of the visionary who gave the world the iPhone and iPad, among other successful Apple products.

Buyers -- that means you -- decide the fate of products or corporations. You must decide whether to support their business model with your wallet, so the guy sitting in the CEO's chair can listen and be afraid of the power the little guy has. On the one hand, big corporations make you a victim in the patent wars. On the other hand, you, united with other customers, can rock foundations. The patent system is broken. You can't fix it, but you can make big corporations think twice about abusing it.

What’s your take on this matter? How do see patent disputes affecting you?

Photo Credit: Vasily Smirnov/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]If you’ve tried a few PC privacy tools then you’ll know they’re often disappointing, doing little more than you can achieve with your browser and Windows alone (clearing your temporary folders, deleting cookies and so on).

PrivaZer, fortunately, is a genuine exception, an amazingly thorough utility which could be one of the most powerful free privacy tools we’ve ever seen.

The program’s plus points start during setup. You can install it, if you like, but that’s not necessary: it’s also possible to launch PrivaZer directly from the installer, enabling you to run the program from a USB key.

Once launched you can run a variety of limited scans on whatever drive you like, but for a first pass we’d recommend running an in-depth scan on your system drive. This may take a while (almost 2 minutes even on our relatively unpopulated 240GB SSD), but it’s worth the wait.

And when the scan is complete you’ll be presented with a list of 18 areas which may need your attention, complete with links which provide way more information than we’d normally expect from this kind of tool.

Take the Registry section, for instance. You might expect this to just list a few Windows “recent files” list, yes? But in fact Privazer examines unallocated space within the Registry, detecting and uncovering deleted or changed keys. On our test PC it found almost 900 of these, many relating to software we’d uninstalled long ago.

The MFT, “free space” and “USN Journal” sections do a similar job for your hard drive, revealing file and document names you might have thought were safely deleted. The Start & JumpList section identifies applications you’ve launched, and files you’ve opened. While Windows History lists everything from recent searches and your opened and saved files history, to typed paths in Explorer and the USB devices you’ve connected to your PC.

Even sections we assumed would be fairly standard, still had enough functionality to surprise. When we clicked Cookies, for instance, we saw regular, Flash, Silverlight and DOM storage, for both our IE and Firefox installations: it’s all very thorough.

And the cleanup options are just as comprehensive. You could simply click “Clean” and leave the program to do its work. But if you’d like to take more control then you can also define a secure overwriting method from one of 7 US DoD standards.

Is there a catch? The program worked well for us, but anything that wipes your system as this low a level (unallocated Registry and MFT space, and so on) has a greater chance of introducing problems. Don’t run it on a system you haven’t backed up, and we’d recommend taking a system restore point immediately beforehand, too.

Otherwise, though, PrivaZer looks like an excellent tool with a great deal of privacy potential. Even if you’re happy with your current cleanup utilities, download the program anyway, and use it to scan your system, see if there’s more activity traces left behind than you realized.

Photo Credit: Santiago Cornejo/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Google's Nexus 7 tablet made quite an impact at the I/O developer conference last week. The tablet is powered by Google's Android 4.1 operating system, a quad-core Nvidia Tegra 3 processor, and either 8GB or 16GB of storage.

What makes the tablet interesting to a lot of people is not the fact that it is running Android 4.1, nor the hardware that it ships with, but the combination of what it packs and the price that Google is charging for it. But something is missing -- that is for people living on the Continent. That combination, the package, is missing something.

The $199 that the 8GB version retails for is the same price that Amazon charges for its Kindle Fire tablet, and $50 less than Samsung is charging for its Galaxy Tab 2 tablet. But the Nexus 7, however, ships with a faster processor and the new Android version, which the other two do not. Joe Wilcox does not call it a Kindle Killer without reason, and his first impression of the Nexus tablet is outright positive.

One of the things that Google promoted heavily during the conference was that Nexus tablet owners would get access to Google Play, the company's online store, to download movies and TV shows, music, apps, books and magazines to the Nexus 7. And while that is certainly a possibility for owners in the United States, the experience may be limited for tablet users in other countries.

The Nexus 7 will, for instance, be available in the United Kingdom later this month for £159, which is roughly the price the 16GB version of the tablet retails for in the United States. That's actually a better price than many European users expected, as it is often the case that companies only change the currency symbol, which makes many goods produced in the United States are more expensive in Europe.

Nexus 7 owners from the United Kingdom will face limitations when it comes to accessible features in the Google Play Store. The Inquirer reports that the UK version will not feature magazines, TV shows or music at launch. This limits the choice to movies, apps, games and books.

People from the UK may not even realize that they are not receiving full service in the store, as both the UK store page and the Nexus tablet website don't reveal that they are missing out on features. Those who have followed I/O or the coverage here on BetaNews may, however, be disappointed that they do not get access to all features that Google promoted heavily during the conference.

The Nexus tablet website, for instance, highlights that users can "explore over 600,000 apps and games, the world's largest collection of Ebooks, and thousands of movies", without mentioning magazines, music or TV shows at all.

A Google spokesperson told The Inquirer that international licensing requirements prevent the company from offering those features in the UK.

Do you think that Google's Nexus 7 tablet will be less successful in countries where store offerings are limited? What's your take on this? Will content limitations affect your purchase decision?
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A reader pointed out to me this past week that the personal computer is well over 30 years old -- a number that has real consequence if you are familiar with my work. He remembered I predicted in 1992 that PCs as we knew them would be dead by now.

I was obviously a little off in my timing. But only a little off. PCs are still doomed and their end will come quicker than you think.

Not Dead Yet

Here’s what I wrote in my book Accidental Empires in 1992:

It takes society thirty years, more or less, to absorb a new information technology into daily life. It took about that long to turn movable type into books in the fifteenth century. Telephones were invented in the 1870s but did not change our lives until the 1900s. Motion pictures were born in the 1890s but became an important industry in the 1920s. Television, invented in the mid-1920’s, took until the mid-1950s to bind us to our sofas.

We can date the birth of the personal computer somewhere between the invention of the microprocessor in 1971 and the introduction of the Altair hobbyist computer in 1975. Either date puts us today (1992, remember) about halfway down the road to personal computers’ being a part of most people’s everyday lives, which should be consoling to those who can’t understand what all the hullabaloo is about PCs. Don’t worry; you’ll understand it in a few years, by which time they’ll no longer be called PCs.

By the time that understanding is reached, and personal computers have wormed into all our lives to an extent far greater than they are today, the whole concept of personal computing will probably have changed. That’s the way it is with information technologies. It takes us quite a while to decide what to do with them.

Radio was invented with the original idea that it would replace telephones and give us wireless communication. That implies two-way communication, yet how many of us own radio transmitters? In fact, the popularization of radio came as a broadcast medium, with powerful transmitters sending the same message -- entertainment -- to thousands or millions of inexpensive radio receivers. Television was the same way, envisioned at first as a two-way visual communication medium. Early phonographs could record as well as play and were supposed to make recordings that would be sent through the mail, replacing written letters. The magnetic tape cassette was invented by Phillips for dictation machines, but we use it to hear music on Sony Walkmans. Telephones went the other direction, since Alexander Graham Bell first envisioned his invention being used to pipe music to remote groups of people.

The point is that all these technologies found their greatest success being used in ways other than were originally expected. That’s what will happen with personal computers too. Fifteen years from now, we won’t be able to function without some sort of machine with a microprocessor and memory inside. Though we probably won’t call it a personal computer, that’s what it will be.


Better Value Proposition

Though I had no inkling of it back in 1992, what’s rapidly replacing the PC in our culture is the smartphone. Today the PC industry and the smartphone industry are neck-and-neck in terms of size at around $250 billion each. But which one is growing faster?  For that matter, which one is growing at all? 

We still rely on devices with processors and memory, they are just different devices.  The mobility trend has been clear for years with notebooks today demanding larger market share than desktops. And one thing significant about notebooks is they required of us our first compromise in terms of screen size.  I write today mainly on a 13-inch notebook that replaced a 21-inch desktop, yet I don’t miss the desktop. I don’t miss it because the total value proposition is so much better with the notebook.

I wouldn’t mind going back to that bigger screen, but not if it meant scrapping my new-found mobility.

Now extend this trend another direction and you have the ascendant smart phone -- literally a PC in your hand and growing ever more powerful thanks to Moore’s Law.

What’s still missing are clearcut options for better I/O -- better keyboards and screens or their alternatives -- but I think those are very close. I suspect we’ll shortly have new wireless docking options, for example.  For $150 today you can buy a big LCD display, keyboard and mouse if you know where to shop.  Add wireless docking equivalent to the hands-free Bluetooth device in your car and you are there.

I’d be willing to leave $150 sitting on my desk if doing so allowed me to have my computing and schlepp it, too.

Or maybe we’ll go with voice control and retinal scan displays. No wonder Google is putting so much effort into those glasses.

The hardware device is becoming less important, too.  Not that it’s the thin clients Larry Ellison told us we all needed back in 1998. What matters is the data and keeping it safe, but the cloud is already handling that chore for many of us, making the hardware more or less disposable.

What’s keeping us using desktops and even notebook, then, are corporate buying policies, hardware replacement cycles and inertia.

Next-to-Last PC

How long before the PC as we knew it is dead? About five years I reckon, or 1.5 PC hardware replacement cycles.

Nearly all of us are on our next-to-last PC.

Microsoft knows this on some level. Their reptilian corporate brain is beginning to comprehend what could be the end. That’s why the company is becoming increasingly desperate for ways to maintain its central role in our digital lives. We see the first bet-the-company aspects of that in Redmond’s recent decision to run the Windows 8 kernel all the way down to ARM-powered phones and tablets even though it requires shedding features to do so.

I doubt that will be enough.

Reprinted with permission

Photo Credit:  wrangler/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Most antivirus programs focus on identifying malicious files and preventing them from reaching (or executing on) your PC, which works to an extent, but will fail if you run into brand new malware that hasn’t been discovered yet.

Crystal Anti-Exploit Protection (CAEP) is a new security tool that tries to protect you in a very different way. There’s no scanning here, no signatures, no virus database: instead the program uses its understanding of common malware tricks to try and prevent anything nasty from infecting your system in the first place.

Drive-by downloads may often result in code being executed from unusual locations, for instance. And so CAEP can block programs from running in the temporary folder, your Downloads folder or other unlikely places. You’ll be alerted if this happens, and if you don’t give your permission then the file won’t run and you could avoid infection.

A Connection Monitor can examine your incoming and outgoing network connections, applying a variety of filters to decide whether they should be permitted or denied.

The Memory Monitor uses a range of protections to reduce the number of possible exploits (memory allocation sizes are varied, process DEP is enabled, heap memory is cleared, and more).

And a more standard COM/ActiveX Monitor can filter ActiveX components on a per application basis, either via black or white listing.

The first problem with all this is that, as you’ve probably realised, it’s quite a technical program. You don’t have to understand every single detail – run CAEP and it just works – but to get the most from the system you’ll need a considerable amount of low-level Windows knowledge.

A significant weakness at the moment is that CAEP can monitor 32-bit programs only (although it runs happily on both 32 and 64-bit versions of Windows).

Another problem is that every time we launch Outlook 2010, we’re asked whether we really want a couple of tools to be executed (they’re launched by an addon). It’s only two clicks and then business as usual, but this is still annoying: once you’ve given your permission then the program should be able to remember that decision next time.

And if you try the program yourself, be very careful where you install it. Anything which works at as low a level as CAEP has great scope for breaking any Windows installation, so don’t run the program anywhere unless you’ve a full and up-to-date backup available.

All this aside, though, Crystal Anti-Exploit Protection remains an interesting tool, a free and very configurable HIPS which can add a welcome extra layer of security to any PC. If you’re an experienced user with the time to investigate it properly (including tweaking the settings sufficiently to avoid unnecessary alerts) then the program could be a very useful addition to your PC, and an excellent manual (Help > Users Guide) will explain everything you need to know.

Photo Credit:  Vladimir Mucibabic/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Data security is of the utmost importance, but it is usually the files stored on our hard drives or transmitted over the Internet that we are primarily concerned with. It’s likely that you have at least one USB drive that you use o move files from one computer to another, perhaps transporting files between home and office. If you were to lose the drive, there is not only the irritation of not having access to the files you need, there is also the concern that whomever finds the drive will be able to vie your private data -- this is something that USB Safeguard can help with.

As you’ve probably guessed from the name and the scenario we have set up, this is a program that can be used to protect the files you have chosen to store on a USB drive. This is a tiny portable app, weighing in at less than 100KB, but it is none the less powerful. While there is a paid version of the app available that can be used to protect drives of up to 16TB in size, there is also a free version that can be used on drives up to 2GB.

While this may not seem like much, it is still more than enough to keep your valuable data safe. Word documents and spreadsheets are not necessarily very large, so a 2GB drive could be used to store a very large number of them. These could contain all manner of private data including financial information which could be misused by anyone else that was to gain access to the drive. You can also use the software to protect images on camera memory cards.

USB Safeguard enables to you password protect your drive so that it cannot be accessed by anyone who does not know it. The data on your drive is protected on the fly with 256-bit AES encryption to help avoid the risk of passwords protection being bypassed. Quick to use and easy to implement, this is a fantastically useful program.

You can find out more and download a free copy of the app by paying a visit to the USB Safeguard review page.

Photo Credit: Brian A Jackson/shutterstock
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		[image: ]The Galaxy S III is a wonderful beast, whose 8-megapixel stills camera can also shoot video in full HD (1920x1080). So is this a triumph of technological democratisation? Is the Galaxy S III all you need to challenge the dominance of the Hollywood Studios and their ridiculous $200m budgets? After all, some movies are made on Digital SLRs these days. Read on to find out.

The answer is a definite, well, maybe. As I’ve noted in my review, the S3’s pictures are surprisingly good, and while it would be a stretch to say you could shoot "The Avengers" on a smartphone, there is a lot you can do with this tiny camera. It could certainly be a terrific little helper for blogging, web-reporting and almost anything else you might want to put on the Internet, or produce for home or office use. Obviously it has limitations, even when compared to dedicated camcorders of the same price point, so here are a few suggestions and tips for getting the best out of it.

Preparations

There aren’t that many options that you change in the camera setup. (But note that some of them are only available by swapping the shortcuts on the camera screen -- touch the settings icon in the camera). Normally, I’d say turn off all the automatic controls and put everything on manual. But this isn’t a camera that’s meant to be controlled in that way, so here I’d suggest the opposite - leave everything on automatic, since it’s a real fiddle to change anything in the middle of filming.

There is an option to overlay a grid on the viewfinder, and that seems like a useful thing to do, since it enables you to check that your horizontal and/or vertical lines are where you want them to be, and that you’re only producing arty sloping shots because you’ve chosen so to do, and not because you haven’t noticed that your horizon is on the piss (a technical term used in the British film industry).

It is possible to adjust the resolution and shoot at frame sizes smaller than 1920x1080. I would suggest that you don’t do that, but always film at the highest quality. It’s easy enough to make things look rough later on, should you desire that particular aesthetic, but if they look rough right from the start, there’s nothing you can do to change it later. Garbage In-Garbage Out.

Filming

Standard advice is always to use a tripod. Of course, a great deal of production of all kinds happens without one, but it should always be a conscious decision not to use a tripod, with a reason behind it. Shots should be steady unless you have a  reason for them not to be. This is tough to do with a 130g hand-held device, it’s true, but I would say that your hands are rarely as steady as you think they are, so:

	Always hold the camera in both hands.
	If you can, rest on or against something (a wall, or a table, maybe). Or at least brace your elbows against your sides while holding the camera.


Keep still. Yes, film is all about movement, but there is a temptation with something like this to swoop around like a demented budgerigar because (at the time) it looks cool and it’s so easy to do. It will also give your viewers a headache, or make them feel seasick, and you can probably do without the dry-cleaning bills.  Smooth, planned movement is good. Movement following action is good. Static shots are also good. You need a mix.

Also, make sure you hold each shot long enough. Count to ten (at least) on a static shot. Count to five at the beginning and end of a move. You can always cut it shorter in the edit, but if you haven’t got it, you can’t make it up later. I once worked with a cameraman who had been a (very good) stills photographer. His trouble was that once he’d seen a picture, he thought that was it, which meant that what I ended up with was a series of – beautifully composed – half-second shots. It was tough to edit, I can tell you.

Wide-open Spaces

One thing that is a definite problem with this kind of camera is that you only have one lens, and it’s very wide-angle. That’s great when you’re close to your subject, but it means that landscapes or shots of even not very distant action or scenery are quite limited. You can see that funny lolloping dog 30 yards away. You can imagine a great close-up. But from where you are with the lens you have it’s just a tiny speck in the middle of your frame. The upside is that you can get some really interesting shots with people or objects large in the foreground. You can focus down to only a few inches from the lens, and because the lens is so wide, the depth of field is considerable.

[image: ]

You do have a degree of control over where your center of focus is. A little square appears on the screen to show what you’re focusing on. You can drag the square to something else, which means you can make sure that your focus is where you want it to be, and even (within limits) focus on something very close and throw the background out of focus to give that big movie feel. It’s worth taking a bit of trouble over this, because things that look sharp on your phone screen might not look so crisp back home on your 60-inch TV.

The Danger of Breathing

The automatic focus is useful and effective, but if your hands shake, or you move around a lot, or the light keeps changing, it will keep looking for something to focus on. This can result in a "breathing" effect as the camera mucks around with the focus. The results won’t look good, but there’s very little you can do about it because it’s an intelligent camera, right? So if it decides it knows best, all you can do is wait until it’s had its say and try again.

Exposure

All digital cameras have two main weaknesses: handling high contrast, and low light. If picture areas are overexposed, there is nothing that can save them. The information is not there.

[image: ]This photo is overexposed

If there’s not enough light, the camera adds gain, but the system is being driven hard and pictures will be noisy. However, given the choice, it’s better to underexpose a little rather than overexpose. It’s often surprising how much information can be teased out of the shadows -- though with that risk of increased picture noise.

[image: ]This photo is noisy

As a rule-of-thumb, the less the camera costs, the more vulnerable it is to extremes of light and dark, and sadly the Galaxy S III is no exception. Well-lit, evenly-lit subjects will provide you with the best pictures.

[image: ]This photo is exposed just about right

Sound Thinking

Sound is the neglected kid brother of movie-making. But nothing leaves a more amateurish impression than thin and echoing audio even if the pictures are the prettiest imaginable. Now, obviously the Galaxy S3's microphone is built in to the phone and intended for close-up voice conversation and this can be a problem. If you do stick with the phone mic, then realize that what you will get will be fine for general atmosphere and background sound. It will be not too bad for voice recording within a meter or so of the phone/camera. But anything further away will very quickly become unacceptable.

Solutions

For field recording you can improve matters by using an i-Microphone  (intended for Apple devices, but reviews indicate that it should work on the S3). This doesn’t solve the main problem of the microphone being in fundamentally the wrong place, but it is a better quality microphone in the first place and also has a wind-gag.

The real solution for best quality recording is to acquire a suitable adaptor such as this one from B&H Photo and use a professional mic on a longer lead. In general, the closer you get to the subject, the better the sound will be.

Alternatively, you can plan right from the start to use the live sound only as background effects, and build up your soundtrack afterwards. Whatever you decide, please think about sound from the beginning.

Afterwards

Although it’s possible to edit the video files produced by the Galaxy S III directly, to keep the best possible quality, encode them into a digital intermediate format such as ProRes or Cineform. This isn’t the place for long technical explanations, but in a nutshell, camera files are optimized for recording and not for editing. Any transcoding to a different file format needs to be done with care, since the imperfections of one codec can be baked in and amplified by the imperfections of a different one. Digital Intermediate codecs are designed to minimize these problems and give a high quality end result (a so-called Digital Source Master) from which any desired output format can be produced.

For straightforward cuts editing, a Digital Intermediate might be overkill and you can work with the camera files --  but render the final video out to the highest quality available. If you are planning any amount of visual effects or color correction, then you should seriously consider editing through a Digital Intermediate format.

Whatever you do, and whatever your intended end-use, stick with the highest quality you can for as long as you can. That will give you the greatest flexibility for digital manipulation and final output quality. Whatever the intended end result, it will look better if it’s encoded from a high-quality original.

Let’s get Technical

What are you actually getting with the Galaxy S IIIs video? Examining a recording, we find the following: MP4/AVC (AVCHD), at 17MB/s, 1920x1080; 30.01 fps, 4:2:0 YUV. Audio 128Kb MP4-AAC, 48Khz taking around 130-150MB of storage space per minute.

What does this mean? Well, for comparison, the lowest cost camera currently approved by the BBC for full-programme HD TV production, the Canon XF300 (around $9,000 including taxes) records MPEG2 at 50MB/s with 4:2:2 color sampling, and audio is uncompressed PCM at 48KHz. Storage space is about 640MB/minute.  And though the pictures this produces are amazing for the money, they still show as not quite there if you put them up against the results from, say, HDCAM camcorders costing ten times as much with lens. You really do get what you pay for.

Putting aside the quality of the camera hardware and lens, the file format alone would preclude planned broadcast production with the S3. But do not despair. After all, every day we see news footage on TV produced with mobile phone cameras. If the subject matter is powerful and unique enough, then ideal technical standards become almost irrelevant. And we all remember the lo-fi superhit "The Blair Witch Project" (although it has to be said that it wasn’t quite the no-budget triumph it’s often made out to be. Very large amounts of money were spent by the distributors on post-production cleaning up.)

So I’d say, if you have a strong idea and want to shoot it on a Galaxy S III, then go for it. Plan to use YouTube (and similar) as your primary outlet, but who knows who might see it there and where it might end up?

Photo Credits: Cheon Fong Liew (top); Ian Lewis (other four)
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Research in Motion is in trouble. Exactly how much trouble isn’t really clear right now, but things are looking bad.. Thorsten Heins, the current CEO, is keeping a positive outlook. He stated this week, in an interview with a Canadian radio station: "There’s nothing wrong with the company right now".

Pretty much everyone disagrees with this statement, including the stock market. At the time of writing the share price stands at under $8. This time last year it was $30. Go back to 2008 and the company was trading at $150 a share. RIM also recently announced 5,000 redundancies and losses of $518 million. Heins might say one thing publicly, but in private you can bet he is a worried man.

This article isn’t about how things went wrong. It isn’t about how RIM bet everything on the continued success of the BlackBerry, and was totally wrong-footed by the iPhone. It isn’t about delays in a new operating system, or an underwhelming tablet. Really it isn’t. It is about what RIM should do now. Or rather it is about what Microsoft should do now. Microsoft should buy RIM as soon as possible.

Microsoft is of course already heavily involved in the mobile space, in terms of investment if not market share (Comscore recently ranked Microsoft as having just 4 percent of the Smartphone market). The company recently announced Windows Phone 8, and have a strategic partnership with Nokia. Unfortunately that partnership hasn’t had the best of starts, with device sales so far proving disappointing. The new Nokia chairman, Risto Siilasmaa, acknowledged these difficulties recently on Finnish TV and said the company was considering a plan B to Windows Phone, should things not improve.

So where does RIM fit into things? Well, squarely serving the enterprise market, where it once reigned supreme. RIM’s success was broadly built on the services it provided to businesses -- its secure-push email and handset management features being key examples. But it also made some very good phones, before trying unsuccessfully to copy the iPhone.

Microsoft would dearly love to see its Windows Phone operating system in the palms of executives and presidents around the globe, commanding the same respect that RIM and the BlackBerry once did. Microsoft has undoubted pedigree in the desktop and server enterprise markets, and has tried to make the latest version of its operating system more attractive to enterprise mobile users. But it needs to do more, and buying RIM could be the answer.

A wholesale purchase would allow Microsoft to integrate Windows Phone on BlackBerry devices without compromise, and they certainly have the cash on hand (despite the recent aQuantive $6.2 billion write down). RIM undoubtedly employs some excellent engineers, who would surely add to Windows Phone in a way many enterprises would welcome.

At the same time RIM has produced some excellent hardware devices over the years, even if its lineup has become a little diluted recently. But more than anything a purchase (as opposed to a Nokia-like partnership) would take the pressure off RIM and its increasingly precarious financial situation.

A fresh start under Microsoft, and a narrowing of its focus on the enterprise market, might just allow it to get back to its best. In an increasingly mobile world such a decision could be of almost incalculable value to Microsoft.

Photo Credit: RIM
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June 2nd marked the return shots fired by telecommunications juggernaut Verizon against the Federal Communications Commission for fines the FCC leveled on them in regards to network neutrality. In a legal brief filed in Washington DC at the United States Court Of Appeals, Verizon and regional cell phone provider MetroPCS formally appealed.

Verizon claims that the FCC forcing them to keep all data traffic equal priority is unconstitutional -- that equal priority of data is an affront to carrier's freedom of speech.

Backstory, Oh Sweet Backstory

Network neutrality is the concept that all bits should be treated equal. The cleanest example of this is the case of online video streaming. If you have an Internet connection from Comcast or Verizon, neither provider can limit, slow, or block the traffic of services such as Netflix, YouTube, Vudu, or Amazon streaming. The same concept would apply to online telephony services like Skype. Doing such to limit third party video competitors when your Internet provider also provides streaming services they are trying to sell would limit innovation and possible access to the open unfettered internet.

In 2007, two non-profit advocacy organizations, Free Press and Public Knowledge, filed a complaint with the FCC against Internet/television provider Comcast, which was discovered to have been limiting and, in some cases, blocking data to many of its customers using BitTorrent. The peer-to-peer technology is found in everything from the popular Blizzard game "World of Warcraft" to online legal file sharing services as well as illegal ones.

The complaint from Free Press and Public Knowledge stated that Comcast’s actions violated the FCC Internet Policy Statement, particularly the statement’s principle that “consumers are entitled to access the lawful Internet content of their choice... [and] to run applications and use services of their choice”. When the FCC tried to penalize Comcast under the jurisdiction granted by the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. § 154), Comcast compiled with the penalization but then appealed in 2010 in the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. The appeals court ruled against the FCC, stating that it had overstepped its bounds in policing information technology infrastructure, authority not intended by the Communications Act of 1934. The FCC shortly thereafter registered a set of formal rules with the Government (September 2011).

Political Pawn in a Republicans vs Obama Debate

During the Comcast vs. FCC case, the Republican party started to beat the drum for the telecom industry. Frequently you would see elected Republican GOP officials in both the House and Senate come out with what seemed to be purposefully conflicting and confusing statements about what network neutrality was and actually meant and trying to peg the FCC as hampering the open Internet to block high tech jobs as an example of government over-regulation. Every major player of the GOP was coming out against the FCC with Republican Senate leader Senator Mitch McConnell of Kentucky being the first to signal the attack call in this statement:

At a time when the private sector would like to create jobs and grow the economy, it seems like too many in Washington want to create regulations and grow government. And so like many Americans, I was heartened two months ago, when the President came to the Capitol and laid out a very specific test for judging the merits of federal regulation ...

... But now, the FCC says its regulations are necessary because of what might happen in the future, if broadband providers have incentives to favor one type of content over another — despite the fact that after 15 years, there is no evidence of this occurring in any significant way,


House GOP Leader John Boehner (R-OH) joined shortly after the 2010 midterm elections saying:

The new House majority will work to reverse this [FCC Network Neutrality] unnecessary and harmful federal government power grab next year.


What was once a simple issue had now become a pawn in the Republicans vs. "Big Government" Democrats debate. Something so simple as making sure Internet service providers, who might have bias to preferential treatment of their own video and phone services, did not outright block competing 3rd party services was now unfair big government bureaucratic regulation. It didn't matter if companies like Comcast were blocking or slowing down the services of other online competitors and then planning on forcing them to pay to get back on equal footing. It was digital highway robbery via digital extortion or modern online protection rackets. Yet to the political players on the right it was still “Big Government” regulation "hampering" the "open internet's growth".

All Bits are Equal, but Some Bits are More Equal than Others

This is what brings us back to Verizon, with regional celluar carrier MetroPCS. In the FCC penalty appeal, Verizon is now trying to state that the FCC forcing them to keep all data traffic equal priority is unconstitutional. Verizon's lawyers are going so far as to say that the rules set in place to defend the customer's/consumer's rights of equal priority of the data is an affront to Verizon's freedom of speech.

Verizon sees the data running across its network as speech now. Even if it's your text, another company's movie or video, or someone's email or blog. It's all their speech now by this legal argument. Verizon also goes to say the FCC rules are "arbitrary and capricious." Basically stating that the fears of Verizon, or other companies, slowing down traffic or blocking services on their networks, for the sake of their own services, would never happen. But it has happened, numerous times already.

I just have to point out the recent case of Comcast video on Xbox Live. Comcast recently started offering TV channels via Xbox Live in an app but then said that the data that was used to transmit that video over your Internet connection doesn't count toward data transmission caps on users. These data transmission caps still apply to data sent via non-Comcast based services, such as Netflix, Amazon video streaming, and Vudu.

The lack of support for the citizen and end user is the scariest part of all of this. It shows that those who are the loudest in blocking the FCC and destroying the concepts of a Neutral All bits are equal Internet are the same ones who have the most campaign donations to gain from the large telecom industry. 

In the end if a decision like this happens in favor of Verizon, corporate telecom giants will have just gotten the legal go ahead for truly destructive and progress halting anti-competitive actions. It is only in an open Internet that innovation will flourish, not at the whim of large Telecom Barrons who can choke off the access to new upstart competitors. The deck is stacked in the major corporate favor and now more than ever we need to protect an open and free internet.
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		[image: ]Piriform has updated its Mac freeware cleaning tool. CCleaner for Mac 1.04.148 adds support for managing login items and an option for removing unneeded languages from applications. It also adds Gatekeeper support for the forthcoming Mountain Lion OS X 10.8 release.

CCleaner for Mac is based on the popular PC version, offering Mac users a collection of free, conveniently placed tools for recovering hard drive space with just a few clicks.

CCleaner for Mac 1.04.148’s headline new feature is the Login Items Manager, which is accessible from the Tools menu (click the Startup button). It works in an identical way to the options found on the Login Items tab on the Users & Groups Preferences pane -- users can disable or delete unwanted items to free up resources and speed up login times.

Also added to version 1.04 is an option marked “Unneeded Languages” in the System section of the main Cleaner tool. This searches for redundant languages used by applications that can unnecessarily waste drive space.

The update adds compatibility for the forthcoming OS X 10.8 release (due later this month) by adding Gatekeeper support, ensuring the program will run correctly and without any security warnings in Mountain Lion.

The update is rounded off by a number of minor fixes and improvements, including better updating of the cookie list after cleaning, and improved support for cleaning individual rules. Empty results are now hidden from detailed Analysis results too.

CCleaner for Mac 1.04.148 is a freeware download for Macs running OS X 10.5 (Leopard) or later.
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Since December 1998, when on impulse I bought the original iMac from CompUSA, I've used Apple gear. No longer. Late yesterday, I replaced the last fruit-logo with another, fulfilling my pledge nearly a month ago to boycott Apple. I wanted to declare independence sooner, but with so much news to write about in June and Google I/O last week, researching and replacing the AirPort base station was too much trouble. But it's offline now -- and, along with Apple TV, going on Craigslist today.

Circumstances since choosing to boycott make me all the more adamant. Last week, US District Judge Lucy Koh issued two preliminary injunctions against Samsung devices -- Galaxy Tab 10.1 and Galaxy Nexus. Yesterday she denied Samsung's request to stay the ban pending appeal. Anticipating Nexus' similar fate, Google swiftly responded by pulling the phone from its online store and dispatching an update to existing phones. I chose to boycott being so angry by Apple's aggressive patent bullying that thwarts competition and takes away consumer choice. Today, I celebrate America's independence anniversary by gaining freedom from Apple. 

Rotten to the Core

Sadly, in 2012, Apple is the company I always worried it would be. A decade ago, some of us journalists occasionally debated question: What if Apple was as big and powerful as Microsoft? Wouldn't we all be better off? I usually heard that question answered "Yes" -- that Apple would never be as aggressive or anticompetitive as Microsoft was during its PC supremacy in the late 1980s throughout the 1990s. I always answered "No".

The problem: As a corporate culture, Apple seeks to control everything in its supply chain and is secretive about everything else. I saw Apple as being a harsh dictator if ever growing to dominate any part of the tech industry. That's proved to be the case, but much, much more severely than I ever expected, now that Apple is the giant. Apple exercises tremendous sway over component supply chains and uses vague software process patents to block competing -- and better -- products from distribution.

The image of do-gooding, trendy Apple is inconsistent with its gruff bullying alter-ego. Apple is Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and more and more monster than inventor. 

I'm an American, child of capitalism and believer in free markets being free and competitive. Apple wants to limit competition to terms it applies and choose the features in other company's products. Apple demanded the California court find Samsung in violation of 11 patents, later reduced to two but only one applied to the injunction. What irony, too. Google is master of search, but application of Apple's patent limits it -- dictates core functionality. Google's Galaxy Nexus update removes universal search from Ice Cream Sandwich, which also is gone from Jellybean. Yeah, I'm living that future now, and cursing Apple because of it.

Search is a necessary utility. No patent should be able to limit it on anything. That Apple can shows what's wrong with the US patent system and how far the company will go to check competitors -- not with innovation but litigation.

This morning, I sold my ASUS Transformer Pad 300, since Google's Nexus 7 (also made by ASUS) is good enough for my needs. The buyer and I discussed Apple's patent litigation against Android licensees. He says Apple lawsuits forced Android changes that have "lowered the IQ by 30 points". A phone without universal search isn't a smartphone. It's a dumb phone, he says.

No Respect

I can't express the amount of delight experienced over the years using Apple products, and so many: original iMac (1998); PowerBook G3 (1999); Power Mac G4 Cube (2000); Titanium PowerBook (2001); iPod (2001, 2004, 2005); PowerBook G4 (2000); iMac G4 (2002); iMac G5 (2005); MacBook Pro (2006); iPhone (2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011); MacBook Air (2008, 2010, 2012); among others. But I've lost respect for the company producing them. 

Apple did, and still does, create a good user experience, and community around it. But I've never really regarded Apple as being the great innovator so many of the apologists do. Everyone copies. Everybody imitates. It's innate human nature. Youngsters learn to walk and talk by imitating adults. Likewise people learn social mores and fit into larger groups through imitation. So on and so on. Apple copies, as all companies do. There's nothing wrong with this process. It's natural. It's in our DNA. Yet the fanboys cling to some fantasy that only Apple innovates and must protect its so-called innovations by any means. Funny: Apple targets competitors.

"Star Trek" creator Gene Roddenberry should have a serious talk with Apple cofounder Steve Jobs in the afterlife about who came up with concepts like utilitarian slates or computers that respond with feminine voices, among others. Who's copying whom?

Exactly what is innovative about search, which use on computing devices long predates Apple's patent, or slide to lock. The latter mechanism has been used to secure doors for centuries. Apple didn't invent the concept, just applied it differently. Of course, the company deserves credit for the new application but not the concept or process. That applies to other companies, not just Apple.

Microsoft has the better way, by the way. The company prefers to cross-license patents rather than sue. Microsoft uses patents to spread and share innovation -- to empower it by removing the threat of litigation for all parties. Apple is the clubber on the ice pack, beating down product conceptions like baby seals. Neither reaches maturity.

In nature, crops or animals that overwhelm an ecosystem destroy competition and endanger all life there. Why do we allow Apple to behave similarly. Both are unnatural.

Chopped Fruit

Strangely, Apple abdication sends me to Google. If asked in early 2011 if such a circumstance was possible, I'd laugh. But since starting my personal boycott I:

	Sold my Core i7 MacBook Air and replaced it with Samsung Series 5 550 Chromebook (whether this is permanent or Windows 8 slate is in the future, I cannot say).
	Sold my wife's circa-2009 MacBook Pro (13-inch) and moved her to the same model Chromebook; she's more than satisfied, except for some adjustment shock using Gmail.

	Sold the new iPad, which I initially replaced with Transformer Pad 300, but in the end Google's Nexus 7 more than meets my needs.
	Sold iPhone 4S and replaced it with Galaxy Nexus HSPA+, purchased directly from Google. I once had the Verizon model but couldn't afford splitting the family between carriers.
	Stopped using Apple TV, which I had used alongside Google TV. Now Nexus Q is companion. I'll soon review the Google CE device. Apple TV goes on Craigslist today.
	Abandoned Apple AirPort Extreme router and replaced it with the NetGear R6300.


Any Apple services are mostly Google ones now. I'm done with iTunes, and can't use it on Chromebook anyway. I uploaded about 12,000 tracks to Google Music last year, so I'm covered there. Streaming is surprisingly good and really rocks on Nexus Q connected to our Circa-2008 Vizio TV.

The NetGear router is newest purchase and done so in a rush. It's the kind of product I would typically get from Amazon, but I rushed to Best Buy last night so my independence could coincide with July 4th; it's a symbolic gesture and nothing more. The router wasn't cheap -- 200 bucks -- but with WiFi 802.11ac support struck me as investment protection, and I liked there is an Android app for using the device.

I had planned to buy a Linksys router, but Cisco shenanigans compelling users to sign up for Cloud Connect accounts put me off. I'm glad, because the NetGear router easily set up, using a browser, which is what I needed for Chromebook, rather than some required software app.

The router is my next-to-last act. Once the AirPort Extreme and Apple TV are sold, there will be nothing left. 

Some commenters have complained that if I've boycotted Apple, why do I keep writing about it. Hey, that's my job. However, I typically write more about companies which products are actually used, so expect me to pass more Apple writing to colleagues -- particularly after OS X Mountain Lion, iOS 6 or iPhone 5 release. I'll still write some analysis and spot news, because that's my job. Meanwhile, expect more stories about Google, which surely some of you will insist is changing slave masters. Shame on you.

Photo Credit: Joe Wilcox
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		[image: ]Microsoft has released Outlook Configuration Analyzer 2.0, an excellent tool for troubleshooting a host of common Outlook 2007/ 2010 issues.

As before, the program works by scanning your current Outlook setup and looking for known problems (file sizes, DLL versions, missing updates, whatever it might be). But this release adds 75 new rules, helping it to detect more issues than ever before.

New support for automatic updating now sees the program’s rules maintained online. Outlook Configuration Analyzer 2.0 will detect and download new rules as they’re added, so its usefulness should improve over time.

And the package now comes with a couple of command line tools aimed at system administrators. CalCheck examines Outlook Calendars for problems, while OCATcmd.exe can be used within scripts to scan either the local or network computers.

As with the previous version of the program, its results aren’t always a huge surprise. On our test system, for instance, the Configuration Analyzer just reported that we were missing a few updates, and had some “orphaned files in the Outlook Secure Temp” folder.

If your Outlook setup is misbehaving, though, the program could provide useful information. And if nothing else, you will get a very detailed report on its configuration: installed updates, Outlook addons and their load time, Office security policy settings, application events (including recent crashes) and a whole lot more.

On balance, then, the Microsoft Outlook Configuration Analyzer 2.0 makes a welcome addition to every Office owner’s troubleshooting toolkit. Grab a copy and give your system a scan, see what it might uncover.

Photo Credit: sommthink/Shutterstock
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Two days ago, Microsoft revealed that it would run an upgrade promotion in most markets that would allow Windows customers to buy a downloadable upgrade to Windows 8 Pro for $39.99. Joe Wilcox asks if $40 is too much to pay for Windows 8 and current results show that customer opinion is split in half. About 43 percent of all users who participated in the poll stated that they would upgrade for the price, while roughly 42 percent stated they would not.

However, respondents are missing crucial information, because the original announcement at Blogging Windows fails to address certain upgrade-related aspects that Windows customers need to make an educated decision. One requirement will shock many Windows users.

Among the questions not initially answered:

	Is it possible to install the upgrade on a PC without operating system?
	Are clean installations an option during the upgrade process?
	Can users upgrade from public Windows 8 releases that Microsoft has made available?
	Do Windows 7 Family Pack customers have to purchase three licenses, or just one?


The Answers

1. Is it possible to install the upgrade on a PC without operating system? According to Brandon LeBlanc, Microsoft Communications Manager for the Windows platform, an upgrade requires that a previous version of Windows is installed on the PC. A previous version means any version of Windows XP, Windows Vista or Windows 7.

This seems to indicate that clean installations using upgrade media are no longer an option. In previous versions of Windows, users could use upgrade media to install the operating system even if no version of Windows was installed on the system.

There is still a possibility that someone will come up with a workaround, but for now we have to assume that this is no longer possible.

2. Are clean installations an option during the upgrade process? LeBlanc mentions that users can select to format the hard drive they want to install Windows 8 Pro on during the upgrade process. This may include the drive the earlier version of Windows was installed on, which is excellent news for users who want to start with a clean fresh operating system. It needs to be mentioned that no data can be migrated from the old operating system to the new if format is selected.

3. Can users upgrade from public Windows 8 releases that Microsoft has made available? Windows users who have installed the Windows 8 Release Preview on a PC can upgrade to Windows 8 Pro using the upgrade just as XP, Vista or 7 users can. Previous beta versions of Windows 8, like the Developer Preview or Consumer Preview, can not be upgraded.

Upgrading from the Windows 8 Release Preview limits the data that can be migrated to personal files, which means that installed apps and settings won't be carried over.

Microsoft did not reveal if additional information needs to be supplied by the user in the case of upgrading the Release Preview to Windows 8 Pro final.

4. Do Windows 7 Family Pack customers have to purchase three licenses, or just one? A Windows 7 Family Pack consists of a single license that customers can install on three different PCs. The question came up whether those customers have to purchase one upgrade license to upgrade all three PCs to Windows 8, or if they have to purchase three licenses instead.

According to LeBlanc, users need to purchase three licenses for $39.99 each if they want to upgrade all three PCs to Windows 8 Pro.

Closing Words

The requirement for an older version of Windows to be installed in order to upgrade to Windows 8 may have consequences for some users. A clean installation now, at a later point in time could, for instance, mean that users would have to install the old operating system first to reinstall Windows 8.

Windows users who upgrade to Windows 8 should make sure they create a recovery DVD at their earliest convenience to avoid this process.

What's your take on the new requirement? Has it changed your upgrade decision?
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Let me see if I understand this. Google, the company that perfected web search and through it changed the lives of billions of people, must disable the local functonality from its flagship smartphone -- all because of Apple? Now do you see why about a month ago I boycotted Apple and last week called the preliminary injunction against Galaxy Nexus shameful?

Watch out. This is one Android update you don't want to accept. I asked my wife this morning: "Do you use local search on your phone?" She has Galaxy Nexus. My lovely looked up with a startled WTF looked and answered: "Yeah". Of course she uses local search on her phone. Who doesn't? You. If you own Galaxy Nexus and accept the update. It's the wrong one for Google to send out. The search giant should dispatch Android 4.1, which if, I understand correctly, changes search so that Apple's bully patent doesn't apply. C`mon, Google, you can do better.

Judge Lucy Koh issued the preliminary injunction on Friday, but Google waited until yesterday to respond -- and wisely so. Last week, Judge Koh also issued an injunction against Galaxy Tab 10.1. Samsung, which makes both devices, asked the judge to stay the ban pending appeal. Yesterday she refused, raising questions to perhaps a similar request for Galaxy Nexus is doomed to the same fate. It is. She refused to stay the Galaxy Nexus injunction, too.

Google's response was swift. Late last night, Android's maker let the world know that a search-on-device disabling update would come to all Galaxy Nexuses, regardless of carrier. Meanwhile, Google removed the smartphone from its online store. Galaxy Nexus is now "coming soon" with Android 4.1 for 50 bucks less than with the now-removed Ice Cream Sandwich model.

Okay, I get it, Google, but why not give Galaxy Nexus owners some Jellybean now. Last week, at the I/O developer conference, Google handed out the smartphone to attendees. I got one. It boots up to Android 4.0.4 but later prompts for 4.1 update. Google already announced that Galaxy Nexus would receive Jellybean in mid-July. Well, frak, don't wait. Don't send people an update that disables features, send one that enables them. But, sadly, even Jellybean is without universal search available on Ice Cream Sandwich.

Of course, manufacturers and carriers stand in the way. Many are slow about dispatching Android updates. Here in the United States, Verizon supposedly ships stock Ice Cream Sandwich on Galaxy Nexus, but then drags its ass delivering updates. Exactly how long does it take to qualify a point zero one update, Verizon?

Three days ago, on Google+, I asked in comments responding to Kevin Gault: "Could defendant lawyers argue that Galaxy Nexuses Google ships with Jellybean be removed from the injunction? What irony, if the win bit Apple's butt by reducing fragmentation -- Sprint and Verizon rushing to Android 4.1".

The next day, Google released the newest data on Android. In the 14 days before June 2, 10.7 percent of the phones accessing Google Play had Android 4.x -- small number considering the OS launched in October. The install base doesn't move forward fast. But what if Apple's injunction changed that, with a mad rush to Jellybean? 

If I were Samsung, which hasn't yet faced final judgment on Galaxy S III, qualifying Android 4.1 for July release would be top priority. And whoa be it to Apple if the unforeseen consequence reduced Android fragmentation, which would increase competition. Let me tell you, having used iOS 5 and Android 4.1, Google's OS makes Apple's look like, well, Windows XP to OS X Lion.

Google, do the right thing. Celebrate America's independence by sending out Jellybean now to stock Android Galaxy Nexuses. Don't let Apple tax functionality without user representation. 

Image Credit: Brian Haslip
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		[image: ]Mozilla is the nonprofit organization that gave the world the first true rival to Microsoft Internet Explorer. Firefox is the second-most used web browser in the world today and because of it the way we surf the Internet has changed dramatically.

Their success was in part based on the lack of competitors. Firefox started gaining share when there was no one else around. Opera didn’t capitalize on this, but Firefox did. Their goal to penetrate the most difficult market has been achieved and it’s their desire to enter the mobile operating system world as well. Is this going to be tougher than the browser market? Considering that they haven’t yet released Firefox OS the answer is a very loud and clear: yes!

In Mobile, Competition is a Killer

Boot to Gecko (B2G) was the original name of the Firefox OS project. Their goal is to give the world the Mozilla Firefox of operating systems and they're relying on the Firefox brand to succeed. It's is very popular as a browser, so can the name make waves in the smartphone market as well?

Mozilla announced that they have partnered up with TCL Communication Technology (also known as Alcatel) and ZTE to manufacture their future smartphones. Carrier support is crucial to success and Mozilla is well aware of that, so they’ve managed to get support from Deutsche Telekom, Etisalat, Smart, Sprint, Telecom Italia, Telefónica and Telenor. It seems like they’ve covered their bases with carrier and manufacturer agreements. All is good then...

But really, have they? Mozilla faces the toughest competition, and I don’t think they are prepared for it. The mobile operating system world has three big players: Android, iOS and Windows Phone. This isn’t Microsoft with its dated Internet Explorer and no real competitor. Firefox steps into uncharted territory that’s difficult to conquer from every end.

Android covers the smartphone market from low-end to high-end devices. Android smartphones start from $100 for low-end handsets and go up to $700 for the high-end ones. That’s what Mozilla is up against. To make matters worse, a recent In-Stat study says that by 2015 Android will dominate 80 percent of the market for low-end devices in Africa, India and China.

What Firefox OS will be up against is most likely Android 2.3 Gingerbread, which even today is the most popular Android version. Most of the applications on Google Play are designed to work for it and this will be a major advantage for any device powered by it. Mozilla is starting with a bigger disadvantage than they can imagine.

The Chinese market already is saturated with low-end devices where local manufacturers like Huawei and ZTE are leading the market. Foreign manufacturers, like Samsung, Nokia, and LG are also going for the same market. There has never been this much competition for the smartphone market.

Microsoft is also interested in the lower-end of the market and through Nokia they are trying to get a piece of the pie there as well. Nokia’s Lumia 610 is their cheapest Windows Phone smartphone and at less than $300 it’s going to prove to be quite a challenge for similarly priced smartphones

Mozilla is a nonprofit organization, so they must rely on the manufacturer’s margins to be able to pay everyone involved in the Firefox OS project. Here lies another problem. Mozilla is gunning down the low-end market where the margins are pretty thin even before they arrive in early 2013.

They face fierce competition that isn’t willing to give up market share just because another competitor enters the market. Have they prepared for it?

Firefox OS is Already Doomed

Firefox OS is entering a market it can’t conquer at any end. The low-end is well covered by Android, Windows Phone and the likes of Bada OS. From there upwards enters iOS as well. All the major players on the smartphone market cover every area that might interest Firefox OS. What are they thinking?

Mozilla is going after very popular ecosystems with Firefox OS and they’re not prepared to lose. Google is paying them almost $300 million every year to keep them as the default Firefox search engine and so far search revenues act as their only revenue stream. A new project means more money and considering that they’ve barely renewed their contract, it adds even more uncertainty.

If Google decides today that they don’t want to pay Mozilla anymore, the Firefox browser and the whole organization for that matter is at a great risk of becoming extinct. Mozilla is relying on search revenues to financially sustain every project. If those revenues will continue to come every year their operating system will at least have the possibility to be dismantled by the competition.

If the money stops, so does their project. Considering this risk and the incredibly thin margins for low-end smartphones and they’ve got themselves a recipe for disaster.

Firefox OS is entering the smartphone market too late. Android managed to seize the day back when only Apple delivered what people really wanted from a smartphone. Android succeeded by offering a better user experience and more competitively priced products at every price point. Android is Internet Explorer now and iOS is Mozilla Firefox. Things have changed and quite frankly, the true Mozilla Firefox has no place in this world.

It’s too bad, because they’re a few years too late and they can’t compete with bigger corporations like Apple, Google and Microsoft which are better funded and can take bigger risks. Mozilla brings a knife to a gun fight. We all know a knife only works at close range, but when you’re miles behind it’s useless.

Mozilla should stick to where they’re good at, which is the browser market. Their reputation goes a long way in that market, but is nowhere near as relevant in the smartphone world.

Photo Credit: Denis Mironov/Shutterstock
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Micron set itself up to be the world's top tablet and mobile memory supplier after announcing its intent to purchase Elpida on Monday. Apple is one of Elpida's biggest customers, and its chips are found in devices and Macs throughout its product line.

Micron will pay Elpida creditors $2.5 billion to settle any claims, and will pay Elpida $750 million to purchase its assets. Another $1.75 billion is to be paid through 2019 in installment payments for foundry services to be provided by Elpida to Micron, which will now operate as a Micron subsidiary.

Closure of the the deal is expected within six months, and Tokyo bankruptcy court approval.

With Elpida already the world's third largest memory supplier, Micron is now one of the world's top memory manufacturers with positions in several markets. Elpida is a leading memory supplier to Apple, and primarily produces DRAM memory for smartphones and tablets. Micron, on the other hand, produces memory for enterprise systems and servers, but had trouble breaking into the increasingly lucrative mobile market. This deal answers that problem.

While Micron is now significantly larger, there are still larger competitors -- Samsung and Hynix. According to IHS iSuppli, Samsung controls about 40 percent of the market, while Hynix comes in second with 23 percent. Previous to the acquisition Micron held a 12 percent share: adding Elpida's customers will place it within striking distance if not slightly ahead of Hynix with a 22 to 23 percent share, IHS iSuppli says.

"The purchase of Elpida represents a huge boost for Micron’s status in the DRAM industry", IHS iSuppli DRAM analyst Mike Howard says. "Micron is gaining access to some excellent mobile DRAM technology, which should greatly improve its product portfolio".

Regardless, the real reason Elpida is in the arms of Micron is financial. The company is in trouble financially, and is currently reorganizing following bankruptcy in April. Elpida needs court approval for its reorganization plans, and a buyout agreement may be the answer.

"Joining with Micron also delivers a clear advantage for Elpida's customers, suppliers and employees," Elpida co-trustee Yukio Sakamoto says. "The transaction is a strong testament to the value of Elpida's technologies, products and people, and it will result in a combined organization that can best serve customers with broader memory solutions, strength and scale."
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Tablets are the hottest computing devices right now, and thanks to the likes of Google Nexus 7  and Microsoft Surface, they’re only going to gain in popularity. In fact, the latest NPD DisplaySearch Quarterly Mobile PC Shipment and Forecast Report has them on target to surpass notebook shipments by 2016. Not too shabby for a platform that didn’t even really exist before the original iPad launched in April 2010.

The total number of mobile PC shipments for 2012 is estimated at 347 million units, with tablets accounting for around 121 million of those. Notebooks are forecast at 208 million units, with mini-note PCs (netbooks) making up the remaining 18 million shipments.

NPD DisplaySearch sees total mobile PC shipments rising to an impressive 809 million units by 2017, with tablets accounting for 416 million units of that, compared to notebook shipments which are expected to grow to 393 million.

Most of the growth for tablet devices is likely to come from adoption in mature markets (including North America, Japan and Western Europe), because, as Richard Shim, senior analyst at NPD DisplaySearch notes, this is where new entrants are tending to launch their initial products. “Services and infrastructure needed to create compelling new usage models are often better established in mature markets,” he also observes. These mature markets are expected to account for 66% of shipments in 2012, and remain steady at around 60% for the next five years.

NPD DisplaySearch’s prediction is based on the natural assumption that tablet PCs are going to evolve and become more powerful, narrowing the performance gap between them and traditional mobile computing devices, while remaining as convenient and affordable as they currently are.

The figures are certainly encouraging, and show, despite Apple’s present dominance, that there’s still plenty of market share for Google, Microsoft, and others to compete for -- which is good news for them, and even better news for consumers like us.
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		[image: ]Last week, the Wi-Fi Alliance announced a certification program that assures devices will be able to seamlessly hand off their mobile data connection to a Wi-Fi connection and vice-versa. This program is called Wi-Fi certified Passpoint, and it was defined by service providers who desperately need a way to ease traffic on their congested mobile broadband networks. With devices that can automatically pair and connect over Wi-Fi, mobile networks can spare themselves some traffic.

The first devices certified in the the Passpoint test bed included: Access points from BelAir, Broadcom, Cisco, Ruckus Wireless, XSpan, and Qualcomm, as well as chips from Intel and Marvell. Included in the announcement last week was MediaTek's Hotspot 2.0 Client V1, which today the company said is the first (and only) smartphone system-on-a-chip to be involved in the project, and it's for mid- and entry-level dual-SIM Android devices.

MediaTek Hotspot 2.0 Client V1 is actually based on MediaTek's MT6620 Wi-Fi/Bluetooth/GPS/FM combo chip, which the company first debuted exactly one year ago, and it is paired with a 1GHz ARM Cortex A9 processor and an Imagination Technologies PowerVR Series5 SGX GPU and an 8 megapixel image sensor. The whole thing runs Android 4.0 (ICS).

The reason why this is noteworthy is because these components are already in mass production, and shipping in commercially available devices, including smartphones, tablets, portable media players (PMPs), portable game consoles, and personal navigation devices.

Entry-level, dual-SIM Android smartphones utilizing the experimental Certified Wi-Fi Passpoint platform could be hitting the market very soon.

credit: 21thDesign/Shutterstock
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My little film about Steve Jobs has finally made it to iTunes (YouTube as well!) as a $3.99 rental, but you wouldn’t know it. Deeming the film “too controversial,” Apple has it on the site but they aren’t promoting it and won’t. The topic is “too sensitive” you see. It isn’t even listed in the iTunes new releases. You have to search for it. But it’s there.

Maybe I’m not even supposed to tell you.

Of course, there is nothing controversial or insensitive about this movie, which everyone including the critics seems to like. It’s a different look at an interesting guy and some people seem to take away a lot from it. You be the judge.

I think this says a lot more about Apple than it does about the movie. This is the most valuable company on earth and when you get that big all news you don’t absolutely control is assumed to be bad news. And at Apple the big unanswered question is this: What if Laurene Jobs (Mrs. Steve) doesn’t like this movie?

She’s a big shareholder, there’s this whole mystic Cult of Steve thing going on, this could be really, really bad.

Only it isn’t bad at all.

The question is unanswered only because to my knowledge it has gone unasked.

Laurene Jobs has her own Blu-Ray copy of Steve Jobs — The Lost Interview and has had it since last year. I sent it to her myself at the request of her best friend.

So there: question answered.

This feels way too much like the 8th grade.

Reprinted with permission.
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Windows 8 may be the time when touchscreen technology finally comes of age in relation to laptops and desktops, but much of the groundwork is already present in the current version of Windows. Purchase a touchscreen display now and you’ll find Windows 7 is more than capable of letting you control it via your fingertips.

Microsoft didn’t do an awful lot to push touchscreens in Windows 7, however. One thing it has provided, though, is a collection of tools and games that showcases the touch interface. If you have a touchscreen display and you’re running Windows 7, you need the aptly titled Microsoft Touch Pack for Windows 7.

Microsoft Touch Pack for Windows 7 consists of three programs and games. The most interesting of them all has to be Microsoft Surface Collage -- a program that allows you to arrange photos from your Pictures library on a background canvas, add a few effects and then set the finished product as your desktop background.

Once loaded, your photos are displayed along the bottom of the screen -- swipe with your fingers to navigate through them all. Drag photos on to the canvas with your finger, then use two fingers to rotate, resize and place the photo on the canvas. Add more photos as you see fit – tap a photo to bring it to the front of the pile, or tap and hold to send it to the bottom, allowing you to rearrange photos on top of each other.

You can also set a canvas style, color and choose a frame effect for your photos. The finished result can be saved as a JPEG image or used as your new desktop background.

Also of interest is Microsoft Surface Globe, a tool that lets you navigate a 2D or 3D Bing map of the world using your touch-enabled display -- it’s simple to operate and demonstrates another practical use for your touchscreen.

Of less practical use is a free screensaver -- Microsoft Surface Lagoon -- and three games, Blackboard, Garden Pond and Rebound. They’re mildly diverting, but aside from teaching you fundamentals about touch-screen interfaces won’t revolutionise gaming.

Microsoft Touch Pack for Windows 7 is available as a freeware download for PCs running Windows 7. A touch-screen display is required to use the programs.
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		[image: ]Credit and debit cards haven’t evolved much since their introduction. The principle behind any payment card is the same now as it was 50 years ago. You pay with a plastic card, which is the opposite of technology evolution. It’s something that’s a given in our lives: we can’t live without one. But can we?

The residents of the old Continent, Europe, are still reluctant to let go of cash, as 57 percent of all purchases are still paid the old fashioned way. Credit cards can’t change that, and it looks like nothing can that’s already on the market. The solution to this problem? An entirely new technology, near field communications.

NFC a new standard that’s been introduced in smartphones. According to Google, 1 million NFC Android phones ship every week. The principle behind it is simple: touch the phones together and then exchange data. It’s that simple and a feature that’s likely to make our lives easier. NFC also has another trick up its sleeve: paying with your phone. You touch the back of the phone to a designated spot in the shop and that’s it, you’re done. Credit cards can be kept at home.

A program like Google Wallet is required to make this possible, so the interest it stirs from cell phone operators is inevitable. Europe has recently become more interested in NFC, but it’s something that I expect to take off very fast around the old Continent.

Deutsche Telekom partners with MasterCard

The credit card company MasterCard and German carrier Deutsche Telekom (Europe’s second largest carrier) announced on July 2 that they’ve partnered up. The purpose: to introduce mobile payments. Deutsche Telekom is German, so you may ask why this is relevant to Europeans.

Deutsche Telekom is the parent company of T-Mobile, which is a carrier in 11 European countries, as well as the United States, Puerto Rico and US Virgin Islands. This has even deeper implications; as T-Mobile also controls other carriers as well, operating in Southwest Europe.

Deutsche Telekom's partnership with MasterCard has an effect on tens of carriers in Europe and the benefit of NFC payments could be extended to all the subsidiary companies in its control. The coverage they have and the partnership will only bring benefits to the German carrier.

This is great news for fellow Europeans that have expected NFC to increase its popularity in Europe. Popularity is crucial for NFC adoption, as it’s up to the store owners to add mobile payment.

Deutsche Telekom wants Google as a Partner

More good news comes today from Thomas Kiessling, which is Deutsche Telekom’s head of innovation. In an interview he acknowledged that Deutsche Telekom is talking to Google, credit card companies and banks to gain partners for its new mobile payment system.

Kiessling says that he’s confident in that only a few mobile payment systems (like Google Wallet) will survive the market’s test, despite banks and software company efforts to introduce their own. Kiessling is indeed very smart, making complete sense.

People always go for the most popular and well-known products and an overly saturated market will only send the unpopular ones into anonymity. Deutsche Telekom’s desire to partner with Google is a strategic move as Google Wallet is known mobile payment software and Google’s name carries a lot of weight for anyone that has ever used a computer.

About 93 million people use Deutsche Telekom, so market share is relevant enough to justify its own mobile payment program. Fifty-seven percent payments in cash would mean, through a very rough calculus, that at least 50 million of its users are targeted by the carrier to use mobile payments. This is a big number to start with and it can only fuel the popularity of NFC in mobile phones and the mobile wallet’s popularity as well.

NFC adoption also means an increase in revenues from processing payments, which according to the same Thomas Kiessling, is bound to increase from 11 to 13 billion Euro by 2016. Only a foul would say no today to mobile payments.

Good News for Europeans, But What’s the Catch?

Like always, there is a catch with good news that comes these days. Deutsche Telekom might have made its users very happy with recent announcements, but that also involves a secondary cost.

If you want to pay with your phone, you need one that supports NFC, which means getting a fairly new model. Along with paying with your phone, you’ll most likely pay with your new phone.

Technology always comes at a cost and this is the price to pay to revolutionize the way we pay. Finally, you can leave your credit card and cash at home.

Photo Credit: Slavoljub Pantelic/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Most people who have used the Internet for any length of time are only too aware that websites are able to track their online activities by using cookies. This information is incredibly useful to advertisers, but there are steps you can take to help protect yourself. With the ever increasing popularity of social networks there is a new breed of tracking in the form of Like buttons -- and this is something that ShareMeNot can tackle.

There are very few Internet users who do not have a Facebook account, but there are numerous other social networks such as Google+, LinkedIn and many more. Many of these have their own site integration buttons that you have no doubt seen adorning the pages of many sites you visit -- they will give visitors the options of "Liking the current page on Facebook, or sharing it via some other means.

This in itself sounds useful, but the truth of the matter is that even before you click one of these buttons, it is likely that the various social networks know where you are online. This is where ShareMeNot comes into play. This is an extension that is available for Chrome and Firefox and it effectively blocks the functionality of these social networking buttons unless you explicitly choose to use them.

Being placed in control over how social networks make use of information they are able to gather about you is something that is out of your hands to some extent, but it is possible to limit what information they have access to. ShareMeNot is not just a tool for the paranoid – it is useful for anyone that has privacy concerns. As there are undoubtedly going to be sites for which you do not mind sharing information, you have the option of setting up a list of exceptions, but with the extension installed the default setting ensures that data is not shared – unless you say otherwise.

You can find out more and download yourself a copy of the browser extension by paying a visit to the ShareMeNot for Chrome or ShareMeNot for Firefox review pages.

Photo Credit: Lakhesis/Shutterstock
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I've wondered for months exactly how much Microsoft would charge consumers to upgrade to its newest operating system. Starting with Snow Leopard, Apple slashed 100 bucks off the price of OS X, and the next version -- soon-to-release Mountain Lion costs even less: $19.99. With Apple so lowering the price-to-value proposition, could Microsoft continue to charge so much?

Yesterday, the software giant answered by offering, for a limited time, a seemingly attractive upgrade price for Windows 8 Professional: $39.99. The pricing, available only through January 31 from when Windows 8 is available, applies to all versions back to XP -- and it's a big discount: Windows 7 Home Edition upgrade lists for $119.99 and Pro for $199.99, although street prices tend to be $30 and $50 less, respectively. Still, Apple has set a major operating's value much lower and the benefit to customers much higher. 

Microsoft's $39.99 price is only available direct, and users must make their own backup image or they can purchase a CD for $15 more. Anyone looking for a DVD, at retail, can expect to pay $69.99. What seems to be missing: Multiple upgrades for one purchase. I say seems since Microsoft may announce this option later -- or not. Mac users get it today. They pay 30 bucks for OS X Lion and install it on multiple Macs. Presumably, as has been standard licensing practice in the past, Microsoft will offer one-to-one upgrades: so it's $40 for each PC.

From one perspective, Microsoft's launch upgrade price is a magnanimous discount: $40 for Pro instead of $200 and available even to XP users. Apple still offers more for less, although users pay a premium price for hardware compared to Windows PCs. From that perspective, Microsoft provides lots of value, because the hardware costs can be so much less to begin with.

Measuring Value

But how much of the value is real? That's versus public relations. If you're running XP on a 5 year-old PC are you really going to upgrade to Windows 8, which is better optimized for touchscreen than your mouse and keyboard?

BetaNews reader Sourabh Mokhasi expresses my concern: "Windows 8 will run crappy slow on PC's designed to run Windows XP. What's the use of offering an upgrade to Windows XP users?" Craig Simpson: "A 10 year-old machine can't run Windows 8. I tried installing Windows 8 on a Pentium 4 with 2GB of RAM to see if it would work and it completly refused to install".

Additionally, users won't bring the same things with them when upgrading. Microsoft's Brandon LeBlanc explains: 

You will be able to upgrade from any consumer edition of Windows 7 to Windows 8 Pro and bring everything along which includes your Windows settings, personal files, and apps. If you are upgrading from Windows Vista, you will be able to bring along your Windows settings and personal files, and if you are upgrading from Windows XP you will only be able to bring along your personal files. Of course, if you want to start fresh, you can choose to bring nothing along. Or if you prefer to format your hard drive as part of your upgrade experience, you can do so as long as you boot from media and then format your hard drive from within the setup experience for installing Windows 8, not prior to it.


Did you catch that? Consumer edition. The offer isn't available to everyone. Unless there's clarification from Microsoft otherwise, you can't go from Pro to Pro for that pricing. I ask again: Is there real value here or some smart public relations maneuvering? 

Something else: Value to Microsoft is different for its OEM partners. Manufacturers prep swank new Ultrabooks and tablets for holiday release. They're looking to recharge PC sales. Then suddenly Microsoft plays the Grinch, by offering consumers running Home editions a cheap upgrade to Pro. They can keep their older PCs and move up. Of course, the real value proposition will be touch and some users will upgrade to get it.

What I keep wondering: What is the Microsoft leadership thinking? Does the temporary pricing respond to Apple, which will release Mountain Lion this month? Is there growing lack of confidence PC users will upgrade to Windows 8. 

BetaNews reader John Mann proposes plausible answers:

Wow. I see a number of possible reasons.

1. Competition has eroded Window's monopoly to the point where it can't charge $99 for an upgrade without losing market share.

2. Microsoft thinks it can make up for the lost revenue with new revenue from the Metro Store and SkyDrive.

3. Microsoft wants people to get hooked on Metro so they'll be more open to Surface and Phone.

Think of it this way. For your typical user, Windows 8 isn't all that different from Windows 7 with the one exception of Metro. Microsoft is essentially selling "Metro for Windows" for $40 under the banner of Windows 8 to make it more attractive.


Readers React

Perhaps the answer to those questions are less important than the one to mine: Is $39.99 too much for you? Or is it just right?

Some of you already have commented about your intentions. Shawn Plaugher: "No Thank You!"

"Even if it were free, I see only downside in upgrading from Win 7 to 8 -- it's an absolute UI mess", markbyrn comments. Yeah, Metro isn't winning popularity contests. 



Microsoft will offer a limited-time $39.99 upgrade to Windows 8 Pro from older consumer versions, including XP. Will you upgrade for this price?

"I would not upgrade Windows 7 to Windows 8, even if the upgrade was free, and I really do mean that seriously", Aires_OFFICIAL writes. "In my opinion this is a real-time downgrade. I don't care what it's got under the hood' I don't care how tight the code is; I don't care how many man hours have been put into this; I don't care how modern and up to date it is. I care about how it functions and its ease of use. For a PC -- major fail. Big. Huge".

Microsoft should worry, if more loyalists are like Simpson:

I am a devout apple hater. If I was given an icrappy, I would throw it in the bin or flush it down the toilet. I have always been a Microsoft user. But for the life of me I have no idea why they are doing what they are doing with Windows 8. It's stupid and can't be used properly with a kb and mouse. Heck even with touch it doesn't really work properly.

It is a jack of all trades and a master of none. yes there is some nice features in windows 8 but they are completly overshadowed by the stupid and absurdly difficult user experience.


The majority of comments we have in hand are negative, which is one reason I want to explicitly ask about pricing and get reaction to it. So I'll ask in a couple different ways, and you can chose question(s) to answer: Is $39.99 too much for you to pay for Windows 8 Professional upgrade? Will you upgrade to Windows 8 Pro for $39.99? What price would you pay to upgrade to Windows 8 Pro? Please answer in comments below and take our poll above.
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	Do you miss the C Prompt? Try Take Command 14

	

	Publié: juillet  3, 2012, 1:50pm CEST par Mike Williams

	
	
	
		[image: ]JP Software has released Take Command 14, a powerful alternative to the regular Windows command prompt. And now it’s more powerful still, courtesy of some useful additions to the program’s scripting language.

The new TPIPE command, for instance, allows you to filter, convert and process text in a variety of ways. You can convert files to and from Unicode, for instance; convert the end-of-line type; use Grep-type line-based filters, and run a search and replace filter on a file.

And just one TPIPE switch – /simple – probably adds more filtering functionality than we’ve ever seen in a single program. There are options to convert a file to upper or lower case, or toggle case entirely; you can remove text from the beginning or end of lines; you’re able to UUEncode or UUDecode, MIME Encode or Decode a file; strip the email headers from a file; convert PDF documents and Excel spreadsheets to text, and much more (80 options in total).

Another highlight is the ability to create a new Windows desktop from the command line, or a script, and switch to it later.

The new RESOLUTION command allows you to set the resolution, color depth and refresh rate of a particular display.

If you enter a command such as COPY without any arguments then Take Command will now display the relevant command dialog, a welcome usability improvement.

And there are plenty of enhancements behind the scenes, too, with a major reworking of the Internet code, and the IDE editor being updated to a new version of Scintilla.

The only bad news we could find is that JP Software aren’t going to be following their usual pattern of releasing a cut-down freebie version of the latest build: there’s not going to be a TCC/LE 14.0.

If you’re on a budget, then, the best option is to download TCC/LE 13.0, which remains powerful for a free command line alternative.

The full Take Command 14.0 build offers considerably more functionality, though, more than enough to justify its $99.95 price tag. And if you’re interested then the 30-day trial build gives you plenty of time to explore this for yourself.

Photo Credit: Alberto Zornetta/Shutterstock
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Fifth in a series. To commemorate iPhone's fifth-anniversary, we present several stories looking at its debut and colorful history -- so far.

I remember my first smartphone -- Sony Ericsson W950i. It had no camera, but a touchscreen (you probably don't know how horrible touchscreens were before the iPhone) and ran Symbian 9.1. I got all this and a 2.6-inch display. It sounded great at the time, but wasn't enough. Before iPhone, I didn't think much of smartphones. They didn't feel special, with the OS being a big reason why. I didn't much like Symbian, and Windows Mobile was a miniaturized Windows, which didn't do it any favors.

Then, all of a sudden, there were rumors about Apple making a smartphone. I laughed so hard at the idea of an Apple smartphone that you can't even imagine. Having already had a smartphone, the idea of a phone with one button and just a screen was hard to grasp. What a joke.

But then Apple cofounder Steve Jobs announced the iPhone in January 2007. It took me about half an hour watching his presentation video to be convinced this was a great idea, and by the end I was hooked by the whole concept. It looked so good in a market that was saturated with the same phones, just different numbers. The iPhone was a breath of fresh air for me and it's what really got me into smartphones.

But I live in Europe, where iPhone wasn't initially available at launch, so I had to wait to get one. The price was so appealing that many people here didn't wait. They purchased AT&T models, which they jailbroke and unlocked. The true potential was revealed.

Then, a few years back I joined the club and got an iPhone 3G. It wasn't very fond of my carrier's network at the time, so I had to jailbreak and unlock it. The experience was amazing and I saw the potential in the phone's software. I started with iOS 3.1.3, so I didn't have to face copy-and-paste issues of the first-generation of iOS. With iOS 3.1.3 the iPhone was at its true peak.

I had a bit of a hard time with the keyboard at first, then adapted real quick. I loved the Google Maps app, which entertained me calculating distances on foot but proved quite useful in finding where a restaurant or bar was actually located.

I enjoyed the way the messages were arranged and displayed, and I actually found that the search feature was something that's useful when you want to search for a specific message and can't find it. Simple things, but they make life a lot easier.

iPhone presented the very first good mobile browsing, and I actually enjoyed surfing the web with it. Safari may not be the best now, but back then there was no competition.

By jailbreaking, my iPhone was a completely different beast. Software like SBSettings made my life a lot easier, and I admire the jailbreaking community for that. I'd also like to say thanks. Many jobs were created to design apps for this phone, just imagine that. Who would have guessed it back then?

There were problems with it as well. iPhone was slow (I could write a whole article before Safari would open and then load a page) and that accentuated with iOS 4. It had a very crappy camera (the app had just a button and no other functionality than taking a picture) as well, which was just embarrassing to use. The back scratched way too easily, but surprisingly the screen still holds up well even today.

The weirdest thing is that I still have my iPhone 3G, and it's a great reminder of how much of an amazing moment it gave me. It's the phone that created the smartphone market as we know it today.

I'm going to smash mine to bits one day, as it's awfully slow. But even slow as it is, it's still my iPhone.

Photo Credit: Marcel030NL
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Worthless. That's the description that best describes Microsoft's ambitious aQuantive acquisition, announced in May 2007. Today, after the market closed, the software giant announced a "non-tax-deductible income statement charge" of $6.2 billion booked last year. Fiscal 2012 closed June 30, so the timing has a deliberateness. 

Microsoft probably should have told everyone before the quarter's close. Doing so today, during a big holiday week (Fourth of the July), mitigates the negative news. Lots of people are on vacation.

Microsoft paid $6.3 billion for aQuantive five years ago. When announced, the all-cash purchase worked out to a premium $66.50 a share; aQuantive closed at $35.87 the day before the deal was public. The acquisition was then, and still now, highly unusual for Microsoft, because of the exceptionally high price paid (Skype, at $8.5 billion is the only one larger). The online advertising agency was supposed to lift the sagging Online Services Business, for which there is no hope. The division has consistently lost money since fiscal 2006.

Microsoft acquired three aQuantive assets, not all of them kept: Atlas, Avenue A | Razorfish and DRIVEpm. Atlas offered a broad range of tools for agencies, brand marketers, direct response marketers and publishers -- as well as custom research, search campaign and site optimization tools. Avenue A | Razorfish was a well-known rich media advertising campaign and professional services provider that accounted for the bulk of aQuantive revenues. DRIVEpm offered tools connecting publishers to advertisers.

I've long wondered why Microsoft bought aQuantive, although Google-chasing is top reason. Like so much else that's wrong about the Online Services Business, Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer sought to check Google. A month earlier, the search giant announced plans to buy DoubleClick. Strangely, Microsoft paid more than twice as much as Google ($3.1 billion) and got more than it wanted.  

Like I said, Razorfish brought in the bulk of aQuantive's cash but wasn't the assets Microsoft wanted (or could use). In June 2004, aQuantive bought SBI.Razorfish for $160 million. The renamed Avenue A/Razorfish provided valuable ancillary advertising services that were important to aQuantive but not to Microsoft, which also paid much more for the whole company because of the one part's value.

Razorfish's luster turned dull under Microsoft ownership. Despite being one of the world's largest interactive advertising agencies, Avenue A/Razorfish didn't fit with Microsoft's objectives for online ad agency aQuantive. Less than two years after the aQuantive deal closed, Microsoft sold Avenue A/Razorfish to Publicis Groupe. 

Is it any wonder that with the brain cut from the body, Microsoft had to turn off life support. But whoa, what a hospital bill! The measure isn't the $6.2 billion write-off compared to $6.3 cash acquisition but the costs of maintaining aQuantive operations and the artery bleeding Online Services Group -- not for 5 years but seven.

"While the aQuantive acquisition continues to provide tools for Microsoft’s online advertising efforts, the acquisition did not accelerate growth to the degree anticipated, contributing to the write down", according to a Microsoft statement. You think?

The charge relates to an assessment of goodwill, which for OSB at the end of fiscal third quarter was $6.43 billion, and largely derives from the aQuantive acquisition. 

Online Services Business generated $2.18 billion in revenue for the first three fiscal quarters, losing $1.45 billion. It's a never-ending trend. Microsoft boasts about Bing search share market gains, but bottom line: OSB is the ugliest beast in the dog and pony show.

So far, market reaction is tepid. Microsoft shares are down less than 1 percent of their $30.56. Perhaps shareholders don't care, since the company claims no material impact, or too many are vacationing this week.

The questions to ask: Should Microsoft exit the search and advertising business, and is the write-down preparation for a sale? Say, remember those Facebook buying Bing rumors from a few weeks back? I don't have answers, but surely sell-off is one reason to prune the tree.

Photo Credit:  ARENA Creative/Shutterstock
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Microsoft on Monday announced PCs running Windows XP, Windows Vista, or Windows 7 are eligible for a downloadable upgrade to Windows 8 Pro for just $39.99 in 131 global markets and in 37 languages.

At Apple's World Wide Developer Conference in June, Apple announced its next version of OS X, Mountain Lion, would be available as a $20 download in the Mac App store in July.  This upgrade is available to Mac users currently running Lion or Snow Leopard, meaning it applies to Macs around three years in age.

Since Microsoft is offering this upgrade to XP users, it's symbolically reaching back a whole decade and opening up a whole world of devices to the new OS.  Unfortunately, Microsoft has not yet disclosed the hardware constraints placed upon the upgrade, and has instead left that task up to the Windows 8 Upgrade Assistant, which determines compatibility issues.

The $39.99 upgrade will be available through Windows.com only, and the boxed DVD-based upgrade will be available for $69.99 through January 31, 2013.

Windows Team communications manager Brandon LeBlanc on Monday announced the System Builder version of Windows 8 and Windows 8 Pro will be available for virtual machines and partitions, but did not announce if it would be priced in a similar fashion.

Pricing for other versions of Windows 8 still have not been announced.
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	Cisco's Connect Cloud rollout stymied by privacy-bending terms of service

	

	Publié: juillet  2, 2012, 8:41pm CEST par Tim Conneally

	
	
	
		[image: ]Cisco's new Connect Cloud service is supposed to provide browser-based and remote network management features to users of some of its "Smart Wi-Fi" consumer routers.  It's a pretty promising free set of features, and should impress anyone who likes to keep a close eye on their home wireless network with products like Spiceworks or Nmap.  It includes such features as parental controls, media prioritization, and device management, and users can access it while at home or remotely via their mobile device.   

Unfortunately it's had a pretty rough beginning.

When Cisco began rolling out the service last week, it required a firmware update for compatible routers.  Some users of the Linksys EA4500, EA3500, and EA2700 routers reportedly received this firmware update without their approval, and they were forced to sign up for a Connect Cloud account to access their router at all.  Users who did not want to submit any network information to the cloud, and manage their network locally were met with a completely different interface from the one they were accustomed to.

Replying to customers who were shocked by the surprise update, Cisco's Vice President and General Manager of Home Networking, Brett Wingo said, "Cisco Connect Cloud was delivered only to consumers who opted into automatic updates. However, we apologize that the opt-out process for Cisco Connect Cloud and automatic updates was not more clear in this product release, and we are developing an updated version that will improve this process."

It appears the new firmware was delivered to users who had previously checked "allow auto updating" when they had initially set up their routers, and the only way to get their devices back to their previous state is to reinstall their old firmware which is hosted on a couple of places on the Web.

(UPDATE: The official Cisco Knowledge Base article on how to roll back your router's firmware can be can be found here.)

Users were outraged by the change in their firmware because of a clause in Cisco's Connect Cloud Terms of Service which says users are opting into letting Cisco see detailed, anonymized reports of their network usage.


"Cisco may collect and store detailed information regarding your network configuration and usage for the purpose of providing you technical networking support. The information is associated with you only when you provide a unique ID number to the support representative while you are receiving help. The unique ID is generated randomly on your computer upon installation and is completely under your control."
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There's a certain, sweet justice: While Apple stomps all over Android licensees in the courts after falling out with Google, Chrome tops both iPad and iPhone App Stores. Last week, Google's browser invaded iOS -- eh, was granted admittance to the App Store -- and is ready to put Safari out to pasture. 

On the other hand, the competition isn't exactly stellar. Chrome beats out Pinger, CSR Racing and Talking Ted on iPhone. (What? No cat video app?) But there is now a choice among browsers. On the desktop, Chrome retained its No. 1 usage share position in June, according to StatCounter. The question now: How long before Chrome deeply encroaches on Safari on iOS?

Safari's iOS success is all about incumbency, locked default settings and lack of choice. You will use Apple's browser if there's not much else to choose from on iOS. Judging from the desktop, where Safari usage share is 7 percent to Chrome's 32.76 percent, most people would choose something else. Android browser leads on mobile devices, according to StatCounter, with 21.97 percent usage share. That compares to third-ranked iPhone Safari's 20.99 percent. Don't be surprised if Google's overall browser usage share rises in July.

Last week, I asked: "Will iOS users dump Safari for Chrome?" Sample size to our poll is smaller than I'd like, but nevertheless relevant: 48.15 percent of you will switch to Chrome, while another 15.08 percent are thinking about it. Those are huge numbers that offer perspective why Chrome is top downloaded app on iOS.

Chrome establishes an important beachhead, particularly for connected cloud services. Actually, Chrome, Gmail, Google Drive and Google+ anchor the search and information giant's alternative to iCloud. I can't help wonder why Apple would finally let Google have such footing on iOS. Overconfidence? Customer demand? I ask since Apple is renown for keeping App Store fairly locked down, particularly products that compete with its own. The answer is simpler and shows Apple exacting the kind of favoritism to its own developers that got Microsoft in heap loads of trouble with trustbusters a computing generation ago.

To gain admittance to iOS, Google had to use Apple's slower UIWebView rendering engine (both browsers are based on WebKit), while, like other developers, being barred from using the Nitro JavaScript engine available in Mobile Safari. That raises question: How far can Chrome really go against Mobile Safari, if Apple's browser has imposed speed and default settings advantages.

BetaNews reader capncoad "downloaded Chrome for my recent gen iPad last night. Renders pages a bit too slow for my liking. Nitro isn't just a small difference, it's night and day for me. It's too bad because it's not Google's fault and they should be allowed to use their V8". 



On June 28, 2012, Google released Chrome for iPad and iPhone. Will you swap Safari for Chrome as your primary mobile browser?

"This puts it on uneven footing because of potential speed issues", rmo comments. "There is the separate issue that you can't change default browser or email apps on iOS, which also puts it on uneven footing by ensuring that links and whatnot will automatically open in Safari".

Reader capncoad is still the kind of user Google should want, at minimum: "Ultimately I cannot use [Chrome] as my main browser but will have it for syncing purposes when needed".

By contrast, rmo achieves Apple's objectives for limiting competitors' functionality: "Since I don't have anything to sync with Google and the browsers essentially render the same, I see no reason to switch. This is further complicated by the inability to set defaults, so everything I don't open directly from Chrome would open in Safari anyway".

Well, maybe justice isn't so sweet after all.
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In a few weeks I’ll launch a YouTube channel where you’ll be able to see lots of shows readers have asked about, including Startup America and even that lost second season of NerdTV. YouTube, as the largest video streaming service anywhere, is the absolute best place for me. But YouTube isn’t the future of TV.

I know this because TV is a business and this channel I’m launching is a business and I’ve spent the last several weeks talking to investors and running the numbers every which way. I’ve spent many hours with my friend Bob Peck looking at the economics of YouTube and my unequivocal conclusion is that while YouTube is great, it isn’t TV.

YouTube is the Casino

Television is a mass medium, and it needs to be because professional content is expensive so you have to amortize it across a lot of viewers. YouTube certainly has moments when it functions as a mass medium, when millions or even tens of millions of viewers look at the same clip in a short period of time. But for most people YouTube is a smaller, more intimate viewing experience with comparably smaller production budgets.

Many YouTube videos have hundreds, not millions, of viewers.

And that works to a point for YouTube and parent Google because their cost of acquiring content has traditionally been nothing.  YouTube is the casino, not the gambler in this model.

But as a casino, YouTube would really like to attract gamblers willing to place larger bets. As far as I can tell, though, such gamblers aren’t coming. Google’s current professional video initiative, which I have written about before, is a $100 million effort to attract real producers or real television, which it has done to a certain extent. But once that $100 million is spent, how many of those producers will stick around?  Very few.

The problem is that nobody is willing to make the big bets required to move mainstream media to the Internet. Glenn Beck and Louis CK can do it, but their followers will go anywhere for their fix. Those two are outliers -- outliers who would not be successful on the Net had they not previously been successful on mainstream TV. Traditional TV and movies can’t or won’t follow their lead.

Even a modest cable series on, say, the Oprah Winfrey Network, is budgeted at about $190,000 per finished hour, so a 22-part series is about a $4 million commitment for the network.

If you do the math, turn the algorithms inside out, and parse the ratings data, the sweet spot for professional production costs (not cat videos) on YouTube is around $8,000/hour — just over four percent of an Oprah.

You Can't Make a Spectacle

This doesn’t mean there won’t be good original shows on YouTube. You can make a great show for $8,000. But you can’t make a spectacle.

You can repurpose content you’ve already paid for, which is what happens on Hulu, for example, and to some extent on YouTube. But the nature of stardom has to be different — smaller — on YouTube than it is on more traditional media.

This is a large part of the reason why television has lately been in resurgence. Once viewed as being inevitably replaced by Internet viewing, both TV networks and audiences are concluding that for certain types of programming the Internet isn’t an acceptable substitute for the boob tube.

As a producer I can accept this but doing so puts very real bounds on my ambitions working solely within the YouTube ecosystem. As a video application platform, YouTube simply doesn’t scale the way Hollywood would like it to scale.

That is not to say YouTube and YouTube producers can’t or won’t be successful. I certainly expect to be successful. But in order to make that happen we have to embrace hybrid business models where we make our profits in different ways.

The kind of shows I like to do can be made for YouTube-scale money, they just can’t be made at a profit.

This isn’t such a foreign idea, by the way. PBS, where I worked for many years, tries to pay as little as it can for programming -- hopefully nothing at all. And in a meeting I had a couple years ago at The Smithsonian Channel, they offered me $115,000 per hour for a show (their going rate) while simultaneously requiring that the production budget be $230,000 per hour. If I wanted to be on their channel it was my job to find half of the money.

And producers do. They presell foreign rights, sell product placements (Subway saved Chuck one season), or in the case of PBS they get foundation money to make up the difference.

Money Machine for Me

With YouTube offering only one way for producers to make money, little in the way of co-marketing, and almost no network halo effect of being, for example, the show right after Seinfeld, it’s inevitably a smaller and more antiseptic medium.

I spent more than a year working with a major Hollywood studio trying to figure out how to make money doing shows for YouTube and I’ll tell you that it simply can’t be done, not with Hollywood overhead.

Hollywood can repackage content and maybe make a little margin, but that doesn’t buy Porsches.

I wonder if YouTube has figured this out?

For the sake of its own long term success, YouTube needs to either consistently deliver larger audiences or pay content producers more for their work.

None of this bothers me, though, because I finally have it figured out. I’ve come up with a lateral business solution that will turn YouTube, at least for me, into a money machine.

Photo Credit:  holbox/Shutterstock
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Texas PC maker Dell announced on Monday that it had signed a definitive agreement to acquire IT management software provider Quest Software for approximately $2.4 billion, or $28 per share.  Dell has been in a bidding war over the company since earlier this year.  

Last March, Quest announced it accepted an acquisition offer by Insight Venture Partners for $23 a share or a total of $2.17 billion.  Then, in May, the company said it had received better offers that it was considering, including one from Dell.

In a letter to its cusomers, Quest said Dell made the bid because its "focus on systems management and security align so well with [Dell's] overall software strategy...The acquisition provides critical components to expand Dell’s software capabilities in systems management, security, data protection and workspace management."

Indeed, Dell has aggressively been shifting its business focus away from its hardware-centric roots, and more toward cloud-based environments, virtual network architecture, and enterprise services and solutions. This shift has resulted in something of a Dell buying spree.

In just the last five months, Dell has acquired SonicWALL,  Wyse Technology, Clerity Solutions, and Make Technologies, and has introduced a new Desktop-as-a-Service offering, and cross-cloud data sync services.

Quest's services, therefore, will help meld a lot of these new companies and services together under the Dell brand.  The Quest One Identity and Access Management solution family, for example, complements the SonicWALL and Secureworks offerings and will join with them.  Similarly, Quest’s Windows Server Management solutions complement the assets of recently acquired Clerity Solutions and Make Technologies.   

The transaction is expected to close in Dell’s third fiscal quarter, pending regulatory approval.

Photo Credit:  Eugene Buchko/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]VideoLAN’s VLC, the hugely popular open source cross-platform media player, has finally been released for Android. Before you get too excited though, this is a beta version ported from iOS, so will only run on devices with an ARMv7 CPU and NEON. It has a rather basic UI and some performance issues too. In fact, according to VLC, "It might kill your kitten, destroy your house and start the Mayan apocalypse. Use it at your own risk".

If the limitations don’t put you off, and you have no qualms about potentially initiating the end of the world, the app offers the ability to play most local audio and video files (stored in its media library or any folders on your device), as well as network streams. It supports auto-rotation, aspect ratio adjustments, volume gestures, multi-track audio and subtitles.

If you do decide to give it a try, let us know how you get on in the comments below.
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		[image: ]IT news comes in fast. Sometimes it takes us a while to process it all. In the blur of competing headlines, critical trends become obscured, and seemingly disconnected events -- when viewed through the prism of a few days rest and a good cup of tea -- can suddenly seem interrelated.

Consider the past two weeks. First, Microsoft drops the Surface bombshell, including news that only one of the devices -- the Windows RT version -- will be ready in time for the holidays. Then, on the heels of much hand wringing over Google’s Nexus 7 and its impact on the BYOD movement, PC stalwart Hewlett Packard reveals that it won’t be shipping any Windows RT tablets, at least not in the short term. Again, seemingly disconnected events -- yet when you pull them all together they lead to one inexorable conclusion: Microsoft hates BYOD.

To understand how I arrived at this conclusion, you first need to go back to the Surface announcement. Microsoft’s decision to stagger the debut of the two versions, ostensibly because it needs more time to develop and produce the full Windows 8 Pro/Intel-based device, was in fact a thinly veiled signal to key OEM partners: The Redmond behemoth is still on your side.

Microsoft is offering up to consumers the much anticipated Windows "iPad fighter", but it’s shipping the device with a crippled port of the OS that doesn’t include critical enterprise functionality (domain login, group policy support, etc.). Basically, the company is saying "buy this instead of an iPad, just don’t bring it to work ... and if you do, we’re not going to make it easy for you to use it".

HP seems to have understood the message and is effectively ceding the low-end, Windows RT device market to Microsoft -- which, after the TouchPad fiasco, is someplace they didn’t really want to play anyway. Rather, HP is more concerned with the iPad penetrating the enterprise and taking sales away from its higher-margin corporate laptop and (with Windows 8) tablet product lines.

So the boys from Palo Alto play along and reap the benefit of being early to market with an enterprise-friendly, Windows 8 tablet solution. Meanwhile, Microsoft steers a chunk of potential iPad-toting BYOD types towards a platform dead-end that will likely never see the inside of a company conference room. It’s a brilliant strategy, one that leverages the current industry zeitgeist regarding Microsoft’s fear of the iPad and perceived need to counter it with its own, vertically-integrated product stack.

Of course, customers will still try to bring their Windows RT Surface devices to work. However, IT will have the upper hand since they’ll be able to offer a nearly identical user experience on a corporate-approved device from a trusted hardware vendor -- for example, Hewlett Packard. And if a consumer wants to spring for the higher-end Surface tablet, Microsoft has still done IT a solid by ensuring that what the user ultimately brings to work is in fact something they can support.

And this, in a nutshell, is how Microsoft will co-opt, and eventually thwart, the hated BYOD movement, which in this case is really all about stopping more instances of BYOi (Bring Your Own iPad).

Photo Credit: lev radin/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Security is a key concern for all users of Windows, but coming a close second is a desire to get the best possible performance. IObit Advanced SystemCare with Antivirus 2013 is an all-in-one suite that has both the security and performance bases covered along with a fair smattering of maintenance thrown in for good measure. The program is divided up into five main sections and in all there are dozens of tools on hand to help you to take care of your computer.

The antivirus component of the suite offers real-time protection against all manner of threats, but you also have the option of running manual scans, both quick and full, whenever you feel the need. Any files you receive via email are automatically scanned for signs of infection as are any files you download while browsing the Internet. Everything you would expect to find in an AV tool is available here -- scanning whenever you need it, quarantined of suspicious files, automatic updates and whitelisting of trusted files.

IObit has combined their existing Malware Fighter anti-malware engine with Bitdefender Antivirus to offer dual-protection against the latest threats. If you have an existing security suite, you can install Advanced SystemCare with Antivirus in “compatibility mode” and analysis your system on-the-fly, when you want a second choice security analysis of your PC.

The next component of the suite is Quick Care and here you will find a series of tools for fixing a range of problems with your system. These includes everything from fixing problems with the registry, checking for malware and fixing broken shortcuts. There are also options to remove your internet history and to free up disk space by removing unnecessary files. A nice touch is the ability to automatically shut down your computer once all of these tasks have been performed, meaning that it is an ideal thing to do at the end of the day.

More in-depth options are available in the Deep Care section that is essentially a more thorough version of the options found in the previous section and includes additional settings such as defragging of hard drives. The Tool Box section provides you with access to a massive selection of programs that give you full control over various aspects of your computer. Included here are a registry and disk cleaner as well as optimization tools to help speed up your network connection, boost startup times and recover deleted files.

If there is an accusation that could not be levelled at IObit Advanced SystemCare with Antivirus 2013 it is that it is short of tools. There is a good balance of tools that are automated compared to those that require you to manually configure settings. This means that whatever your level of computing expertize you can expect to gain something from this valuable suite.

If you’d like to try out the software for yourself before buying it, you can download a trial version from the Downloadcrew page.
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		[image: ]Passwords are supposed to protect files from unauthorised access, but the sad fact is that just about any password can eventually be cracked. That’s bad news if you’re looking for bulletproof protection, but should you suddenly forget a password you might be grateful that your file isn’t as secure as you might have thought.

Password-recovery tools are plentiful, but freebies are thin on the ground. Many of these don’t even work, but one that does -- within certain limits of file format and password length -- is Free Word and Excel Password Recovery Wizard 2.09.

The limits in question are these: first, Free Word and Excel Password Recovery Wizard only works with older Word and Excel documents, namely .doc and .xls files saved in the Word 97-2003 or Excel 97-2003 formats. Second, it’ll only work with passwords up to a maximum of eight characters long.

Fall within these limits, however, and you’re in luck. As the “Wizard” part of the title suggests, the tool is straightforward to use and set up: select your password-protected file, choose a recovery method (brute force or dictionary), fine-tune your settings to speed up the recovery process and click Go.

If you’re lucky, which means your password is a simple English word found in the dictionary, your password can be cracked in seconds or even tenths of seconds. If you’re a little more careful, however, then you may have to settle down for a number of hours while the app manfully tries every combination of letters and, if selected, numbers and special characters under the sun until it finds the right combination.

Once done, make a note of your password (now is a good time to consider employing the services of a password-management tool like KeePass) and you’re good to go, perhaps shocked at how easy it was to crack your document password, but secretly glad you were able to do so.

Free Word and Excel Password Recovery Wizard 2.09 is a freeware download for PCs running Windows XP or later.
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	Protect your data with Paragon Drive Backup 11, Genie Backup Manager Pro 9.0
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		[image: ]Paragon Software has released Drive Backup 11 ($95.95 for Workstation), the latest edition of its business-oriented tool. And the headline improvement this time is new sector-level incremental disk imaging, which, Paragon says, has boosted the efficiency of this backup type by 200%.

Elsewhere, file-based backups can now be encrypted by a password. There’s the option to back up your data to an FTP/ SFTP server. Support for working with virtual disks has now been improved, and new asynchronous data transfer means backup performance has considerably improved.

Add the improved hardware support, which ensures the program is equally at home with SSD, AFD, 2TB+, USB 3.0 and non-512B sector sized disks, and Paragon Drive Backup 11 seems to be a solid and reliable update. There’s not enough here to change anyone’s mind about the program, but if you’re already a Paragon fan you’ll appreciate the enhancements.

Drive Backup has some strong competition in the professional backup market, though, not least from Genie Backup Manager Pro 9.0 ($69.95), also just released.

The new build benefits from an even wider range of backup destinations. As well as saving to local, removable and network drives, then program can now also upload your archive to Amazon S3 accounts or Secure FTP servers.

And while other new features aren’t so impressive (“Outlook 2010 support” is something we’d have expected long ago), there’s plenty to like here, including Windows 8 support, reduced memory requirements and all-round improved backup performance. All of which is packaged in an excellent and easy-to-use interface.

Our pick? Maybe Paragon Drive Backup 11 for image-based backups, Genie Backup Manager Pro 9.0 for files, but it’s a tough call. If you’re looking for a professional backup tool then both are worthy of consideration.

Photo Credit: Balandina G/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]Fourth in a series. To commemorate iPhone's fifth-anniversary, we present several stories looking at its debut and colorful history -- so far. This one is different from the others, as it's a work of fiction, looking at a possible, alternative timeline.

Apple, the trendsetter of design and function has made good on their WWDC 2012 promise. Today marks their release of what they dub the very first smart phone, the iPhone. But the big question: Are they a little too late to the game now? The new phone marks a 180-degree turn from the past statements of Apple cofounder Steve Jobs, who asserted Apple is, or was, a computer, media and services company first. 

Many suspected Apple was on a path to a mobile phone years ago with the release of the mobile iTunes platform, which was first made popular on the Motorola brand of phones. But all the signs pointed to nigh.

Apple now enters into a very rough sea of contenders. Following twin 2009 acquisitions -- Microsoft of Research in Motion and Nokia of Palm -- Apple faces daunting competition. But the electronics powerhouse seems to have a strong grasp of the basics of the mobile market already down as shown with their iTab tablet Mac OS X device. The new iPhone uses a slimmed-down version of the same operating system -- mobile OS X Unix platform "mOSX" used on the tablet, for now simply called iOS.

Apple already has very strong knowledge of media and application sales for any of its new platforms. The Apple iTab was the first to see this integration into the updated iLife Store, which name changed from iTunes Store in 2007. The operation gave Apple more control over major first- and third-party software titles, largely from the success of the Universal Carbon Apps SDK. Apple's was the  first secure Internet software applications store supporting OS X and Windows platforms and any already existing Personal Computer Phones.

Apple's success delivered a serious blow to Sun's Java, which was a very strong mobile application platform. Apple quietly developed its true Trojan horse into the mobile space. Microsoft and Nokia have yet to achieve the same level of user support from media or application sales that Apple started with iLife Store on early iPod media player devices.

It will be interesting to see what Microsoft's Blackbear platform and Nokia's SymbianNext devices will do. Both already have the iLife Store as very strong store fronts on them. Microsoft still has their Xune platform, yet all but acknowledged defeat when it stopped support for the music / media only platform after the BlackBerry acquisition. Apple still has the ability to pull serious sway in the market with this new product. Some analysts see it as the first true user-centric lifestyle phone.

Touting this as his final triumph, Jobs stepped down as CEO but remains on board as Chairman for the company he came back to save in 1996. He claimed that iPhone will be his finest work -- a truly integrated connected Internet communication device with form and function and design people expect from Apple.

Jobs will head up a group to develop the first open-education platform with online tracking and classes, partnering with Kahn Academy. But that's another story. The new "smart phone", as Apple has branded it, will be Jobs' lasting mark on the company he created. From the look of the strong, ever-growing market share of the iLife Store platform and that of Apple computer products, iPhone has a strong ecosystem to support it.

Photo Credit: Anneka/Shutterstock
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		[image: ]We’ve reached the beginning of July but shouldn't forget June, which ended with a swatch of updates and releases.

Security is always a priority like these: avast! Free Antivirus 7.0.1451 is the free version of the AV tool, with avast! Pro Antivirus 7.0.1451 also featuring the same new Emergency Updater and improvements to sandboxing. Also available is avast! Internet Security 7.0.1451 which includes not only virus protection, but also a firewall, web filtering and more. Another free firewall is available in the form of the newly updated ZoneAlarm Free 10.2.64.0 and if you want virus protection as well, you might want to take a look at ZoneAalarm Free Antivirus + Firewall 10.2.

Free Studio 5.6.2 provides users with a staggering number of utilities for dealing with media files including converting videos between formats, downloading streaming video formats and burning media files to disc. If you’re interested in just the audio side of things,

Audacity 2.0.1 is a feature-packed audio-editing tool that can be used to work with music files and voice recordings. Popular video codec pack K-Lite has been updated to add support for all of the latest video formats and you can choose between K-Lite Codec Pack Standard 8.9.5,K-Lite Codec Pack Basic 8.9.5, K-Lite Codec Pack Mega 8.9.5 and K-Lite Codec Pack Full 8.9.5 depending on how many different formats you need to be able to play.

Returning to the security theme, Bitdefender Antivirus Plus 2013 has also been updated with a new security widget, better protection of online banking, better parental controls and much more. For a more complete security solution, Bitdefender Total Security 2013 also includes a firewall, spam protection,  while Bitdefender Internet Security 2013 is a slightly lower cost version of the suite.

IObit Advanced SystemCare with Antivirus 2013 v5.5.2.270 is the latest release from IObit which sees the addition of an antivirus components to the maintenance suite that also includes tools to helps optimize the performance of Windows.

A lot of releases at the moment add support for Windows 8, and this is the case with both CCleaner 3.20 and CCleaner Portable 3.20.

Keeping your system in good shape means keeping it up to date and this is something that Secunia PSI 3.0 FINAL can help with by keeping your applications current.

If you’re looking for a combined FTP and web server tool,Serva 2.0.0 32-bit is a great free option released this week, and there’s also Serva 2.0.0 64-bit.

Google has been in the news quite a lot this week and one reason is the release of Google Chrome 20 FINAL. Also unleashed was Google Chrome 20.0.1132.47 Beta and Google Chrome 21.0.1180.15 Dev which fixes a problem experienced by Mac users with the Intel HD 4000 graphics chip.

Join us again in another week’s time for a catch up with all of the latest releases.

Photo Credit: Rafaël Croonen/Shutterstock
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Last week, Google introduced its first branded tablet during the I/O developer conference. You can preorder one now, for delivery in a few weeks: $199 (8GB) or $249 (16GB). Maybe you're wondering if you should get one. I'd like to help that decision-making process, having the privilege of using Nexus 7 since June 27.

Nexus 7 is the most important Android device released to date. The tablet represents a culmination of disparate product and cloud services development coming suddenly together -- hardware, Jellybean, Chrome, curated content, seamless sync and personal assistant Google Now, among others. The tablet is first and foremost for anyone living the Google lifestyle. If you use more than a handful of Google services, this device, or Galaxy Nexus, is for you. Well, with caveats. Those aside, if you don't want this tablet, you really should.

Size Matters

I'll start with the big caveat that should matter to everyone: size. As the name infers, Nexus 7 has a 7-inch IPS display, which pits it against tablets like Kindle Fire or Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 7.0. Is the size right for you? Most other Android tablets, and iPad, have 10.1-inch screens. Those tablets are bulkier, but apps are better optimized for their display size.

I've used the new iPad but will hone in on the experience compared to Transformer Pad 300. ASUS makes that tablet and Nexus 7, and Nvidia Tegra 3 quad-core processor powers both. Overall, I find that many of my most-used apps, such as Feedly, lay out much better on the larger screen. Google Play now offers magazine subscriptions. I sampled Esquire, which fills the screen nicely but is way too small for me to read without enlarging. On the other hand, I have similar problem with Rolling Stone on Pad 300.

Something else: The overall usage experience is similar to Galaxy Nexus, which is good but raises question: Are they too close, meaning do you need a 7-inch tablet when you have a 4.65-inch smartphone? Wouldn't a larger tablet be better? I feel like Goldilocks in the Three Bears' house using Nexus 7. In some ways it's too small, others too big and nothing at first feels quite right. I wonder if Samsung has better idea by offering tweener 8.7-inch Galaxy Tab.

That said, I find Nexus 7 very comfortable to hold, and it feels super light. It's a perfect throw-in-a-purse-or-backpack size. The more I use the tablet, the more the size feels right. Like Kindle Fire, the size works well for reading books, although I do that comfortably on Galaxy Nexus already. 

Size is going to be a matter of taste, but size for the price is just right at $199. I like the dimensions and feel enough that on Friday night I posted my Transformer Pad 300 to Craigslist. 

[image: ]

Plenty of Power

I'm giving up Pad 300 in part because of price performance compared to Nexus 7. The difference is so stark, I'm amazed that ASUS makes both tablets. I moved from new iPad to the Transformer and right out of the box observed many stops and stutters, which surprised comparing quad-core to dual-core processors and getting good Android. ASUS ships stock Ice Cream Sandwich -- there is no skin, like Samsung's TouchWiz UI, and OS updates dispatch fairly quickly. I expected much smoother operation than I got.

Nexus 7 performance is superior in just about every way, and there Android 4.1 may be a big reason. Google claims to have improved overall Android performance, by in part bringing more of the background operations in sync, such as processes and graphics, in what it calls Project Butter. The video below is Google's demonstration running Ice cream Sandwich and Jellybean on two Galaxy Nexuses.



But there's more. Like Galaxy Nexus and Samsung, Google worked closely with ASUS on Nexus 7, attempting to create an end-to-end experience -- hardware, software and services -- without actually doing the hardware. That's a major reason why using Nexus 7 is so much like using a larger Galaxy Nexus, and that experience demonstrates Google's success meeting Apple without directly doing the hardware. 

My Galaxy Nexus outperforms Pad 300 in just about every way, and Nexus 7 more so -- in part benefiting from Tegra 3 quad-core processor and superior graphics. This tablet is a screamer, which is part of the allure over 10.1-inchers -- then there is price-for-performance consideration. You get all this buttery smoothness for $199 -- $200 less than Transformer Pad and Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 10.1 or $300 less than entry-level new iPad. Anyone dissatisfied with performance at this price needs a brain scan. 

[image: ]Two Burning Questions

Should you choose Nexus 7 over Kindle Fire or new iPad? Yes and maybe, and Google absolutely competes with both companies. Apple offers a curated stack of content services, supporting the hardware. Apple makes money from selling devices, while Amazon profits more from selling digital content and everything else in the online store. Google seeks to preserve and to expand the Android ecosystem as part of larger lifestyle approach around information and supporting services. The company makes money from the stuff wrapped around search and ancillary products and services. 

Amazon, Apple and Google share curation in common. That's because each in a way sells a digital lifestyle connected to their larger businesses. Each offers curated content like ebooks, games, magazines and newspapers, movies, music and more. There, Amazon imitates Apple, but tied to its humongous online marketplace. 

Google imitates Amazon. The initial Nexus 7 experience will surprise anyone who has used stock Android devices like Galaxy Nexus or Motorola XOOM. The tablet presents content widgets on the different homescreens, leading to, for example, magazines, movies, music and newspapers. For anyone having used Kindle Fire, the experience should be startlingly familiar. Google doesn't copy Amazon's presentation but approach in concept, which is enough.

Nexus 7 or Kindle Fire? The tablets are comparable in size, screen resolution and storage. Nexus 7 offers better port options, Bluetooth 4.0 and front-facing camera, among other differences. The point: You get a little bit more on Nexus 7 than Kindle Fire. Then there is operating system -- Amazon's customized, largely locked down Gingerbread versus Google's more open, always-up-to-date Jellybean.

[image: ]I showed Nexus 7 to my wife, and within minutes she was ready to dump Kindle Fire -- and, hell, it was a Christmas present. So we ordered Nexus 7 for her. She will get the most important content benefits, while improving overall usage experience -- with Chrome over Amazon Silk browser being among the most likely. Kindle Fire transformed my wife's computing habits. She spends more time on the tablet than computer, and she's no geek! I expect her to spend even more time on Nexus 7.

But the switch is costlier because $199 selling price isn't the same for both tablets. Amazon doesn't charge tax and because of Prime we don't pay shipping. We paid $228.41 after tax and shipping for Nexus 7. Perhaps you won't have to pay tax. We live in California, where Google operates, and it is required.

Nexus 7 or new iPad? The other question, new iPad, is another matter. For many people, price and size will be among the top considerations. Nexus 7 is smaller and costs much less, but seemingly offers much less, too.

For example, Apple boasts 2048-by-1536-pixel resolution, which makes Nexus 7's 1280-by-800 seem lowly indeed. But there's more than just resolution when measuring display panels. Google's tablet benefits from the smaller size, which better suites the lower resolution. Then there is quality of the IPS display. Meaning: Everything looks damn good! Pixel density matters, too. New iPad's display is 264 pixels per inch, while Nexus 7 is 216 ppi. In practical, everyday use, most people won't notice the difference. Both screens look great, but you pay at least $300 less for Nexus 7's.

Other considerations: new iPad's larger display, more storage (16GB, 32GB or 64GB versus 8GB or 16GB), front-and-rear facing cameras, superior selection of interactive magazines, 4G LTE radio option and large selection of cases and other accessories.

The point: You get a little bit less with Nexus 7 than new iPad. But is less more because of the lower price? It would be for me, but you must answer for you.

This is good place as any for specs: 7-inch back-lit IPS display (1280 x 800 resolution, 216 ppi); 1.3GHz Nvidia Tegra 3 quad-core processor; 1GB RAM; 8GB or 16GB storage; 1.2-megapixel front-facing camera; Bluetooth 4; WiFi N; accelerometer; GPS; gyroscope; magnetometer; microphone; near field communications; 4325 mAh battery; and Android 4.1. Dimensions: 198.5 x 120 x 10.45mm and 340 grams.

Lifestyle Choice

Google isn't just selling a tablet but a lifestyle, and Android 4.1 is the glue sticking everything together -- Chrome, too. Starting about six years ago, I called synchronization the killer app for the connected-device age. Google has got it down with current-release products and services, culminating in a personal assistant experience that simply wastes Apple's Siri (I've got more to say about the two together another time).



Google Now keeps track of search, calendars and other features you opt-in to and uses synchronization to bring it all together. The idea: To anticipate your needs. Why search, when Google Now can give you information before you ask? For example, the feature offers alternate routes if there is traffic on your daily commute or warns if your plane flight is delayed (I could have used that one last week when Southwest cancelled mine to Google I/O).

[image: ]I got a taste of what to expect on Friday, from Galaxy Nexus running Jellybean. I opened the browser for the first time and got the prompt you see here. A few hours earlier, I searched for a local restaurant on the Chromebook. I was meeting two researchers from ESET for lunch. Chrome synced the search and asked permission to save the location as part of Google Now. If this stuff works like Google promises, I predict it will be as transforming as the search algorithm and (imitated) business model behind it. 

There are many other Android 4.1 benefits, which I'll mostly save for my review. But to get them, you need Nexus 7, which is the first device shipping with Jellybean. Google was supposed to start shipping new Galaxy Nexuses with the OS, but that's now uncertain given the outrageously stupid preliminary injunction given to Apple against Samsung on June 29.

But briefly:

	Flexible, expandable widgets give better control over what information that matters to you and presents it in more meaningful matter.
	Expandable notifications look better and offer much more information than the pioneering feature copied by Apple in iOS 5. There's deep integration and sync here across Google services.
	Voice search copies what Apple copied from Star Trek: Female voice response to questions (and gets more right than Siri, while offering tab access to images, videos and other relevant content).


There is much, much more, best saved for my Jellybean review. But tied together, Google weaves a compelling connected-cloud lifestyle, which I'll further explain in my forthcoming Android 4.1.

For You

Google Nexus 7 is a joy to use. I can't yet comment whether it meets the stated, 8-hour battery life. But based on preliminary usage, the claim looks pretty good.

The tablet is the Kindle Killer and is sure to woo people who want an exciting tablet that offers curated content without spending $300 or more -- $499 to $829 for new iPad.

Some recommendations. If you:

	Want a rear-facing camera, choose another tablet. You won't get it from Nexus 7.
	Plan to create content on a tablet, choose iPad. Nexus 7 is more for consumption.
	Use more than, say, three or four different Google services, Nexus 7 is best choice.
	Are looking to buy a 7-inch tablet, choose Google's. I wouldn't recommend any other over Nexus 7.
	Want to always have the newest version of Android, without skins or other enhancements, choose Nexus 7.
	Long for Apple's Siri on a tablet, choose Nexus 7 -- and right now Google's assistant is better than Apple's.


Nexus 7 isn't for everyone, but it is for anyone looking to spend $249 or less on a tablet or one that offers sound performance and 7-inch display.
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